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A.BSTRACT 

The Bonahaven Formation is a wedge of shallow marine 

sediments overlying the late Precambrian gJ.acial. deposits 

of the Port Askaig Tillite. Siliciclastic back-barrier 

sediments (member 1) are succeeded by a transgressive 

quartzite (member 2). Probable glauconitized microfossils 

are present at the top of member 1 • Member 3 is a mixed 

dolomitic·-siliciclastic unit representing both wave-dominated 

submerged environments and tide-dominated sand- . .flat.a~.,.: · 

Stromatolites occur in both. situations. The sedimentary 

facies show very littla evidence of cyclicity. The form
ation of· the penecontemporaneous dolomite relates to high 

or fluctuating salinities, perhaps assisted by stromatolitic 

algae. Its chemistry implies relatively reducing conditions. 

The member 4 environment consisted of siliciclastic tidaJ. 

flats bordered by a dolomite-producing supra-tidal flat. 

A regression was followed by a transgression to the tidaJ. 

shelf environment which typified the succeeding Jura 

Quartzite. 

Diagenetic and metamorphic textures are distingw.shed, 

and microprobe analyses of the carbonate phases inter

preted. Cementing textures are rare, but a long sequence 

of replacements, chiefly by calcite, dolomite, quartz and 

albite, can be recognized. Characterization of zoned 

dolomite crystals leads to clarification of criteria for 
I 

distinguishing both cementing and replacive textures. 

and open and closed diagenetic systems. Inclusion-ridden 

quartz-albite mosaics seem to be a feature of deep bur1a1 

of this mL~ed carbonate-elastic sequence. The syn.

tectonic solution transfer phenomena, notably lamination-



parallel veins in stromatolites, are classified and 

interpreted. The biotite present in semi-pelites and 

sand~tones is thought to be congruent with phlogopite 

forming in more calcareous and dolomitic rocks. 

The NE-SW-trending shoreline of a NW landmass lay 

within, or near to north Islay during deposition of the 

Bonahaven formation. Sediment provenance suggests that 

the Dalradian basin was intra-cratonic. 



CHAPrER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1: Geological setting and the objects o~ research 

The Dalradian Supergroup is a deformed assemblage, 

primarily of sedimentary rocks of Precambrian to Lower 

Palaeozoic age, which forms an important part of the Caled

onides of Scotland and Ireland. Its place in plate tectonic 

reconstructions (e.g. Dewey, 1969)dependt:.in part on de

ductions about sedimentary environments (e.g. Knill, 1963). 

These are most reliable where detailed sedimentological 

studies have been made, but such have only recently been 

attempted (Spencer, 1971a; Anderton, 1974, 1975, 1976). The 

most straightforward sections of the Dalradian lie in the 

archipelago, whose main islands are Islay and Jura, situated 

west of the SW Highlands of Scotland. Here the metamorphism 

is at its lowest grade and the fold style is open. The 

stratigraphic units represented here are shown in figure 1-1. 

The Lower Dalradian (=Appin Group) has been subdivided 

by Rast & Litherland (1970) and Basahel (1971), but has not 

yet been studied aedimentologically in this area. 

1 

Anderton (1974) has provided a generalized palaeogeography 

for the Middle Dalradian (in particular the Islay and Easdale 

sub-groups). He described the evolution of the sedimentary 

basin and discussed the detailed sedimentology of the Jura 

Quartzite and higher horizons. Spencer (1971a) discussed the 

glacial sedimentology of the Port Askaig Tillite and its import

ance as a marker horizon throughout Scotland and Ireland. The 

intervening Bonahaven Formation had not, at the start of my 

research, been subjected to a detailed sedimentological 

study, except for some work by Klein (1970a) at the base of 

the sequence. It was chosen as the subject of this thesis 
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because a stratigraphic framework existed (Spencer & 

Spencer, 1972) and good exposures were available. 

The Bonahaven Formation consists. of elastic rocks of 

widely varying grain size·, most of which are dolomitic; 

in addition there are some fairly pure dolostones, some of 

which are stromatolitic. It is at the chlorite grade of 

regional metamorphism,~d although penetratively deformed 

shows only open folds in general. The fundanental questions 

which this thesis attempts to answer are: how was this 

distinctive sedimentary sequence deposited,and how has it 

reacted to subsequent burial and tectonic stress? 

Sedimentological studies need to be viewed in their 

stratigraphic context in order to obtain the most information. 

Therefore the major subdivisions (members) of the Formation 

have been traced over the inland outcrops to reconstruct 

their geometry. Sedimentary facies have been defined and 

their lateral persistence studied in the well exposed 

coastal outcrops. Thus a picture of the vertical sequence 

and horizontal distribution of the sedimentary environments 

has been built up and the general palaeogeography compared 

with the overlying and underlying Formations. 

The second main product of my work is a detailed petro

graphic rock history of this low-grade metamorphic sequence, 

atte~pting to distinguish between diagenetic and metamorphic 

processes. Rather more information is available in.the 

literature concerning mineralogical transformations in 

deeply buried rocks {Fuchtbauer, 1974; Winkler, 1976) than 

the textures which develop. In carbonate rocks and miner

alogically mature elastic rocks such as those described 

here few predictable mineral reactions occur. Thus the nature 

of the described textures is the feature with potentially 

2 
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Related to both the sedimentalogy and the subsequent 

history are chemical considerations. The most useful data 

obtainable were considered to be analyses of individual 

carbonate mineral phases using the microprobe, rather 

than whole rock analyses. This is because the partitioning 

of some elements between the modal mineral phases is not 

always clear from whole rock analyses. The rasults of the 

microprobe analysis have been used to characterize the 

depositional environments and, in conjunction with petro

graphic observations, to decipher the post-depositional 

history. 

1.2: Organization of the thesis and nomenclature used 

The order of treatment is set out in detail in the 

table of contents. 

Cross-references. 

Cross-references to other sections of the thesis are 

made by simply enclosing the section number in brackets 

without other explanation, e.g. (7 .2.4.), ( 4. 3). 

Figures 

A separate numbering scheme for figures in each Chapter 

is used. Field photographs have a scale of either: 

1. a hammer with 5cm markings or 

2. a 6" (15cm) ruler or 

:;. a magnetic compass whose base is 11cm. 

Microprobe analyses 

These are detailed in Appendix A, tables A4 and A5. 

They are referred to in the text as analysis 2, analysis 

27B etc. 

Stratigraphic names 

The first reference to the Bonahaven Formation was 

3 



in the Survey memoir (Wilkinson, 1907) which referred to 

'dolomitic beds' within the 'Islay Quartzite Series'. 

Bailey (1917) coined the name ~olomitic Group which per

sisted until Spencer & Spencer (1972) proposed a modern 

formal stratigraphic name, the Bonahaven Dolomite. The 

lithological term Dolomite is suppressed in this thesis 

because it gives a false impression of the lithological 

diversity of the sequence; also dolostone is used instead 

of the rock name dolomite. 

Sections and bed numbers 

The coastal sections are lettered as in Spencer & 

Spencer (1972), {see Enclosures), except that their Section 

Eis here divided into the main Section E and a smaller 

Section F (see Chapter 2). Stromatolites are referred to 

to by a letter (Section) followed by a number (horizon) 

e.g. stromatolites in Section Dare D1, D2, etc. 

Roman numerals are used for Section B to emphasize that 

these stromatolite horizons are not correlated with those 

in the other Sections - see enclosures 2 and 3. Bed numbers 

in member 3 are defined in Enclosures 2 and 3 and are referred 

to by their number followed by the Section letter, e.g. 

the lowest beds in Section Dare 1D, 2D, 3D, etc. 

Lithological terms 

The rocks are generally described as they were before 

deformation, but if noticeably deformed this is also mentioned. 

Mud refers only to terrigenous material; (dolo-) micrite 

is used for fine-grained carbonate. The term quartzite 

is used as.a convenient field term for silicic arenites 

lacking carbonate: many of these are fairly feldspathic (4.6). 

Dolarenites consist largely of sand-sized dolomicrite 

clasts. The suffix -topic is used for diagenetic fabric 

terms as suggested by Friedman (1965). 



Sedimentary structures 

Cross~stratification and cross-lamination refer to 

cross-sets formed by megaripples and ripples respectively; 

massive refers to structureless. Other usage mostly conforms 

with that of Reineck & Singh (1973), in particular their 

bedding thickness nomenclature: medium laminated= 0.3-1cm, 

thick laminated= 1-3cm, thin o~dded = 3-10cm, medium 

bedded= 10-30cm etc. 

1 .3: History of research into the Bonahaven Formation 

1.3.1: On the map: the Geological Survey 

At the turn of the century Islay was mapped over a period 

of eight years by S.B.Wilkinson under the direction of 

B.N.Peach for the Geological Survey (Wilkinson,1907). 

This was a great advance on previous knowledge, but the 

account had deficiencies in the stratigraphic and structural 

interpretation, which are discussed further in Chapter 3. 

Peach was convinced that the Bonahaven Formation was 

to be correlated with the Cambrian succession of the NW 

Highlands. The 'dolomitic beds' were taken to be equivalent 

to the Ca~brian Fucoid Beds and were said to contain worm 

casts on the bedding planeR. Furthermore, member 2 was 

reported to contain 'worm pipes' like that of the 'pipe rock' 

of the NW Highlands. It is clear now that the worm casts 

are synaeresis craci.: casts ( 3:pe::--.cer & ;:.;pencer, 1972) and t:r1at 

no recotely convincing worm pipes exist. 

1 . 3. 2: Stratigraphy and li -'-:101ogy 

The subdivisions now known as menbers 1,2 and~ (fig. 2-1) 

were originally made by the Survey (Wilkinson,1907), who 

also gave a brief lithological description. Allison (193:,) 
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separated out'grey flags'at the top of the sequence 

(member 4) and divided member 3 into a lower unit of 

· 'sandy dolooite' and an upper unit of 'fine-grained dolo~~e•. 

Spencer & Spencer (1972) defined the members, gave more 

detailed field descriptions and numbered the stromatolite 

horizons. 

1 .3.3: Structure 

A survey of the literature relating to the structure of 

the Dalradian of Islay is given in Chapter 3. The only 

structural paper restricted in scope to the Bonahaven 

Formation is that of Borradaile & Johnson (1973) who made 

strain estimates in member 3. 

1 .3.4: Fossils and age determinations 

The Survey reported no success in the search for Cambrian 

body fossils in the Formation, a situation which has not 

altered since; the trace fossils they reported in member 3 

we now know to be inorganic structures. Klein (1970a) 

figured a drawing of supposed burrows from member 1, but 

I have been unable to confirm this: on the contrary the 

constant undisturbed sedimentary lamination implies that an 

infauna was not present. 

Leggo & Pidgeon (1970) reported a Rb-Sr whole-rock 

isochron (a revised estimate of that of Leggo et al., 1969) 

of 570:!:.20 m.a., from siltstones of member 1. They suggested 

that this figure probably represents a diagenetic age. 

Downie et al. (1971) recorded acritarchs from member 3, 

which could be late Precambrian or early Cambrian in age. 

Peach & Horne (1930) were the first to mention the 

stronatolite horizons in member 3 and expressed the hope 

that they might be used in age determinations. Hackman 

& Knill (1962) provided a li~ited account of the stromatolites. 

6 
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Spencer & Spencer (1972) described the stromatolite horizons 

in more detail and compared a columnar stromatolite specimen 

with Jurusania which Russian workers regard as a character

istic group of the Vendian (latest Precambrian). However 

Jurusania is probably not an appropriate name for any of 

the stroma.tolites in the sequence (see Chapter 4). 

Anderton (1974) suggested that as the Lower Cambrian 

succession in the NW Highlands records a transgression, the 

time-equivalent rocks in the SW Highlands should show an 

increasing depth of deposition at this time. The most 

likely horizon seems to be at the boundary of the Craignish 

Phyllites with the Crinan Grits, several thousand metres 

stratigraphically above the Bonahaven Formation. 

In concurrence with the above weight of evidence, 

Harris & Pitcher (1975) concluded that the Formation is 

of Vendian age. 

A.R. MacGregor of St. Andrew's University has recently 

been studying member 3, particularly with regard to 

stromatolite palaeoecology. Accordingly the stromatolites 

have been given a less comprehensive treatment in my work 

than would otherwise have been the case. 

1.3.5: Sedimentology 

Klein(1970a) was the first to attempt a detailed sediment

ological interpretation of part of the Bonahaven Formation. 

Although this paper is ostensibly concerned with the 

'Lower fine-grained Quartzite' (Bailey, 1917; =member 5 

of the Port Askaig T illi t e, Spencer, 1 971 a) it mostly deals 

with the member 1 outcrops of the Bonahaven Formation at 

Caol Ila, but not at Bonahaven ( see Spencer, 1971 b). Klein 

recordedsub-tidaland inter-tidal flat environments which 

--, 
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he related to a general model of inter-tidal sediment

ation. ~he application of t~is model to the rocks in this 

area is critically discussed in Chapter 4. 

8 

Spencer & Spencer (1972) produced so~e sedimentological 

inf'ormation, but theirs was primarily a stratigraphic account. 

1 .4: Geogranhy and outcrop 

Figure 1-2 shows selected geographic features of 

NE Islay. A fertile low-lying area in the south of the area, 

flanking the A846 PortAskaig-Bridgend road, is based on the 

slates and limestones of the Lower Dalradian. Northwards 

lie barren moorland hills with a shallow peat cover 

occasionally penetrated by outcrops of the Port Askaig Tilli te, 

Bonahaven Formation and Jura Quartzite. rl'he far eastern area, 

as far north as Bonahaven, is farmland, mostly rough pasture 

with reasonable exposure. Coastal areas are generally very 

well exposed. On the east coast there is a narrow foreshore 

and steep sea cliffs whereas on the north coast there is a 

wider foreshore with excellent exposure on the cliffs of the 

famous raised beaches. 

All the exposures of the Bonahaven Formation are natural. 

Detailed stratal sequences can be established by large 

scale mapping of coastal exposures, the frequent Tertiary 

dolerite dykes (Walker, 1960) being very useful geographic 

markers. Inland exposures are scattered on steep hillsides, 

suall hillocks and in some stream sections. These inland 

exposures are not only fragmentary, but biased as dolostones 

and quartzites are very much over-represented compared with 

the complete coastal sections. 

The most accessible exposures are the coastal sections 

at Caol Ila and Bonahaven which are within a few hundred 

metres of the nearest road. Most of the inland exposures 

-----, 
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are several l:ilometres fro;n the nearest road, but here 

are to be found the r2ost accessible exposures of the 

dolostone in member 4 (fig. 2-1), north of Loch Cam. The·

best exposures of members 3 and 4 are on the north coast 

which may be reached either on foot from Bonahaven, or by 

small boat from Port Askaig or Caol Ila to Ruvaal Lighthouse 

and thence on foot. Approaching Section C froo the east, 

the most direct route is to descend the cliff by a steep 

path which commences at the point w~ere the telegraph wire 

passes over the cliff. ?urther west, the cliffs are lower 

and access to the shore may be gained at numerous points. 

The clearest exposures on both the north and east coasts 

are near to or above High 11ater Mark; access is hardly 

affected by the state of the tide at any point. 
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CHAPTE~ 2: STRATIGRAP~Y 

2.1: Introduction 

In this Chapter_ the lithological units that make up the 

Bonahaven Formation are introduced and important new 

information regarding their geometry is presented. This 

data will be used later in the palaeogeographic inter

pretation. 

·rhe Bonahaven Formation is essentially limited to 

northern Islay. Further north it is unexposed, lying 

beneath the sea for a considerable distance until the main

land is reached where its distinctive character is lost. 

Further south on Islay it is largely faulted out by the 

Beinn Bhan thrust (Basahel,1971). It emerges from this 

fault line in only one locality: 1km.west of Beinn Bhan in 

central Islay where there are exposures on the banks of 

a lochan (grid reference NR 393 562). 

The Bonahaven Formation rests on the Port Askaig Tilli te 

and passes up into the Jura Quartzite (fig. 1-1). 

The Port Askaig Tillite has been given an exhaustive 

stratigraphic treatment by Spencer(1971a) who divided it 

into 5 Members. It consists of a series of rnixtites and 
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some conglomerates, with interbeds of dolostones and quartzites. 

The Donahaven Formation wes defined and divided into 

4 informal members by Spencer & Spencer (1972). The use of 

these members is retained here. 

The Jura Quartzite (Anderton,1974, 1976) in this area 

consists of thick-bedded quartzite with rare beds of 

conglomerate or mudstone. 



2.2: The lower and upner boundaries 

The base of the Bonahaven ?ormation is easily recognized 

at two localities on the east coast. At Caol Ila 

(NR 4290 7020), the first of these, a series of thickly 

bedded, rather massive quartzites (Member 5 of the Port 

Askaig Tillite) pass sharply and conformably upward into a 

series of cleaved silty mudstones with thin lenticular silt 

or sand laminae. At the second locality, north of Con Tom 

(NR 4237 7270), a similar situation exists, but strat

igraphically intermediate between the quartzites and the 

silty cleaved mudstoneB are 2m of thin parallel laminated 

fine-grained sandstone and mudstone which is included here 

with the Bonahaven Formation. The problems of establishing 

the base of the sequence inland will be mentioned later. 

The upper boundary of the Bonahaven Formation is well 

exposed at several localities on the north coast (e.g. 

NR 4150 7895) where cleaved mudstones containing occasional 

thin beds of fine-grained sandstone pass sharply upward 

into quartzites of the Jura Quartzite Formation. There is 

an intercalation of mudstone 2m higher in the Jura Quartzite. 

In each case way-up criteria are present in strat

igraphically adjacent parts of the Bonahaven ?or~ation 

and indicate that the sequences are uninverted. 

2.3: The coastal localities 

The top of the Formation is absent from the east coast 

exposures, whilst the bottom is unexposed on the north 

coast (see enclosure 1). Spencer & Spencer (1972) 

labelled five coastal sections A to E (a usage followed 

here, fig. 2-2), and figured the sequence from each of 

these sections. My more detailed work has shown their 
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observations to be generally valid except for Section E, 

where the presence of much minor folding and faulting 

make it more 'difficult to piece together the stratigraphy. 

Their member 3 section is largely erroneous here; also they 

apparently failed to recognise that there is a major fault 

near the western end of the section to the west of which 

the entire section from the base is repeated, although 

complexly folded. This is discussed further in Chapter 3. 

The extreme western section is here referred to as Section F 

(fig. 2-2). 

Figure 2-1 shows a generalized complete sequence of the 

Bonahaven Formation based on sections A and B for the lower 

part and sections C and D for the upper part. Detailed 

lithological descriptions of the sequence are made in 

Chapter 4. The subdivisions ('units') of members 1 and 4 

are made here for the first time. Spencer & Spencer (1972) 

numbered the stromatolite horizons in member;. Their 

12 

.usage in Sections C, D and E has been adhered to as far as 

possible except where the new work has shown their correlations 

to be in error. The stromatolites in Section B have been 

re-numbered here with Roman numerals to emphasize the 

difference between this section and those on the north 

coast. In addition, all the beds in uember 3 have been 

numbered (see enclosures 2 and 3), one scheme applying to 

Sections C, D and E together and another to Section B. 

2.4: Lateral variations 

The thickness of two or more members of the Formation 

can be estimated at a number of inland localities (fig. 2-2). 

As exposure is relatively poor inland most of the columns 

in this figure represent traverses along as well as across 
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the strike in a given area. The inferred E-W changes in 

the sequence are illustrated in figure 2-3. 

The top of the Port Askaig Tilli te varies in facies. The 

east coast exposures at this horizon show a thick (200m) 

sequence of massive, thick-bedded quartzites with only 

thin boulder-bearing horizons (Spencer, 1971a). However 

further west, between Loch Giur-bheinn and Cro Earraich, 

there is usually a mixtite or pebbly quartzite several metres 

thick at the top of the Tillite. Further west still, there 

is a massive, slightly muddy sandstone ~ith occasional 

granite pebbles~ 

The thickest section of meCTber 1 of the Bonahaven 

Formation is at Caal Ila, where all five units are present. 

At the northern coastal crop south of Bonahaven,. the sequence 

is thinner and unit 3 is apparently not present. Inland 

to the west the member thins and is not exposed at all 

west of a NNE-SSW line through Loch Giur-bheinn. It is 

the lowest parts of member 1 that seem to be lost first as 

the member is traced westwards. Thus in the Cro Earraich 

section (fig. 2-2) and all other localities west of Loch 

Staoisha, units 1, 2 and 3 are missing. Also, at the 

westernCTost exposure of the member, immediately east of 

Loch Giur-bheinn, the sandstones and ~udcracked mudstones 

expozed here (lithologically like unit 5 of the coastal 

outcrops) contain spherules (see Chapter 5) which occur 

only at the the top of member 1 on the coast. 

Member 2 is present throughout the area, but changes 

from the massive, thick bedded quartzite of the east coast 

to a ripple-marked and cross-stratified quartzite 

particularly well exposed in Cro Earraich, the summit ridge 

13 
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of Giur-bheinn and along the outcrop strips in the far 

west of the area. Where member 1 is absent in the western 

area it becomes impossible to prove that all of member 2 

belongs to the 3onahaven Formation rather than with the 

PortAskaig Tillite as similar quartzites do occur within 

the Tilli te. •J:he problems of establishing time lines at 

14 

the base of the Bonahaven ForEation are discussed in Chapter 8. 

Nember 3, the characteristic stromatolite-bearing 

part of the Formation appears to be thickest at Caol Ila, 

thinner to the NW and absent in the far western outcrop 

strip from Loch Cam to Lochan Broach. Internally the 

numbered succession of beds (enclosures 2 and 3) correlates 

fairly well between Section E and Section C. However the 

top 15m of Section D, geographically intermediate between 

Sections C and E,does not correlate nearly so well. The 

fragments of the sequence which can be worked out in 

Section F do not correlate with section E and may be rather 

thinner. As mentioned earlier, individual beds are not 

correlatable between Section Band the north coast. 

Member 3 is poorly exposed in Section A, but seems to be 

very thick (150-200m), sandstone beds forming a smaller 

proportion of its thickness than in the north coast member 

3 exposures. At Beinn Bhan in central Islay member 3 is 

represented by thinly bedded dolomitic sandstones and 

synaeresis-cracked mudstones. 

Unit 1 of member 4 is seen to consist of a massive 

silty sandstone at Caol Ila, NW of Loch Staoisha, and on 

the north coast. On the north coast it is succeeded by 

thinly bedded (phyllitic) sandstones and mudstones (unit?). 

Inland, exposures of unit 2 are poor, slates b~ing 



seen occasionally below unit 3. At Beinn Bhan there are 

thi:i.lly bedded sandstones and mudstones, ripple-marked 

and mud-cracked, below unit 3. 

Unit 3 of member 4, a distinctive creamy-weathering 

dolostone is very well exposed on the north coast and in 

extensive outcrops inland in the western area~ Some swallow 

holes also occur. Spencer & Spencer (1972) reported that 

it is present at the top of Section A (NR 428 714). 

However the dolostone at that locality occurs north of 

the fault upthrowing the Portaskaig Tillite to the north 

and is interbedded with slate and quartzite stratigraph

ically below the Tillite. In fact unit 3 is not exposed at 

all SE of Loch Smigeadail, although no complete member 4 

sections are seen. The nearest to a complete section is the 

Nargadale River sequence where less than 5m of the section are 

missing, but the dolostone is very unlikely to belong in 

the missing interval as even soft-weathering phyllites are 

exposed in the stream. Thus it is strongly suggested that 

unit 3 is absent in the eastern area, as is depicted 

in figure 2-3. 

Heterogeneous phyllitic rocks (unit 4, member 4), prob

ably originally thinly bedded sand and mudstone, are seen 

in the I-:iargadale River and the north coast and are succeeded 

by slates with some thin sandstones (unit 5, member 4), seen 

at several inland localities as well as on the north coast 

imm9diately below the Jura Quartzite •1 

The most significant lateral changes in the sequence are 

depicted in figure 2-3. Note the overall thinning of the 

sequence to the west, but the thinning to the-east of 

member 4, especially the absence of unit J. 
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to the west by the wasting of its lower units and is 
absent altogether in the western area. 
3. Member 2, a quartzite,thickens s~ightly from Caol Ila 
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4. Member 3, the distinctive dolomitic and stromatolite
bearing part of the sequence thins to the west (and NW) 
dying out altogether in the far western area. 
5. Nember.4 thins to the east chiefly by the loss of the 
unit 3 dolostone. 
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CHAPTER 3: STRUCTURE OF NE ISLAY 

3.1: Historical development 

The Geological Survey (Wilkinson, 1907) recognized the 

broad structure of Islay as anticlinal and more or less 

correctly interpreted the Dalradian stratigraphy from the 

Bonahaven Formation downwards. However the Jura Quartzite 

exposures on Islay were equated with those of Member 5 of 

the Port Askaig Tilli te leaving the Bonahaven Formation as 

the stratigraphically highest rocks exposed. This necess

itated a very complex structure in the north of the island 

and isoclinal folding was frequently mentioned, although it 

can never have been seen. 

~.B. Bailey, in a brilliant work (1917), correctly 

interpreted the stratigraphy and introduced the concept of 

the Islay Anticline as it is accepted to-day. The discussion 

of his paper shows that his views were not accepted by 

many people at the time, although B.N. Peach (in Peach & 

Horne, 1930) later conceded those parts of Bailey's arguments 

that are relevant here. 

Green (1924) proposed that Islay had a synclinal structure 

and equated the Port Askaig Tilli te with the Bowmore Sand

stone, considering that they were unconfornable on a series 

oi' rocks which included the Bonahaven ?ormation. This was 

refuted by Bailey and others in discussion and later by 

Gregory (1928). Allison (1933) vindicated Bailey by the use 

of way-up structures in the Bonahaven Formation. 

Basahel (1"971) mapped a large part of southern Islay 

and produced a structural interpretation. He suggested 

that the oajor folding on Islay was the second phase and 
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recognized the presence of slides developed during the 

folding. However Roberts (1974), in his overall view of 

the structure of the SW Highlahds of Scotland regarded the 

formation of the major.folds on Islay as the first tectonic 

event (f1). This formed part of his 'prir.:ary deformation' 

during which the rock mass was penetratively deformed, with 

four separate phases of folding recognizable on the main

land. On Islay, there was movement to the NW (during 

formation of the Islay Anticline) along the line of the 

Loch Skerrols thrust which bounds the Dalradian outcrop 

to the west. Roberts correlated the late-stage, minor 

crenulation cleavage on Islay with similar structures on 

the mainland which form the second of four fold phases 

which constitute the 'secondary deformation'. 

An attempt to quantify the amount of deformation was 

made by Borradaile & Johnson (1973). They estimated 

finite strain in thinly interbedded dolomitic sandstones 

and silty mudstones of member 3 by the degree of rotation 

of sandstone contraction crack casts toward parallelism 

with the main cleavage. 

3.2: Structural outline 

The structure is illustrated on the maps and section 

forming Enclosure 1 at the back of this thesis. 

Although the rocks are penetratively _defor~ed, the only 

siinificant folding is on a large scafe· In the SE of the 

area, the beds dip uniforrrilyno,thwards, their outcrop 

being determined by two major NE-SW trending faults. 

Proceeding westwards, there are a series of gentle folds 

followed by a tighter anticline with a f.:>.ulted, near 

vertical, western limb. 
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recognized the presence of slides developed during the 

folding. However Roberts (1974), in his overall view of 

tne structure of the SW Highlands of Scotland regarded the 

formation of the major.folds on Islay as the first tectonic 

event (f1 ). This formed part of his 'primary deformation' 

during which the rock mass was penetratively deformed, with 

four separate phases of folding recognizable on the main-
. 

land. On Islay, there was movement to the NW (during 

formation of the Islay Anticline) along the line of the 

Loch Skerrols thrust whLch bounds the Dalradian outcrop 

to the west. Roberts correlated the late-stage, minor 

crenulation cleavage on Islay with similar structures on 

the mainland which form the second of four fold phases 

which constitute the 'secondary deformation'. 

An attempt to quantify the amount of deformation was 

made by Borradaile & Johnson (1973). They estimated 

finite strain in thinly interbedded dolomitic sandstones 

and silty mudstones of member 3 by the degree of rotation 

of sandstone contraction crack casts toward parallelism 

with the main cleavage. 

3.2: Structural outline 

The structure is illustrated on the maps and section 

forming Enclosure 1 at the bac~: of this thesis. 

Although the rocks are penetratively _defor~ed, the only 

siinificant folding is on a large sca~e. In the SE of the 

area, the beds dip uniformly 110Yt ~wards, their outcrop 

being deter:c1ined by two major NE-SW trending faults. 

Proceeding westwards, there are a series of gentle folds 

followed oy a tighter anticline with a f.:>.ulted, near 

vertical,western limb. 
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Stereographic projections of poles to bedding and 

cleavage are s~own in figure 3-1. Readings taken east of 

Loch Giu.r-bheinn across the Giur-bheinn anticline (fig. 3-1a) 

indicate that this fold is cylindrical,with axial planar 

cleavage and a plunge of 14° to 036°. In contrast the 

Section D anticline on the north coast (fig. 3-1b) has an 

axis plunging 9° to 214°. Section E contains a number of 

folds (with wavelengths of a few or a few tens of metres) 

which plot out similarly (fig. 3-1c), although cylindrical 

folding is less clearly demonstrated here. The southerly 

plunge of the fold hinges on the north coast, although 

claimed to be a local effect by Borradaile & Johnson (1973), 

is matched by southerly plunging bedding-cleavage inter

sections to the north in the Garvellachs (data of Spencer, 

1971 a). 
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The strike of the slaty cleavage varies irregularly from 

030° to 060° throughout the area and is fanned (fig. 3-1d) 

from a moderate NW dip on the east coast, through the vertical 

west of Loch Staoisha to a SE dip west of the line of the 

Giur-bheinn anticline. An anomalous area with non-Caledonoid 

trend is discussed in section 3.5.2 •• 

In more highly deformed banded quartzite and phyllite 

(units 2 and 4, me~ber 4) in various localities cleavage 

was developed parallel to bedding rather than in the 

regional orientation. The bedding in such cases is fairly 

uniformly dipping, although with minor buckles. 

A second, crenulation cleavage, intermittently present 

in slaty lithologies throughout the area, dips at a moderate 

angle to the east in the.SE area, and dips NW on the north 

coast, but is more variable here. It is axial planar to 

some minor folds of the first cleavage. It is possible 
., 
.~ 
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that its change in orientation was determined by the 

fanning of the first cleavage, crenulations being more 

readily developed with axial planes at a high angle to the 

first cleavage. 

Henceforth the main cleavage is referred to as s1 
(belonging to deformation D1 ) whilst the crenulation 

cleavage is termed s2 (foroed during deformation n2 ). 

Most of the faults in the area are regarded as post

tectonic, but one, here named the Balsa fault, possesses 

some characteristics which suggest that it may have formed 

during n1 • The line of the Balsa fault was mapped by 

Bailey (1917) from near Dun Chollapus in the south of the 

area, as far north as Loch Smigeadail. I have recognised 

its continuation to the north coast, giving a total length 

of 11km. On the north shore, the fault zone is very complex 

so the map (Enclosure 1) is almost certainly an over

simplification. However, there is clearly a major break 

separating Sections E and F with downthrow to the east. On 

the cliff-line the Section F strata show only a gradual 

steepening of their dip to the west away from the fault, but 

on the lower shore they are tightly folded, beco:c:iing 

vertical near the fault-line where there is much shearing 

and quartz veining. Inland the fault line can be closely 

fixed, although unexposed in the strean section Allt Mor 

and then is displaced 200~ to the west by an E-W fault, 

before continuing southwards. In the' SW area in particular, 

it is noticeable that the structure is approximately a 

strike fault, the bedding on either side of it varying from 

a steep normal to steep reversed dip, constantly younging 

to the west. near Dun Chollapus it does cross-cut the 

bedding, truncating members 4 and 3 successively to the south. 
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As it is intimately associated with a zone of deformation 

much more intense than anywhere else in NE !slay away from 

the Loch Skerrols thrust, and cuts a long path parallel to 

the strike of a belt of near vertical rocks, I propose 

that the Bolsa fault was formed during D1 • However, the 

fault plane itself is not clearly folded, so the evidence 

is largely indirect. Basahel (1971) recognised three 

faults developed during the main folding in southern Islay 

with which the Bolsa fault may be analogous. The Beinn 

~han thrust is important here as it cuts out the Bonahaven 

Formation in central and southern Islay. 

Other faults belong chiefly to two sets (NNW-SSE & WNW-ESE) 

and have a normal movement sense-as deduced from exposed fault 

planes and mapped fault lines. At the eastern end of Section 

E,a major fault of the NNW-SSE set is offset by, and is thus 

probably earlier than, a minor fault of the other·set. 

These ~aults seem to post-date the folding. 

3.3: The Islay Anticline 

The concept of the Islay Anticline, as illustrated in 
. . 

cross-section by Bailey (1917), is in accord with the work 

presented here, but it is felt that some clarification is 

required. Bailey did not show the line of the trace of the 

axial surface on his map and this has been the source of 

confusion later. The disposition of Lower and ~iiddle Dal

radian on Islay (fig 1-1) suggests at first sight a NNE 
I 

plunging anticline reaching the coast near Bonahaven 

(fig. 3-2b; Roberts,1974). However the outcrops in the 

Port Askaig-Bonahavendistrict are largely determined by 

faulting, the rocks being mainly uniformly dipping. 

3orradaile & Johnson (1973) show the axial trace of the 

Islay Anticline as joining the Section D anticline with the 
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Giu.r-bheinn anticline (fig. 3-2a). However the stereo

grams (fig. 3-1) show the fold axes to have low plunge and 

a constant azimuth of 035° which does not fit this line. 

The trace of the axial surface of the Islay Anticline 

runs NE from Laggan Bay on the west coast of Islay through 

crucial, but poorly exposed ground. The Loch Skerrols 

thrust lies close by to the NW in this area. Rast & 

Litherland (1970) regarded the Islay Anticline in central 

Islay as an overturned fold with a moderate or steep 

northeasterly plunge. Basahel (1971) claimed that it is 

isoclinal, but presented no convincing evidence for this 

suggestion. 

Following the trace of the axial surface NE towards 

the east coast of Islay, the strata on this line are 

unfolded, but to the NW folding does occur, the most west

erly ar.ticline clearly facing up to the NW as was the 

situation in central Islay. This implies that as the 

Islay Anticline is traced to the NE it becomes an en

echelon structure, each individual axis of the anticlinorium 

dying out to the NE,as depicted in figure 3-3. The 

stereograms (fig. 3-1a, b) thus represent cylindrical 

portions of an overall non-cylindrical structure. According 

to the definitions of Campbell (1958) the en-echelon 

arrangement is sinistral, but there is insufficient evidence 

to decide whether the structure is of the zig-zag type 

with doubly plunging folds or the el1iptical type where all 

the folds have the sace plunge. If the latter is the case 

the southerly plunge on the north coast could be explained 

as a transverse warping of the whole folded sheet. 

The inferred en-echelon arrangement could be related to 
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the non-Caledonoid (N-S) trend of the Loch Skerrols thrust 

in northern Islay. The axial region of the Islay Anticline 

(fig. 3-3) appears roughly parallel to the thrust here, 

although the individual fold axes making up the anticlin

orium were NE-SW, presumably perpendicular to the overall 

direction of shortening. This is consistent with the 

suggestion of Roberts (1974) that the non-Caledonoid trend 

of the Loch Skerrols thrust meant that the Port Askaig

Bonahaven district was relatively protected from deformation 

and so has a MW dipping cleavage, rather than the SE dip 
-

that is the normal case on Islay. 

3.4: The Bonahaven Fault 

Islay is divided into two by the line of the Loch Indaal

Loch Gruinart transcurrent fault. Durrance (1976, and in 

correspondence) postulated, in discussing the results of a 

gravity survey of Islay, that the Bonahaven fault might 

also possess a transcurrent component. This would explain 

the bend in the Loch Indaal fault as the Bonahaven fault is 

nearly in line with the SW extension of the former (fig.1-1). 

However the Loch Skerrols thrust is apparently not offset 

along the line of the Bonahaven fault, and the latter's 

westerly downthrow is in opposition to the 1000m+ easterly 

downthrow of the Loch Indaal fault (Dobson e~ al., 1975). 

Also the evidence in the Bonahaven region does not support 

this hypothesis as the fault clearly •bifurcates and 

rejoins south of Bonahaven, the sum of the downthrows of 

the twin faults being approximately the same (450m) as 

the downthrow of the undivided fault. Clearly in this 

area there is only a vertical component of displacement and 

so no adjustments are required along the fault line when 

- -,, 
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reconstructing the palaeogeo6raphy of the Bonahaven 

?or:nation on_ eithe~ side of it. 

3.5: Strain indicators and strain history 

Field observations of the inclination of bedding and 

cleavages described earlier indicate a major deformational 

event (D1 ) during which the bedding was folded and the main 

cleavage formed, and a later, minor episode (D2 ) forming 

crenulation cleavage in places. More information as to 

the deforcational history is supplied by observations on 

d.eforoed ooids and sandstone dykelets, the microscopic 

nature of the cleavages and the orientation of pressure 

fringes. This section is concerned with the orientation of 

tectonic fabrics rather than with deformation mechanisms 

which are treated in section 7.5. In the following 

discussion X, Y and Z are the principal axes of the finite 

strain ellipsoid, where X>Y>Z. 

3.5.1: Deformed ooids 

Ooids in oolitic dolostones in member 3 show much 

variation in deformation partly because some of them show 

soce replacement by quartz, but even comparing dolomicrite 

ooici.s there is undoubtedly some heteroGeneity in the degree 

of defor~ation. Bed 54D disrlays prolate obids (axiel ratios 

1 .5:1 :1; fig. 3-4) and beds 54E and 60E exhibit a similar 

degree of deformation. However ooids in beds 27B, 540 and 

42E seem to be nearly undeformed (fig. 3-5). 

The orientation of long azes of quartz grains and ooids 

in five dolostones is shoi-m in figure 3-6. Four lie within 

-~he range o-f cleavac;e orientations whilst all are at a 

higt1 angle to the bedding-cleavage intersection. This 

l • 
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Figure 3-4: bed 54D, photocicrograph in plane polarized light 
of thin section cut perpendicular to cleavage. Ooids (oo~e 
partly replaced by quartz) and quartz clasts are considerabl7 
deformed. 

Figure 3-5: bed 42E, photomicrograph 1n plane polarized light 
of thin section cut perpendicular to cleavage. Quartz clast11 
and ooide appear nearly undeformed. 

+ long axis of deformed ooids 

Pigure 3-6: Orientation of long axis of deformed ooids from 
the north coast compared with the cleavnge orientation. 
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is a similar pattern to that shown by lineations described 

in section 3.5.4. There is clearly a lot of scope for 

strain determinations using ooids in both the Bonahaven 

Formation and the Islay Limestone. 

3.5.2: Cleavage and deformed sandstone dykelets 

The main cleavage is defined by a penetrative preferred 

orientation of white mica (phengite) and, as seen in thin 

sections cut perpendicular to the cleavage, by elongate 

quartz clasts and occasionally pyrite grains. Qualitatively 

the cleavage shows variable development, being weak in 

member 1 in Sections A and B (except at the base), most 

strongly developed in member 4 sediments on the north coast 

and to a variable and intermediate extent in member 3 

sediments throughout the area. The poor development of 

cleavage beneath member 2 suggests that this unit may have 

acted as a shield during the deformation as do epidiorite 

sills elsewhere in the Dalradian (Anderton,1975). 

Borradaile & Johnso~ (1973) reported a lineation in the 

cleavage, taken to be the finite extension direction, 

visible (in the field) on the north coast, but not at 

Bonahaven. I could not detect such a lineation in the 

field, although a weak lineation is visible in thin sections 

cut parallel to cleavage (7.5). 

That there was considerable flattening normal to the 

cleavage is beyond doubt. Borradaile1 & Johnson (1973) 

quantified this by assuming that the cleavage plane= XY 

and then deriving the strain ellipsoi4 by measuring how far 

sandstone contraction (synaeresis) crack-fills within 

dolomitic mudstone (sandstone dykelets) had rotated towards 

parallelism with the cleavage. They concluded that there 
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was a shortening norrr.a.l to the cleavage of 33-66% and 

an extension within the cleavage of 25-157%. Because the 

method is subject to considerable errors these results 

do not imply that the deformation was this heterogeneous. 

The authors tentatively extended their results to the whole 

of the Formation indicating that present thicknesses are 

only 50-70% of those before deformation. However, the many 

competent sandstones and quartzites in the sequence may 

have suffered much less penetrative deformation. Also 

members 1 and 2 on the east coast appear nearly undeformed. 

Observations on cleavage and deformed sandstone dykelets 

at the west end of Section D (fig. 3-7a) show that there 

is an anomalous area here as the dykelets are orientated in 

a non-Caledonoid direction (fig. 3-7c). In this area the 

bedding dips uniformly west or WSW at an angle of 12-18°. 

Approaching the anomalous area from the east, the dip of 

the cleavage and deformed contraction-crack casts swings 

round from SE to southerly (fig. 3-7a,b). Further SW, the 

dykelets dip SW whilst the most conspicuous cleavage dips 

SE (fig. 3-7c, 3-8). Thin section study shows that in the 

anomalous area the most conspicuous cleavage is not, as 

elsewhere, a penetrative slaty cleavage, but a discrete 

S?aced cleavage that crenulates a pre-existing mica foliation 

(fig. 3-9). The latter, only indistinctly visible in the 

field, has a sinilar orientation to the deformed contraction 

crack fills. The spaced cleaYage is \not s2 because it in 

turn is crenulated, by a NW-dipping cleavage (=S2, fig. 3-10). 

West of this area, member 4 sedi~ents lacking sandstone 

dy • .:elets occur; they have a penetrative Caledonoid-trending 

cleavage (fig. 3-7d) with no hint of an earlier fabric. 

In this small anomalous area then, the main deformational 

episode seems to have been composite. Most of the finite 
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Figure 3-8: Cleavage and 
deformed sandstone dykelets 
at the western end of Section 
D. The most conspicuous 
cleavage in the area (S1b) 
is visible in the lower half 
of the photograph, parallel 
to the hammer. Deformed 
sandstone dykelets (deformed 
towards S1a) dip in the 
opposite direction (visible 
in the upper half of the 
photograph). 
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" . ~ ··' 
I , ~ •• , . 

·t 1
·1 lb 

~"'~~•.:1'' . ~ . 
Figure 3-9: Photomicrographs under crossed polars of a sampie 
from near the location of Figure 3-8. a) polars N-S and E-W; 
a penetrative cleavage (S1a) runs from top left to bottom 

right. b) polars NW-SE and NE-SW; sam~ view as a); S1b ia 
seen as a series of mica-rich microlithons running vertically 

in the photograph. Rotation of micas has occurred within 

the microlithona. 
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strain of the rocks was accomplished in a non-Caledonoid 

direction leading to the formation o~ a cleavage (s1a) 

towards which the sandstone dykelets rotated. It was only 

at a late stage that the Caledonoid-trending cleavage (s 1b) 

became established everywhere; in the anomalous area s1b 

adopted a spaced crenulation character as s18 was already 

present. There seems no obviou~ reason why this area should 

exhibit this complex history as no nearby rigid blocks or 

syn-deformational faults have been recognised. 

All the cleavages described above are considered to 

belong to the primary deformation of Roberts (1974). The 

secondary deformation is represented by s2 , described in 

sections 3.2 and 7.6 • . , 

3. 5·. 3: Deformed sedimentary structures 

The sandstone dykelets mentioned in the last section show 

the effects of the deformation especially well as they are 

set in an incompetent medium (dolomitic mudstone). How-

ever over-steepened cross-lamination and cross-stratification 

also occur, and bunched ripple form-sets (fig. 3-11) and 

stromatolite domes showing an elongation in plan parallel 

26 

to the cleavage trace (fig. 3-12) can be seen. Quant

ification of the degree of deformation would be very difficult. 

However some discussion is needed on the validity of the 

palaeocurrents derived from the cross-strata. 

?or the member 1 and 2 cross-strata, there is little 
I 

petrographic evidence of deformation in adjacent mudstones, 

let alone in the co□petent dolomitic sandstones and quartzites 

in which the cross-strata occur. Figure 3-13 purports to 

show that there has been negligible deformation of cross

strata in this part of the sequence. Note that this is not 
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Figure 3-10: photomicrograph, crossed polars (same thin section 
as fig. 3-9).An s2 fold of S1b microlithons is seen. 

Figure 3-11: Bed 65D, showing 
bunched ripple form-sets (1), 
deformed sandstone dykelets (2), 
SI!!a.11 loads (3) and a sand

stone lamina showing minor 

folds. 

Figure 3-12: Stromatolite 
bed D2 in plan showing 

elongation of strom
atolite domes parallel. 
to the hammer. As this is 
~arallel to the cleavage 

. trace, it is thought to 
be due to deformation 
r~ther than being an 

._,,,,,~. original sedimentary 
feature. 



easy to prove because as the cleavage is not steeply 

dipping, the cross-strata may be flattened or steepened by 

the deformation, depending on their azimuth. In figure 

3-13 both cross-strata and cleavage are plotted with the 

dip of the bedding removed by rotation about the bedding 

strike. The dataare plotted as hypothetical lineations 

(currents) down the dip of the cross-strata. If we post

ulate a null hypothesis that the cross-strata have suff

ered a measurable amount of defor::nation (pure shear) tending 

to make them rotate towards coincidence with cleavage then 

we would expect the dip angles of the cross-strata to sho~ 

a degree of scatter which would be reduced to a minimum 

(with average dip 25-30° assuming all are avalanche sets) 

when the appropriate deformation had been removed. 

27 

The arrows on each measurement show how its orientation 

would change if we remove a hypothetical deformation increment. 

However, most of these arrows point away from the range 

25-30° dip for a given azimuth. Therefore even removing a 

small hypothetical amount of deformation increases the 

scatter of the results. The scatter will increase more, 

the further the points are rotated. It can be concluded 

that the null hypothesis is invalid and that the dip angles 

of the cross-strata te-nd to show the best clustering around 

25-30° if we consider that they are undeformed. 

In member 3, deformation is more noticeable generally, 

but the variation in the dip of the bedding make it more 

difficult to perform the same exercise as aoove. Only near 

the top of Section Dare dominantly ove~steepened cross-strata 

the rule (dips of 35-40° being com~on). Bunched ripple 

form-sets, deformed loads and some s~all-scale folds also 

occur here. Plotting all the cross-strata from member 3 
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together (fig. 4-37) there is no overall preferred orien

tation, yet bimodal distributions in various nrientations 

occur at individual localities. It is considered likely 

that the strike of the cross-strata have not been altered 

more than a few degrees from their original orientation. 

3.5.4: Pressure fringe lineations 
I 

Lineations are defined by the orientation of elongate 

quartz and calcite within pressure fringes, principally 

around pyrite cubes and in bedding-parallel veins in strom

atolites (figs. 3-14, 3-15 & 3-16). 

Fringes around pyrite (e.g. Pabst, 1931; Spryt 1969) and 

detritus occur in a number of lithologies, principally 

dolomitic mudstones and some calcareous sandstones. For 

fringes around pyrite and bedding-parallel mica they are 

best developed on pyrite crystal faces which are normal to 

the cleavage trace, in sections per9endicular to the cleavage 

(fig. 3-15). The orientation of the long axis of the 

fringe in three dimensions defines X in a coaxially accum

ulated deformation (Elliott, 1972) and this was always 

observed to·be parallel to the cleavage trace in sections 

perpendicular to the cleavage. 

In the field, stromatolitic bedding is generally displayed 

by veins, here called seams, of quartz and calcite,which have 

closely similar textures to the pressure fringes around 

pyrite: a similar origin is propos~d (7.4). Growth 

was either in a single direction, or in two diverging 

directions away from a central parting. The mineral 

lineation may be at any angle to the seam walls (fig. 3-15b, 

3-16; cf. Durney & Ramsay, 1973). Curved crystals (sense of 

Shearman et al., 1972) occur in some seams (figs. 3-15c, 
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Figure 3-14: negative print (x1) of 
domal stromatolite with quartz seam.i,_ 
(within sea□s quartz is black and 
calcite light coloured) .Calcite veins 
are also present. 

C SEAMS 

Figure 3-15: Some geometrical relationships of seams and pressure fringes 
(see Chapter 7 for a discussion of their genesis). 
a) Fringes (principally o! elongate quartz) occur around dolomicrite 
pebbles, large mica flakes (clast a) and pyrite grains. For the latter 
crystal elongation is perpendicular to the growth surface; fringes do _not 
develop on surfaces at a low angle to the extension direction. 
b)sketch o! a quartz seam such as those commonly found in stromatolites; 
arrows indicate growth directions. (A pronounced crystal elongation is 
not always present - see Chapter 7). 
c)seam with curved crystals indicate changing orientations of incremental 

strains. 
d)aeams in domal atromatolite _only occur on the side of the dome more 
nearly perpendicular to the extension direction. The same structure is 
ehovn b~ seams containing unelongate crystals. 
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3-17)which indicates variation in the incremental strain 

with time ( Durney & Ramsay, 1973). A crystal elongation is 

not always present within the seams (see 7.5). The 

geometry of domal stromatolites sometimes requires that 

seams grow on one side of the domes only (fig. 3-15d). Thus 

~here an internal fabric is absent, ~he direction of 

extension can be deduced approximately by the distribution 

of seams in domed stromatolites. 

For some hand specimens, observations have been made in 

two planes using sawn surfaces and thin sections to work out 

the three-dimensional orientation of the pressure fringe 

lineation. Similar observations were taken on stromatolites 

in the field, although curved crystals cannot be detected 

here. The results are shown in figure 3-18a. 

·orientations of quartz lineations from seams and pyrite 

fringes lie within the same field supporting the inter

pretation of these as analogous structures. The results 

show considerable scatter, part of which can be explained 

as a result of the variable orientation of the cleavage. 

Thus the pressure fringe lineations from Section D show a 

progressive change from southerly or easterly plunge 

through to westerly on reaching the anomalous area, parallel

ing the change in strike of s
18 

from NE to SE. Thus the 

bulk of the extensions lie in the cleavage orientation of the 

slatier lithologies, with high, southerly angles of pitch 

in general. This constant relationship of the bulk of the 
I 

points indicates that the incremental strains ·which they 

represent do parallel X. 

Can the relative age of the fringes with respect to the 

folding be established? rhis is not easy to demonstrate 

because the bedding only dips at low angles as a rule. 
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Figure 3-16: Photomicrographs of quartz-calcite seam in 

stromatolitic dolostone (D4); a) plane polarized light 
b) crossed polars. Note central parting of dolomicrite 
(this continues as a stylolite at the end of the seam 
outside the field of view). Crystal size increases away 
from the central parting. Calcite (cleaved) only occurs 
near the seam margins. Crystal elongation is oblique to 
the seam walls. For a discussion of genesis see Chapter 7. 

500µm 

Figure 3-17: Photomicrograph, crossed polars of quartz seam 
with curved crystals (stromatolite C8). Increase in crystal 
size downwards suggest growth was from top to bottom in the 

photograph. 
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However, the data points show a less ~ispersed distribution 

when plotted in their present orientation (fig. 3-18a) 

than when plotted with the dip of the bedding removed 

(fig. 3-18b). Also the points show a much more consistent 

relationship to the change in cleavage strike in figure 

3-18a. This suggests that most of the folding was accomp

lished before the fringes were formed. The presence of 

some curved crystals might indicate that the bedding was 

being rotated as the structures formed (Wickham & Anthony, 

1977), but the sense of curvature is usually opposed to this. 

Bedding plane slip during folding might produce a different 

sense of curvature, out there is no other evidence that this 

has occurred. The suggested relationship of extensional 

veins developing after folding, but within the same stress 

field,has been recognised elsewhere,(Phillips,1975). 

'l'hat the mineral lineation represents growth during only 

part of D1 is suggested by: 

1. the apparent bedding rotation before the lineation formed 

2. the presence of curved crystals in some, but not all~ 

samples 

3. the variable direction of curvature · 

4. the presence of some lineations which depart considerably 

from the overall clustering of points on fig. 3-18a. 

The incremental strains were thus to some extent variable 

in orientation, although not so much that X was not clearly 

defined by the bulk of the preserved mineral lineations. 
I 

Lineations are also defined by elongate nodules dipping 

at moderate angles to the SW for the most part. Their origin 

is uncertain because their orientation is different from that 

of nearby deformed ooids or mineral lineations in most cases. 
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3.5.5: Summary of strain history 

The rocks su1'fered nearly all their finite strain during 

the primary deformation which produced folds (and probably 

the Bolsa fault), with movement to the west producing the Loch 

Skerrols thrust (Roberts, 1974). The deformation seems rather 

inhomogeneous, but increased in intensity overall from the 

east to the north coast, and westwards along the north coast 

(evide~ce from degree 0£ development of cleavage and presence 

of pressure fringes only sporadically on the east coast). 

The slaty cleavage represents the XY plane, within which 

the X direction may be expressed by a mineral lineation. 

Pressure fringes and deformed ooids from the north coast show 

that extensions here generally pitched in the XY plane at 

angles of 35-85° from the bedding-cleavage intersection in a 

southerly sense. This contrasts with the northerly plunge 

of X in the northern Loch Awe district NE of Islay, where the 

fold axes are also sub-horizontal (Borradaile, 1973). On 

the north coast of Islay, there is some evidence that the 

incremental strains were variable in orientation from time 

to time (curved crystals). 

The folding may have been inhibited after an early stage 

by the fact that much deformation was being achieved by 

solution transfer, the tangible resu:Lts of which are the 

mineral lineations (see section 7.5). 

Penetrative deformation was not in a Caledonoid direction 

near the western end of Section D at the start of the 

primary deformation, but by its concldsion a Caledonoid

trending cleavage was established over the whole region. 

The secondary deformation contributed little to the 

finite strain, being manifested as thin crenulation bands 

scattered sparsely across the area. 
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CHA.::eTER 4: SRDIMENTOLOGY 

4.1: Pre-Bonahaven sedimentology 

Consideration of the sedimentology of the higher parts 

of the Port Aakaig Tilllte will provide a useful intro

duction to the sedimentation history of the Bonahaven 

Formation. 

Spencer (1971a) considered the Port Askaig Tillite of 

Islay and the Garvellach islands to consist essentially of 

a series of grounded-ice tillites (mixtites) with interbeds 

of shallow marine sediments. He provided evidence for the 

origin of the latter in the higher parts of the Tillite 

(Members 3,4 and 5) by citing the abundance of 'white sand

stones' (quartzite) and cross-stratification with poly

modal or radial distribution of azimuths, and the presence 

of ?beach conglomerates and wave-generated ripples (with 

NE-SW crestlines). 

4.1.1: Lithological description 

4.1.1.1.: Caol Ila road cutting 

In the Port Askaig district most of the interbeds are 

rather massive quartzites which yield little sedi.mentological 

information. However a new road cutting (made since 1971) 

at Caol Ila in Member 4 of the Tillite, is more helpful 

(fig. 4-1). Here 17m of· sandstones are seen, without any 

mixtite contacts. They are fine to medium grained, thick 

bedded and feldspathic, showing either no internal structure 

or parallel lamination. Groups of parallel silt laminae 

also occur and there is a tendency to fine upwards into a 

2-10mm mudstone lamina, which commonly forms the top to a 

bedding plane. These mud laminae are seen to be composite 

--- -~. -
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Figure 4-1: Caol Ila road cutting. a) locality map with 
I 

the Nationa1 Grid. All sediments are within the Port 
Askaig Tillite: Member 4 to the east of the fault and 
Member 5 to the west. b) stratigraphic section through 
the road cut-ting. These sediments are absent from the 
nearby shore section where only mixtite is exposed. It 
is not clear whether this is an original feature, or due 
to faulting. c) sUIDIDarY" of current directions deduced 
from current ripples. 
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in thin section,. i.e. they are made up of several thinner 

mud la.Iilinae. The former presence of bedforma is shown by 

some mud laminae which exhibit a series of regularly spaced 

rounded undulations, varying from 0.5m spacing and 3cm 

height to 3m spacing and up to 40cm height. The sand under

neath such mud laminae is structureless. In addition, 

ten bedding planes show straight crested ripples which have 

wavelengths of 5-7cm, height of 5mm and an asymmetry (symmetry 

index 2.5-6) which indicates a current, rather than a wave 

origin. 

4.1.1.2: Member 5 of the Port Askaig Tillite 

Some 200m of fine to medium grained pure sandstones 

(quartzites) with only thin mixtite or conglomerate horizons 

form the highest beds in the Tillite in the Caol Ila and 

Bonahaven districts {Spencer, 1971a). The sandstones are 

thickly bedded, usually massive, but sometimes parallel

laminated. There are rare bedding plane undulations similar 

to those described in the last section, rare mudstone 

laminae, wedge-shaped beds and wave-formed ripples. 

Inland mixtite and especially pebbly sandstone occur at 

the top of the Tillite as was described 1n Chapter 2. Their 

significance is discussed in Chapter 8. 

4.1 .2: Environmental interpretation 

The interbeds in the higher parts of the Tillite (Members 

3,4 and 5) show none of the characteristic features of 

glacial outwash in braided streams or lakes described by 

Church & Gilbert (1976) and Gustavson et al. (1976). 

Although the sediment supply may partly have been fluvially 

derived from a nearby glaciated land surface, it seems 

likely that the interbeds formed during inter-glaoials 
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(Spencer 1971a) and in a marine situation. 

The cross-stratification recorded by Spencer (1971a) 

appears similar to that in the Jura Quartzite (.Anderton,1976) 

deposited as dunes and sand waves in a tidal sea. Klein 

(1970a) regarded the parallel-laminated quartzites of 

Member 5 as forming in a shallow sub-tidal, tide-dominated 

situation, and suggested that the bedding plane undulations 

are modified dune bedforms. The latter do seem to be con

structional rather than erosional bedforms because they are 

smoothly rounded, regularly spaced and constructed of medium 

sand which would have been non-cohesive originally. 

Internal lamination is not recognizable because of the purity 

of the sand and lack of carbonate cement. The undulations 

could have been produced either by wave action (Clifton et al., 

1971) or by tides (K1ein,1970b), but the nature of the smal.l 

fining-upward sequences with a thin, often composite mud 

layer is more in keeping with tidal processes (Reineck,1967) 

than with wave or storm action (Reineck & Singh,1972). The 

current ripples also suggest tidal processes, perhaps forming 

during emergence of ·an inter-tidal sand bar (although 

superimposed ripples might be expected here). As they are 

low in the hierarchy of possible bedforms it is not thought 

that the orientations of the ripples are directly related 

to overall tidal flow directions. 

4.1.3.: Conclusions 

Although much more work could be done on the interbeds 

in the Port Askaig Tillite as a whole, the higher interbeds 

seem to have been deposited in a shallow marine environment, 

under tidal influence. Glacial sediments are totally 

subordinate in Membe~ 5 in the east coast sections. 



4.2: Bonahaven Formation: members 1 and 2 

These sediments, which are more heterogeneous than those 

lower in the sequence, represent a range of sub-environments 

within a general very shallow marine setting. 

4.2.1: Lithological sequence 

Comparative sections through members 1 and 2 at Caal Ila 

(A) and Bonahaven (B) are illustrated in figure 4-2. The 

environmental interpretations made there may be compared 

with Klein's (1970a) model for the sequence (fig. 4-3). 

Unit 1 consists of silty mudatones (slates) with sharply 

defined thin laminations of silt and fine sand which are 

strictly parallel and traceable for a metre or more to the 

limits of the exposure. 

Unit 1 grades up through lenticularly bedded sand and 

mudstone to a series of very fine-grained sandstones (unit 2), 

commonly rippled, and containig delicate anastomosing thin 

silty mud laminae (fig. 4-4). Characteristically sand laminae 

less than 2mm thick alternate with bundles (up to 4mm 

thick) of mud laminae individually 50-300um thick. Thicker 

sand layers develop straight-crested ripples, wavelength 

about 8cm, displaying an indistinct low profile with no 

marked asymmetry. The orientation of their orestlines is 

dominantly NW-SE (fig. 4-6a). Internal cross-lamination is 

marked by mud flasers in some cases, but is usually difficult 

to discern. However transport seems to have been both to 

the NE and SW (fig. 4-5). Two bedding planes have super

imposed ripples (interference ripples of Klein,1970a) 

orientated NE-SW and NW-SE which, if one or both of the sets 

are current ripples, is suggestive of sub-aerial exposure. 

All the ripples in unit 2 are rather indistinctive (it is 

not clear from their form whether they are current or wave-
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Figure 4-3: Klein•s (1970a) 
model of inter-tidal sediment
ation as applied to Member 5 
of the Port Askaig Tillite 
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Figure 4-4: photomicrograph, 
plane polarized light, 

unit 2. Very fine-grained 
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Figure 4-5: unit 2, member 1; cross-section through rippled 
bed. Ripple is seen to be composite with transport in two 
directions. Klein (1970a, :fig. 4) termed this structur~ a 
dune, but its wavelength is much too small for a dune. 
Parallel laminae below the ripple probably formed by lamina 
by lamina accretion, like that of fig.4-4, rather than 
being upper-flow regime laminations. 



generated ripples) and have probably been degraded soon 

after their formation. 

Unit 3, exposed only at Caol Ila, rests erosively on 

silty mudstone in a small exposure on the modern shore; 

the erosion surface is overlain by a very coarse pebbly 

feldspathic sandstone. In an exposure on the cliff there is 

a conglomerate of tightly packed mudstone fragments with 

interstitial coarse sand. Granite fragments like those in 

the Port Askaig Tillite occur. These lithologies pass 

upward into parallel-laro1nated medium-grained sandstones, 

then to a dominantly cross-stratified sandstone, with 

erosional tabular sets 5-15cm in thickness. Most of the 

bed tops are planar however and are capped by a mud lamina 

(fig. 4-7). An intervening set of cross~lamination (Klein, 

1970a, fig. 4-3) is by no means always present. The mud 

laminae are commonly composite, consisting of several, one 

millimetre thick,laminae. One set of cross-strata is over-
~ 

turned which, consideringAtextural maturity and environmental 

setting of these sediments, indicates contemporary earth

quake activity (Allen & Ban.ks,1972) rather than overhead 

passage of a dense slurry (Hendry & Stauffer, 1975). The 

orientations of the cross-strata (fig. 4-6b,c) show much 

variation, but in the 35-37m interval are clearly bi-modal 

north-south, suggestive of a tidal origin. Occasionally upper 

set boundaries are rounded and compare with re-activation 

surfaces (Klein,1970b). 

The dominant lithology at the base of unit 4 is a purplish 

mudstone with lenses of greenish sand and silt. Some of 
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the lenses have internal cross-laminae marked by concentrations 

of heavy minerals. Thinner silt layers grade up into 

mudstone. Interbedded with these sediments are well-sorted, 

very-fine grained sandstones (50-10°.}un grain size) with 
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Figure 4-7: Unit 3 (36m) Caol Ila. Cross-stratified 
s2.ndstone (quartzite) overlain by a planar mud lamina. 

An intervening set of cross-lamination may be present.· 

2oo·µm ' 

Figure 4-8: Heavy mineral lamination in unit 4 sandstone 
(photomicrograph, plane polarized light). Opaque grains 
are· magnetite; clear grains,quartz;and· turbid grains, 
sericitized. feldspar. This is the only level in the 
Bonahaven Formation where elastic textures are so well 

' 
preserved in very fine grained sand material. 
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parallel heavy mineral laminae (fig. 4-8). The fine grain 

size of these sandstones coupled with the excellent sorting 

indicates that these parallel laminae formed under upper 

flow regime conditions. There are also erosional co-sets 

of cross-lamination (set thickness up to 4mm) marked by 

heavy mineral laminations. No palaeocurrent measurements 

could be obtained on these. These various lithologies are 

shown in figure 4-9, where a small irregular erosion 

surface overlain by silts occurs, perhaps suggestive of 

sub-aerial. exposure. 

The 45-50m interval within unit 4 at Caol Ila (fig. 4-2) 

consists of the parallel laminated very fine grained sand

stones which are arranged into a series of wedge-shaped 

cross-sets (fig. 4-10), each set being of height 

10-50cm and lateral extent greater than 10m. The dip angle 

of the lamination is in the range 6-16° with a wide scatter 

of dip azimuths (fig. 4-6e). Klein (1970a) apparently 

mistook the heavy mineral laminae for mud larn1nations, 

concluding that the unit was dominated by 'tidal bedding' 

(Reineck & Wunderlich, 1968). Small scours within, and at 

the base of the sets of low angle cross-strata are filled 

initially with medium sand or cross-laminated fine sand, 

grading up to very fine sand (fig. 4-11). One level 

shows structures which compare with large loads (Brenchley 

& Newall~1977) consisting of concave upward bulbs 0.5-1m 

wide separated by cusps. Small scale
1
loada, with maximum 

penetration of about 1cm occur frequently in unit 4. · 

The top 5m of unit 4 at Caol Ila consists of thickly 

laminated to medium bedded mudstones and parallel 

laminated very fine-grained sandstones. The mudstones are 

almost invariably mudcracked, sometimes with two orders of 

polygons (fig. 4-12). Eroded mud fragments in the sands 
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Figure 4-9: sketch from tracing of polished surface of hand 
specimen, unit 4 (42m) from Caol Ila. Sand layers are stippled. 

Figure 4-10: Unit 4, Caol Ila (50m). Low angle cross-sets: 
the topmost set dips to the left with a slightly irregular 
set base. The central set dips to the right forming a 
wedge thickening to the right. The lowest 'set' represents 
horizontal parallel lamination. 
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Figure 4-11: Unit 4 (48m) at Caol Ila. Scour in very fine 
grained sandstone overlain. initially by medium grained 
sand, fining upwards. 

Figure 4-12: Unit 4 (50m) at Caol Ila. Mudcracks, with 
two orders of polygons visible. 

Figure 4-13: Unit 5 (40m) at Bonahaven. Interbedded 
dolomitic sandstones (smooth weathering), the lowest of 

which is parallel laminated, and conglomerates •Of dolostone 
fragments (rough or holey weathering). Many of these 
fragments are secondary replacements of mudstone claste. 
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are visible in thin section, although not in the field. 

These observations indicate that the mudcracks have a 

sub-aerial origin, rather than being sub-aqueous synaeresis 

cracks as postulated by Spencer (1971b) and Spencer & 

Spencer (1972), although genuine synaeresis cracks do 

occur in member 3. Symmetrical wave ripples are also 

common near the top of unit 4; they have wavelengths 

averaging 3.2cm (10 readings), crestlines being orientated 

NE-SW (fig. 4-6d). 

Unit 5 is readily distinguished from the lower units 

by the presence of dolostone clasts and dolomitic sand

stones. At Caol Ila it is dominantly medium-grained 

sandstone, but at Bonahaven it contains mud.stone beds. 

The base of the unit at Caol Ila has an irregular erosion 

surface with relief up to 10cm. In both areas the sand

stones are parallel-lamjnated and cross-stratified, fine 

to medium grained and dolomitic. The parallel laminae are 

marked by concentrations of mud clasts or by variation in 

the quantity of intergranular dolomite. The cross-strata 

form sets up to 15cm thick, similar to those seen in unit 3 

at Caol Ila. Two examples of climbing ripples occur, 

featuring sets 1.5-2cm thick and angles of climb varying 

from 5 to 20°. Wave-ripple form-sets (3 readings) average 

less than 3cm in wavelength. The sandstones bear mudstone 

and dolostone pebbles, scattered throughout, but also 

concentrated at some levels. At Bonahaven there are 

abundant mud beds, mostly mudcracked; some are now only 

represented by horizons of mudstone pebbles. Some show 

internal silt laminations with low angle truncations, 

probably resulting from deposition on gently undulating 

surfaces. The uppermost.mud beds bear spherules (Chapter 5) 
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which are thought to be microfossils. In the field 

dolostone beds appear to be present, but on laboratory 

examination these invariable prove to be dolomitic sandstones 

or tightly packed conglomerates of dolostone fragments 

(fig. 4-13). Graded sequences a few cm thick, from sand 

or silt to silt or mud, are common, followed upward by an 

erosion surface overlain by a dolomitic sandstone or 

conglomerate. Thus many mud beds are partly or wholly 

eroded (see· Chapter 5, figure 5). 

Member 2 consists of medium grained pure sandstones 

(quartzites) which contrast with the dolomitic sandstones 

beneath. There is a basal 2m cro3s-stratified interval 

of erosional tabular sets each up to 25cm thick. At Caol 

Ila, although not clearly at Bonahaven, current directions 

from these cross-strata show a bimodal patt~rn (fig. 4-6g,h). 

Some parallel laminae marked by coarse sand occur a metre or 

so higher in the section. Most of member 2 is structureless, 

but can be parallel laminated or more often thickly bedded 

by joints. Thus it is lithologically very similar to 

Member 5 of the Port Askaig Tillite. Inland to the west 

(Cro Earraich) member 2 shows abundant wave rippling 

(fig. 4-6i) with 3-6cm wavelengths and NE-SW crestlines. 

In the far western area it is commonly cross-stratified 

(15cm thick sets) and wave rippled. 

4.2.2: Interpretation 

Klein (1970a) worked on Member 5 of the Tillite and 

member 1 of the Bonahaven Formation, interpreting them 

purely in terms of tidal processes, and proposed a simple 

regressive model (fig. 4-3). Two such regressive sequences 

were recognised by Spencer (1971b): tida1 flat deposits 
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(units 1 and 4) succeeding shallow sub-tidal and inter

tidal sands (top of Port Askaig Tillite and units 2/3). 

Klein has demonstrated the importance of tidal processes 

in these rocks, but his model is not particularly appropriate 

for this sequence. 

The re-interpretation below (summarized in figure 4-2) 

is based on the vertical sequence and sedimentary sequences 

of the east coast exposures and will be expanded in Chapter 8 

when discussing the consequences of the wedging out inland 

of member 1. 

Unit 1 of member 1 probably does not represent tidal 

flat deposition as envisaged by Klein (1970a). Instead, 

the regular plane silt Jaro1nae and lack of mudcraoking and 

channelling indicate a sheltered, permanently submerged 

environment, either lagoonal., or some way offshore. 

However the gradationaJ. relationship to unit 2 which is 

interpreted below as inter-tidal/very shallow sub-tidal 

supports a lagoonaJ. origin for unit 1. 

Unit 2 is coarser, indicating an overall more energetic 

environment. The regularity and fineness of the mud 

laminae suggests they originated by repeated slack-water 

deposition (i.e. tidally influenced, Reineck, 1967) rather 

than during calm water episodes during storms (Reineck & 

Singh,1972), although Raaf et al. (1977) show that flaser 

bedding can form in wave-dominated sequences. The inter

pretation that the sands were deposited from tidal currents 
I 

is supported by the orientation of ripples in unit 2 

which are at right angles to definite wave ripples found 

in the Port Askaig Tillite and numerous levels in the 

Bonahaven Formation, which implies that they are current 

ripples. The prevalence of such bedforms indicates very 

shallow water which may have been inter-tidal at times 
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judging by the occurrence of superimposed ripples. 

Unit 3 is a coarse deposit which has an erosional 

(probably c~anneled) lower boundary~ resting on mudstone. 

The basal conglomerate repregents a lag gravel of local 

and exotic fragments followed upward by the cross-stratified 

sands deposited by reversing (tidal) currents. The rare 

sets of cross-lamination (Klein,1970a) cannot be regarded 
.. 

as proof of exposure (representing late stage run-off) 

because it cannot be demonstrated that their orientation is 

at right-angles to that of the cross-strata as Klein claims. 

The cross-lamination could well represent ripples produced 

by rather weak flow in one part of the tidal cycle in an 

inter-tidal 2!: sub-tidal situation. The mud laminae which 

overlie the cross-laminae or cross-strata are generally 

planar. Thus the mud, and underlying sand were .!!2]. deposited 

during a single tide (cf. Klein,1970a), but there was an 

interval during which the bedf orms were· wiped out·. The 

fact that some of the mud laminae are too thick to have 

been deposited during one slack tide was shown by McCave 

(1971) and is confirmed by the composite nature of the mud 

laminations in thin section. Thus they were deposited from 

a series of slack water episodes, probably du.ring neap 

tides. 

Unit 3 obviously represents a tidal channel of some kind 

in an estuarine, deltaic or tidal flat situation (Straaten, 

1954b, Oomkens~1974), a tidal delta (Hubbard & Barwia,1976) 

or an inlet in a barrier island (Terwindt,1971; Kumar, 1973; 

Kumar & Sanders,1974). Although very large bedforms 

(sand waves) are present commonly in the lower reaches of 

a tidal inlet, the resulting sets of cross-strata may have 

thicknesses of only about 10cm (Kumar,1973) similar to that 
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of unit 3. Parallel lamination only occurs in the shallower 

(4-5m depth) parts of the inlet described by Kumar (1973), 

but occurs at the base of the channel at Caol Ila, suggesting 

that the latter cannot have been deeper than about 5m, 

shallower than a fully-fledged inlet would be. The channel 

certainJ.y must have been the. site of relatively high 

current velocities: compare unit 3 with the deposits of low 

discharge channels in tidal flats described by Evans (1965) 

and Bridges & Leeder (1976). Sucha channel could occur in a 

variety of settings but the_interpretation of back-barrier 

sedimentation in unit 4 (see below) implies that unit 3 is 

likely to represent part of a tidal delta or temporary 

inlet. The mudstone in the poorly exposed central part 

of unit 3 probably indicates that two separate channel 

sequences are present. 

The basal part of unit 4 is not a regressive continuation 

of unit 3 sedimentation as neither tidal flat deposits 

(tidal channel model) nor spit platform deposits (tidal 

inlet model) are present. The basal mudstones may instead 

be an abandoned channel-fill deposit.(Goodwin & Anderson, 

1974). 

The mudcracks in the top part of unit 4 indicate an 

intermittently exposed situation for at least part of unit 4. 

The best clue as to the nature of this situation comes from 

the parallel laminated very fine grained sandstones, rich in 

heavy minerals, which are characterietic of unit 4. The 

mere presence of heavy mineral laminae is not diagnostic 

of any particular environment as they occur in beach sed

iments (Clifton,1969), washover sands (Schwartz,1975) and 

deep sea contourites (Bouma & Hollister, 1973). It seems 

that any heavy mineral-rich sediment acted on by a sorting 



process will exhibit heavy mineral laminations. 

Kumar (1973) described parallel-laminated channel 

deposits of medium sand with a heavy mineral-enriched silt 

fraction occurring at depths of about 4m in a tidal-inlet. 

However these sediments are of limited occurrence in the 

inlet sequence, so the sheer abundance of paralle~-lam1nated 

sediment at Caol Ila rules this out. The arrangement into 
0 

low-angle cross-sets, the occurrence as i9r-ated medium beds 

in mudstone, the absence of associated cross-stratification 

and thin mud laminae argues against a tidal origin for 

the unit 4 parallel-laminated sediments. 

Sediments showing parallel lamination arranged in low

angle cross-sets have been described in beach, washover and 

shoreface situations •. Although the sediments are finer 

than usual for such environments, suitable ana1ogies are 

furnished by Davies et al. (1971). 

The type of stratification and dip angles of the l~w-angle 

cross-sets are consistent with beach sedimentation (Hayes 

et al., 1969), although the large range in orientation of 

the Caol Ila sets (fig. 4-6e) would not be expected. 

Shoreface sediments deposited on sub-aqueous bars exhibit 

landward and seaward-dipping low-angle cross-sets, horiz

ontal lamination, co-sets of current ripple laminae, wave 

ripples and lenticular bedding (lower and middle shoreface; 

Davies et al., 1971; Davidson-Arnott & Greenwood,1976). 

However the presence of desiccated m~d beds is a major 

difficulty in either of these interpretations. 

A viable aJ.ternative is provided by washover sedimentation 

which characteristiually produces parallel-laminated sands 

(Andrews, 1970;· Schwartz,1975). Individual washover (hurri

cane) events produce thicknesses of sediment from a few om 
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to 1.5m (Schwartz,1975) with a sharp scoured base (Andrews, 

1970) comparable with the unit 4 sandstones. The lamination 

tends to have very low landward dip, although can be 

variable (Schwartz,1975) • .Andrews (1970) records seaward

dipping lamination produced during the storm ebb. 

On the washover interpretation, the lower part of unit 4 

would represent back-barrier bay sediments (silt and mud) 

with permanent water cover, interfingering with the dista1 

end of a washover fan .. (parallel-laminated sands). The central 

part of unit 4 would represent slightly more proximal. 

parts of the fan, reverting to distal in the upper part 

where the interbedded mudcracked, internally unlaminated 

mudstones would be deposited in ponds which eventua1ly 

dried up (Andrewa,1970). Tidal re-working of washover 

sediments would form the sets of ripple lamination (fig. 

4-9). Wave action between hurricanes 1n back-barrier ponds 

or flats (Barwis,1976) would form the wave-generated 

ripples, whose very low average wavelength (3.2cm) suggests 

a very restricted fetch (Tanner, 1971} as one would expect 

in such a situation (e.g. Hobday & Horne,1977). 

Unit 5 is consistent with a continuing record of back

barrier sedimentation. At Caol Ila, being dominantly 

cross-stratified sands with intraclasts, it probably repre

sents the deposits of a tidal sand flat {Klein.1970b; 

Hayes et al., 1969), possibly as a tida1 delta (Hubbard & 

Barwia, 1976). The climbing ripple lamination caused by 

rapid sediment fall-out from suspension, and the graded 

sequences in the Bonahaven section could form on the flood 

tide following a storm (Anderton,1975). The preserved wave

generated ripples are, as in unit 4, of very small wave

length suggestive of restricted wave fetch. Remnants of 



mud flats are represented by the desiccated mud beds at 

Bonahaven. Some pure doloston~ was being formed in the 

area, but is preserved now onl.y as clasts; it coul.d be 

that it was forming close to H.W.M. and so was likely to 

have been eroded. 

The base of member 2 is similar to the unit 5 sandstones, 

except that the former is not dolomitic. The tidal origin 

of this cross-stratified material is not in doubt, but the 

significance of the somewhat thicker sets is not clear. 

The higher parts of member 2 compare with the top of 

the Port Askaig Tillite: a similar high energy sub-tidal 

environment seems most likely. Another possibility is a 

washover deposit, but its thickness and uniform lithology 

over a wide area argue against this. Given a sub-tidal 

origin, then a transgression over the whole of northern 

Islay is indicated. One woul.d expect to see the passage of 

a surf zone preserved (Fischer, 1961): there are some parallel 

laminations of coarse sand fairly low in the member which 

could represent beach deposits, but this is not conclusive. 

Shallower water in the western area may be indicated by 

the more diverse sedimentary structures here compared with 

the east coast exposures. 

4.2.3: Conclusions , 

Following deposition of the high-energy sub-tidal 

sediments at the top of the Port Askaig Tillite there is 

a regression at the start of Bonahaven times with the 

inferred emergence of a barrier island offshore. All 

the member 1 sediments are consistent with a back-barrier, 

commonly inter-tidal situation, although direct evidence 

for the existence of a barrier only comes from unit 4. 
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There is no cyclicity (cf. Klein 1970a), rather a vertical 

sequence of sub-environments are seen, which are not 

repeated. Member 2 records a transgression, returning the 

area to the type of sedimentation characteristic of the 

top of the Port Askaig Tillite. 

4.3: Member 3 

There is an abrupt change in sedimentation type from 

the pure sandstone at the top of member 2 to the distinctive 

sedimentary assemblage which constitutes member 3. The 

latter is constantly dolomitic and contains large numbers of 

pure dolostone laminae and beds, some of which are clearly 

stromatolitic. Stratigraphic logs of member 3 in Sections 

B,C,D and E are illustrated in Enclosure l. Three sedimentary 

facies are recognised, and are described below. 

4.3.1: Introduction to the facies 

The layered facies consists of thickly laminated to thin 

bedded very fine to medium grained dolomitic sandstones and 

muddy dolostones. The latter range in composition from 

pure dolomicrites to silty, slightly dolomitic mudstones. 

This is considered to be a primary feature. 

Three sub-facies are designated as follows: 

The standard sub-facies has abundant contraction (syn

aeresis) ·cracks and wave-generated cross-lamination. 

The lenticular-graded sub-facies exhibits lenticular 

and/or graded bedding. 

The marginal sub-facies is characterised by frequent 

irregularly-topped dolostone beds, often with pockets of 

edgewise dolostone flakes within sharp depressions on the 

bed top. 
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The sandstone facies consists of individual beds (0.2-3m 

thick) of cross-stratified, medium grained dolomitic 

sandstone, commonly bearing ooids. There are abundant 

dolostone clasts and laminae and thin beds of dolostone 

showing contraction (probably desiccation) cracks. 

The stromatolite facies refers to stromatolite bioherms 

and biostromes. 

Table 4-1 shows the relative abundance of the various 

sedimentary structures in the sandstone and layered facies. 

TA13LE 4-1 
Percentage of beds of the layered and sandstone facies which ahow 

various sedimentary and other structures 

structure symbol standardllcnt-gradjmarginal sandstone 
layered facies faciee 

Lenticular bedding C> 0 75 0 0 

Graded bedding ~ 20 54 25 0 

Wave-generated 
~ ripples and cross- 72 14 43 35 

lamination 

Dolostone conglom- a:> 
erates or pebbles .. , .. 20 14 29 72 

Nodul.es 0 28 46 25 12 

Loads w 8 11 32 6 

Contraction cracks ))) 87 25 71 
.. 

17 

Scoured ±desiccated 1( 
doloatone 13 21 46 0 

Flake pockets \I 7 7 46 0 

Cross-stratification ~ 8 4 0 73· 

Low-angle bedding /"- 0 0 11 0 

Small. erosion ' ........,,, 
surfaces 0 01 7 -
Silicified sand- SIL 
stone matrix 0 0 0 8 

Oolitic OOL 

' 0 0 27 

Parallel. lamination - 3 0 0 17 

Massive {structure-
/1,1 

less) 0 0 0 19 
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4.3.2: The layered facies 

This facies makes up most of the thickness of member 3. 

Its various attributes are described below. 

4.3.2.1: Mineralogical composition of the sub-facies 

Figures 4-14, 15 and 16 show the variation in mineral

ogical composition of each sub-facies, based on visual 

estimates, and some point counts, of abundance of minerals 

within homogeneous domains in thin sections. The thin 

section examination was carried out independently of 

considerations of the sub-facies to which each sample 

might belong and so the diagrams should not show any 

systematic bias in this respect i.e. are accurate, although 

imprecise. 

The standard sub-facies shows a wide range in comp

osition with few points in the corners of the triangle 

indicating availability of sand, silt and clay as well as 

conditions appropriate for the precipitation of carbonate. 

In addition, many of the finer laminae are noticeably 

carbonaceous. In contrast the lenticular-graded sub-facies 

contains on average less quartz, and tends to be dolomitic. 

The marginal sub-facies is notable for its paucity of clay: 

most of the fine-grained laminae here are very dolomite

rich. 

Thus the designation of facies primarily by sedimentary 

structures also carries with it a distinction in terms of 

mineralogical composition. 

Most beds can be readily assigned to a given sub-facies, 

although there are some cases, usually where a bed is 

poorly exposed, where this is more difficult. Intermediate 

cases do occur however indicating that the subfacies are 

to some extent gradational. 
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4.3.2.2: Ripples and cross-lamination 

Cross-lamination in the layered facies is characteristic

ally composed of wavy laminations, symmetric or asymmetric 

(fig. 4-17), associated with preserved form sets. These 

preserved ripple marks range in wavelength from 2.5 to 22cm 

and have a ripple index (wavelength/height) of 10. 

Crest lines are straight to slightly sinuous with occasional 

tuning fork junctions (Tann~r,1967), and are either symm

etric or asymmetric with ripple symmetry index (stoss length 

over lee length) of less than about 2. This indicates that 

the ripples are wave-generated. The cross-lamination 

compares with the wave-generated cross-lamination described 

by Raaf et al. (1977). 

The orientation of the ripple crestlines is dominantly 

ENE-WSW (fig. 4-18). This direction can be taken to be 

perpendicular to the prevailing winds and to lie roughly 

paraJ.lel to the shoreline (Hobday & Horne,1977) or at least 

within 65° of the shoreline orientation (Davis, 1965). 

Asymmetric wave ripples indicate shoaling waves with a net 

translation which is dominantly onshore. In member 3, 

8 wave ripples are asymmetric to the NW and 3 to the SE 

which suggests the shoreline lay to the NW. Some ripples 

with a symmetry index greater than 2 occur; they show 

diverse transport directions (fig. 4-19). Several of these 

may be true current ripples, but they are unimportant in 

comparison to the wave-generated ripples. 

Tanner (1971) has devised an empirical numerical method 

for estimating the fetch of the waves producing a given 

ripple-mark field, based on the argument that if ripples 

are preserved which show a wide range in wavelength and have 

a stable average value for the wavelength, then this 
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Figure 4-18: Crestline orientations of member 3 wave
generated ripples. · (total 62 readings). 

Figure 4-19: Current directions from member 3 ripples 
with ripple symmetry index greater than 2 (10 readings). 

. number 1 
of 8 
readings6 

4 
2 

average 

l , \ ,, 
I ,_ - \ : \ 

I \ 
I \ 

I 
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I ' 
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0 5 10 
Rf PPLE WAVELENGTH 
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I \ - .. ,,, .. 
15 20 cm 

Figure 4-20: Wavelengths of ripples used in wave fetch 
• 

estimates (56 readings). 
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average represents the product of 'average' wave conditions. 

The lo"'er the fetch of the waves, the greater will be the 

wave height under 'average' conditions and the average 

wavelength of the resulting ripple marks. Komar (1974) 

indicated shortcomings in estimates of wave parameters of 

ancient rocks if oceanic rather than very shallow water 

conditions prevailed: the result is that values of water 

depth and fetch, if inaccurate, are underestimates. 

In member 3, 56 ripple marks are available with symmetry 

index 1.5 or less to estimate ancient wave parameters. 

They show a wide range in wavelength (fig. 4-20) so that 

the above conditions are met, although the number of 

readings is somewhat low. The results (Table 4-2) indicate 

an order of magnitude water depth of 80cm and a fetch 

definitely in excess of 100km. This length of fetch pre

cludes there having been a sub-aerial barrier nearby 

offshore. 

----

TABLE 4-2 
Estimates ot ancient water deoth and wave fetch from member~ rippleg 

OUTPUT: 

56 measurements 

Average wavelengths 7.5cm 

Average grain size= 150pm 

1."simplest" method of Tanner (1971) 

Wave height= 17cm 

Water depths 80cm 

Fetch= 224kc. 

2. other estimates of fetch, solving pairs ot equationa 
trom , Tanner 1971 • 

equation 
17 18 1Q 

180 1400 160 

equation 
21 

20 
10 

50 220 140 
(note: equation 
17 tends to 
under-estimate) 
!etch)• 

52-74 204..:216 142-170 

CONCLUSION; Fetch is in excess of 100km 
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Superimposed and interference ripples occur at three 

horizons: both sets in bed 9D are wave-generated, of large 

wavelength and probably contemporaneous with one another: 

they are probably sub-tidal (Tanner, 1960; Davis.1965). 

Those in bed 6D are of indeterminate origin, whilst in bed 

63C both sets are current ripples: extremely shallow water 

can be inferred here. 

4.3.2.3: Lenticular and graded bedding 

Lenticular bedding is characteristic of the lenticul.ar

graded sub-facies and indicates a shortage of sand-sized 

detritus (as seen in the compositional triangle of figure 

4-14) leading to the formation of lensing sand layers. 

Graded bedding is linked with this in that it is most 

conspicuous in very thin lenticular sand layers (fig. 4-21) 

of the lenticul.ar-graded sub-facies, although also occurs 

in the other sub-facies. In the graded lithologies the 

coarsest grain size is very fine to medium grained sand 

which grades up over a few millimetres to a (muddy) 

dolostone (1-5cm thick) wlth some quartz silt~ Graded 

units on this scale in shallow water environments coul.d be 

generated by slackening of tidal currents or by the waning 

of a storm. Tidal slack-water laminae were noted in units 

2 and 3 of member 1: as the tidal cycle is short, the 

laminae are very thin there. Storms are much less frequent 

so a relatively thick inter-storm deposit would be expected. 

Thus the dominance of wave-generated ripples over current 

ripples in this faciee and the relativel7 thick and un

divided nature of the fine-grained layers indicates that 

storms were responsible for the graded bedding. Exposed 

(proximal) areas would receive much sediment falling out 

rapidly to give the sinusoidal ripple lamination character

istic of the standard sub-facies, whilst more sheltered 
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Figure 4-21: Bed 50E; graded bedding. Abundant quartz
calcite nodules also visible. 

Figure 4-22: Conglomerate of dolostone pebble s and flakes; 
bed 64/5C. A liquefied sand layer occurs higher up. 

Figure 4-23: Bed 18D; dolostone with wavy top surface and 
probable desiccation cracks changing laterally to a 
conglomerate of dolostone pebbles. 
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(distal) areas would receive only a thin, often lenticuJ.ar 

sand layer which would grade up to muddy dolostone. 

4.3.2.4: Parallel lamination and cross-stratification 

Parallel lamination, probably of the upper-flow regime 

because of the absence of mud, and cross-sets up to about 

8cm thick occur occasionally in the layered facies. The 

cross-strata, by analogy with the sandstone facies (4.3.3) 

were formed from tidal currents, whilst the parallel lamin.

ation formed from high energy wave action or swift tidal 

currents. This evidence, together with the few current 

ripples present indicates a certain amount of tidal activity 

during deposition of parts of the layered facies. However, 

apart from beds 61C and 61E which seem to show intermediate 

characters, all beds can be confidently assigned to the 

wave-dominated layered facies or the tide-dominated sand

stone facies. 

A.3.2.5: Low-angle bedding 

Beds 70C and 72C, belonging to the marginal sub-facies, 

show low-angle ( 5°) ·cross-bedding of thin silt laminae in 

dolostone, changing laterally to horizontal bedding by 

thinning of the dolost·one. This auperfic1a1ly resembles 

point-bar deposits of inter-tidal creeks of low discharg~ 

(e.g. Bridges & Leeder, 1976). However cross-sets do not 

truncate one another, so the structure is essentially 

accretional rather than erosional~ Dolomite formation was 

apparently inhibited in localised areas, perhaps due to 
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local variations in ?tidal flow velocities. The structure 

could form inter-tidally or sub-tidally (P.Bridgea pers.comm.). 

4.3.2.6: Conglomerates and breccias of dolostone clasts 

These lithologies occur in three geometrical forms 

(in addition to the breccias in the sandstone and 



stromatolite facies). 

1. thin, fairly continuous beds 2-40cm thi~k 

2. lenses up to 20cm thick, which have a lateral persis~= 

ence of only a few metres. 

3. as edgewise flake pockets (see 4.3.2.8). 

1. The thin beds have a lateral persistence of less than 

100m up to several hundred metres or more and most are less 

than 10cm thick (fig. 4-22). They are composed of fine 

to coarse-grained quartz sand, dolomicrite pebbles which 

are usu.ally fairly well rounded, and occasionally centi

metre sized dolomicrite flakes (aspect ratio of 2 to 20). 

The sand and rounded dolostone pebbles were probably 

derived by storm transport of sandstone facies material. 

High energy is indicated by an occasional edgewise arrange

ment. Some of these conglomerates could actually be thin 

representatives of the sandstone facies, but are too thin 

to show the characteristic cross-stratification. The smaJ.1 

flakes of dolostone were presumably derived by rip-up 

of ?desiccated dolostone lay&rs (see also 4.3.2.8). 

2. The less continuous conglomerate layers are probably 

all storm-generated deposits; they contain more angular 

flat dolostone clasts than the more continuous beds so 

were presumably less transported. Some are clearly 

generated by the break-up of desiccated doloatone beds 

(fig. 4-23). One conglomerate lens occupies a small channel 

(a few centimetres deep) in bed 73E, but other lenses 

appear simply to fill up local depressions with only 

minor erosion. Scour following storms is probably also 

responsible for the small channels a couple of centimetres 

deep which occur in the marginal sub-facies at the top of 

Section C. 
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4.3.2.7: Dolarenites 

Dolarenites occur in beds 41B, 46B and 68-70E. They 

contain a high proportion of fine to medium-grained sand

sized dolomicrite fragments, often associated with 

flakes of dolomicrite which have an aspect ratio of usually 

4-5, ranging up to 40( 20mm x 250Jllll). The :flakes were 

presumably generated by erosion of a desiccated dolostone 

surface and were abraded to the sand-sized :fragments 

(peloids). Peloids occur sparsely in many sandstones in 

member 3 and were probably more abundant than can now be 

seen because of the effects of compaction and recrystalliz

ation. The occurrence of dolarenites near the top of 

Sections Band E reflects the abundant of dolostone, often 

desiccated, at this level. The generation of intraclasts 

there was much more important at times than the influx 

o:f terrigenous detritus. 

4.3.2.8: Flake pockets and irregularly-topped dolostone beds 

Many dolostone beds have an upper surface which displays 

relief of 2-5cm, exceptionally up to 15cm. Some of these 

are clearly the result of loading of an overlying sand 

layer (see 4.3.2.10), but others are characterised by 

rounded convex-up areas separated by sharp downward points 

which could not be the result of loading. Often do1ostone 

flakes rest in the downpointa, having an edgewise arrange

ment because they are in a confined space: these structures 

are here called flake pockets (figs~ 4-24, 25 and 26).and 

are very common in the marginal sub-facies. 

Flake pockets are considered to have resulted from a 

combination of scouring and desiccation. Desiccation 

was certainly a contributory factor because in bed 70E, 

the only locality where these structures are seen in plan, 
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Figure 4-25: Bed 20B; two well-developed .flake pockets. 
Deflection of sedimentary laminae around pockets is due 
to compaction. 

Figure 4-26: Bed 70E; flake 
pocket showing clear edgewise 
arrangement of f lakes. The 
pocket connects _with the sand 
layer at the 9cm mark on the 
ruler. Higher sand layers 
are graded, but the lowest one 
shows indistinct sinusoidal 

\ 

ripple lamination. 
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the flake pockets form a linked network of large polygons 

(diameter 20cm). Flakes are concentrated in the furrows 

(pockets) at the margins of the polygons and have their 

length parallel to the edges of the polygons. However the 

present form of the dolostone upper surface is not simply 

that of mudcrack profiles, so some erosion must have taken 

place. Probably the flakes were generated locally by 

spalling of desiccated flakes and transported a short 

distance to rest in erosively modified desiccation cracks. 

There are however no exposures showing flakes preserved in 

the process of being formed. 

Where an irregularly-topped dolostone bed does not 

have flake pockets, desiccation need not have been involved, 

merely scouring of a soft sediment surface. This is 

indicated by examples in beds 70C (fig. 4-27), 16B and 53D 

where small contraction cracks occur orientated uniformly 

at right-angles to an irregul.ar surface presumably produced 

by scouring. The distribution of the contraction cracks 

indicates that they must have post-dated the scouring, 

which therefore must have been on a water-rich,1.e. non

desiccated, surface. 

4.3.2.9: Contraction cracks 

Spencer & Spencer (1972) showed that sand-filled 

contraction cracks are common in member 3 and attributed 

them all to synaeresis, operating sub-aqueously. The 

present study confirms the presence of synaeresis cracks, 
I 

although it seems that desiccation cracks are present at 

at least one horizon. 

The cracks are up to 4cm deep by a few miliimetres wide, 

with a variable degree of linking in plan view. In sections 

at a low angle to cleavage they show a parallel-sided, but 
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- - -

10cm 

Figure 4-27: Bed 70C; top of dolostone bed showing an irregular (scoured) 
surface and contraction cracks which appear to post-date the irregular 
surface because their orientation varies with the dip of this surface. 
Bedding in the dolostone is undisturbed showing that no element of loading 
is involved. (Traced from photograph with the aid of a field sketch~ 

Figure 4-28: Bed 36/9C; synaeresis cracks in plan view; no complete 
polygons are formed. 

Figure 4-29: loose block from bed 43D; well-developed synaeresis cracks 
show some ptyg~atic (cocpacted) forms and some rotation towards the cleavage. 
The host lithology for the cracks is carbonaceous dolomitic mudatone. 
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ptygmatic,form caused by differential compaction of sandy 

crack-fill and host muddy dolostone. Restoring the cracks 

to their original length gives a relative compaction 

factor of 2.3, a result similar to that of Shelton (1962). 

In sections perpendicular to cleavage the structures are 

more nearly linear and parallel to one another as a resuJ.t 

of deformation (fig. 3-11, fig. 4-29, Borradaile & Johnson, 

1973). 

Evidence for a synaeresis, rather than desiccation origin 

is summarized below. 

1. In cross-section they are parallel-sided, rather 

than strongly tapering (White,1961). 

2. They have relative compaction factors grater than 

those of desiccation crack-fills in member 1 (hence the 

shrinkage process was not as efficient at expelling water 

as desiccation). 

3. They are not associated with mudflake breccias or 

clasts. 

4. A few examples of upward-terminating cracks occur 

indicating injection, which is more likely for synaeresis 

structures {Spencer & Spencer, 1972), but passive infilling 

from above is the general rule. 

5. The incomplete polygonal structure in plan view 

(fig. 4-28) tends to indicate a sub-aqueous, rather than 

sub-aerial origin (Straaten,1954a, b). However, there is 

no indication of a parallel alignment of cracks such as that 

described by Donovan & Foster (1972). 

One common effect in cross-section is an upturning of 

mud laminae next to the cracks; this superficially resembles 

desiccation mud curling, but in this case is clearly the 

result of compaction and tectonic deformation. 
(&c!~S'D) 

At one horizon~there are definite desiccation cracks. 
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These form polygons up to 25cm across with cracks 2cm wide 

in a partly eroded dolostone lamina with some intraclaats. 
i~ o~ew, bdj 

Complete polygons on a smaller scale are fairly commoi: it 

is difficult to rule out a desiccation origin for these, 

although they are much smaller than both the structures just 

described and the modified desiccation structures represented 

by the flake pockets. 

In conclusion, most of the cracks in the layered facies 

appear to be of synaeresis origin. 

The most likely cause of synaeresis is an increase 

(Burst, 1965) or a decrease (White,1961) in salinity. The 

cracks are ephemeral. {White, 1961), so that periodic influxes 

of coarser sediment are needed to preserve them (Donovan & 

Foster, 1972). Sporadic introduction of storm-derived 

sediment enabled the preservation of the member 3 cracks. 

Cracks in pure doloatone present a problem in that a 

content of flocculated (White, 1961) or swelling (Burst,1965) 

clay thought to be necessary for synaeresis to occur, is 

absent. However a process of osmotic dewatering (Fiichtbauer 

& Tisljar,1975) caused by salinity increase in overlying 

water seems feasible. Mukherji & Young (1973) also 

poatuJ.ated that certain contraction creeks in micrite were 

of synaeresis origin. Experimental work to verity this 

suggestion would be useful. Certain1y the fact that 

spectacular loads can form on dolostone beds (see next 

section) indicates that the dolosto~es were very water-rich 

originally and so had good potential for forming shrinkage 

cracks. 

4.3.2.10: Loads 

Loading of coarser into underlying finer sediment with a 

penetration 0£ 1-4cm occurs at a number of levels. This 
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demonstratesthat the underlying layer was p1astic and 

presumably water-saturated. The most spectacular example, 

with very deep penetration (fig. 4-30) and occasional 

development of load balls,is in the marginal sub-facies. 

Although loads can occur in an inter-tidal setting (Schwarz, 

1975) they do not occur in supra-tidal sediments, thus 

a supra-tidal origin for the marginal sub-facies is ruled 

out. 

4.3.2.11: Nodules 

A.R.MacGregor (1975, talk at B.S.R.G. meeting) suggested 

that quartz-calcite nodules in member 3, especially notice

able in the uppermost 20m of Section B, represent replaced 

anhydrite nodules. He cited their 'cauliflower' margins 

and incipient 'chicken-wire' texture where two or more 

nodules occur together to support this idea. The occurrence 

of pyrite-rich rims in some nodules might also indicate 

the former presence of sulphate (Milner, 1976). Original] y 

the nodule-bearing rocks would have been buried beneath 

a supratidal sequence, which was subsequently eroded, with 

more abundant anhydrite nodules. 

In Section 7.4.5 the nodules are discussed in detail 

and it is concluded that, contrary to MacGregor's 

hypothesis,the nodules seem to be of secondary origin. 

4.3.2.12: Summary of the significance of the layered faciea 

During deposition of the layered facies, influx of 

sand-grade detritus was only intermittent and thought to 
I 

be related principally to storm action. Where sufficient 

sediment was supplied wave-ripple lamination was generated, 

otherwise lenticular a:nd/or graded sand laminae were 

formed. Tidal currents were unimportant. 
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Very shallow water is indicated by evidence of desiccation 

in some beds. However desicca·tion seems to have been the 



exception rather than the rule even in these beds. The 

abundant synaeresis cracks present in most of the layered 

facies strata indicate a permanent water cover. The abaeqce 

of birds-eye vugs (Shinn,1968) tends to confirm this view. 

Varying salinities are indicated by the synaeresis cracks 

and a high salinity or varying salinity is indicated by the 

presence of dolomite (see Chapter 6). However the wave 

fetch seems too long for there to have been a nearby 

sub-aerial barrier to have caused this situation. 

This discussion is continued in Section 4.3.5.3 when 

the other facies and the vertical transitions and lateraJ. 

persistence of beds have been described. 

4.3.3: The sandstone facies 

4.3.3.1: Bed geometry 

The beds of this facies are fairly continuous, many 

being correlatable across the 2-2.5km distance from Sections 

C to E with very little change in thickness (En.closure 3). 

Only in one case was it possible.to observe the lateral 

margin of one of these beds: bed 34D passes lateraJ.l.y into 

marginal sub-facies by a gradual decrease in sand content 

and increase in continuity and thickness of dolostone beds 

until the sand layers become only a few centimetres thick 

and are no longer cross-str~tified. 

This sheet-like geometry with inter-fingering lateral 

margins argues against any strongl.y channelised forms being 

present. Indeed erosion at their bases seems minimal, at 

most a few centimetres. 

4.3.3.2: Composition 

The facies has a bimodal composition of medium-grained 

sand and micritic material. Sand grade material is mainly 
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quartz with some microcline, dolomicrite ooids and 

intraclasts. Ooids are locally extremely abundant (e.g. 

beds 54C, 54D, 54E, 25B), but were not generated in their 

present location because oolitic coats on siliciclastic 

detritus are extremely rare: the ooida have a micro

crystalline core in general. 

Thick laminae and thin beds of dolostone are common. 

The triangular diagram (fig. 4-31) shows these beds to be 

remarkably pure, i.e. clay-free. Dolostone laminae drape 

over bedforms (figs. 4-34 and 4-35) and hence formed during 

periods of little current activity. 

4.3.3.3: Sedimentary structures of the sandstones 

Parallel lamination, cross-stratification and cross

lamination occur commonly in the sandstone facies. Most 

of the cross-lamination is related to the generation of 

wave ripples which have very similar characteristics to 

those in the layered facies. Their orientations are included 

in figure 4-18. Parallel lamination is restricted 

to well-sorted medium-grained sandstones and so is regarded 

as a structure of the upper flow regime. 

Cross-stratification is the commonest structure, set 

thickness (fig. 4-38) ranging up to 20cm with a mode of 

about 5cm. The palaeocurrents (see next section) and the 

pure (siliceous) nature of the original sands indicate an 

origin from tidal currents. The sets of cross-strata are 

erosional and tabular, although the laminations are typically 

tangential at the set base (fig. 4-32). The cross-strata 

are marked by variations in the proportion of intergranular 

dolomite and sometimes by dolostone pebbles lying on the 

foresets (fig. 4-33). Some distorted (liquefied) cross

strata occur (e.g. bed 29D), probably indicating contemporary 

/-:. 
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Figure 4-32: Bed 21D; dolomitic sandstone, cross-stratified 
in the lower part with erosional tabular sets which are 
tangential at their bases. Current directions are unimodal 
wit_hin the area photographed, but see Enclosure 2 for 
summary of current orientations in this bed. The upper part 
of the photograph shows more cross-lamination including some 
wave-generated ripple form sets and a dolostone lamina with 

contraction cracks. 

Figure 4-33: Bed 46D; cross-stratified dolomitic sandsto,;tea 

with dolostone clasts on the f oresets, especially noticeable 
in the set which runs from left to right just above centre. 

. ' 
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earthquake activity, but are uncommon. 

The shape of the cross-sets, and the tangential nature 

of the lamination at the set base, suggests deposition 

from moderately straight-crested bedforms under relatively 

high current velocity with much sediment in suspension 

(Beek & Koster, 1972, Goodwin & Anderson,1974). Reactivation 

surfaces can be recognized occasionally (e.g. beds 60D, 

62D) indicating· the intermittent nature of the tidal flow. 

In bed 68E, none of the cross-sets is thicker than 3cm: 

here the deposition seems to have been from current ripples. 

In all other beds the set thickness is almost invariably 

greater than jcm, too thick to have been deposited from 

current ripples. Bedforms of suitable size are preserved 

in three cases: 

1. On the top of bed 62B (at 39017825) occur preserved 

straight crested, fairly symmetric bedforms of wavelength 

60cm. Their form has been at least slightly modified by 

later superimposed wave ripples. Even so, the wavelength 

and symmetry of these bedforms would be rather unusual if 

produced by unidirectional flow, so they could be of wave 

origin. 

2. A preserved dune in profile is seen in bed 21D (at 

40467886; fig. 4-34) draped by a dolostone lamina; its 

wavelength is 120cm (stoss 90cm, lee 30cm) and is 11cm high. 

3. In bed 60D (at 39987866) there is a preserved flat

topped bar (fig. 4-35). 

Comparison with modern shallow tidal areas (e.g. Klein 

1970b) suggests that aeyi:u:netrio dunes 11ke that of figure 

4-34 were responsible, on migration, for the production of 

most of the cross-stratification in the sandstone facie3. 



Figure 4-34: Bed 21D; a preserved dune is visible to the right of 
the hammer-head and is capped by a dolostone lamina. 

0 50 

Figure 4-35: Bed 60D; preserved flat-topped bar. Note the wave 
ripples below the lower surface, composite nature of the croee
stratification, dolostone pebbles on foresets, backflow eddies 
and the dolostone lar:iina draping the whole structure (doloetone 
shown in black). Cross-strata are oversteepened due to deformation. 
Drawn from a photograph and a field sketch. 

Figure 4-36: Bed 68E; dolomitic sandstone with dolostone l aminae 
which show ~bundant contraction (de siccation) cracks leading to the 
break-up of laminae in places e.g. on the right hand side of the 
lowest doloatone lamina. 
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4.3.3.4: Dolostone beds 

The dolostone beds formed during periods of low 

current velocity as can be judged from their draping over 

bedforms. They generally show no internal lamination. 

They commonly display contraction cracks which form linked 

polygons up to 15cm across. There are all transitions 

from continuous dolostone beds, through broken-up beds 

(fig 4-36), to horizons of dolostone pebbles and isolated 

pebbles, quite well rounded in some cases. The pebbles 

were somewhat plastic as they are occasionally slightly 

bent, but brittle fracture occurred on more severe bending. 

A few pebbles of oolitic dolostone occur, demonstrating some 

early lithification. 

The dolostone beds seem to have formed by steady accretion 

by precipitation of carbonate. They were easily fragmented 

because they were thin, underlain by an unconsolidated 

sand layer and dissected by contraction cracks. The size 

and complete nature of the polygons formed by the con

traction cracks and the brittle nature of the pebbles 

(cf. Fuchtbauer & Tisljar, 1975) suggests an origin of the 

cracks by desiccation. 

4.3.3.5: Palaeocurrents 

Current directions from the cross-strata are shown on 

Enclosure 2. At any one locality the cross-atratal 

distribution within each bed often shows two widely spaced 

modes (e.g. beds 21D, 29D, 62D, 68E) or is multi-modal 
I 

(beds 21D, 60D, 62E), demonstrating the action of reversing 

tidal currents, rather than unidirectional currents. 

Considering the palaeocurrents as a whole (fig. 4-37), 

there is a very wide spread of current directions. The 

vector mean is 253° with standard deviation ±121° and the 
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magnitude of the vector is 10.7%. This vector is statistic

ally significant (Rayleigh Test) at the 90% level, but not 

the 95% level. (method of Curray, 1956) or not significant __ 

even at the 90% level (method of Mardia.1972). The overall 

distribution is thus best regarded as random. 

The extreme local variations in current directions are 

well shown in bed 21D where, proceeding eastwards a N-S 

bi-polar distribution is replaced by a probable quadrimodal 
• N-S-E-W distribution, then by a bi-polar E-W current system. 

4.3.3.6: Environment of deposition 

The sheet-like geometry of each bed with very little 

erosion at the base, the erosional sets of cross-stratification, 

and absence of metre-sized fining-upward cycles suggests 

deposition in very shallow, poorly confined channels. 

The manner of deposition would have been analogous to a 

braided stream ( Allen, 1 970) : a marine. origin in this case 

being clearly shown by the palaeocurrent distribution. 

The dolostone beds formed on the equivalent of braid bars. 

The desiccation cracks which they contain implies an inter

tidal situation, at least at times. The situation is thus 

similar to a tidal sand flat (Straaten,1954b, p13; Klein, 

1970b), although the size of the bedforms and resulting 

sets of cross-strata was rather smaller than in modern 

examples described. This could be due to a smaller tidal 

range in the member 3 environment. As for other tidal flats, 

its existence would have depended on some sheltering effect 

from wave action (Reineck,1969), thought in this case to be due 

to a sub-aqueous bar (see 4.3.5.3). A mud flat was apparently 

not formed in the area: practically no detrital argillaceous 

material seems to have been available in the depositional 

environment. 



The current directions were very variable because they 

would have been controlled by minor, local variations in 

topography. This ~Y ultimately be related to an e:x:tremel:-z 

irregular configuration of the coastline. The currents 

were apparently not separated into ebb and flood channels 

as unimodal distributions within one bed are rare. No 

deductions as to the overall trend or position of the coast

line can be made from the palaeocurrents. 

4.3.4; Stromatolite facies 

Spencer & Spencer (1972) have described and illustrated 

the geometry of the stromatolite beds in fair detail and 

described some general features of their internal lamination. 

The new information here clarifies their use as stratigraphic 

markers (Chapter 2 and enclosures), enables deductions to 

be made regarding the relationship of their form to environ

mental and algal growth factors,and explains the nature and 

significance of their microstructure. 

T4e literature on stromatolites is becoming vast and is 

not reviewed systema·tically here. General summaries and 

a glossary of terms appear 1n Walter (1976). 

4.3.4.1: Macrostructure 

The form that stromatolites take can be fashioned both 

by the physical environment (Logan et al., 1964) and by algal 

growth factors (Walter, 1972). In particular the isolation 

of the algal mat into discrete J:Ja.sses can occur by severance 

by wave action (Logan et al.~ 1964) or by the preferentia1 

growth of algal clones (Monty, 1967; Golubic, 1973; Gebelein, 

1974). Columnar types have been used as bio-stratigraphic 

indicators in various parts of the world (Walter,1972, 1976), 

possibly indicating a degree of biological control on 

column :form. 



When stromatolites directly overlie layered facies 

sediments (which were deposited under relatively quiescent 

environmental conditions) they formed either a stratiform--

1amination or low domes (e.g. horizons D2, D3, D4, ca). 
Domes developed where the algal mat draped over dolostone 

pebbles or an irregular sediment surface (e.g. D4) or perhaps 

where there was lateral growth expansion of the mat. The 

process of preferential sediment trapping on high points 

seems not to have operated as the domes commonly give way 

upwards to cryptalgalaminites (e.g. D3; D4,fig. 4-39; E4, 

E8, BI, BIII). In some beds there is an influx of medium

grained sand, that is increasing energy of the environment 

after the mat has been established. This resu1ts 1n the 

severance of the continuous mat leading to the growth of 

discrete columns (ca, DB; figs. 4-40, 4-46) and/or the 

production of a breccia of stromatolite flakes (e.g. C9). 

When stromatolite growth commenced in an already high energy 

environment (e.g. BIII, D5, D7) the structures formed were 

irregular in shape. In two cases (D5 and B~) the mat 

subsequently became continuous, but with a very ragged 

structure of smaJ.l domes reflecting a high sediment influx. 

These observations show that there is an empirical relation

ship of stromatolite form to environmental energy as seen 

for modern ~xamples in Shark Bay, Western Australia (Logan 

et al. 1974). 

on the other hand, there are many isolate stromatoli·t;ic 

masses forming oblate spheroids and ellipsoids (Bil, D5 upper, 

C5, E5, D6, E6, E7, C9, E9, fig. 4-41) encased in layered 

facies sediments. These forms cannot have been induced by 

physical separation of the mat under harsh environmental 

conditions. Instead it seems to be a growth feature of 
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Figure 4-39: Stromatolite horizon D4; stromatolitic lamination 
doming over irregularities in the substrate (dolostone) passes 
upwards into cryptalgalaminites overlain bi sandstone. 

Figure 4-40: stromatolite 
horizon D'8'; cryptalgalaminite 
followed upward by columnar 
stromatolite wi th medium 
grai~ed sand and flake debris 
between the columns. These 

are overlain by a purplish 
silty sandstone. 

, • • • f .. ... . 
... .. f •• • ~ • , . • .'. " 

Figµre 4-41 : Strom.a.toll te horizon E9; oblate spn(/r~·o1dal ..... 
stromatolite bioherm, in det ail cons ist~ng of many small 

linked domes; lamination is overturned on t h e bioherm . .. :· ·: ;,, .. : ., : 
. ,'. ~-;'.\:'· '-t· .:\--.. ~;.:~ · .. :. margins. --------- - -



the algae. The bioherms show a structure of concentric 

layers with small laterally-linked domes or columns within 

each layer and vertical, or overturned bedding on their 

margins. This is apparently a common form of sub-tidal 

stromatolite bioherms in the Precambrian (Serebryakov, 1976). 

Another point is that even where the algal mat was separated 

by environmental factors leading to the development of 

discrete columns, these columns have a definite shape 

which may be of taxonomic significance (see 4.3.4.3). 

4.3.4.2 Microstru.cture 

The interpretation of the microatru.ctures of ancient 

stromatolites is difficul.t (Hubbard,1972; Bertrand-Sarfati, 

1976) because of their susceptibility to post-depositional 

alteration (Bathurst, 1971) and because of the polygenetic 

origin of laminations in Recent atromatolites (Monty, 1976; 

Park,1976). In member 3, the lamination defining the strom

atolites occurs in nine modes described below, only the 

first four of which are 'primary'. 

1. Clastic layers. There may be discrete layers of 

elastic material up to millimetre scale thickness. The 

detritus is mainly silt- or very fine-grained sand-sized 

quartz, microcline and mica, although dolomite peloids 

sometimes occur (B~, E9; fig. 7-13). The detritus usually 

occurs in fairly even layers, independent of the elope of 

the surface, suggesting that it was agglutinated by the algal 

mat. In some cases medium-grained sand is concentrated in 

hollows or inter-stromatolitic areas, suggesting that it 

was only the finer material. that was bound into the strom

atolite.(Frost, 1974). In other cases this detritus appears 

to be uniformly scattered throughout the stromatolite 

without forming distinct layers. Sediment-rich layers, 
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where they do occur, would have been deposited when suspend

ed sediment was particularly abundant, e.g. following a storm. 

They are anaJ.ogous to the sand layers in the layered facie~. 

Commonly stromatolitic lamination ie truncated by scour 

and healed over by later growth. 

2. Dolomite grain size alternations. Nearly all the strom

atolites show an alternation of finer and coarser-grained 

dolomite on a scale from 1oo_pm to several mm (fig. 4-42). 

SUch a structure is very common in ancient stromatolites 

(Henderson,1975; Horodyski,1976), but no general statement 

as to its significance has been made. In member 3, the 

finer mode, in different cases, lies in the range 3-50pm 

whilst the coarser mode ranges from 5-10 to 125ym. It is 

thought that the finer end of these ranges are closest to 

the· original grain sizes. The coarser domains often contain 

a variable amount of detritus ranging from silt to very 

fine-grained sand. This detritus is low in concentration 

compared to the dolomite, but it is not clear whether this 

is an original feature, or whether some of the detritus 

has been removed diagenetically. Thus the coarser laminae 

are, broadly speaking, elastic. The finer laminae, on the 

other hand, appear to be the product of early precipitation 

of carbonate. Evidence for this is best seen in a sample 

from En (figs. 4-43, 4-44) which shows the development of 

rounded masses of fine-grained dolomite, occasionally 

coalescing to form more continuous bands. This structure 

seems identical to early calcified areas in stromatolites 

from Baffin Bay, Texas described by Dalrymple (1966) and 

also recognized in ancient stromatolites by Leeder (1975). 

In the Baffin Bay examples, bacterial decay of organic 

matter in algal-rich layers forms ammonia which induces 
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Figure 4-42: Photomicrograph, 
plane polari~ed light, 
stromatolite horizon D2. 
Stro~atolite consists of a
dolomite mosaic with scattered 
terrigenous silt. Stroma.tolitic 
lamination is shown by 

alternations in the grain 
size of the mosaic (dark= 
fine-grained) and by bedding
parallel stylolites (black 
lines e.g. just above centre). 

'SOOµm' 

I 500µm I 

Figure 4-43: Photomicrograph, plane polarized light, 
stromatolite horizon Bil; shows rounded coalescing masses 
of (dark) fine-grained dolomite interpreted as pene
contemporaneous calcification of the stromatolite. Light 
areas may all be fenestrae, but this is only certain when 

their centres are of calcite (see 7.1 .1), as in the arrowed 
area, rather than of dolomite. 



carbonate precipitation. Cathodoluminescence (fig. 4-44) 

shows that detrital material (microcline) ie absent from 

the fine-grained domains. Other, poorer examples of this 

texture occur in beds Bm, D2 and D4. 

3. Fenestrae. Associated with microstructures exhibiting 

clear early calcification are discrete patches of dolomite 

and calcite microspar which are interpreted as fenestrae 

(7.1.1). They are either equant, 100-30°)1m in diameter, 

or elongate (fig. 4-43), paralleling the stromatolitic 

lamination defined by grain size variations and elastic 

layers. Such fenestrae could originate as sheet cracks 

formed by removal of organic matter, or by desiccation 

(Fischer, 1975; Bertrand Sarfati, 1976) or by lateral growth 

expansion (Monty, 1976). Because these fenestrae occur in 

bioherms which are considered .(4.3.4.1; 4.3.4.4) to be 

sub-tidal, and because early calcification would have provided 

a relatively firm framework, it is thought that the most likely 

explanation for the formation of the fenestrae relates to 

decomposition and removal of organic matter. The voids were 

maintained by the early precipitation of fine-grained 

carbonate. 

4. Radial-calcite laminae. Within domes in the calcitic 

stromatolite BIII occur discrete laminae of calcite with 

a pronounced preferred dimensional and optical orientation 

of individual crystals perpendicular to the lamination 

surface. They are very smooth and continuous and display a 

poorly defined median line with small calcite inclusions. 

They are certainly pre-tectonic because they are cross-cut 

by quartz seams (see 9, below). 

The laminae compare with the radial-fibrous-calcite 

laminae described from the Middle Proterozoic by Horodyski 

(1975) which he ascribed to early calcite precipitation 

. 
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Fieure 4- 44 : Photomicrographs in a ) trans.itt d liaht ntl 

b ) under luminescence , stroruatolitc horizon B1IT. Distrib

ution of detritus i s cJ.earl y shown by the occurrence of bluc 
lurninescine microc l ine . The Jiiicr oc l · ne - fr e ar a repr G nt 
early- calc ified domains . 

PiCTure 4- 45 : Photomicrograph , 

pl ne poluriz d lipht , stromatolite 

horizon Bi. Detritus ~white ) 
c ontains a hi~h n oport · on of 

microcline with over~ cwth ~ivjnG 
rise t o rectanfiular outl · ne~ . 
The stro rnatoliti laninat:on is 

expres ed by alto na,ion, of 
coar~e calcitic doJ.ains ana fin e r 

dolomitic dom in<" , the latter 

containi ng ~ome i~te nal lamination . 

200µm 
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immediately beneath a living algal mat. This would explain 

the smooth, continuous nature of the laminations reflecting 

the uniform conditions beneath the mat, compared with the 

more variable conditions within the mat as exemplified by 

the patchy nature of within-mat calcification (fig. 4-43). 

The presence ,of inclusions only along a poorly defined 

median line may indicate that the calcite has a displacive 

mode of growth. 

5. Calcite-dolomite alternations. Parts of stroI:18.tolite 

horizons BID:., BU, BY, C9 and D6 show an alternation of 

calcitic and dolomitic laminae on a millimetre, or finer, 

scale.(f'ig. 4-45). Such a structure has been interpreted 

by Gebelein & Hoffman (1973) to be related to original 

alternations of calcium carbonate detritus and organic 

layers, the latter being preferentially dolomitized because 

of the capacity of blue-green algae to concentrate Mg 

relative t-o Ca in their sheaths. Whilst this might help 

to explain the dolomitic nature of the stromatolites in 

member 3 as a whole, the calcite-dolomite alternations 

as now seen are not thought to relate directly to 

original structure. The original detritus was originally 

dominantly terrigenous, not calcitic so the calcite layers 

are not simply elastic layers. The calcite forms a coarse 

mosaic within which no lamination is preserved, so it 

is thought to be a diagenetic replacement after dolomite 

(see also Chapter 7). The exception is BIII which does 

show some grain size variation within calcite laminae as 

well as exhibiting type 4 (radial-fibrous) laminae: the 

calcite here may wel1 be primary. 

6. Stylolites. Low relief stylolites, concentrating 

mica and other impurities, occur frequently parallel to 
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stromatolitic lamination, as seen elsewhere by Henderson 

(1975). Although largely opaque in transmitted light they 

are yellowish in reflected light and so are not to be con

fused with bituminous films (representing remains of algal 

mats: Laporte,1967; Hofmann,1975a)which do not occur in 

the Bonahaven Formation. 

7. Clay-rich bands. Bands of nearly pure mica occur 

parallel to bedding in domal stromatolites. They may, like 

the stylolites,signify solution of carbonate. 

8. Ouartz-albite bands More common than 7. are bands 

of secondary quartz and alb1te (30-15C>ym) at 2ooym to 2mm 
intervals, especially in domal and columnar stromatolites. 

They do not seem to represent a transformation of original 

detritus because they never contain microcline (see also 7.4). 

Where they are diffuse, however, they may not always be 

distinguishable from detrital layers: thus it is not always 

possible to recognize the nature and distribution of orig

inal contained detritus in the stromatolites. 

9. Quartz-calcite seamg. The most spectacular demon

stration of the mobility of quartz and carbonate in the 

stromatolites are the ubiquitous tectonic quartz seams 

by which the·stromatolites are usually recognized in the 

field (see also Chapters 3 and 7). Similar structures occur 

in Proterozoic stromatolites of the Transvaal Series of 

South Africa (Button,1973). 

There is no evidence from the microstructures of a 

differentiation of algal communities to produce different 

growth forms as all the primary microstructural types 

(except 4) occur in all of the macrostructural types. 

Entire laminae are generally smooth in the Bonahaven 
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Formation. This is a distinctive microbiological feature in 

the Recent (Logan et al., 1974), but may not be so for 

fossil stromatolites (Bertrand-Sarfati,1976). 

The controls on microstructure appear to be variation 

in the rate of sediment influx perhaps coupled with seasonal 

differentiation of the algal coenose (Bertrand-Sarfati7 1976). 
I 

The first control leads to the formation of elastic laminae 

following storms under layered facies-type conditions or 

typically a more scattered and constant influx of sand under 

sandstone facies conditions. The second control refers to 

different species becoming dominant in the mat at different 

times of the year; these different species ma.y have different 

sediment trapping and carbomte-precipitating abilities 

which coul.d produce a seasonal lamination. As was noted for 

the ma.crostructure, both environmental and algal growth 

parameters are potentially important in determining the 

microetructure. 

4.3.4.3. Classification 

The nomenclature, classification, or taxonomy of strom

atolites is still much in dispute (Walter, 1976). Hofmann 

(1975b)doubted the accuracy of three-dimensiona1 reconstruct

ions and many authors have questioned the criteria used to 

assign names to stromatolites. Columnar stromatolites in 

CB (fig. 4-46), D6 and D8 are named here according to the 

classification of Cloud & Semikhatcw (1969). These have 

smooth walls, maximum column diameter of about 5cm, show 

bifid parallel branching with some expansion of the columns 

just below a branch. The laminae are moderately to strongly 

convex. Successive lam1Dae en~elop one another at the 

column margins, so the name Jurusania given to these etrom

atolites by Spencer & Spencer (1972) is inappropriate. 

However the group name Gymnosolen fits the description just 
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Figure 4-46: negative prints of 

peels of poli shed surfaces of 

stro::na t oli tes ( x 1) . 

71A 

a ) well developed colur.1nar st rom

atolites fr om hori zon D'8'. 

Thin quartz sea~s occtll' and 

large r nodular area s . 

b) columnar stromatolites from 
hori z on C8; flake breccia 

between columns i s well sbo~-n . 
Quartz seams and on e nodula r area 

(top) occur. 



given. This group is restricted to the Upper Riphean according 

to Cloud & Semikhatov (1969) and Krylov & Semikhatov (1976), 

although Hofmann (1973) allowed a Vendian age, which would 

be more appropriate here. I cannot take this classification 

entirely seriously however until the effects of depositional 

environment on stromatolite form have been fully elucidated. 

4.3.4.4: Environmental deductions 

There is no clear evidence of sub-aerial exposure from 

the stromatolites. The rare fenestrae do not seem to be of 

the 'birds-eye' type; the stromatolite flake breccias can 

easily be generated underwater (Monty, 1967; Gebelein,1969), 

and there are no polygonal forms like those of Kendall & 

Skipwith (1968). Rather the conclusion of very shallow water 

conditions comes from study of the associated sediments. 

In the case of the biohermal types a minimum water depth 
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equal to the height of the bioherm (which is 3m in parts of •I 

E9) is indicated. Thie will apply also to the layered facies 

sediments deposited between the bioherms. 

The relationship between stromatolite form and environment 

was outlined in section 4.3.4.1. 

4.3.4.5: Controls of development of stromatolite beds 

There is no overall cyclicity or set pattern in the 

development of the stromatolite beds. It is considered in 

the next section (4.3.5) that there is in fact only weak 

evidence for overall cyclicity in member 3. 

The reasons why stromatolite growth was instigated at 

each horizon is not clear: there is certainly no constant 

sedimentologioal factor. One is forced to appeal to unknowns 

such as the supply of nutrients (Monty, 1973) or other 

parameters that are not directly determinable from the 

sediments. Cessation of growth might be influenced by the 

same parameters, but there is evidence for a aedimentologica1 J 



factor also. It might be expected that an influx of. 

coarse detritus might cause cessation of growth. Although 

this is so at horizon D3, this is the only horizon where 

this occurs. At other horizons (e.g. D5, BIII) stromatolite 

growth took place under sandstone facies conditions. 

Rather, in many cases the lithology immediately overlying 

the stromatolites is a lamina of coarse silt or very fine

grained sand, weathering slightly purplish, contrasting 

with the yellow-orange of the etromatolites. Thus a 

relatively severe storm bringing in an abundance of choking 

fine sediment into the area caused deposition of a sediment 

layer sufficiently thick for the algae to be unable to 

move through it to re-establish a mat at the sediment 

surface. 

4.3.5: Facies and sedimentary environment 

4.3.5.1: Lateral facies variation 

There seems no correlation between Section Band the north 

coast sections. Along the north coast, Enclosure 3 shows 

that most beds of a given facies persist throughout the 

extent of the outcrop. The variations in stromatolite 

bed geometry laterally are generally related to the develop

ment of bioherms which do not have any relation to environ-
I 

mental changes, as was discussed in the last section. 

Sandstone facies beds 5D; 44C,E; 56E; 58E and 68E are 

missing from adjoining sections; 19E appears as standard 

sub-facies in Section D,and bed 34D changes laterally to 

marginal sub-facies by a process of smooth transition. The 

average lateral persistence of the sandstone facies beds 

is greater than 3km as all such beds in Section C can be 
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matched in Section E; the limited evidence available 

suggests that ,rhere they do wedge out, they pass by tranaition J 



into marginal sub-facies sediments. 

Lateral transitions between the sub-facies of the layered 

facies occur in beds 17, 35, 38, 45, 56/9, 65 and 68 on the 

north coast, but are not actually observed in continuous 

sections. The closest is bed 35D which changes from lenti

cular-graded to marginal sub-facies in less than 300m. The 

existence of different sub-facies at the same time in the 

same area is therefore indicated. Conversely, most of the 

beds show no change and so have a lateral persistence in 

terms of kilometres. 

Stromatolite horizon 9 and the marginal sub-facies 

sediments above it are absent from Section D. Presumably 

this area had a slower rate of subsidence than to the 

east and west. The thin dolostone conglomerates, particularly 

the one at the top of member 3 are the only possible 
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evidence for an actual hiatus in sedimentation at the top 1 
of Section D. It is unlikely that the member 3/member 4 

boundary is diachronous to any extent because member 4 

sediments could not be lateral equivalents of those of 

member 3 on sedimentological grounds. 

4.3.5.2: Vertical facies transitions 

The sequence of vertical facies changes in the north 

coast outcrops of member 3 have been examined using a 

transition probability matrix (Table 4-3a) where each 

element Pij represents the probability of the transition 

of the facies in row 1 to the facies in column j occurring. 

(The numbers in brackets are the actual numbers of transitions 

involved). 

As there is no objective criterion such as well-developed 

bedding planes for subdividing units of one facies, trans

itions must be from one facies or sub-facies to another, thus 

j 



the main diagonal consists of zeroes. Schwarzacher (1975) 

has shown that this way of structuring the matrix cannot 

be objectively tested against an independent random 

process. The only alternative would be to record the facies 

present at fixed interval throughout member 3, but this 

assumes that the sedimentation rate was the same for each 

facies which is probably not the case. In fact all geological 

sequences which have been analysed quantitatively are 

non-random (Schwarzacher, 1975) but they may or may not 

show cyclicity. As the amount of data is limited and the 

proo~ of cyclicity is difficult, no statistically rigourous 

observations can be made here. 

Nevertheless, it is useful to calculate the 'trial matrix' 

(Table 4-3b; Gingerich,1969) which gives the expected 

transition probabilities allowing for the fact that some 

facies occur more frequently than others. Each element is 

obtained by dividing the number of transitions in column j 

by the total number of transitions in a11 the columns 

except 1. The differences between Tables 4-3a and bare 

shown in Table 4-3c (=differences from random). Although 

not proving that any particular cyclicity or preferred 

arrangement of beds occurs, it does indicate where un

expectedly large or small numbers of transitions occur 

and thus 1imits the hypotheses which can be put forward. 

There does not seem to be any overall cyclicity in the 

sequence, although preferred transitions do occur. 

Stromatolite beds are more likely to be preceded by 

lenticular-graded sub-facies sediments than followed by 

them and vice-versa for standard sub-facies sediments. 

Thie can be taken to mean that stromatolite beds are 

more easily established when sediment influx is low 
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TABLE 4-3 
Transition matrices 

(a) Transition probability matrix (transition frequency matrix 
in brackets) 

st Sa s 
St 0 0.47(12.5) 0.15(4) 
Sa 0.46(13) 0 0.13(3.5) 
s 0.50(6) 0.25(3) 0 
L 0.37(6.5) 0.43(7.5) 0.20(3.5) 
M 0.50(2) 0.25(1) 0.25(1) 

(b) Independent random matrix 

St Sa s L M 

St 0 0.40 0.20 0.29 0.11 
Sa 0.43 0 0.19 0.27 0 .11 
s 0.36 0.32 0 0.23 0.09 
L 0.39 0.34 0.17 0 0.10 
M 0.34 0.30 0.15 0.21 0 

(c) Differences from random (x100) 

St Sa s 
St 0 +7 -5 
Sa +3 0 -6 
s +14 -7 0 

L -2 +9 +3 
M +16 -5 +10 

Abbreviations: 
St= standard sub-facies 
Sa= sandstone facies 
S= etromatolite faciee 

L 

-6 

+6 
-6 
0 

-21 

L= lenticular-graded sub-faciee 
M= marginal sub-facies 

M 

+4 
-3 
-1 
-10 
0 

L M 

0.23(6) 0.15(4) 
0.33(9.5) 0.08(2) 
0.17(2) 0.08(1) 
0 0 
0 0 



(lenticular-graded sub-facies) and more easily killed off 

by influx of abundant suspended sediment (standard sub

facies). 

Sandstone facie·s beds tend to be bounded above and below 

by stromatolite beds less often than in the 'random' case 

and are bounded above and below more often than random 

by lenticular-graded sub-facies sediments. The interpret

ation of these observations remains obscure: the difference 

from 'random' is anyway rather small. 

The preferred associations of the marginal sub-facies 

are uncertain because there are only a few of these beds. 

Although they are not found vertically adjacent to the 

lenticular-graded sub-facies at all, a lateral transition 

between them occurs in bed 45D. In addition it is some~ 

times difficult to assign a bed to one or other of these 

sub-faciea, which suggests that they are gradational. 

Overall, explanation of vertical facies variation in 

terms of sequential changes in the overall environment, 

rather than cyclic superposition of laterally equivalent 

facies,seems most appropriate. 

4,3.5.3: The member 3 environment 

Klein (1970a) suggested that member 3 might represent 

an inter- and supra-tidal flat assemblage such as those 

described by Laporte (1967), Schenk (1967), Kahle & Floyd 

(1971) and many others. However Gebelein (1977), working 

on modern sediments in Florida states that the supra-tidal 

analogy may have been over-played and that very little of 

the sediments described by Laporte and others is really 

supra-tidal. Indeed the mere presence of dolostones 

(Zenger, 1972; Hoffman,1975) or stromatolites (Hoffman,1972) 

says nothing about water depth or general environment. 

The depositional environment envisaged· for member 3 in 

-- ---""""" 
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the present work involves a generally shallow sub-tidal 

setting with occasional emergence in the marginal sub-facies 

and perhaps more widespread inter-tidal conditions during 

deposition of the sandstone facies. 

In the layered facies, synaeresis cracks imply 

changing salinities,and a high salinity, at least at times, is 

suggested by the abundant fine-grained (dolomitic) carbonate. 

Therefore a general 'lagoonal' environment is postulated, i.e. 

a fairly permanent water body to some extent isolated from 

n 

the open sea. The word 'lagoonal' is placed in inverted commas 

because there was clearly a great deal more sediment movement 

even in the layered facies, than in a completely isolated lagoon. 

In fact there was no sub-aerial barrier nearby off-shore because 

the wave fetch was so long,as was deduced earlier. However 

there may have been a submerged barrier, possibly an ooid shoal 

to judge from the occasional presence of ooids in the layered 

facies and their common occurrence in the sandstone facies. 

Salinity increases would have been caused by evaporation, sal

inity decreases by influx of sea water, especially during storms, 

by rain:fall, and possibly by fluvial influx, although there is 

no direct evidence for rivers draining into the area. 

The dominant depositional processes in the layered facies 

were storms alternating with quiet water carbonate and clay 

deposition, tidal currents being unimportant. Most beds are 

continuous along the north coast, but cannot be correlated 

with Section B. 

The standard sub-facies was deposited under a permanent water 

cover during conditions of fairly abundant supply of terrigenous 

detritus (abundant wave-rippled sands, Table 4-1) and frequent 

salinity changes (abundant synaeresis cracks, Table 4-1). 

The lenticular-graded sub-facies represents deposition 

either in areas more remote from sediment influx, or, to 



judge from the considerable lateral extent of these beds, 

at times when wide areas of the 'lagoon' were receiving 

less sediment. Table 4-1 shows that wave-rippling and 

synaeresis cracks are low in proportion compared with the 

other two sub-facies suggesting conditions of uniform 

salinity and fairly quiet water. 

The marginal sub-facies is characterized by a lack of 

fine-grained terrigenous detritus and indications of 

occasional emergence. It would have been deposited in 

shoaling areas within or at the margins of the 'lagoon'. 

The sandstone facies contains cross-stratification 

generat~d by tidal currents as well as wave ripples. The 

dominance of tidal currants here indicates a slightly 

different palaeogeographic situation from the layered facies 

as tidal currents were unimportant in the latter. Most 

beds of the sandstone and layered facies are continuous 

along the north coast, but cannot be correlated with Section B. 

This suggests that discrete depositional areas existed, 

although it is not clear to what extent they were gradational. 

This may be related to an extremely irregular coastline 

or perhaps to shoaling areas of little subsidence separating 

depositional areas. Although lateral passage of sandstone 

facies into marginal sub-facies was observed in one case, 

it is not possible to say whether sandstone facies deposition 

in e.g. the north coast area was contemporaneous with,say, 

standard sub-facies deposition in e.g. the Bonahaven area. 

That is, it is not possible to prove whether a vertical 

transition from sandstone faciee to lenticular-graded or 

standard sub-facies reflects merely a geographic change of 

local significance or whether large stretches of the 

Dalradian coastline was affected by a change, perhaps in 

tidal range. However the apparent decrease in the number 
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of sandstone facies beds from the north coast to Sections 

A and B (Chapter 2 and Enclosure 2) favours the former 

alternative. 

The conclusions of this section are combined with 

information on sediment provenance (4.5) and palaeogeog

raphy (8.1) to produce some palaeogeographic cartoons 

(figure 8-2), which illustrate the environment envisaged, 

4.3,5,4: Modern and ancient analogues of member 3 

Comparison with modern coastal environments, ma.de more 

difficult because of the abundant bioturbation in modern 

sediments, reveals some analogies, but no environment 

exactly equivalent to member 3. 

The Laguna Madre-Baffin Bay area of Texas (Rusnak,1960; 

Behrens & Land,1972; Miller, 1975) shows salinity fluctuations, 

absence of diurnal tidal activity and some formation of 
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dolomite,which compares with some features of the layered ~ 

facies. However, as the Laguna Madre has a sub-aerial 

barrier separating it from the ocean, the effects of wave 

activity are confined to the production of washover fans 

and the winnowing of sediment on the landward lagoon shore, 

which clearly does not tally with the layered facies. 

The Tru.cial Coast of the Persian Gulf (Kendall & Skipwith, 

1968; Purser & Seibold,1973; Purser & Evans,1973; Loreau & 

Purser, 1973) displays a shoal/barrier island system, linked 

in places to the mainland and associated with oolitic tidal 

deltas. Similarities with member 3 include the presence of 

dolomite, the prevalence of sub-tidal sedimentation behind 

the barrier (over hundreds of square kilometres in any one 

area) with only narrow tidal flats and the regional import

ance of both waves and tides, but the abundant bioturbation 

obscures any further similarities. Algal mats are restricted 



to highly saline, inter-tidal areas because of predation, 

but this would not have applied in Precambrian times. The 

presence of a sub-aerial barrier along much of the shoreline 

and the abundant ooid-coated detritus are two significant 

differences. 

The Shark Bay area of Western Australia (Haga_~ & Logan, 
I 

1974) may provide a closer analogy to member 3 sedimentation, 

and on an areal scale perhaps ten times larger than the 

present-day outcrops of member 3 (excluding Beinn Bhan). 

Restricted circulation and hyper-saline conditions are 

produced by the growth of sea-grass banks (Read,1974) at 

the entrance to long indentations in the coastline. 

Although a micro-tidal area (less than 2m tidal range, 

Hayes & Kana,1976), tidal currents are important around the 

margins of these indentations due to shoaling of water and 

restriction of flow(?= sandstone facies). In the centres 

o~ the indentations (basins) the bottom sediments are 

usua1ly only disturbed by storms(?= layered facies). 

Ooids develop nearshore (Hagan & Logan,1974) as in the 

Laguna Madre (Rusnak,1960), but this is not thought to be the 

case in member 3 because of the extreme rarity of coated 

detritus. Well differentiated stromatolites develop in 

shallower water (Logan et al., 1974). A more detailed 

comparison does not seem to be warranted because of the 

bioturbation in the modern environment and the lack of 

information on the basinal. sediments. 

In ancient sedimentary sequences, barrier-lagoon models 

are frequently developed in the literature (Truswell & 

Eriksson,1975; Button,1976; Rees et al., 1976; Kendall,1969; 

Bridges,1976; Akhtar & Srivaetava,1976)~ The !iret three 

of these compare closely with member 3 in that a sub-aqueous 
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barrier was proposed in each case. Storm-generated rudites 

(Rees et a1., 1976) or ripple-marked dolostones (Truswell & 

Erikssan.,1975) may be present, but wave action seems much 

less noticeable overall, than in member 3. Marginal muddy 

tidal flats are a feature of many of these models, but are 

not present in member 3. 
I 

Finally a comparison may be made with another Vendian 

dolostone sequence, the Porsanger Dolomite of Norway (Tucker, 

1977), which occurs immediately beneath a Tillite sequence. 

The Porsanger Dolomite is mostly sub-tidal, although some 

is inter-tidal as demonstrated by desiccated dolostone beds; 

other similarities include the presence of abundant strom

atolites, dolostone conglomerates and ooids. However, there 

is no terrigenous mud in the Porsanger sequence and there 

are more differentiated stromatolite horizons and several 

metre thick flakestone horizons. Tucker attributes the 

presence of dolomite to a hot climate and lack of terrigenous 

influx (apart from wind-blown sand): presumably restricted 

circulation in the depositional area would also have to be 

involved. Cyclic sequences are present which Tucker 

attributes to progradation by tidal flats and periodic 

eustatic sea level changes. In member 3 of the Bonahaven 

Formati9n no such cyclic sequences are recognizable except 

that the sandstone facies-layered facies alternations could 

be regarded as cyclic in some sense. The subtle geographic 

changes invoked to explain these alternations could also 

be controlled by eustatic sea level changes, although local 

fauJ.t-related tectonism (e.g. Beukes, 1977) may be more likely. 
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4.4: Member 4 

This member is generally rather deformed and some rocks 

possess true metamorphic textures. As a result sedimentary 

structures are less well preserved than lower in the sequence. 

The five sub-divisions of the member introduced in Chapter 2 

are represented at each of the north coast sections (fig. 4-

47). Features of sedimentological interest are described 

below. 

4.4.1: Unit 1 

The change from dolomitic sedimentation of member 3 to 

dominantly terrigenous deposition in unit 1 of member 4 

is sharp. The carbonate-poor nature of units 1, 2, 4 and 5 

is clearly shown in figure 4-48. Much of unit 1 appears 

in the field as a massive, poorly cleaved silty sandstone. 

Sedimentary structures are recognizable in places (fig. 4-47). 

Wave-generated ripples show similar orientations to those 

of member 3 (fig. 4-49), with slightly smaller dimensions 

(average wavelength 6.3cm, range 3-10cm). Crose-strata 

occur in one quartzitic bed in Sections D and E and are also 

similar to those in member 3. The presence of two, widely 

spaced current orientations (fig. 4-50) suggests a tidal 

origin for the cross-strata. In thin section, much of the 

massive silty sandstone is seen· to consist of fairly well

sorted coarse silt and very fine-grained sand with thin mud 

wisps ltlich are thought to be primary flaser laminae. 

There are silt-sized heavy minerals which define trains 

bounding sets of cross-lamination (?current-ripple lamin

ation). Thicker (cm size) mud laminae are common at some 

horizons, for example at the base of the unit in Section C, 

so that lenticular and 'tidal' bedding.are formed. 

A very minor part of the unit is dolomitic. Mudcracks 
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with derived muddy dolostone clasts were seen in one 

specimen. The dolomite is ferroan and thus resembles that 

of member 3, rather than that of the massive dolostone, 

unit 3 of member 4. 

4.4.2: Unit 2 

Unit 2 contains similar lithologies to unit 1, but with 

a higher proportion of mudstone and lenticular bedding: 

most lithologies are clearly heterolithic in the field. 

Mud clasts were seen in one specimen. 

At Beinn Bhan in central Islay, there is no clear 

distinction between units 1 and 2. The sediments at this 

horizon show wave-ge.nerated ripples and well-developed 

desiccation cracks. 

4.4.3: Unit 3 
Unit 3 is remarkable in that it is a relatively thick 

deposit of pure dolostone bounded above and below by muddy 

terrigenous sediments. In Section F however, dolostone 

appears to be interbedded with terrigenous sediments at the 

base of unit 4 (fig. 4-47). 

The dolomite matrix is homogeneous and non-ferroan, 

5-30pm in grain size. In addition there are other features, 

notably silt and sand sized quartz grains and diffuse 

quartz-calcite-albite nodules and veins, some of which 

mark the bedding (fig. 4-51). However the latter appear 

to be secondary in origin. 

A sedimentary lamination is defined in a Beinn Bhnn 

sample by variation in the proportion of floating quartz 

sand grains. In other samples too, quartz sand does appear 

to be original detritus. The purity, fine grain size and 

chemistry of the dolomite are probably also original. 
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Figure 4-50: Palaeocurrents f ro~ cross-strata , unit 1, 
member 4. 

Figure 4-51: Dolostone, unit 3, member 4 from Beinn Bhan . 
The most obvious structures are secondary veins, many of 

which are parallel to bedding . Lamination by variation in 
the concentration of scattered (aeolian) qua~tz can be seen 
in t,hin section. 
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4.4.4: Unit 4 
Unit 4 shows quite strong metamorphic alteration and is 

characterized by laminated mica-rich and mica-poor domains 

(fig. 4-52) which were probably inherited from a heterolithic 

sediment showing sand-mud alternations. 

4.4.5: Unit ,5 

Unit 5 is dominantly mudstone with thin sand beds (fig. 

4-53) the latter showing some internal structure in places 

(fig. 4-47). Contraction cracks were seen in profile, 

but without any mud clasts. 

4.4.6: Interpretation 

The flaser bedding and cross-stratification by tidal 

currents in unit 1 suggests a very shallow tidal environment 

with fine sediment being deposited in slack-water periods. 

In addition, abundant wave action is indicated by the 

preserved ripple form-sets. Emergence at one level is 

demonstrated by the fragmented mudcracked muddy dolostone 

lamina. The change from member 3-type sedimentation could 

be related to the development of a freer circulation 

(hence the s·carcity of dolomite formation) caused by the 

breakdown of the barrier system. 

The finer, heterolitbic nature of ~ni-t' 2, coupled 

with the presence of mud clasts suggests a mid-tidal flat 

situation (Klein,1971). The other possibility of an off

shore situation with storm-deposited sand layers (Reineck 

& Singh,1972) seems unlikely because of the absence of 

graded bedding like that of member 3. Unit 4 is probably 

similarly a tidal flat deposit. 

Unit 5 could be regarded ae high-tidal flat on the model 

of Klein (1971), but current ripples and mud claats are 

absent. There seems more to commend a sub-tidal origin 

'i 
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Figure 4-52: Heterolithic phyllitic strata showing S2 
microfolds, unit 4, member 4, Section F. 

Figure 4-53: _Section F; unit 5, member 4 forms the lower 
Part of the sea stack and is sharply bounded above at the 
arrow by the Jura Quartzite. 
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similar to that of the fine facies in the overlying 

Jura Quartzite, described by Anderton (1976). The sand 

layers would represent distal storm surge deposits. The 

occurrence within the sands of parallel lamination, wave

generated ripple lamination, graded bedding and a set of 

cross-stratification (fig. 4-47) is entirely consistent 

with this view. The contraction cracks could be due to 

synaeresis because of the lack of associated breccias. 

Synaeresis cracks are common in the fine facies of the Jura 

Quartzite (Anderton,1974, 1976). 

The evidence from units 1, 2, 4 and 5 therefore suggests 

that member 4 represents a regressive-transgressive cycle, 

with the peak of the regression represented by unit 3. 

This is also suggested by the apparent restriction of unit 3 

to the westward (originally landward) part of the area of 

outcrop of the Bonahaven Formation (see Chapter 2). 

Stratigraphically then, the unit 3 dolostone could be 

regarded as broadly supra-tidal in origin. This is 

supported by its pure carbonate nature i.e. it is a chemical 

deposit. The only terrigenous material appears to be 

scattered sand grains which could well have been derived 

by deflation of a nearby aeolian terrain. The absence 

of other positive indicators of a supra-tidal origin such 

as evaporites and fenestrae is attributed to the deform

ation and metamorphism (see also Chapter 6). 

The upper boundary of the Bonahaven Formation records 

a transition from the fine to the coarse facies of Anderton 

(1976), representing a down-current transgression of the 

sandier high current velocity areas of a tidal sea. Fine 

facies sedimentation briefly resumed a couple of metres 

above the base of the Jura Quartzite before the coarse faciea 

become the dominant mode of sedimentation in northern Islay. 
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4.5: Detritus 

Characterization of the detrital matter is complicated 

by diagenesis and metamorphism: many of the finer lithologies 

have lost their detrital textures and contain abundant 

secondary albite. In member 1, the original detrital grains, 

especially in units 3 and 4 are readily determinable, but 
\ 

above this level fairly pure (quartzitic) lithologies are 

the only ones in which the nature of original detritus, 

particularly feldspar, can be accurately assessed. This 

has been done by point-counting thin sections stained for 

feldspar which allows the ready distinction of potassium 

feldspars (stained yellow), plagioclase feldspars (etched) 

and quartz (unetched). The results are shown in figures 

4-54 and 4-55. 

4.5.1: Provenance 

The detrital material in the Bonahaven Formation 

originates from three sources. 

Firstly, clasts of mudstone and dolostone clearly are 

intraformational and very local in origin. Ooids too 

were formed in the contemporary sedimentary environment, 

although in an area where quartz sand was absent (the 

postulated ooid shoal) as in the example of Beukes (1977). 

Considering the terrigenous material: chess-board albite, 

magnetite and apatite are characteristic of the tillites 

and most of the interbeds in the Port .Askaig Tillite 

(Spencer, 1971a); microcline and green tourmaline are a 

feature of the Jura Quartzite (Anderton,1974~and quartz, 

albite-oligoclase, zircon and brown tourmaline occur in 

both Formations. 

Chess-board albite is the chief feldspar of the •nord

ma.rkite' pebbles which are the dominant extra-basinal claets 
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in the Port Askaig Tillite and is the dominant plagioclase 

feldspar in the Bonahaven Formation. Figure 4-54 shows 

that above member 1 of the Formation plagioclase never 

constitutes more than 3% of the detritus in sandstones, 

and is usually absent. Chess-board albite is conspicuous 

in the gran~te pebbles of unit 3 of member 1 in Caol Ila 

and of course in the underlying Tillite. Magnetite, besides 

occurring in the Tillite is conspicuous in heavy mineral 

laminations of unit 4, member 1, but is not common above 

member 1. The source of this material, which is common to 

many tillite occurrences in the Caledonides was tentatively 

suggested to be in north-central Europe by Spencer (1975) 

in "a southern extension of the Gothide plain". Likewise, 

Kilburn et al. (1965) regarded the absence of Lewisian-type 

pebbles in the Tillite as evidence for derivation from the 

SE rather than the NW. In the non-glaciogenic sediments, 

the presence of chess-board albite and magnetite is due 

to reworking o:f glacial deposits exposed on the sea floor. 

Microcline was reported by Spencer (1971a) in the interbede 

within Member 3 of the Tillite, but does not occur in any 

of the other interbeds, nor in any of the tillites. 

At the top of Member 5 of the Tillite, microcline is sub

equal in proportion to chess-board albite and becomes the 

dominant feldspar above member 1 of the Bonahaven Formation .. 

(fig. 4-54). The source terrain for this material seems to 

have been a terrain of high-grade igneous and metamorphic 

rocks to the NW of the depostional area (Anderton,1974, 1976). 

Uplift of a NW block periodically from Port Askaig times 

onwards resulted in erosion of microcline-be,~ing .sand . 

from a fault scarp. 

There remains the question of the manner in which the 

sediment entered the depositional area. Evidence (4.4) 
. I 



from the dolostone, unit 3, member 4, suggests that some 

sand at least derived from a nearby aeoli?,,..n terrain. In 

member 3 also, the near absence of silt and clay-sized 

siliciclastic debris in the sandstone facies could be 

explained if the terrigenous sand was derived from nearby 

aeolian dunes, mixing with precipitated carbonate (Kendall, 

1969; Lorea~ & Purser, 1973) as has been postulated in other 

a..~cient sequences (Beukes,1977; Tucker,1977). 

The silt and clay in member 1 and the member 3 layered 

facies would ultimately have had a fluvial source, but the 

present outcrops do not allow us to say whether or not 

there was a major river draining into the north Islay area. 

Much mud may well have been transported out into the shelf, 

then brought back inshore by storm action. The absence of 

mud in the marginal sub-facies and the sandstone faciee 

could be due to a situation most remote from the fluvial 

(or storm) sediment input. More coarse sediment was 

available than in the lenticular-graded sub-facies because 

of supply of sand from nearby aeolian dunes. presumably not 

available during deposition of the latter sub-facies. 

4.5,2: Feldspar abundance 

Figure 4-54 shows considerable variation in feldspar 

content in various 'quartzites' in northern Islay. The 

original sediments ranged from very pure quartz arenites to 

sub-arkoses and rare arkosee (using the classification of 

Pettijohn et al., 1973, p158). 

Two factors are believed to account for this variation. 

Firstly, whenever plagioclase is dominant over microcline, 

that is whenever there ie a substantial contribution of 

glacial detritus to the sandstone, feldspar is abundant, 

presumably reflecting a lack of chemical weathering of 

this material. 
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Secondly there is a grain size control. Figure 4-55 

shows that the finer sandstones invariably have much 

feldspar, whereas the coarser sandstones usually have relat

ively little feldspar (particularly when the samples in 

which glacial debris makes a substantial contribution are 

disregarded). This is due to the relative ease with which 
i 

feldspar is abraded relative to quartz, and has been 

recognized elsewhere on a large scale (Odom et al.,1976). 
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CHAPTER 6: DOLOMITIZATION 

The dolomitic nature of most of the strata in the 

Bonahaven Formation is so distinctive a feature, having led 

to the use of stratigraphic names such as Dolomitic Group 

(Bailey, 1917) and Bonahaven Dolomite (Spencer & Spencer, 

1972) that it demands an explanation. The subject is 

therefore deal.t with here in some detail, bringing in 

stratigraphic, petrographic and chemical arguments. The 

conclusions bear not only on the local problem, but to so~e 

extent on Precambrian dolomite in general. 

6.1: Outline of dolomitization mechanisms 

Partial summaries of the voluminous literature on dol

omite and dolostones were provided by Friedman & Sanders 

(1967), Zenger (1972), Bathurst (1971), Fii.chtbauer (1974), 

Folk & Land (1975) _and Wilson (1975). No attempt is made 

to emulate these authors here, but some discussion of our 

present state of knowledge is required. 

Dolomitization can occur at various stages in the history 

of a sediment. Although these stages may have rather 

arbitrary limits, it is useful to distinguish four general 

categories: 

1. Dolomite forming as a primary precipitate in a sedim

entary environment (primary doiomite) e.g. Behrens & Land 

(1972), Borch & Jones (1976). It is very difficult to demon

strate primary precipitation of dolomite in Recent sediments 

and no proof of an ancient doloetone formed by this process 

has been made. Folk & Siedlecka (1974) regarded certain 

dolomite rhombs in cavities within Upper Paleozoic dolostones 

as being formed due to salinity changes in the depositional 
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waters; these could be regarded as primary, although not 

all authors would agree with this usage. 

2. Penecontemporaneous dolomite, formed by replace~ent 

of Caco3 , more or less at the sediment-water interface 

(e.g. :Muller et al., 1972; Illing et al., 1965). Here 

belong the modern supra-tidal and lacustrine dolomite 

occurrences. The dolomite is very fine-grained and the 

boundary of dolomitization lies parallel to bedding. 

3. Early diagenetic dolomite (pre-lithification), 

formed by downward p,vcolation of a dolomitizing brine 

(Deffeyes et al., 1965; Muller & Tietz, 1966) or by mixing 

of solutions of high and low salinity (Hanshaw et al., 1971; 
~"' 

BadiozaJ\i, 1973; Folk & Land, 1975). The boundary of dolo-

mitization. may or may not cross-cut bedding and the dolomite 

may be fine-grained, or somewhat coarser in for example 

cavity fillings. 

4. Late diagenetic dolomite (post-lithification), e.g. 

Lovering (1969). There is no relationship between the bound

ary of dolomitization of dolomite and the bedding; the 

dolomite is coarse-grained. 

The formation of dolomite in general is a complex process 

because there are a number of physical, chemical and miner

alogical considerations involved. Although sea water is 

approximately saturated with respect to dolomite (Blatt et 

al., 1972), this mineral apparently does not form under 

normal open mariLe conditions. This is because the hydration 

of Mg ions in solution (Lippman, 1973) and the alternating, 

energetically similar layers of different cations in the 

dolomite lattice (Goldsmith, 1953) render dolomite formation 

a very slow process. The precipitation of aragonite or 

Mg-calcite is favoured instead. This applies even in waters 

of higher salinity where the condition of super-saturation 
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makes more rapid nucleation likely, unless the Mg/Ca ratio 

of the solution is also raised (Folk & Land, 1975). This 

latter condition is realized if calcium carbonate or gypsU.I:1 

are first precipitated (Illing et al., 1965; Muller et al., 

1972) in a hyper-saline lagoon, supra-tidal flat, lake, or 

in the sediments beneath a downward percolating brine. The 

'dolomite' p~ecipitated is generally non-stoichiometric (Ca 

is present in excess), with poor ordering of the lattice, 

and is termed protodolomite (Goldsmith & Graf, 1958). 

With time and increased temperature the Ca-excess decreases 

and ordering increases; nevertheless non-stoichiometric 

dolomite is common in the geological record (Goldsmith & 
~ 

Graf, 1958; BadiOZWit.i, 1973; Young, 1973). 

It was formerly maintained that all sedimentary dolomite 

formed from brines (Friedman & Sanders, 1967), but it is 

now clear that dolomite can form in dilute solutions. It 

is favoured by higher temperatures (Lovering, 1969) and a 

high I~g/Ca ratio of the solution (Muller et al._, 1972). 

It seems that dolomite can form with molar ¥~/Ca ratios as 

low as 1:1 at earth surface temperatures provided that the 

crystallization rate is slow enough.(Folk & Land, 1975; Boer, 

1977), but a dynamic fluid with a large supply of Mg ions is 

needed (Hanshaw et al., 1971). Geological evidence in 

favour of dolomitization by relatively dilute solutions is 

"""' provided by Badiozanp- (1973), Land (1973) and Folk & Sied-

lecka ( 1974). 

Although a high Ng/Ca ratio will facilitate dolomite 

formation, it will not be over-ridingly important unless 

the dolomite forms by replacement of caco3 by solid-state 

ion exchange, which eeems unlikely (Bathurst, 1971; Badio-

""" zami, 1973). A high alkalinity, which is favoured by local 
L 
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CO2 withdrawal by photosynthesis may be of considerable 

importance (Bathurst, 1971; Davies et al., 1975). If 

Mg-calcite is present, it will be highly susceptible to 

dolomitization {Muller et al., 1972; Gebelein & Hoffman, 

1973). 

As the mere presence of dolomite does not demonstrate 
I 

high salinities, or any particular environment of formation, 

are there any petrographic criteria which are diagnostic 

in this respect? Folk & Siedlecka (1974) and Folk & Land 

(1975) stressed that clear ('limpid') dolomite rhombs in 

cavities indicate slow crystallization in dilute solutions. 

Similarly coarse-grained cavity-fillings were a feature of 

the meteoric water dolomitization described by Land (1973). 

Conversely, it has been claimed that an association of 

fine-grained dolomite with nodular evaporites indicates 

supra-tidal dolomitization (Folk & Siedlecka, 1974). How

ever, evaporitive-type dolomite can form sub-aqueously 

(Mu.J.ler et al., 1972; Fiichtbauer, 1974). Fine-grained 

dolomite was thought by Folk & Land (1975) to indicate a 

rapid crystallization rate (promoted by high salinities, or 

photosynthetic 002 withdrawal). However the grain size of the 

dolomite may be controlled by the nature of the material it 

is replacing, as examples are known where dilute inorganic 

dolomitization leads to the pseudomorphing of acicular 

aragonite (Thrailkill, 1968) or to the formation of dolo-

-micrite after micrite (Asquith, 1967, cf. Badiozam,tt-, 1973; 

Land, 1973; Fischbeck & Muller, 1971; Muller et al., 1972). 

It may therefore be very difficult to deduce the environment 

or mechanism of dolomitization by petrographic means alone. 

Consequently it is vital to assemble as much information 

as possible regarding the sedimentary environment and burial 
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history of the sediment to deduce the mechanism of dolo

mitization. 

6.2: General features of dolomite in the Bonahaven Formation 

In the Bonahaven Formation there are three separate 

important developments of dolomite (in members 1, 3 and 4) 

which are shown here to have different origins. However there 

are two features which are common to each of these occurrences. 

Firstly the dolomite is stratigraphically restricted (as 

was shown in Chapter 4) which indicates an early diagenetic 

origin at latest. In contrast, some dolostone in the Islay 

Limestone is associated with post-tectonic faulting and so is 

clearly late diagenetic in origin. 

Secondly, the dolomite is non-stoichiometric in the sense 

that it contains excess calcium (fig. 6-1). (It is also 

non-stoichiometric in the sense that there is Fe and }:it 

substitution for Mg). Figure 6-1 shows that the average of 

the Ca analyses of member 3 dolomite (54.6 mole.~ Caco3) 

and member 1 dolomite (53.7%) are both rather higher than 

the average of the two analyses of member 4 dolomite (51 .2%). 

The dolomite appears to be fairly well ordered (01.5 peak 
~ 

is nearly as high as the 11.0 peak; Badiozame-, 1973). They 

are protodolomites, but unlike many modern protodolomites 

there is apparently no disordering beyond that required by 

the excess Ca in the structure. Although common in the 

geological record, it is worthy of note that,in the Bonahaven 

Formation, calcium-rich dolomite has survived chlorite grade 

regional metamor~hiem. 

A description of the individual dolomite occurrences now 

follows in order of increasing complexity, which happens 

to be the reverse stratigraphic order. Aspects of diagenesis 

~I 
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subsequent to dolomitization in each case are dealt with 

in Chapter 7, unless important in reconstructing the 

original form of the dolomite. Accordingly, rhombic dolomite 

in member 3 is described there as its formation does not 

involve a pervasive dolomitization, whereas all dolomite in 

member 1 is treated in this chapter because it involves 

considerable chemical changes. 

6.3: Member 4 
The characteristic development of dolomite in member 4 

is unit 3, which is an interval up to 10m thick composed 

entirely of cream-weathering dolostone. Some thin dolostones 

and dolomitic lithologies occur in units 1, 2 and 4, but 

these resemble those of member 3 and are not discussed further. 

6.3.1: Petrography 

The unit 3 dolostone consists of a mosaic of dolomite 

which is xenotopic and 5-3Dpm in grain size (fig. 6-2). 

Large and small crystals are juxtaposed throughout, suggesting 

that there has been aggrading recrystallization of an orig

inally finer mosaic. Samples variously exhibit combinations 

of the following: scattered silt-sized subhedral albite and 

silt and sand-sized quartz; groups of crystals of quartz, 

calcite and albite, occasionally merging to form irregular 

nodules or veins parallel to bedding (some of which may be 

syn-tectonic) and stringers of phlogopite. That some of 

the quartz sand ,ra.s originally detritus was deduced in 

section 4.4.3. There is also incipient calcite replacement 

associated with calcite veins and vug-linings: these are 

post-tectonic (7.8). Before this calcitization, dolomite 

was the only mosaic-forming carbonate present. However 

lamination is never defined by variations in the grain size 
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of the dolomite mosaic. 

There is no doubt that this unit has, like the rest of 

member 4 suffered considerable metamorphic alteration: a 

good deal of silt and possibly sand-sized detritus, as well 

as other penecontemporaneous structures may well have been 

obliterated. The nodules are too diffuse to be straight-
i 

forward pseudomorphs of evaporites, but so much alteration 

has occurred that the original presence of evaporites cannot 

be ruled out. 

6.3.2: Chemistry 

No chemical zoning was detected in the dolomite mosaic; 

the uniform dull red luminescence is consistent with this. 

The Mn and Fe contents (fig. 6-6) are distinctly lower than 

those of member 3 dolomite, explaining the cream-coloured 

weathering compared with the deep yellow-orange of member 3 

dolostones. Atomic Absorption a~alysis of one sample 

showed 134ppm Sr and 630ppm Na. {A discussion of the sig

nificance of minor elements in carbonates is given in 

section 6.4.2). 

6.3.3: Discussion 

The unique stratigraphic occurrence of this doloetone, 

its inferred originally very fine crystal size, and, before 

late calcitization, its totally dolomitic nature throughout 

the thickness and areal extent of unit 3 (see Chapter 2), 

suggests a very early stage of dolomitization. Further, it 

was suggested in section 4.4.6 that unit 3 was supra-tidal 

so a penecontemporaneous evaporitic origin shou.1d therefore 

be considered. 

Supra-tidal dolostones are well documented in the strat

igraphic record (e.g. Laporte, 1967; Braun & Friedman, 1969), 

but their importance may well have been over-estimated. 
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(Zenger, 1972). The presence of sulphate evaporites or 

absence of fossils would be evidence in favour of a supra

tidal origin, although the converse is not true. The absence 

of a fauna cannot, of course, be used as evidence in these 

Precambrian rocks, but it may be significant that Downie 

et al. (1971) recovered no microflora from this dolostone, 

although acritarchs were found in member 3 dolostones. 

Evaporite pseudomorphs have been recognized in the Dalradian 

(An~erton, 1975; Llewellyn, in Spencer, 1969), but their 

compar~tive rarity could be used as evidence for a humid 

climate there as in the present-day Bahamas (Illing et al. 

1965; Beukes, 1977) which could explain the absence of evap

orites in member 4. On the other hand, the fact that the 

dolomite is much more nearly stoichiometric with respect to 

Ca than the member 1 or member 3 dolomite is evidence in 

favour of an evaporitic origin for the member 4 dolomite 

(Goldsmith & Graf, 1958; Marschner, 1968, Lippman 1973). 

A high Na value, as analysed, would also be expected in 

evaporitic dolomite (Veizer et al., 1977), but many more 

careful analyses would be needed to confirm this. If an 

evaporitic origin is acceptable, then the absence of evaporites 

needs to be explained: remobilization of evaporites, or 

their pseudomorphs by the metamorphism could well have 

occurred. 

The low content of Fe and Mn and coarser grain size of 

member 4 dolostones compared with member 3 could be regarded 

as evidence for alteration by meteoric water after burial 

(Folk & Siedlecka, 1974) for member 4 dolostone. However, 

member 4 is more altered metamorphically than member 3 and so 

would be expected to be coarser-grained (Brown, 1972). Also 

the chemical differences between the dolomite of the two members 

can be explained in primary terms: see section 6.4.;. 



6.4: Nember 3 

6.4.1: Petrogranhy 

Most dolostones, stromatolites and ooids consist of a 

fine-grained mosaic of dolomite. Stromatolites may contain 

detrital mud, silt and sand impurities and there are contin

uous transitions from non-stromatolitic dolostones to 

dolomitic mudstones and dolomitic siltstones. The textures 

of dolomite in dolomitic siltstones and sandstones are 

described in section 7.2.4. 

The texture of some pure dolostone mosaics was invest

igated by microscopic study of ultra-thin sections (5Jllll 

thick, see Appendix B3). Figure 6-3 shows the boundary 

between fine and coarse laminae of a stromatolite (Bll) 

with well-developed microstructure. The grain size of the 

fine layer is fairly constant, averaging 3.1pm; it grades 

to the coarser lamina with grain size 20.Jllll or more. The ~ 

fine layer is thus a true micrite (Bathurst, 1971). It 

was not possible to draw the grain boundary junctions 

accurately, but the shapes of the grains, particularly the 

smaller ones, are clearly seen to be fairly simple, commonly 

polygonal. 

Figure 6-4 shows a dolostone (bed 69E) thought to be 

fairly typical of the apparently non-stromatolitic dolostones. 

The mean grain size here is rather coarser (10.4)1lll) than 

in the stromatolite of figure 6-3. However the fabric has 

been tectonically affected: an analysis of long axes of 

crystals in this figure shows that there is a preferred 

orientation (parallel to elongate quartz elsewhere in the 

section), which is statistically significant up to the 99.9% 

level by the Rayleigh Test (Mardia, 1972). It thus seems 

likely that diagenetic and metamorphic processes have led 

to an enlargement of crystal size: the original dolostones 



10 µm 

Figure 6-3: Dolomite mosaic .Ln etromatolite (BVI), snowing jwiction of 
coarse and fine layers. Dotted lines are eub-gra!D bowidaries; h= hole 
in thin section. The drawing was made by simultaneously observing the 
area under a microscope and tracing the grain outlines onto transparent 
film placed over a photograph of the area. 

I I 
10µm 

Orientation of elongate quartz 
elsewhere in thin section 

F1guro 6-4: Dolomite mosaic in dolostone, bed 69E. Q• quartz grain; 
dotted lines ere sub-grain boundaries. The drawing was made in the 
same way as figuro 6-3. 
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were thus probably originally true dolomicrites. Muddy 

dolostones are no finer than pure dolostones; this contra

dicts the findings of Bausch (1968) on pure and impure 

limestones. 

The only other form of dolomite which probably relates 

to the original dolomitization process is 20-50_y-m dolomite 

with crystal faces projecting into former cavities in some 

fenestral stromatolites, and flake and grainstones of dolo

micrite fragments (see 7.1.1). 

Concerning the timing of dolomitization, evidence from 

dolomicrite ooids suggests that dolomite was not their 

original mineralogy. Although they exhibit a pseudo-

uniaxial cross under crossed polars (fig. 6-5), the individual 

crystals which make up the ooid have no shape orientation. 

Therefore the crystallographic orientation must have been 

inherited, presumably from an earlier carbonate which grew 

in such a way as to have a radial or concentric dimensional, 

and hence crystallographic preferred orientation as in 

Recent ooids (Bathurst, 1971). By analogy dolomite in 

dolostanes and stromatolites is probably replacive too. 

There is no doubt that the dolomite precursor was primary 

because there are primary pure carbonate beds from which 

intraformational pebbles have been derived. The carbonate 

(dolomite as now seen) was strictly stratigraphically 

controlled. The original carbonate must have been fine

grained because: 

1. the finer the size of terrigenous material present, 

the more carbonate occurs. 

2. carbonate laminae drape over, and thus preserve, 

bedforms (figures 4-34 and 4-35) and so must have formed 

when the depositional water was still. 

There is no evidence as to whether the original carbonate 
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precipitated on the sediment surface or within the over

lying water colurm. 

Dolo~itization is complete and therefore no later than 

early diagenetic. This is not contradicted by the likelihood 

of some extant calcite in bed 25B pre-dating the dolomit

ization as this forills discrete laminations in a single bed 

(4.3.4.2). There is a clear contrast with the variable 

degree of dolomitization found in diagenetic dolostones 

within single beds, even when the distribution of dolostone 

is related to former basin margins (e.g. Schwarz, 1975). 

6.4.2: Chemistry 

The Fe and Mn content of fine-grained dolomite in member 3 

lie within extended, but coherent limits (fig. 6-6). Some 

specimens showed considerable variation in composition within 

a few tens of microns, whilst others showed a very constant 

composition. There is much more variation in iron than 

manganese content. There seems no correlation between chem

ical variability and stratigraphic position or geographic 

location. Sr and Na were near the detection limit on the 

probe. Using Atomic Absorption, one sample had 177ppm Sr 

and 310ppm Na. 

The incorporation of trace elements into sQlids is 

governed by partition co-efficient theory (McIntyre, 1963). 

If a very small amount of solid, in which a trace element 

substitutes for a carrier major element, precipitates under 

equilibrium conditions from a relatively large solution res

ervoir in which the concentration of the trace element is 

low in proportionto the carrier element then: 

mTr/mCr (solid) = K. mTr/mCr (solution) 

where mTr and mer are the molar concentrations of the trace 

and carrier elements and K is a temperature-dependent 

constant, the partition co-efficient. Known values of K 



with respect to common minor elements are shown in 

figure 6-7. 

The value of K for Sr in dolomite indicates that 

at 250°c dolomite precipitated in equilibrium with sea 

water should have 600ppm Sr, which may also be valid at 

earth surface temperatures as the Sr partition co-efficient 

with respect to dolomite is not strongly temperature 

dependent. The values for dolomite in members 3 and 4, 

although only a quarter of this value, are very similar 

to other ancient dolomites and dolostones (Graf, 1960; 

Weber, 1964). The fact that primary textures are still 

often preserved in such dolostones indicates that Sr is 

rather mobile during diagenesis as is clear from the work 

of Al-Hashimi (1976). 

Only divalent Mn and Fe can be incorporated into carbonates 

by solid solution; therefore the partition co-efficient 

refers to the amount of reduced ~m and Fe in the formation 

waters. Thus ferroan calcite was considered to form from 

reducing solutions (Evazny, 1969). However, the concentration 

of cations in the reduced state need not be very high, as 

is shown below. 

No partition co-efficients are available for Mn and Fe 

in dolomite. However, calcite considerably concentrates 

these elements (fig. 6-7) and there are grounds (see below) 

for supposing that dolomite will concentrate Mn and Fe to 

a much greater extent. However, the exact value of K will 

depend on the process of crystallization (that is whether 

dolomite is simply precipitating from solution, or simul

taneously precipitating and replacing say quartz or calcite) 

and the temperature. 

The ionic radii of Fe (0.74A) and Ym (0.80A) in 
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Figure 6-7: Partition co-efficients for calcite and dolomite. 
ill are experi~entally determined and refer to molar proportions 
except the value for Fe in calcite which was deduced by Veizer 
(1974) and defined by weight (Veizer, 1977a). Once the composition 
of the solution changes, an assumption has to be made as to 
whether the crystals precipitated from the solution become zoned 
(Doerner-Hoskins distribution) or unzoned, but continually 
adjusting their composition by diffusion {Nern~t distribution), 
The latter seems appropriate when slow relief of s ~pt.v-S Qt .... .,,.o.. tio"' of 
a non-agitated colution occurs (McIntyre, 1963) but the 
Doerner-.iloskins distribution seems more generally appropriate 
(Bodine et al., 1965; Katz et al, 1972), 
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rhombabedral carbonates are closer to that of Mg (0.66.A) 

than Ca (0.99.A) and so Fe and Mn will substitute more easily 

in the Mg layers of dolomite, than in calcite. Iron 

partitions between co-existing metamorphic calcite and 

dolomite by a factor of 5 in favour of dolomite at 557°c, 

increasing to 8.5 at 400°c (calculated from equation 5 of 

Bickle & Powell, 1977) and much higher values at lower 

temperatures • .A..lthough these arguments are indirect, the 

implication is that dolomite has the capacity to scavenge 

iron f·rom its formati.on waters to a much greater extent 

than calcite. 

A typical composition of member 3 dolomite is 1.5% Fe and 

0.15~b :Mn. Calcite with this composition would precipitate 

from a solution (with the ca++ composition of sea water) 

having 0.75ppm Fe++ and 0.1ppm Mn++ (after Veizer, 1977a). 

Therefore a solution with similar ca++ concentration would 

require concentrations of iron and manganese considerably 

lower than o.75ppm Fe++ and 0.15ppm Mn++ to be.in equilibrium 

with member 3 dolomite. For comparison, present day sea 

water has 1.9ppb Mn and 3.4ppb Fe (Turekian, 1968) or 2ppb 

Mn, as Mn++ or Mnso4, and 10ppb Fe as suspended Fe(OH) 3 
(Goldberg, 1963). 

6.4.3: Discussion 

The previous description indicates that member 3 dolomite 

is replacive: it now remains to be shown whether this 

replacement was penecontemporaneous or diagenetic, 

Penecontemporaneous formation by evaporitive capillary 

precipitation is ruled out by the evidence from sedimentary 

st~c~ures that there was only intermittent sub-aerial 

exposure. 

Penecontemporaneous formation under a standing water body 

is a major possibility, either close to the sediment-water 
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interface (Huller et al., 1972; Folk & Land, 1975), or 

beneath the sediment, under the influence of refluxing 

brines (JIIuller & Tietz, 1966). The latter seems unlikely 

because of the lack of preserved evaporites needed to raise 

the 11:g/Ca ratio and density of the brine (Deffeyes et al., 

1965; Bathurst, 1971) and the low permeability of many of 

the layered facies sediments. 

Synaeresis cracks in t.he layered :facies indicate that the 

environment was subject to fluctuating salinities. Environ

ments suffering extreme variations of this sort were termed 

schizohaline by Folk & Siedlecka (1974) and thought to be an 

ideal place to form dolomite by Folk & Land (1975). 

Dilution of marine water with 70-95% of fresh water may 

produce a situation where the solution is undersaturated with 

respect to calcite, but still supersaturated with respect -to dolomite (Badiozamt, 1973). Alternatively some, or all 

of the dolomitization could have been at higher salinities 

than this (Behrens & Land, 1972), but with a solution with 

high Mg/Ca ratio {Muller et al., 1972; Folk & Land, 1975). 

However, the absence of evaporites suggests that the 

salinities were never very high, although they could have 

been precipitated, then dissolved when the solution became 

diluted. 

An additional factor may be the presence of algae in 

the depositional waters. Not only can carbonate precipitation 

be promoted be extraction of co2 from the water by their 

photosynthetic action or by bacterial decomposition of their 

organic matter (Lippman, 1973), but the algae have the 

ability to preferentially concentrate Mg++ in their sheaths 

which makes the precipitation of Mg-calcite and ultimately 

dolomite likely (Gebelein & Hoffman, 1973; Davies et al., 

1975). The possibility then arises that the dolostones 
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could in fact be cryptalgal. There is no pronounced 

clotted texture,thought to be characteristic of non

laminated cryptalgal structures by Aitken (1967), but the 

possibility remains that a coccoid-dominated algal community 

played more than an indirect role in the formation of the 

apparently non-stromatolitic dolostones. 

The possibility that the dolomite formed diagenetically 

should al8o be considered. The lack of evaporites again 

precludes a circulating brine. However the formation of 

dolomite in the zone of mixing of meteoric and marine 

waters has been shown to be important by Badioza¥ (1973) 

and Land (1973). However in both these cases there is a 

period of uplift and sub-aerial exposure in order that 

fresh meteoric water can flush through the system. There 

is no evidence for such an uplift within or following the 

sedimentation of member 3. Alternatively, it is possible 

that a lens of fresh water at shallow depth extended some 

distance seaward as is found off the present east coast of 

Florida (Manheim, 1967). Dolomite could be formed as the 

sediment passed,on burial,through the brackish layer over

lying the fresh-water lens. However the fresh water would 

need to be capped by an aquiclude to enable the seaward 

extension of the lens to take place (~:anheim, 1967). In 

the case of the Bonahaven Formation, the only likely system 

would be an aquifer represented by member 2 sands, possibly 

extending down to the Port Askaig Tillite, capped by an 

aquiclude of layered facies member 3 sediments. However 

this system seems unlikely to produce such stratigraphically 

restricted developments of pure dolostone, and it does not 

seem possible for the member 3 sediments to be simultaneously 

an aquiclude and to be sufficiently permeable to allow 
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passage of sufficient volumes of water to allow complete 

dolomitization. Thus an origin of the dolomite essentially 

before burial is indicated. 

There is one remaining difficulty in the penecontemporan

eous hypothesis: this is the high Fe and ¥m content of the 

dolomite. This would be readily explicable if the dolomite 

had formed after burial because, under the water table, 

reducing conditions would allow the maintenance of Fe and Mn 

in solution in their reduced states, thus allowing their 

incorporation in precipitated carbonates (Oldershaw & Scoffin, 

1967; Evamy, 1969). The possibility then arises therefore 

that if the dolomite was originally penecontemporaneous as is 

concluded above, it may not have been ferroan originally, 

but iron may have been introduced by a later recrystallization 

episode. This suggestion is thought highly unlikely because: 

1. there is a distinct chemical difference between member 

3 and member 4 dolostones. 

2. recrystallization on the massive scale required could 

not have preserved the fine grain size of the dolomite. This 

is clearly shown in member 1: where later dolomite replaces 

dolomicrite, the later dolomite is much coarser. 

The precipitation of Fe and ~m-bearing carbonates near 

the sediment surface could occur even under conditions as 

oxidizing as they are to-day if: 

1. the depositional water was stagnant and therefore 

reducing (Katz, 1971). However, abundant evidence of current 

activity is apparent in member 3 sediments. 

£!: 2. the activity of bacteria just below the sediment 

surface created reducing conditions: Fe and Mn would be in 

their reduced states and could be precipitated in carbonate 

if sulphate is excluded (Curtis & Spears, 1968). However 

in a pure carbonate sediment such as the member 3 dolostones 
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which were analysed, there does not seem to be a source 

for these elements because clays, which could carry Fe and 

Nn (Berner, 1971), are absent. Fe and Jv'm in an oxidized 

state would travel in suspension rather than solution and 

so must have been absent, along with the other suspended 

sediment, from the pure dolostones. 

It therefore seems that Fe and Mn must have been taken 

from solution in the depositional waters in their reduced 

states, which implies a more reducing atmosphere than at 

present, although quantification of this is very difficult. 

In support of this suggestion is the proposal that the oxygen 

content of the atmosphere in late Precambrian times may have 

been less than 1% of its present level (Holland, 1972). 

Also, as previously discussed, dolomite probably has a very 

high partition co-efficient with respect to Fe and Nn so 

that, at any one time, the depositional waters need only 

have had very small quantities of reduced Fe and lil'"m. These 

would be replenished by reduction of Fe(OH) 3 and ~.n.02 to 

maintain equilibrium, a process called regenerative capture 

by Altschuler et al. (1958, p84). One contrary factor is 

the production of oxygen by algal photosynthesis in the 

depositional environment. The complexity of the chemical 

system (Sillen, 1965, 1966; Stashchuk, 1972) precludes further 

evaluation of this problem by the present author at the time 

of writing. 

The higher Fe content of member 3 compared with member 4 

dolomite can be explained by the build-up of Fe and Mn in 

the partially barred 'lagoon' of member 3 ~imes. Rivers 

draining into the area would have led to concentrations 

of Fe and I•'ln relatively higher than in the open sea (Fruth. 

& Scherreicks, 1975). The relatively constant level of 

lr.n compared with Fe in the dolomite suggests a more constant 
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supply of the former. Member 4 dolomite, on the other hand, 

would have been deposited adjacent to a more open coast 

where fluvial influx was not concentrated and so did not 

incorporate so much Fe and Mn. This idea was put forward 

by Button (1976) for the Proterozoic Malmani Dolomite of 

South Africa: dolostones formed in this author's 'barred 

basin' have similar Fe content to member 3 dolomite, whilst 

other dolostone in the sequence are intermediate between 

member 3 and member 4 dolomites. 

The idea that the changing oxygen content of the atmos

phere ought be matched by inverse changes in the Fe and Nn 

content of carbonates was suggested by A.W.Joliffe (in 

discussion of Graf, 1962). For dolostones, one would 

want to be sure that the dolomite formed in equilibrium 

with sea water and that analyses were made of dolomite 

without irnpu.rites of other minerals. Figure 6-8 illustrates 

some suitable available data. All are analyses of dolomite 

except figure 6-8A which represents FeO and I1n0 analyses of 

pure dolostones. Although the data suffer markedly from 

biased sampling, it is clear that there is a tremendous 

range in composition at any one time. Eriksson et al. 

(1975) attributed highly variable ~In/Fe ratios in their 

Proterozoic sequence to primary causes. Considering 

figure 6-8A and B, part of the variability can indeed be 

explained (Button, 1976; herein) as being due to precipitation 

of some of the dolomite within restricted water bodies. 

The extreme range of values in figure 6-8C-F may indicate 

secondary alteration of many of these dolomites. However 

dolomite in figure 6-BA which Eriksson et al. (1975) 

suggested have been recrystallized have intermediate Fe and 

Mn contents between the chemistries of the 'open coast' 

and 'barred basin' dolomites. In the Bonahaven Formation, 
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Figure 6-8: Iron and manganese contents of dolomite of various ages. 
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A) Data (Eriksson et al,, 1975) are all whole rock analyses, but the 
dolostones are fairly pure. They include analyses from the etratigraph
ically equivalent Malmani Dolomite (Button, 1976). In addition, Young 
(1973) reported 5 microprobe analyses (not plotted _above) from the 
Espanola formation (2100-2500 m.a.) of Canada which show 6-13 wt.~ Fe. 
B) This study; members 3 and 4. C-F) Dolomites separated from "primary" 
doloatones. This is a re-ordering of data from Weber (1964) who was 
concerned only with the differences between primary and secondary dolomite 
rather than with any differences with age. 
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the member 3 and 4 dolomite analyses, and their constant 

difference in weathering colour, seem to be distinct enough 

to indicate that the difference between them is an original 

one. 

Regarding the general aspects of figure 6-8, a general 

downward trend of Fe and Mn content with time is hint€d at, 

but no definitive statements can be made until more data 

is available. Member 3 seems anomalously high in Fe content 

compared with the Transvaal dolomite considering that the 

partial Pressure of oxygen in the atmosphere should have 

increased in the meantime. However Young (1973) recorded 

much higher Fe contents {6-13%) than in the Bonahaven 

Formation from early Proterozoic dolomite in strata above 

tillites in Canada. Also values comparable with member 3 

occur in younger strata (fig. 6-8F). Manganese in member 3 

does seem to be intermediate between the average of early 

Proterozoic, and the Phanerozoic values, but again there is 

considerable overlap. 

6.5: Member 1 

There are three basic petrographic types of dolomite 

in member 1. 

TYPE 1: fine-grained, ferroan (>1%Feco3 ). This is found in 

some dolostone and sandy dolostone pebbles at the top of 

unit 5. 

TYPE 2: inclusion-bearing, chemically zoned dolomite 

(fig. 6-9). Zoning may also be defined by variation in the 

number of inclusions. Early-formed crystals, and cores of 

larger crystals are non-ferroan, later zones are ferroan 

(>1%Feco3). This type replaces pebbles of various fine

grained lithologies and occurs as intergranular material 

in sandstones and conglomerates of unit 5. These sandstones 
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and conglomerates are now so dolomite-rich that they 

resemble pure dolostones in the field. 

TYPE 3: intergranu.lar, ferroan, inclusion-free. This is 

found in unit 5 sandstones, and unlike the other types, in 

some sandstones in units 3 and 4. 

The different types and the various petrographic forms of 

type 2 make a com9licated story, so 1abl~ 6-1 has been 

compiled to summarize the interpretations of the relative 

age of the dolomite and to aid the description which follows. 

TABLE 6:1 Intern.retation of time re14ticns of member 1 dolomite 

refer to Type 1 T:vpe 2 Type l 
section (early) low Fefr,:.n stage nigh Fe/I-ln stage (late 

Samples from the top 
of unit 5= 
2 ( equa.-tt, i:.. gr., 6.5.2.2. . . 

replaces mudstone) 

27A (patchy f.gr. & 6.5.1.; f-~ ..,_... 
equant m,gr.) 6.5.2.2. 

27C (equant m.gr. 6.5.2.2. . . 
replaces type 1 ) 

27E (m.gr. inter- 6.5.2.3. \ , 
granular) 

27D (c,gr. replaces 6.5.2.2. (--1-3 ~ 
ttudstone) 

27B (clean inter- 6.5.J. I 

£runular) 
. 

28A (patchy f.gr. & 6.5.1.; t-~ ~ 
equant :o.gr.) 6,5.2.2. 

28C (c.gr. inter-
granular) 

6.5.2.3. ~1-4--+ 

28:S (c.gr. replaces 6.5.2.2. +---1-2- ~ ....,_ 3 _,. t•4-- -:- -~ '"'5~ mudstone) 6.5.3. 
inter- 6,5-.2.,. 28D (c.gr. 

6-ranular & pseudo- 6.5.3. f--1-4 ----+ t-5-9➔ (010-15-- ----, 
vug fill) 

29 (c,gr. inter- 6,5.2.3. ta- 1-13 ____,. +-13-18~+--19--····~ granular) 6.5.3. 

Various samples from 
.inits 3 & 4 and the 6.5.J, ( base of unit 5 
(clean intergranular) 

t--TD·IE AXIS---------~ 

Dolomite in each sample can be assigned to one or more of the four atagea 
in the columns above. 
Numbers/letters at left are analycis numbers (see Appendix A), used for 
description in this chapter. 
Numbers to right are zone numbers (see Table AS and various figures in 
this chapter). 
For zoned dolomite, within a single hand spectmen zones can be correlated 
between different petrographic forms of zoned dolo~ite, but the zoning ie 
different in different specimens. 

) 
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6.5.1: Type 1 dolomite 

This consists of a 5-15ym mosaic which makes up the 

whole or part of pebbles of dolostone and sandy dolostone. 

It luminesces a uniform very dull red and stains as ferroan 

dolomite. Mostly it is present only as patches within coarser 

zoned (type 2) dolomite (figure 6-10). The latter is 

interpreted to be a replacement of the former simply on 

the grounds that in general coarser dolomite forms later 

than finer dolomite. Microprobe scans across material like 

that of figure 6-10 (analyses 27A, 28A; figure 6-17) show 

a very inhomogeneous (bi-modal) distribution of Fe and Mn: 

most of the coarser dolomite is low in Fe and ~..n, although 

there are some areas a few microns across which are high in 

Fe and Mn; in contrast the fine dolomite is predominantly 

rich in Fe and I-m, comparable with member 3 dolomite. It 

is possible that the low-Fe-Mn areas which do occur in the 

finer dolomite could represent incipient replacement by 

type 2 dolomite. 

Type 1 dolomite thus resembles member 3 dolomite in 

chemistry and grain size, but in member 1 no undisturbed 

dolomicrite beds occur, only pebbles. The dolomite (or its 

precursor) in the sandy dolostone pebbles was probably 

originally in the form of sand-sized micritic grains 

or possibly a micritic infiltrated sediment. This is 

because the dolomite makes up over 50% of the pebbles, 

too much for it to have been a micritic cement. 

6.5.2: Type 2 dolomite 

6.5.2.1: General features 

Zoned dolomite is characteristic of the uppermost 5m 

of member 1 • It shows a variety of petrographic forms (fig •. · 

6-9): equant, polygonal mosaics, intergranular crystals, 

and forming zoned frinees that resemble vug-linings. The 
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Figure 6-9: Petrographic varieties of type 2 dolomite 

as seen in plane polarized light. 

a) pebble containing patchy fine-grained (type 1) and 

equant, inclusion-rich medium-grained (type 2) dolomit~. 

b) as a), but replacement by type 2 dolomite is complete. 

c) spherule-bearing mudstone clast with patchy replace

ment by inclusion-rich, equant (type 2) dolomite. 

Lo~er ~argin of clast has elongate spherules(= des

iccated I!!argin. 

d) as c), but complete replacement by equant dolomite 

has occurred, except along the desiccated margin. Grain 

boundaries are dark because of the presence of impurities. 

e) zoned dolomite replacing mudstone. The early zones 

are surrou.~ded by a black impurity-rich ring and are 

thought to be type 2 dolomite, whereas the overgrowth 

beyond this ring is thought to be type 3 dolomite. 

f) coarse-grained intergranular dolomite (type 2). 

Later growth is inclusion-free. 

g) mediuo-grained intergranular dolomite (type 2). 

Later growth is inclusion-free. 

h) coarse-grained intergranular dolomite passing out 
into a zoned fringe to the left which.resembles the 
filling of a former cavity(= pseudo-vug-fill}. 
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dolomite is certainly pre-tectonic, because pressure fringes 

occur around some zoned crystals in mudstone pebbles. 

A notable feature is the presence of successive inclusion

rich and inclusion-poor zones, generally rhombic in shape. 

The inclusions are generally ,1p.m in diameter {fig. 6-11) 

and are known to be fluid-filled because Brownian motion 

of a gas bubble in a liquid medium is seen at very high 

magnification within each inclusion. Most inclusions 

are smoothly rounded, circular or elliptical in section, 

but some are negative crystals. The significance of the 

presence of fluid inclusions is not certain, but might 

relate to the speed of growth of crystals (7.2.4). 

Larger crystals display undulose extinction, lattice 

curvature being up to 10° in two dimensions. The fact that 

this undulose extinction is much more abundant than twinning 

indicates that the undulose extinction arose during crystal 

growth (as can be inferred from the dolomite cements of 

Scherer, 1977), rather than being of tectonic origin. 

The growth history of this dolomite was deduced by a 

combination of petrographic means together with cathodo

luminescence and microprobe analysis. All the type 2 

dolomite shows chemical zoning. The growth zones are 

different in all but the most major respects between samples, 

but within samples the different petrographic forms show 

a zonation which can be correlated. 

6.5.2.2: Replacements of mudstone and dolomicrite pebbles 

Dolomite replacing mudstone clasts occurs as large 

optically zoned crystals (fig. 6-9e, fig. 6-12) or an 

equant polygonal mosaic (fig. 6-9c, d; fig. 6-15). In 

the samples studied, the latter was only found as replace

ments of spherule-bearing mudstones (see Chapter 5), 

whereas the former was restricted to normal mudstones. 
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Figure 6-10: Photo:nicrograph , plane polarized light. 

Dolostone pebble with pa tches of type 1 dolomite 

(dol omicrite ) within coarser, type 2 dolomite. Dark 

vein i s post-t e c t onic . 

• .. 
• 

, 

1' 

.. . . " ' 
10µm 

Figure 6-11: Photomicrogr aph , plane polarize d l i ght. 

Fluid inc l usions in t ype 2 dolomite. 
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Presumably the number of nucleation sites was greater in 

the spherule-bearing mudstones. 

Zoned rhombs replacing mudstones generally have rather 

irregular external boundaries compared with the euhedral 

internal zones. There is generally an approximately rhomb

shaped opaque line near to, or at, their periphery, which 

seems to represent a concentration of insoluble matter that 

was not dissolved as the dolomite crystal grew. Some rhombs 

have an anhedral portion beyond this ring of insolubles 

which is in optical continuity with the inner part of the 

crystal. This later growth has no dark rim and seems 

similar to the dolomite in figure 6-13, which is ferroan 

and encroaches onto a mudstone clast around its margins. 

This type of growth is considered to be of type 3 dolomite 

(6.5.3). 

The luminescence and chemistry of zoned rhombs replacing 

mudstone was found to be different in the two samples 

analysed (fig. 6-14), although the same within .each sample. 

Analysis 27D shows rhombs constantly higher in Fe and Mn, 

whereas analysis 28B shows earlier zones poorer in these 

elements. There is clearly no relation between the 

presence of inclusions and any particular chemistry. 

Where equant polygonal dolomite replaces mudstone it 

forms. a mosaic 30-50ym in size, rich in fluid inclusions 

and may show a partial or complete replacement (fig. 6-9c, d; 

f~g. 6-15). There is a concentration of insoluble matter 

(mica and indeterminable material rich in Fe, Si and Ti) 

along grain boundaries which are dark as a result (fig. 6-15). 

This is equivalent to the dark rim around the zoned rhombs 

replacing mudstone (fig. 6-9e; fig. 6-12a). In a conglom

erate of spherule-bearing mudstone fragments, one pebble shows 
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Figure 6-12: Partial replacement of mudst one pe bble s by 
zoned dolomite. a) b-a.ns1>1itu.d. t.:3n.t; b) luminescent light. 

Early r homb-shaped zones are type 2 dolomite wherea s t h e 

non-luminescing dolomite (arrowed) beyond the cark line 

is thought to be type 3. Probe scan line s (analys is 28B ) 

run NE- SW acros s the rhomb. 

I I 
SOOµm 

Figure 6-13: Photomicrograph, plane polarized light. 

E.uds tone pebble partly replaced by dolomite around its 

margins . No dark rim occurs around the dolomite, which 

is thought to be type 3. 
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zone is s hown by a cro s3 where t he zone i s of fi xed composition, a horizontal 
or verti cal lico ~here the co~pc3ition of one of t he element • plotted is 
variable , a sloping line where both of t he element:: vary in a correlated way 

and a larc e cr·oos wh ere both element::; ,rary without corre l a t inr:; with one 

anotl,er . ·.-/here a co□position ch::in r,es smoothly from one zone to the ner.t, an 

nr row indicntinG the trend 1~ drn~n on tho line . 
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Figure 6-1 5 : Equant poly~onal dolo mite repl ac ing □udst one , 

3lide 2. a ) transmitt ed l i g~t ; b ) lu~inescent light. Concen

tration of insolubl es a long the (da r k) grain boundaries is 
v isible in a ). Inte r na l rhomb ic zones visible in b). 
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I• 
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I . 
Fi~ure 6-1 6 : Equant polys one, l dolo~i te r e placing c.ol omi cri.t 2 , j 
slide 27. a ) transmitted liP,"h t ; b ) luminescent l i.f!ht . 

Edge of replaced pebble is l ower left . Extensive l i nking of 

t he r ~ombic zones is visible i n b ) ~ith one area (arrowed ) 

containing only very lat e zones . 



complete replacement by dolomite except along one margin 

which appears identical to presumed desiccated margins in 

nearby unreplaced mudstone pebbles (fig. 6-9d). Perhaps 

these margins were not replaced because they were slightly 

more compact, that is less permeable. However there seems 

no obvious reason why unreplaced, partly replaced and com

pletely replaced pebbles occur in the same thin section. 

Equant, polygonal dolomite similarly partly or completely 

replaces dolomicrite pebbles (fig. 6-9a, b; fig. 6-10; 

fig. 6-16). The grain boundaries are clean as there is 

no insoluble matter. In some cases there is a definite 

inclusion-rich (rhombic) core, with an inclusion-free rim. 

Under luminescence, all examples of equant dolomite show 

rhomb-shaped zones. In figure 6-15b the nucleation sites 

seem to have been fairly regularly distributed because many 

crystals do not meet until a fairly late stage. Crystals 

were euhedral until they met when compromise boundaries 

were formed. Zones link from one crystal to another 

showing that each zone was grown everywhere at the same 

time. Other equant mosaics with less regu1ar nucleation, 

show more extensive linking of later zones (fig. 6-16). 

Probe analyses of equant dolomite are shown in figure 

6-17. All the scans show a lower level composition with 

little Fe and Fm together with a number of Mn or Fe-Mn 

peaks a few microns across, which may be similar in comp

osition to the type 1 dolomite. The general Fe-Mn-poor 

composition can be compared with the inner zones of the 

rhombs of.analysis 28B. Thus one can generalize and say 

that growth started under conditions where relatively 

little Fe and Mn could be incorporated into the crystal 

(except for very brief periods= Fe-Mn peaks). Growth 

of equant dolomite was completed during this stage, but 
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in other cases where there was low nucleation density 

growth continued into a time when more Fe and Mn could 

be incorporated (outer zones of analysis 28B, fig. 6-14b) 

and sometimes growth did not even start until this second 

stage had been reached (analysis 27D, fig. 6-14a). 

6.5.2.3. Intergranular dolomite 

Type 2 intergranular dolomite is abundant in sandstones; 

it also occurs in sandy dolostone boulders, apparently 

replacing dolomicrite (type 1). In places this dolomite 

occupies larger interstitial areas, resembling vu.gs, 

growing into them from the margins. 

There are two major points of interest. Firstly, there 

is the question of whether all this dolomite is replacive 

like the dolomite described in the last section, or whether 

some is cavity-filling. Secondly, remarkable truncation 

textures occur, which demand an explanation. 

The intergranular dolomites can be conveniently split 

up for description into medium-grained types (15-5D_pm, 

fig. 6-9g) and coarse-grained types (50-300ym, fig. 6-9f,h). 

The medium-grained intergranular dolomite is mostly 

uniformly inclusion-rich, but some patches of inclusion

free dolomite also occur. The diffuse boundary between 

inclusion-rich and inclusion-free parts of crystals links 

from one crystal to another, that is growth was on a contin

uous front. This feature, with initial growth adjacent 

to detritus, is what one would expect from a cement. This 

is seen more clearly under luminescence (figure 6-18), 

where a zoned sequence from dull orange-red, to yellow, 

to a brighter red, is seen. However this is a very similar 

sequence to that seen in equant dolomite replacing dolo

micrite in the same slide and indeed a replacive origin for 
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the medium-grained intergranular dolomite seems appropriate 

because remnant patches of type 1 dolomicrite occur within 

it. The intergranular dolomite (analysis 27E, Appendix A) 

shows a similar sort of chemistry to the equant dolomite 

as there is a dominant low Fe/Mn level with occasional 

peaks (representing zones a few microns across), rich in 

Fe and/or Pln., although the similarity is perhaps clearest 

u..~der luminescence. 

The coarse-grained intergranular dolomite shows a more 

extensive zonal sequence. That of slide 29, a dolomitic 

sandstone, shows the same luminescence stratigraphy throughout 

the two thin sections examined (figs. 6-19, 20, 21). Growth 

zones link between crystals as was seen in the other petro

graphic forms. Early zones tend to be low in Fe and I~ 

and later zones higher in these elements (as was seen in 

the dolomite replacing mudstone, fig. 6-14), but there is 

considerable fluctuation and not always a correlation between 

high Fe and high Mn values. 

In slide 28, crystals of coarse intergranu.lar dolomite 

often form a growth front or fringe. This may be centrifugal 

in form, growing outwards away from the margins of some 

pebbles, or centripetal, when it fills areas which resemble 

vug-fills (pseudo-vugs, fig. 6-22). These are larger, and 

have a more extensive zonal sequence than the areas of clear 

dolomite within the medium-grained intergranu.lar dolomite 

(fig. 6-18). The zonal pattern is the same within pseudo

vugs as in the smaller interstices between sand grains. 

Analyses of a series of zones in the large pseudo-vug of 

figures 6-22, 6-24 and 6-25 are shown in figure 6-23. 

The very early zones of nearby intergranular dolomite are 

not shown on these traverses, but even so an overall cliange 

from Fe-Mn-poor early zones to Fe-Mn-rich later zones is 
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Figure 6-21: Photocicrogr aphs of coa r se- grained i nter Eran
ul a r dolori'.lite ( slicie 29 ) under a )+ro.~114.;·lttc.l L;~h.t and b) lum
i nescent l i ght . Arrowed cryst a l s bows s ca n line s and trunc a

tion of earlier z one s by the l a te s t, dully l uminescing zone . 

1mm 

Fi gure 6-22: Photomicrograph in plane polarized light of 

do l omite-filled pseudo-vug set in sandstone ( slide 28 ) • 

. All intergranular material is coarse-grained int e r gr anular 

(type 2 ) dolomite. Arrows indica te locations of subsequent 

figure s : 1. fig . 6-24; 2 . fi g . 6- 25 ; 3 . f i g . 6- 26 . 
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clast . 
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apparent, albeit with considerable fluctuations between 

zones. This is the same story as the intergranular dolomite 

of slide 29 (fig. 6-19), although the zonal sequence is 

di~ferent in detail. 

It has been deduced above that not only the pebble 

replacements, but also the medium-grained intergranular 

dolomite, are replacive in origin, but what of the coarse

grained intergranular dolomite? One can say immediately 

that the bulk of this material must be replacive because: 

1. Point counting of a dolomitic sandstone shows that 

dolomite makes up 70% of the rock, much more than original 

pore space could have been. 

2. The points of origin of the crystals are always 

between sand grains rather than adjacent to them as they 

would have been if growth was as a cement away from detritus. 

3. The dolomite frets detrital grains to some extent. 

4. The crystal boundaries are rather irregular, 

although they do tend towards simpler boundaries (a series 

of straight and curved segments, rather than a continuously 

irregular boundary) towards the centre of pseudo-vug-fills. 

Cements have simple, ideally plane boundaries (Bathurst, 

1971). The boundaries cannot have been altered after growth 

because the original growth zones persist to the grain 

boundaries. 

What then was the dolomite replacing? In the case of 

the small pseudo-vugs in the medium-grained intergranular 

dolomite, the local presence of remnant dolomicrite implies 

that sand-sized grains of micritic carbonate were replaced. 

In the coarse-grained intergranu.lar dolomite too there is 

a little dolomicrite, although it is difficult t-o distinguish 

it from inclusion-rich type 2 dolomite. It could be argued 
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that the coarse-grained intergranular dolomite was 

replacing combinations of squashed sand-sized clasts, 

infiltrated matrix, or an early cement. In the case of 

the pseudo-vugs, their shape suggests that they are replace

ments of intraformational flat pebbles of unknown lithology. 

They cannot have been primary voids, because they are over 

an order of magnitude larger than the sand grain-supported 

interstices- (fig. 6-22); reasons 2 and 4 (above) also apply. 

The weight of evidence thus shows that growth was initially 

replacive, but it is not possible to prove that no voids 

developed at any stage. Further evidence is available 

however in the form of truncation textures, which are now 

described. 

In slide 29 (fig. 6-21b) the latest zone (no.19, fig. 6-19) 

clearly truncates the earlier zones along a very irregular 

line, back as far as zone 13 in the arrowed area. Both 

zone 19 and the earlier zones form part of one crystal. 

Also in slide 28, within the pseudo-vug, a we~ly luminescing 

zone (no. 10 of fig. 6-23) truncates the earlier zones, 

for example where arrowed in figure 6-24, yet is in 

optical continuity with them. A more extreme example is 

shown in figure 6-25 where just left of centre the bright 

zone (no. 9) and earlier zones are cut across by later 

zones. The bright zones are absent throughout the elongate 

upward-pointing area to the left of the large quartz clast. 

Similar truncations are present in pseudo-vugs from a sample 

from an inland locality, several kilometres from the 

locality (Section B) where the rest of the samples luminesced 

were collected. 

These textures could be interpreted in two ways: 
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1. Isocrystalline renlacement hyDothesis. The zone 

following the line of truncation simultaneously replaces 

and overgrows early-formed parts of the crystal. ~he 

process is called 'isocrystalline replacement' because 

the original grain boundaries, although not the chemistry 

of the zoned crystals,are preserved. 

2. Solution hypothesis. Following growth of the earlier 

zones there was an episode of dissolution which corroded the 

zoned crystals,having dissolved away all the intergranular 

material that the early zones had not yet replaced. Later, 

growth resumed, resulting in overgrowth of later, on earlier, 

zones. 

Bearing both these hypotheses in mind, a comparable, but 

even more intriguing texture is now described. 

The texture is displayed along the top of the pseudo-vug 

of figure 6-22, and elsewhere in the same sample. Photo

graphs of a representative area are shown in figure 6-26 

in plane light (a), luminescent light (b), and _under crossed 

·polars (c), with an explanatory line diagram (d). The 

margins of the pseudo-vug run E-W near the top of each 

illustration. The extraordinary nature of this structure 

is that, when viewed under luminescence, growth zones of 

several of the crystals can be seen to indicate growth in 

several senses of direction, with two different zonal sequ

ences. One zonal sequence contains a bright red zone and 

is the same as that of figures 6-23, 24 and 25, being the 

normal sequence around the pseudo-vug and nearby coarse 

intergranular dolomite. The other zonal sequence has a 

bright yellow-orange doublet zone (not analysed) and forms 

small inwardly-growing areas, sometimes within a single 

crystal. Similar small centripetally-growing areas are 

seen elsewhere in the sample. 
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Figure 6-26: !-'.argin of the pseudo-vug of fig,;.re 6-22 showing unusual 
textures which can be interpreted by an isocrystalline replacement 
hypothesis (see figure 6-27 and text) or by a solution hypothesis (see text}. 
a) plane light; b) lwrinescent light; c) crossed polars; d) line diagram, 
symbols as for figure 6-27, 
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y GRAIN BOUNDARIES (NOT Sl-jOWN WITHIN 
IN1ERGRANULAR DOLOMITE AT TOPI (;J:· INCLUSION-RICH DOLOMITE 
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Figure 6-27: Interpretation of the textures illuotrated in figure 6-26 on 
an isocrystalline replacement hypothesis. a) Growth of large replacive 
crystals from the margins towards the centre of the pseudo-vug occurs, The 
zonal sequence is as seen at a number of places around the pseudo-vug 
(figures 6-23, 24, 25), b) Later there io a new phase of growth producing a 
zonal sequence with a brieht doublet (yellow-orange) zone. This takes 
place without the for~ation of new crystals: the exiating crystals are made 
over on centripetal growth fron.ts, 
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Interpretation of this texture in terms of the iso

crystalline replacement hypothesis (fig. 6-27) would be 

as follows: 

1. Growth took place into the pseudo-vug by dolomite 

crystals with the standard zonal sequence (as analysed). 

Crystals were initially mostly inclusion-rich, later mostly 

inclusion-free. 

2. Many of the crystals were subsequently made over into 

a new chemically zoned sequence by an inwardly-growing 

closed growth front. This stage must have happened after 

growth of the standard zonal sequence because both sides of 

the centripetal grow-th front may be within single crystals. 

As the start of growth in this stage was at many different 

points, the only way for the end-product to be one optically 

continuous crystal would be if the crystal was there in the 

first place, that is before stage 2. 

On the solution hypothesis the series of events would 

be similar to that of figure 6-27 except that following 

the first stage, solution of dolomite would have occurred 

leaving a series of thin platelets of dolomite which would 

be overgrown in the second stage. 

Neither hypothesis can be proven because it cannot be 

seen precisely where the second phase growth started, only 

the bright zones of the second phase being clearly visible. 

The weakness of the isocrystalline replacement hypothesis 

is that it is difficult to see what the driving force could 

have been, although it does fit in with the general replacive 

milieu of the dolomite. 

In some ways the solution hypothesis seems most attractive 

for the small centripetally-growing areas which, as far as 

it can be discerned, represent growth from fairly smooth 

surfaces consistent with being the walls of solution 
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cavities (e.g. as described by Graf & Lamar, 1950). In 

contrast, under the solution hypothesis, very irregular 

solution surfaces, with no hint of exploitation of cleavages, 

would be required for the straightforward truncation textures 

of figures 6-21, 6-24 and 6-25 and this seems less likely. 

Scherer (1977) did illustrate very irregular solution 

textures of dolomite crystals, but attributed this to high 

Eh conditions under which Fe in the lattice was oxidized 

which created local weaknesses and hence non-uniform solution. 

There is no evidence of such oxidizing conditions in the 

example now being considered. Irregular replacement of 

for example quartz by dolomite is in contrast quite a 

common diagenetic feature. 

In conclusion, the medium-grained intergranular dolomite 

is entirely replacive as are the earlier zones of the 

coarse-grained type. Later zones, particularly in the 

interior of pseudo-vugs, follow an irregular truncation 

surface and could be related to overgrowth on a free corroded 

surface or to isocrystalline replacement. Likewise, 

small centripetally-growing areas wihh a distinctive yellow

orange doublet zone could represent isocrystalline replace

ment or solution of areas of inclusion-rich dolomite 

leaving a delicate template which was overgrown. 

6.5.3: Type 3 dolomite 

Sandstones in units 3, 4 and 5 of member 1 commonly 

contain intergranular dolomite, anhedral or rarely subhedral, 

which lacks inclusions. The crystal size of this type 3 

dolomite is generally 20-50JlIIl, although poikilotopes up 

to 300pm occur. This dolomite is inversely proportional 

in abundance to the number of mud clasts, although it is 

not clear whether this is because it has replaced mud or 

whether it formed preferentially where mud clasts were 
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absent. It corrodes detritus (fig. 6-28) as can be seen 

by the fretted grain margins, but crystal faces are not 

developed in contrast to the intergranular dolomite of 

member 3 (7.2.4) • 

.Analysis of type 3 dolomite in slide 27 is shown in 

figure 6-29. A couple of rhombic zones occur in places 

with an enrichment in Fe in the later growth. Staining 

shows that type 3 dolomite is always ferroan, bearing out 

the limited probe work. Zone 19 of slide 29 (figs. 6-19) 

is chemically (fig. 6-29) and petrographically very similar 

to the type 3 dolomite just described and may be of the 

same age. Also zones 10 onwards of the pseudo-vug of 

slide 28 (fig. 6-23) have similar chemistry and age relations 

to zone 19 of slide 29, although the former do contain some 

inclusion-rich zones. A similar age was suggested for the 

outermost dolomite of figure 6-12 (6.2.2) and the dolomite 

around the mudstone pebble of figure 6-13. A general 

relationship of the clean intergranular dolomite being later 

than the zoned dolomite is established. This is tentatively 

extended to include clean dolomite in rocks in which no 

zoned dolomite occurs. 

Fretting of quartz and replacements of mud indicate at 

least a partially replacive origin for type 3 dolomite, 

but it is difficult to disprove that there was a cementing 

element, particularly for the dolomite in the centre of the 

pseudo-vu.gs. Although marginal encroachment of mudstone 

pebbles by type 3 dolomite occurs (fig. 6-13), no inter

mediate cases were seen between this and the pseudo-vu.g

fills. 
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6.5.4: Discussion 

The remnants of the type 1 dolomite do not allow definite 

conclusions to be drawn as to its origin. However the 

fact that the member 1 mudstones contain no carbonate 

implies that, if formed penecontemporaneously, the dolomite 

only occurred locally {cf. member 3). 

Type 2 dolomite is replacive and often coarse-grained, 

so presumably formed after some burial. The stratigraphic 

restriction of its occurrence implies lateral, rather than 

vertical,movement of dolomitizing fluids,and formation 

whilst the sediments still had some permeability. 

Type 3 dolomite crystallization then followed after type 

2 perhaps after a short break du.ring which, under the solution 

hypothesis, some of the type 2 dolomite and other intergra~

ular material were dissolved. The driving force for type 

2 to replace type 1 dolomite could be release of grain 

boundary energy on increasing the crystal size. Under the 

isocrystalline replacement hypothesis type 3 p~rtly replaced 

type 2; if so then perhaps inclusion~free dolomite was more 

stable than inclusion-rich dolomite. 

The extremely complex zoning of much of the dolomite may 

be typical 0£ cementation (Evamy, 1969; Meyers, 1974) and 

replacement (Katz, 1971) in the sub-surface end could be 

related to fluctuating availability of Fe/Mn at source, or 

fluctuating Eh (Meyers, 1974). Local factors, that is 

the nature of the material being replaced, do not seem to 

have affected the zoning as the same zones can be recognized 

whether the dolomite is intergranular, replacing dolomicrite 

or replacing mudstone, in any one sample. The between

samp+e variability probably reflects .the-isolation of 

dolomitization channelways between impermeable mud beds. 
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The replacement fabrics of type 2 dolomite show anal

ogies with cementing fabrics in that there are constant 

zonal sequences within samples (Katz, 1971) and that growing 

crystals tend to have crystal faces until they meet others 

of their kind. However the zoned rhombs in mudstone (fig. 

6-12) lose their crystal faces towards their perimeter 

without meeting any like crystals. In view of the anal

ogies one wonders why it is that the coarser replacements 

described here should have more complex grain boundaries 

than cements usually do. .Another intriguing point concerns 

the relative rate of growth of different crystals. Comp

arison of the arrowed crystals in figures 6-20 and 6-21 

shows that the ratio of the thicknesses of the earlier zones 

to the dull doublet zone (nos. 11/12 of fig. 6-19) is much 

greater in the former than in the latter, yet the crystal 

form is the same throughout. Thus the relative rate of 

growth varied with time. Bathurst (1971) explained enfacial 

junctions in cements as being due to one crystal actually 

stopping growing and being engulfed by other crystals. 

This remains.to be te~ted by detailed examination of zoned 

crystals. It will be interesting to learn how alike 

cements and replacement fabrics are in terms of continuity 

and speed of growth of different crystals. 

Some of the examples illustrated of truncation/re-growth 

textures, whatever the correct interpretation of their 

origin, are of a type which, to my knowledge, have not .been 

previously described. 



6.6: Dolomite in the Precar.:1brian 

In Precambrian strata, dolostone is dominant over 

limestone, which is quite the reverse of the situation in 

younger strata (Ingerson, 1962). There is no generally 

accepted explanation for this observation. One relevant factor 

may be the importance of stromatolitic algae. Also, a high 

proportion of basic igneous material available for weather

ing may have led to a higher Mg/Ca ratio in the oceans in 

Precambrian times than at present (Ingerson, 1962). 

However, Holland (1972) assumed that the oceanic chemistry 

has not changed since middle Precambrian times. Sandberg 

(1975) turned the problem on its head by postulating that 

the I11g/Ca ratio may actually have been much lower before 

the Jurassic, because Mg could not have built up significantly 

in the oceans until limestones, rather than dolostones, 

became the dominant carbonate deposits. 

In the Bonahaven Formation, it has been argued that there 

is supra-tidal dolomitization (member 4), dolomite formed as 

a penecontemporaneous replacement in waters of fluctuating 

salinity (member 3) and diagenetic dolomitization {member 1). 

Here at least there is no one simple cause of dolomitization. 

Examples of supra-tidal and diagenetic dolomi tization are 

common in the Phanerozoic, so it seems as though the member 3 

dolomite is the only form of dolomite in the Bonaheven 

Formation which may have a direct bearing on the origin of 

Precambrian dolomite in general. 

In member 3 we have penecontemporanequs dolomite associated 

with stromatolites. The Mg-concentrating ability of algae 

and hence the likelihood of early dolomitization has been 

demonstrated by Gebelein & Hoffman (1973). Indeed strom

atolites do seem to be generally important in Precambrian 



dolostones (e.g. Gutstadt, 1968; Eriksson et al., 1975; 

Tucker, 1 977) • 

None of the penecontemporaneous dolomite in the Bonahaven 

Formation has been shown to have formed in an open marine 

situation: it only occurs in specially restricted environ~ents. 

Therefore no positive evidence is provided of a higher 

Ng/Ca ratio in the ocean at that time. 

6.7: Palaeotemperatures 

The superposition of the dolomitic Bonahaven Formation 

on the Port Askaig Tillite is but one of many similar 

dolomite-tillite associations in the Vendian (Roberts, 1976). 

Because of the usual association of dolomite with warm water 

this has led to much discussion {Spencer & Spencer, 1972; 

Schermerhorn, 1974; Williams, 1975). However I feel that 

too little is known about dolomite formation to set a lower 

temperature limit to its formation. Certainly it is a 

mistake to assume that the presence of stromatolites in 

Preca.r;:ibrian strata indicates warm water (Monty, • 1973). 

In fact the least equivocal warm-water indicator in the 

Bonahaven Formation seems to be the member 3 ooids. 

However these occur sufficiently far (over 50m) above the 

last evidence of supposed glacial activity for a considerable 

change in temperature to have occurred in the meantime. 



CHAPTER 7: DIAGENESIS AND I•1ETA1'mRPHISM 

A comprehensive discussion of the diagenetic and meta

morphic textures observed is given in this chapter, excluding 

dolomitization (Chapter 6} and the specialized topic of 

stromatolite microstructure (4.3.4.2). A summary of the 

inferred time relations of these features is given in 

section 7.10. 

7 .1 Cementation 

Cement filling primary porosity occurs in three forms, 

but is rather uncommon. Firstly there is calcite syntaxial 

on dolomite in some dolostones (7.1 .1), secondly there are 

some overgrowths on detritus (7.1.2} and thirdly some of the 

intergranular calcite in sandstones may originally have been 

a cement (1.1.3). The paucity of cements can partly be 

explained by the pervasive early dolomitization which 

eliminated any metastable mineral phases which could have 

acted as a source of cement. ilso diagenetic neomorpbism 

and replacements, and metamorphism have probably obliterated 

some cementing textures. Cements infilling secondary 

porosity (post-tectonic vugs and veins} are treated in 

section 7.9. 

7.1,1: Calcite-plugged primary pores 

This structure occurs in some oolitic dolostones, dolo-

mitic flakestones and peloid grainstones, and stromatolites 

(including within breccia flakes). The fabric is distinctive 

in stained thin sections as the calcite (pink) occurs as 

discrete patches within near colourless dolomite. In flakestones 

and grainstones, in areas where the calcite is absent, the 

allochems are scarcely distinguishable from one another and 

apparently more closely packed than where the calcite is 

present, which is consistent with the calcite being an early 
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cement. The best evidence for this however is in a grain

stone (bed 68E; fig. 7-1) where calcite appears to occupy 

'shelter' and other intergranular pores. Calcite with 

identical texture (as described below) occurs in elongate 

discontinuous areas parallel to lamination in some strom

atolites; thus these areas were taken to be fenestrae 

(4.3.4.2). In one slide, the calcite appears to fill 

leached allochems with dolomicrite rims, but no such rims 

a:r·e visible elsewhere. 

The dolomite lining the former cavities is partly fine

grained (< 1 oym) and partly subhedral ( 10-50pm, sometimes 1 ooy.m 

in size) with crystal faces against the calcite. Probe 

analyses do not show up any chemical differences between 

the fine-grained and the subhedral dolomite. The crystal 

faces of the latter suggest that it is a cement, although 

it is not always possible to distinguish such dolomite 

from neomorphically enlarged dolomite. 

Calcite forms grains 50-400fm in size which ·completely 

fill the former cavities (fig. 7-2a). Calcite crystals are 

commonly seen to be in optical continuity with the subhedral 

dolomite lining the cavity: three such are seen in figure 

7-2b; in three dimensions probably all the calcite is seeded 

onto dolomite. Sometimes a single crystal of calcite fills 

the whole of a small vug. Calcite-calcite grain boundaries 

are straight, curved or irregular: they may well have been 

adjusted secondarily. Subhedral quartz and albite grains 

sometimes occur within the calcite and are regarded as a later 

replacement. 

This calcite can be distinguished texturally from later 

replacive calcite both because it occurs in discrete pe,tches 

bounded in part by subhedral dolomite and because it lacks 

I~ 



Fi f;ure 7 -1: Line drawinc of u thin r,cc tio!1 o-:: n brccc in o.f dolor.d c rltc L' l akea 

fro ,, oeu 681•: . Reco c:ni~a'J le cl::ists nre Oil tlined . 1'hc ~e :ire bounded c ucccoa

iv,, 1y by 5- 50y:n dolo r.1 i t~ , c:os t of 11:1 ich r opr esents t ha ini tinl star:co of 

cav ity filling , nnd by calcite ( blncl<) . 'file calcit <' occll r G prefarcn t .l11lly 

un <lcr , rather thnn OYu r long flnkeo , su n;,, st ln i:; thn t it occu pios ' uholter ' 

por o::: ity un.icr the il::ik c s . 
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Fi g u.re 7-2: Phot omicrographs fr oL1 same thin section as 

figure 7-1. a ) plane polarized light ; calcite pat ch (pink ) 
is partly bounded by subhedral dolomite : this represents 

a fi lled intergranula r pore. b ) crossed polars ; several of 
t he subhedr al dolomite crystals can be seen to be in 
optical continuity with adjacent calcite eve~ in this one 

pos ition. Probabl y a ll ca lcit e is syntaxial on dolomite 

w:!1.en c onside·"' ed in three dimensions . 

I 200µm1 

Figure 7-3: Photomicrograph 
under luminescence of nolom

itic sandst one , unit 5 , mem

ber 1. Quartz shows no l um

inescence whilst microcline 

exhibits uniform luminescence 

of clasts with dully l umin

escing overgrowths . Inter

granular t ype 2 dolowite 

( see Chapter 6 ) is present . 
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dolomite inclusions. There is sometimes a clear chemical 

difference shown by staining and confirmed by probe analysis 

(see figure 7-13 and compare analyses 7A and 7B, Appendix A). 

However probe analyses of four occurrences of void-fill 

calcite fail to show up any common characteristics which 

distinguish them as a group from other calcites (see 7.9), 

probably because of later alteration (?metamorphic diffusion). 

Also diagenetic calcitization commonly masks the distinctive 

character of this early calcite (7.2.2). 

Syntaxial calcite on dolonite has been reported by 

Zenger ( 1973), Land ( 1973) and Borch & Trueman ( 197 4 ), and 

related to changes in water chemistry (Mg/Ca ratios). In 

the Bonahaven Formation, the whole process seems to have 

been very early diagpnetic because primary voids in apparently 

uncompacted sediments are filled. It is possible that the 

cementation is of a similar age to the dolomitization process 

as was reported by Land (1973) and Borch & Trueman (1974), 

aJ.though their repeated calcite-dolomite alternations, 

which are the conclusive evidence, do not occur here. 

Relatively dilute solutions with Mg/Ca less than 1 (a value 

of 1/10 is obtained using analysis 7B and the partition 

co-efficient of figure 6-7) seem most appropriate for the 

precipitation of equant calcite, enrichment of Ca at the 

expense of Mg being achieved by dolomite precipitation. 

7,1.2: Overgrowths on detritus 

Overgrowths on detrital quartz are visible optically 

in less than 5% of the sandstones examined. Cathodolum

inescence gives no further help as no luminescence was 

detected from quartz detritus. When seen, the overgrowths 

are marked by a thin line of mica or 'dust' and are small 

in size compared with the original grain. 

Only tourmaline of the accessory minerals shows 
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overgrowths, and then only occasionally. 

Overgrowths on feldspar are visible in 5-10% of sand

stones examined and also occur in stromatolites, notably 'B'!l.. 

They never constitute more than 20% of feldspar in sand

stones and are invariably free of inclusions. The host grains 

may be cloudy plagioclase with indistinct twinning or more 

usually clean microcline. The presence of K-feldspar over

growths on microcline is shown by fourling twinning of the 

overgrowth (Baskin, 1956) compared with the cross-hatched 

twinning of the detrital grain and in some cases by the tend

ency for grains to be approximately rectangular in outline 

(Kastner, 1971). The overgrowths also luminesce much less 

brightly than the detrital cores (fig. 7-3). Luminescence 

study shows that no more overgrowths are present on feldspar 

than are visible under plane polarized light. 

Authigenic K-feldspar is extremely abundant in Cambro

Ordovician strata of the NW margin of the Iapetus ocean. 

Its derivation has been suggested to be from do.lomitized 

illitic limestones (Swett, 1968), tephra (Buyce & Friedman, 

1975) or primary alkaline brines (Mazzullo, 1976). What

ever the mechanism was, in these slightly older rocks, it 

was not yet important. 

Late diagenetic replacements by albite and occasionally 

quartz, may simulate overgrowths (fig. 7-4). In the figure 

a rounded core with inclusions, generally of mica, is 

surrounded by a clear rim. The well-developed albite 

twinning throughout the grain, and the absence in the core 

region of the very fine-grained alteration present in genuine 

Plagioclase clasts, shows that it is a replacement. The 

rounded core was originally a sand-sized clast of mudstone 

or degraded feldspar. 
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crystal, well-twinned throur hout 
with core rich in mica i nclus ion s . 
this r ounded core was originally 
a mudstone clas t or a we athered 
feldspar clast . The albit e is 
not an overgrowth, but e 
r epla cement of the clas t and 

surr o~nding area . 

50µm 

r SOOµm 

?if;c::r·e 7-5: Photomi crograph , plane 
a sandstone. Anhedral i ntergr anular calcite is presen t . 

Small pblygonal quartz ( e . g . arrowe d) i s metamor phic . 

500 µm 

Fi gure 7- 6 : Photomic:rograph, plane polarized light , s andy 

oolit i c dol ostone , bed 54D . OBids sh ow concentric structure 

by var i ation in grain size (dark = f i ne r mosaics) . Some o6ids 

have quartz-replaced cores . 



7.1.3: Intergranular calcite 

Although most sandstones in mereber 3 contain inter

granular dolomite, so~e are calcitic instead. In such cases 

the sand grains exhibit an inco~plete intergranular border 

of calcite which !:lakes up 5-20% of the rock and is 20-250ym 

in grain size (fig. 7-5). The crystals are anhedral, with 

com..~on re-entrants against quartz. These slightly fretted 

boundaries between detritus and calcite could be interpreted 

as being due to some solution of detrital grains when calcite 

was being precipitated or due to later textural modification. 

There has also been the growth of small polygonal quartz 

grains near to grain boundaries of clasts during metamor~hism, 

which obscures the relations. The chemistry of the inter

granular calcite (analyses 11, 12, Appendix A) lies within 

the general field of calcite from the Bonahaven Formation 

(7.9). Their frequent, sharp Hg-Fe peaks are an unlikely 

feature for a cement. However, in some cases cross-laminae 

are defined by variation in the content of calcite which 

suggests a pre-lithification diagenetic origin, that is 

before all traces of original variation in grain packing 

had been destroyed. 

It seems that at least some of the intergranular calcite 

was originally a cement, but has been later modified by grain 

fretting and growth of polygonal quartz. 

J.2: Replacement and neomorphism 

Diagenetic replacements by dolomite, calcite, quartz, 

albite and pyrite have occurred, but the rarity of cross

cutting relationships makes it difficult to work out the 

• sequence of events or to distinguish between neomorphic 

and replacive dolomite. 

The range of replacements is well illustrated by ooids 
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which are therefore described first, followed by examples 

of calcitization and silicification in other situations. 

Pyrite and albite are dealt with in section 7.4. 

7.2.1: Ooids 

7.2.1.1: Dolomite 

1) Many ooids are composed of a dolomite mosaic (with 

crystals less than 10pm in size) which displays a pseudo

uniaxial cross under crossed polars (fig. 6-5). This is a 

replacement texture (6.3.1), but is believed to be the 

earliest ooid fabric now preserved. In many cases dolo

micrite ooids have been squashed between detrital quartz 

grains and it becomes difficult to recognize the origin of 

the dolomite as primary sand-sized grains. 

2) Concentric structure in the ooids is commonly shown 

by diffuse alternations of finer (<1Cpm) and coarser ·(mostly 

,1oym) dolomite (fig. 7-6), both showing the pseudo-uniaxial 

cross. 

More complete replacement by coarser dolomite takes one 

of the four following forms: 

3) dolomite showing a very good extinct·ion cross within 

which crystal boundaries cannot be discerned. Concentric 

and/or radial structure is marked by tiny dark inclusions 

(fig. 7-7). 

4) 40-7? polygonal dolomite exhibiting a very indistinct 

extinction cross. 

5) distinct rings ot dolomite, internally divided into 

segments, each a single crystal. 

6) a single large (100-25~) crystal of dolomite (fig. 

7-11) which may show zoning by variation in the number of 

tiny fluid inclusions. Such dolomite is described further 

in section 7.2.4. 

All the above, except 6 and some examples of~ exhibit 
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Figure 7 -7: .Phot or:-ii c rograph , pl ane pol a riz<c:d light, 

san dy o blitic d olo s tone , b ed 42E . Odids showin~ r ad ial 

2..Ild con centric s t r u cture b y tiny dark i n clus i ons . 

SOµm b 

Figure 7 - 8 : Fh otori i c rogr apbs , bed 27 B . a ) p l ane -po l a r ize o. 

l i ght ; d olomitic o ciid s with r ing of calc i te c rys t als ( dar k ) . 

b ) cro s s e d polar s ; a clear pseud o- uniaxial cro ns en c ompasses 

b oth c a lc i te and d o lomite . 
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a more or less well c.eveloped radial arrangement of c-axes. 

There is also no chemical distinction between the 

coarse and fine dolomite. This suggests that types 2,3,4~ 

and examples of 5 showing the pseudo-uniaxial cross,can be 

regarded as neomorphic products of type 1. It is not clear 

why there is so much variability in these neomorphic text

ures; perhaps the grain size relates to the temperature at 

which neomorphism occurred. 

7.2.1.2: Calcite 

About a quarter of the ooid-bearing sa~ples showed partial 

replacement of ooids by 20-3'}m calcite, either isolated, or 

as a complete ring of crystals (fig. 7-8) generally retain

ing the optical orientation of the dolomite. Calcite is 

considered to be later than the dolomicrite because it occurs 

patchily, is coarser, and shows no internal concentric 

structure. Occasionally a single anhedral crystal of 100pm 

calcite may partly replace an ooid. 

!•1ore e:x:tensi ve calcite replacement occurs in beds 25B 

and 27B where whole ooids are calcitic with either a coarse 

radial structure ( individual crystals <-15ym wide) or occur 

as 5<}m equant grains. Remnant rings, or a core of fine

grained dolomite may occur (fig. 7-9). The calcite may be 

cross-cut by quartz and albite. Ooid calcite is continuous 

with intergranular calcite and calcite veins which cut 

quartz detritus (fig. 7-10). In this case there was evidently 

an important episode of calcitization. 

7.2.1.3: Quartz and albite 

Replacement of ooids by 15-30ym polygonal quartz with 

spokes of 2-5ym pyrite occurs in bed 27E. Also, in bed 27B, 

there is a little replacement by quartz, in places ~10_pm 

in crystal size (fig. 7-10). This resembles the microquartz 

of diagenetic silicification (Wilson, 1966). It is cut by 
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E'igu r e 7- 9 : Ph ot u:.'.i icr ograph , plane pola rize d light , 

bed 25B . Left - ~and o ciid is mostly of c a l cite with a 

radial t exture and concentric r incs of r eion a nt d olo-

micri te . T1:e c ore is par t ly r e :o l a c ed by suuhedral a l b i t e . 

The ce nt ral ( s mall ) o ciid exhibits two l a r c e calci te 

crystal s surrou.I1d ec. by a a olorn icri te rim. The ri r.;ht - ::ar.ci 

ooid shows a dolocicrite cor e surrounded by coa rse r c alcite . 

F i gure 7 - 10 : Ph oton i crographs , bed 27B . a ) plane pol

a rized l i ght; b ) cro ssed p olar s . The o oid i n the c entre 

has a micritic core s urrounded by mi c roqua rtz in turn 

s urrounde d by megaquart z . Q= quar tz c lasts . Parallel

s i ded c a l cite veins cut a l l the quartz . 
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calcite continuous with that replacing ooids and so is 

thought to pre-date calcitization. 

In contrast, replacements by coarser quartz, with or 

without twinned albite,are thought to be more appropriately 

a result of deep burial (7.4). Commonly there are rings of 

30-50ym quartz divided into segments (fig. 7-11), separated 
i 

by films of calcite or dolomite. Alternatively, replacement 

may be by a single crystal, or a few crystals of quartz with 

anhedral inclusions of <1°.}1m dolomite marking the concentric 

structure of the ooid (fig. 7-12). Intermediate cases are 

common. Accessory albite, showing well developed twinning 

is usually associated with this quartz. 

7.2.1.4: Pyrite 

Pyrite, commonly partly oxidized to goethite, occurs 

occasionally in ooids as dispersed grains, usually cubes, 

less than 5ym in size. Pyrite crystals may define a 

concentric structure, or occur concentrated in the core of 

an ooid., 

1.2.2: Replacive calcite 

Calcite mosaics occur in ooids, as have been described, 

and also in some stromatolite and patchily in other dolo

stones. Calcite forming metamorphically and post-tectonic

ally is described in sections 7. 7 and 7 .a. 
In stromatolite BIII calcite forms 1ayers which are 

alternately 5-10y.m and 3oym in size; here calcite may be 

the primary phase. Discrete dolomicrite laminae also occur 

here. In other stromatolites (BJJr, BY, 09), calcitic 

lamin~e alternate with dolomitic laminae; the calcite 

laminae have a mosaic of 30-200.Jllil crystals with included 

detritus (much altered) and contain no internal lamination 

save that delineated by dolomite inclusio~s (fig. 4-45). 
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Figur e Ph oto r:i icrogray;hs, bed 25 B . a ) plan e 

p ola rized. lit;ht, b) crossed pola rs . Ooid s left e:::hi j t 

rings of polycrys talline qua r tz . 06id lowe r r i 5ht 

is composed of a single dolomite crysta l . 
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}'igure 7-1 2 : Photomicrographs , bed 54D ; a ) plane polar i zec. 

light , b ) crosse d polars . Dolomite obids showing r place 

ment by quartz leaving myriad tiny d olomite inc lusions 

a rranc ed concentrica lly . Te ct onic solution transfe r h 3s 

subsequently dissolved quartz a t points of h i gh st re ss 2nd 

re - preci pitated it on the l ee sid e of the o~ids ( =a t ype 

of pressure frin g e , see 7 . 5 .5 ). 
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These calcitic laminae are clearly later than the micritic 

dolomite laminae which show internal la~ination by grain 

size variations. 

Concordant with replacive calcite are calcite veins, 

both dilational (parallel-sided) and replacive (irree;ularly

margined). Larger crystals in the veins are heavily twinned 

consistent with a pre-tectonic age. Likewise the calcite 

~osaics may show a tectonic fabric in the form of a preferred 

orientation of gTains, or be cut by tectonic quartz-calcite 

seams or by groups of late diagenetic or metamorphic altite. 

Zoned dolomite rhombs occur within the calcite ffiOsaic of 

stromatolite 09 so probably post-date the calcite. 

Replacive calcite of ooids and stromatolites has Fe and 

Mn concentrations proportional to, but substantially lower 

than,fine-grained dolomite in the same rocks (7.9). A clear 

chemical distinction from void-fill calcite is seen on 

staining stromatolites Bi and C9. Here the chemistry of 

the void-fill calcite, but not its texture, can. be seen to 

be in the process of being transformed to that of the 

replacive calcite (fig. 7-13). More generally where calc

itization has affected void-fill calcite, the latter is 

altered texturally by enlargement of the calcite patches, 

as well as chemically. 

7.2.3: Silicification 

7.2.3.1: Microguartz 

In the field, a 2cm silicified band at the top of bed 16D 

(a sandstone) can be traced for several hundred metres; 

also patchy silicification occurs in sandstones 27D and 27E 

and takes the form of rounded or elliptical bodies up to 

a few centimetres across. The replacement, by 15-30y.m 

inclusion-free polygonal quartz, is limited to dolomite, 
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Figure 7-13: Photomicrogr a ph, plane polari zed light , 

stromat olite horizon B~ ; elastic fill between s trom

atolite domes . Dolomi crite allocherns are partly replaced 
by calcite ( pal e pi nk ). Relict patches of void-fill 

calcit e (darker r ed surrounded by very pal e medium
gr a i ned dolomi te rim) are vis i ble left centre and 

lower right . 

200µm 

Fi gur e 7-14: Phot omicrograph, crossed pol ars , sandst one , 
bed 16D. l·•iost of the rock contains intergranular dolo~ 

micrite, but in the area in the photograph t his has been 

replaced by equigranular quartz. 
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both intergranular (fig. 7-14), and in the form of ooids. 

In bed 27E the clasts are more deformed when set in the 

dolomitic matrix than in the siliceous matrix indicating 

that the silicification was pre-tectonic. 

7,2.3.2: Glomerulotopes 

A contrasting mode of quartz replacement is shown by 

7 specimens from various member 3,layered facies sediments 

where 0.2-1mm quartz forms isolated, widely-spaced nodules 

(glomerulotopes, by analogy with metamorphic rocks) about 

1mm across, replacing silty dolostone. Within the quartz, 

rings of inclusions of dolomite, mica or iron ore define the 

shapes of replaced quartz grains (figs. 7-15 & 7-16). 

Microcline inclusions, representing included detrital grains, 

also occur within the quartz. The outline of the detritus 

as shown by the inclusions is smooth, suggesting an origin 

of the replacing quartz before corrosion of the clasts by 

intergranular dolomite (7.2.4) took place. Pressure fringe 

growth around the nodules has occurred later, providing an 

inclusion-free rim,(fig. 7-16). 

An alternative to the suggestion made above, that quartz 

is a direct replacement of silty dolomicrite, is the poss-
\ 

ibility that the structures represent replacements of gypsum 
\ 

sa.nd crystals. Gypsum crystals incorporating sand grains 

grow·near the sediment surface in the modern Laguna Madre 

(Masson, 1955) and similar structures have been recognized 

in the Craignish Phyllites of the Middle Dalradian (Anderton, 

1975). Some of the glomerulotopes do have a bi-convex 

shape reminiscent of some gypsum forms. However, the long 

axis of described gypsum sand crystals is vertical in 

sections perpendicular to bedding, whereas none of the 

glomerulotopes are. Neither is there any positive evid-
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_:.• ieure 7-1 5 : Photomi cro tsr aphs ; a) plane polar iz.ed l i ght , 
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ence, such as that found in the Craignish Phyllites, of 

rosettes of crystals or a preferred occurrence of the 

structures at a certain horizon. Also it is only gypsum 

crystals very much larger than 1mm in size that incorporate 

detritus in modern sediments (Masson, 1955; Butler, 1970; 

Miller, 1 975 ) • 

7.2.4: Zoned dolomite rhombs and intergranular dolomite, 
member 3 

The origin of interstitial dolomite in dolomitic sand

stones and siltstones and the formation of zoned dolomite 

crystals set in dolomicrite are the major topics of this 

section. For convenience subhedral and euhedral intergranular 

dolomite crystals are referred to as intergranular rhombs 

whilst the zoned crystals in dolomicrite are termed □atrix 

rhombs. 

7.2.4.1: Petrography 

As the rhombs are commonly associated with fine-grained 

dolomite, some description of the diagenesis of the latter 

is appropriate. 

Sand and granule-sized clasts of dolomicrite are common 

in member 3. Amongst these clasts are both ooids, and 

dolomicrite grains abraded from larger flakes and pebbles, 

although it is not always possible to distinguish between 

them. On compaction, these allochema are squeezed between 

adjacent quartz and feldspar grains. This process nust start 

to operate fairly quickly as intraclaets of oolitic sand 

occur in the sandstone facies, although it is conceivable 

that undetected early cementation could produce the same 

result. The effect of compaction in some cases is to 

provide a discontinuous rim of fine-grained dolomite around 

the. other detritus (fig. 7-17). 

As was noted in section 6.4.1, there has been some 
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coarsening of dolomicrite so that there is now commonly a 

mosaic of grains 10-20pm in size,or isolated irregularly

shaped grains of this size, set in dolomicrite. These 

textures almost certainly resulted from the superposition of 

metamorphic processes on diagenetic neomorphism. Other 

crystals show_zoning in plane polarized light and under 

luminescence (matrix rhombs) and some exhibit zoning Q.nl.? 

under luminescence: their origin requires further discussion. 

Having considered the unzoned, anhedral dolomite crystals 

now let us consider subhedral and euhedral intergranular 

dolomite. Some such was visible in figure 7-17, whilst 

other sandstones (e.g. fig. 7-18) exhibit proportionally 

more rhombs compared with the fine-grained intergranu.lar 

dolomite present. In general, these rhombs range from 20 

to ·125ym in sandstones and up to 50_FD in siltstones. In 

contrast to the last two figures, other samples exhibit 

intergranular rhombs without any associated fine-grained 

dolomite, yet the rhombs may be tightly packed, especially 

in siltstones (fig. 7-19). In sandstones, the lower the 

dolomite content, the better formed is the dolomite (fig. 

7-20). The intergranular dolomite in these"last two figures 

displays a much less constant and complete intergranular 

border coupled with a great deal more corrosion of quartz 

clasts than was the case (figs. 7-17, 7-18) when fine

grained dolomite was present. 

Some intergranular rhombs contain fluid inclusions 

(see description of matrix rhombs below for details), whilst 

others have a rhomb-shaped core with 1-3ym carbonate and 

other unidentifiable mineral inclusions. However, most 

intergranular rhombs lack inclusions • 

13s l 

. The simplest explanation for the origin of the interp,ranular 

rhombs is that they are a recrystallization product of fine-
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grained dolomite, crystal faces being developed by 

corrosion of adjacent quartz. However where dolomicritc 

is absent this explanation is not tenable, but perhaps 

the rhombs formed as a result of solution of dolomite nearby, 

perhaps in the same bed. The applicability of these ideas 

must be viewed in the light of the chemical evidence of the 

next section. 

The most conspicuous form of coarser dolomite set wi·thin 

dolomicrite is that of the matrix rhombs (figs. 7-21, 7-22, 

7-63) which are 50-250ym in size. They always show a ring 

or core (usually rhomb-shaped) rich in inclusions which, 

like those in member 1 zoned dolomite, appear brownish at 

low magnification. As for member 1 dolomite, these inclusions 

are found to be fluid-filled, either spherical (0.5-1_F1) or 

elongate (up to 2ym long). Despite the presence of euhedral 

internal zones, the grain boundaries of the matrix rhombs 

are irregular.(fig. 7-21). Their mode of occurrence entirely 

w1.thin fine-grained dolomite suggests on the face of it 

formation by an isochemical process: crystal enlargement 

within a closed chemical system. Luminescence and probe 

1·1ork on the n:atrix rhombe show that the situation is not 

+~is simple,however. 

7.2.4.2: Luminescence and chemistry 

Under luminescence, nearly all the anhedral dolomite w~ich 

is u...~zoned in plane polarized light is unzoned here also, bu~ 

some crystals show one or more bright rhombic rings or a 

tiny, usually shapeless,bright luminescent speck (fig. 7-22). 

In one case (slide 5) it was possible to demonstrate that 

the bright areas are Mn-enriched compared with the rest of 

the dolomite, but the available data do not allo·w a 

conclusion to be drawn as to whether the excess Mn was 

introduced into the systel'!I from outside or whether it ha.d 
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Figure 7-22: Ph otomicrogra phs, bed 55D, a sandy oolit i c 
dolcstone. a )tv-a. ... s ..... :h,.! Ll3h.t ; a large matrix rhomb with an 

inclusion-rich core is visible , with a probe s can line 
(analysis 13B ). b) under lumi nescence the n on- lumines c ing 

matrix rhomb can be seen to be cross-cut by small a nhe dr a l .. 
dolomite crystals with a bright r hornb- sha:ped r ing prob-

ably indicat i ve of a h i gh Nn concentrati on . 
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All matrix rhombs show chemical zoning and many inter

granular rhombs do also. In any one slide, the lu~inesce~ce 

zones are essentially the same for each rhomb (e.g. fig. 7-63). 

Analyses of intergranular dolonite rhombs in five slides 

are shown in figure 7-23 and a s~ry of their properties 

is given in Table 7-1. 

TABLE 7-1 
Analysis number 

Associated with dolomicrite? 

Iron-poor core and iron-rich rim? 

Homogeneous chemically? 

Inclusion-rich cores? 

11 B 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

I,o 

12B 14 

Yes No 

Yes Yes 

No No 

Yes Yes 

18 22B 

No Yes 

Uo 1:0 

Yes Yea 

'.'TO No 

Thus in both samples with homogeneous rhombs the rhombs 

lack inclusions, but the converse is not true. Iron-rich 

rims on intergranular rhombs are very common as is shown 

in many samples where rhombs luminesce only in their cores 

(= low iron), or show Fe-rich rims on staining. 

Matrix rhombs generally show a more complex chemistry 

(fig. 7-24). An iron-rich rim is a feature of each, 

although analysis 13B (fig. 7-24c) also shows an iron-rich 

core. Analysis 20 (fig. 7-24d) shows a gradual increase 

in iron outwards from the core, dropping off slightly near 

the rim. Rhombs from samples 21 and 24 (figs. 7-24a & b), 

which were sampled 100m apart in the same bed, show broadly 

similar patterns, at least in the outer zones. It is 

noticeable for both intergranular rhombe and matrix rhombs 

that Mn shows much less variation than Fe, although there 

tends to be more Mn in the rims of some. 

When the average composition of rhombs is computed and 

compared with the composition of dolomicrite in the same 
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slide (where present), the two are very closely similar 

(fig. 7-25). That is, the overall composition of the rhombs 

is consistent with dissolution and short distance transport 

of dolomite. The question of whether the zoning is con

sistent with this is discussed in later sections. 

7.2.4.3: A~e of the rhombs 

None of the rhocbs described in this section are post

tectonic because they are much less ferroan (by staining) 

than definite post-te~tonic dolomite (7.8) and are not assoc

iated with fractures as is the latter. An earlier age limit 

is set by the observation that rhombs with luminescing cores 

apparently cut replacive calcite. I hope to obtain crystal

lization temperatures of some rhombs by work on their fluid 

inclusions. In the absence of such evidence it is not poss

ible to decide on a diagenetic or metamorphic age, bearing 

in mind the absence of a clear tectonic fabric in the domains 

in which the rhombs occur. The matrix rhombs are post-dated 

by brightly lu.minescing dolomite crystals (fig. 7-22) whi~h 

are unzoned in plane polarized light: this is some tentative 

evidence for a pre-metamorphic age for the matrix rhombs. 

~he etching of quartz by dolomite intergranular rhornbs could 

nevelop during moderate burial (Fuchtbauer, 1974), or at 

greater depths. 

7.2.4.4: Causes of the zoning 

Zoned carbonate crystals which form diagenetically, 

whether by replacement (Katz, 1971) or ae cements (~eyers, 

1974), unlike most zoned crystals in igneous and metamor~hic 

rocks, are generally attributed to an open system. Complex 

zonal patterns are a common feature of an open system, 

although the reasons why this should be so are not well 

understood (see also 6.5.4). 

In the .case now being considered, as the rhombs have 
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the same composition as nearby dolomicrite, then the posa

bility of a local closed system operating should be pref

erred if it can be shown to be viable. 

7.2.4.4.1: Theoretical zonal patterns in a closed system 

For the present purposes the closed system is taken to 

be on a hand specimen or smaller scale. The samples are all 

fairly pure dolostones or sandy dolostones, so that the 

only source of Fe and Nn appears to be dolomicrite. 

In a closed system, zoning might result from several 

factors which are now described. 

1) Variation in the chemistry of the dolomicrite being 

dissolved. An inhomogeneous source would give rise to zoned 

crystals. The zoning would be unpredictable- in nature. 

2) The value of the relevant partition co-efficient 

(figs. 7-26a & b) as defined in oection 6.4.2. If the 

partition co-efficient were less than unity (fig. 7-26a) 

the situation would be analogous to that described by 

Kinsman (1969) who predicted the Sr content of calcite 

produced from aragonite by a dissolution-precipitation 

process in a closed system. A core low in the minor element 

would gradually pass into an unzoned outer portion where the 

minor element concentration in the crystal bej_ng :r.ormed 

would equal that of the crystals being dissolved. When 

dissolution of the source ceased, or the suppl,y of source 

was e}:hausted, the final increment of the precipitated 

crystals would be enriched in the minor elemer-t, although 

not necessarily to the degree indicated in figure 7-26a 

which depicts an overall composition of the precipitate 

equal to that of the source dolomite. 

If the partition co-efficient were greater the..~ one then 

unzoned crystals would be expected as all of the minor 

142. 
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Fip-ure 7-26: Some theoretical patterns of minor element 

zoning of dolomite crystals growing in a closed systeo at 

the expense of other dolomite crystals. 

a) Partition co-efficient (K) is less than 1; source diss-
= 
olves congruently. Enrichment of the minor ele~ent wou.lc 0 .... ~ ·; ·--. 

occur in the rim, that is when the source dolomite was 

exhausted, or ceased to dissolve. The cer.tral steady-ste~e 

stage (horizontal line} could be very long, or entirely 

absent, depending on the amount of crystallization co:wpa!'ec 

with the size of the solution reservoir. 

b) K~1; source dissolves congruently. 
-= 
£2 K~1; source dissolves incongruently, thus releasing t~e 

minor element first. The diagram assumes that a steady

state is reached whereby a congruent dissolution front 

remains a set distance behind an incongruent dissolutj.oI: 

front. If incongruent dissolution were to cease and cor.gr .... e:: 

dissolution were to continue the content of the minor 

element would drop and the average matrix composition 

revert to its original value. 

il K~1; assumes that the major element cations diffuse 

faster than the minor element. Growth is initially faster 

than the minor element can be supplied to its equilibriu:: 

concentration by diffusion. Later~growth and the diss

olution rate of the source slow·and the minor element ccnc

entration increases considerably. Further slow growth 

would incorporate intermediate amounts of the minor ele~

ent. A model of this type is probably only applicable whe~ 

the major elements and the minor element are derived fro= 

different sources and the minor element is released at a 

relatively slow rate • 

.2,,2 as d), but with some incongruent dissolution of source. 

• 
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element released when the source dolomite dissolved (ass

uming congruent solution) would be incorporated into the 

crystallizing dolomite (fig. 7-26b). 

3) Incongruent dissolution of the source. The source 

dolomite could undergo some incongruent dissolution rel

easing more of the minor element than for the case of 
', 

congruent dissolution. Later the initial high level of 

supply of the minor element relative to the major elements 

may diminish. One variation of this situation is illustrated 

in figure 7-26c, which assumes that K~1 and that a steady

state is reached whereby a hypothetical froilt of incongruent 

dissolution remains a set distance ahead of a front of 

congruent dissolution of the source. If the congruent 

dissolution front later caught up with the incongruent front 

then a rim depleted in the minor element on the precipitating 

crystal would result. If K were ~1 then the pattern of 

fig. 7-26a would be superimposed on that of figure 7-26c 

thus giving rise to a more complex series of zones. 

This model is analogous in a way to the growth of some 

porphyroblasts where the source of the minor element is to 

a greater or lesser extent independent of the source of 

the major elements giving rise to, for example Nn-rich cores 

in garnets (Hollister, 1966; Atherton, 1976). 

4) Variation in the speed of growth of crystals. 

Edmunds & Atherton (1971) explained Mn-rich rims on meta

morphic garnets as being due to variation in the speed of 

growth of the crystal. The partition co-efficient being 

greater than one;Mn was incorporated into the garnet as 

soon as it became available; initially garnet growth was fast 

and Mn supply by diffusion was not sufficient to maintain 

the potential Mn content of the garnet. Conversely, later 
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growth was slower and the Hn content higher. 

A variation of this idea is shown in figure 7-26d, 

although the exact pattern would depend on the relative 

speed of diffusion of minor and carrier major elements 

compared with each other,and the actual rate of growth of 

the crystals and dissolution of the source. Again K was 

taken to be ~1; if ~1 then the pattern of figure 7-26a 

would be superimposed on that of figure 7-26d in some way. 

Figure 7-26e represents a possible zonal sequence, 

assuming K41, if a change of speed of growth were coupled 

with incongruent dissolution of the source. Again the 

pattern would be more complex still if K~1. 

5) Temperature. Some partition co-efficients (see fie. 

6-7 and McIntyre, 1963) are strongly temperature-dependent 

so that temperature changes could affect the zoning. 
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However during the growth of the crystals, the temperature fl 

is only likely to change in one sense: the effect would be 

to tilt and slightly warp the patterns of figure 7-26. 

7. 2. 4 .4. 2 Application of the closed system to the rhoirbs 

1) Inhomogeneity of source. Comparison of the analyses 

of member 3 fine-grained dolomite and rhombic dolomite from 

the same slide (Appendix A) shows that when rhombs show 

zoning, this is much greater than the variation in chemistry 

of the dolomicrite. Also local inhomogeneities could not 

give rise to the observed identical zonal sequences in all 

the rhombs withir- any one sample. 

2) Partition co-efficient. A partition co-efficient of 

less than one could explain the Fe-poor cores and Fe-rich 

rims of many of the rhombs. However the discussion in 

section 6.4.2 indicates that the partition co-efficients for 

incorporation of Fe and i:n into dolomite are likely to be ' I 

i 
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considerably greater than unity, althou~h the effective 

partition co-efficient in a rock without open pores could 

conceivably be different. 

Closed system precipitation of dolomite with K~1 could 

give rise to the homogeneous distribution of Fe in the 

intergranu.lar dolomite of slides 18 and 22,and of Mn in 

nearly all the intergranular rhombs and two of the four 

samples containing matrix rhombs. 

3) Incongruent dissolution of source. The likelihood of 

incongruent dissolution occurring is difficult to evaluate, 

but such a process operating with respect to Fe, coupled with 

K~1, could explain the iron-enriched core of figure 7-23c. 

None of the other zoned crystals can be explained by incon

gruent dissolution. 

4) Speed of growth. In metamorphic rocks, an abundance 

of mineral inclusions indicates fast erowth (Spry, 1969). 

By analogy, one could say that abundance of fluid inclusions 

within the cores of many of the dolomite rhombs could 

indicate fast initial growth, followed by later slower 

growth. Thus the Fe-enriched rims on many of the rhombs 

of figures 7-23 and 7-24 could be explained. However, unlike 

metamorphic rocks, and also perhaps impure (muddy) dolostones, 

where the various cations may be derived from different sources, 

zones as observed in the pure doloetones, if resulting froo the 

variation in speed of growth of dolomite crystals,wou.ld 

depend solely on the various cations showing different 

diffusive behaviour, with Fe2
+ being the slowest ion. This 

seems unlikely because, in aqueous solutions at least, 

variations in the speed of diffusions of chemical species are 

small (Berner, 1971, p95), especially for similarly-sized 

cations of the same valence (M.cintyre, 196 3, p1 240) • 
l 
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5) Temperature. It seeos unlikely that a significant 

change in temperature would have occurred during fo~ation of 

the rhombs. 

7.2.4.5: Conclusions 

Intergranu.lar dolomite rhombs (20-150J-tm), and anhedral 

crystals larger than 5ym which are homogeneous chemically, 

lack inclusions: they were derived by dissolution-reprec

ipitation (w~ether diagenetic or metamorphic) of the nearest 

dolo~ite source. 

Host intergranular rhombs and all matrix rhombs possess 

a zoning which can be explained by a closed chemical system 

(on hand specimen or smaller scale) only if: 

1) the effective partition co-efficient (for Fe in 

dolomite) is less than unity. 

2) the effective partition co-efficient (for Pe and Mn 

in dolomite) is greater than unity, but the incorporation 

of Fe and Vm in the dolomite was from time to tiwe controlled 

by the rate of diffusion of these elements to the site of 

precipitation. 

As neither of these conditions is thought to be appropriate, 

it is concluded that the system was partly an open one and 

that external factors con+rolled the zoning, although, 

where rho~bs are partly or wholly encased in dolomicrite, 

no overall chenical change too~ place. 

7.3: Diagenetic solut~ 

1-3.1: Intergranular solution 

Solution at grain contacts (pressure solution) is an 

important process in the lithification of sediments at 

depth. Although important in the Bonahaven For~ation, its 

effects have been partly obscured by tectonic pressure aol

ution, the latter being recognized by the constant orien-
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tation of solution planes parallel to rock cleavage. Two 

examples of diagenetic solution are drawn fro~ saoples 

showing little tectonic influence: 

1) Interlocking quartz and feldspar clasts occur i~ some 

member 1 sandstones, although only in areas where mud cla~ts, 

rather than dolomite (type 3, Chapter 6) are the inter

granular material. Solution of feldspar here probably 

provides material for K-feldspar overgrowths nearby (fig. 

7-3). 

2) As dolomicrite clasts are much softer than silici

clastic grains, it is difficult to distinguish squashing 

at grain contacts from solution. Occasionally ooids demon

strate that a good deal of solution has occurred (fig. 7-27). 

This supplies material for some of the intergranular dol

omite described in the last section. 

In quartzites, growth of new crystals at grain bound

aries tectonically has obscured the pre-tectonic situation, 

but some diagenetic solution and overgrowth can sometimes 

be recognized. Even so the amount of overgrowth visible ia 

less than the amount of solution wbich has apparently 

occurred: the inference is that many non-luminescing, 

optically-continuous overgrowths on clean, non-luminescing 

clasts have escaped detection. 

1.3.2: Stylolites 

Stylolites· occur in about one tenth of the elides exam

ined, particularly in stromatolites, carbonaceous mudstones 

and at sand-mud interfaces. They are marked by a conc

entration of opaque grains and occasionally micas, along 

an undulating surface. They are thus simple stylolites in 

the classification of Park & Schot (1968) with no ~arked 

relief. This fact, coupled with their relatively uncommon 
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SOOµm 

Figure 7-27: Photomicrograph , bed 49E , sandy ooliti c 
dolo s tone. Dissolution of ooids adjacent to quartzose 

detritus ( e . g . where indicated b y the a rrows ) i 

clearly i mportant . 
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occurrence,shows that the awount of solution is volU!:tetric

ally uniiliportant co~pare with, for example, British Carb

oniferous or Jurassic limestones. 

They would post-date li thification (Bathurst, 1971) and 

are taken to be pre-tectonic because they are alffiost in

variably parallel to bedding, and so~etimes serve as 

central partings in tectonic quartz seams (7.5.5.3), that 

is they have acted as lines of weakness allowing these 

dilational structures to develop. 

7.4: Deep burial: the diagenetic-metamorphic transition 

7.4.1: Introduction 

Dalradian sedimentation was fairly continuous following 

deposition of the Bonahaven Formation with over 10km of 

sediments being laid down (Harris & Pitcher, 1975). Thus 

the Bonahaven Formation was steadily buried~following the 

time of sedimentation, to great depths. Eventually one 

would expect new minerals to have appeared whos~ formation 

depended on the elevated temperatures and pressures con

sequent upon burial. In other words, metamorphism would 

have begun. 

In volcanic rocks and some greywackes characteristic met

amorphic products (zeolites) appear at rather low temperatures 

(150-200°0) and a whole series of reactions occurs within 

the zone of very low-gr~de metamorphism (200-350°c, Winkler, 

1976). Most other rocks do not show characteristic met

amorphic mineral assemblages until temperatures character

istic of low-grade metamorphism (>350°c, Winkler, 1976) 

are reached, although predictable increases in coal rank 

(Teichmuller & Teichmuller, 1968) and the crystallinity of 

illites (Dunoyer de Segonzac, 1970) do allow comparison with 
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the zeolitic rocks. 

The composition of the Bonahaven Formation is such that 

none of the diagnostic zeolites of very low-grade met

amorphism are recognized or would be expected to have 

formed. Because of this, the term•deep buriai is preferred 

to•very low-grade metamorphism~ The zone of deep burial 

(approximately 5-10km depth) has also been referred to as 

the "anchizone" ( Dunoyer de Segonzac, 1970), the "zone of 

early metagenesisq (Fuchtbauer, 1974~ and various other na::1es 

(Gill et al., 1977) reflecting its transitional nature 

between diagenesis and metamorphism. 

Below it is first shown that the Bonahaven Formation 

has gone beyond this zone of deep burial, then an attecpt 

is made to determine what effects of deep burial can still 

be recognized in the rocks. 

In a progressive metamorphism, apart from porphyroblaets 

(Atherton, 1976), one would expect to see only the met

amorphic minerals representing the highest grade of met

amorphism obtained. Measurement of the cryetallinity of 

illitic micas (phengites) in 13 X-ray diffraction analyses 

was made using the sharpness ratio of Weaver ( 1960 ), which is 
0 

equal to the peak height at 10A divided by the peak height 
0 

at 10.5A. The result is an average value of 9.7. Using 

data of Weber (1972~ this was found to be equivalent to a 

Kubler index of crystallinity of ~4 which Winkler (1976) 

indicates is characteristic of micas of low-grade, rather 

than very low-grade,metamorphism. The presence of phlog

Opite confirms that maximum temperatures exceeded 35D°C. 

Few criteria are available for recognizing the products 

of deep burial in carbonate and mature siliciclastic rocks. 

However, Fiichtbauer (1974) regarded processes producing 
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large pyrite crystals, especially large feldspars and 

reactions involving the breakdown of K-feldspar,as oper

ating only at great depths. These criteria are used below. 

It should be noted at the outset that the mineralogical 

and textural changes which occur at a particular depth of 

burial of a sediment are determined not only by its comp

osition, but also by the burial history. A particular 

process may for example happen at moderate depths in a 

slowly buried sediment, but only following deep burial of 

a rapidly buried sediment. Therefore processes thought to 

have occurred during deep burial of the Bonahaven Formation 

should not be taken as diagnostic of processes operating 

only at 5-10km depth. 

7.4.2: Pyrite 

Pyrite is common in members 3 and 4, especially in 

dolomitic and calcitic sandstones, dolomitic silt and 

mudstones, and in some quartz-calcite nodules.· It forms 

single cubes, or interpenetrating clusters of cubes, some 

of which are· less than 1 o_pm across. The largest crystals, 

up to 2cm across, are a feature of the sediments around 

the member 3-member 4 boundary. 

It is likely that the pyrite has been remobilized from 

an original early diagenetic precipitate. This material 

would have formed close below the sediment-water inter

face under reducing conditions (Curtis & Spears, 1968), 

probably as framboids (Sweeney & Kaplan, 1973). Although 

the smallest crystal clusters are within the size range of 

framboids, no spherical aggregates were seen. 

The constant occurrence of pressure fringes around 

pyrite cubes indicates a pre-tectonic origin for the pyrite. 
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Following Fu.chtbauer (1974), the larger crystals, at least, 

can be regarded as having formed during deep burial. 

7.4.3: Albite 

Detrital sodic plagioclase is recognized by its ubi

quitous fine-grained, or sericitic alteration. Its dis-
\ 

tribution within the Bonahaven Formation is summarized in 

section 4.5 and is not discussed further in this section. 

Most albite is fresh and regarded as secondary because 

of its absence in sandstones which are sufficiently 

unaltered that all detrital grains can be determined. 

Albite occurs, together with quartz, as scattered silt

sized grains in stromatolites; as a component of inclusion

rich mosaics of quartz and albite (7.4.4); and, interlocking 

with quartz, in the more altered siltstones and very 

fine-grained sandstones. Also it forms isolated sub-

hedral crystals up to 100-15°.)lm across (fig. 7-28) and 

anhedral replacements of detritus (fig. 7-4). 

The albite is very pure chemically~ a semi-quantitative 

determination of Ca (uncorrected comparison with a dolomite 

standard) giving a result of 0.1%, yet it always shows well

developed polysynthetic twinning (fig. 7-33). 

All this polysynthetically-twinned albite repreeents 

replacements, rather than overgrowths on detritus. The size 

of the albite, and the absence of detrital cores can be 

matched by diagenetic albite elsewhere (Dickson & Barber, 

1976j Baskin, 1956), but the presence of polysynthetic 

twinning cannot {Engelhardt, 1977, p251). Although twinning 

is not common in low-grade metamorphic albite either, the 

presence of the twinning seems to indicate that the albite 

formed during deep burial or low-grade metamorphism. 
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?igure 7-28: Ph oto~icrogranh , crossed polars , bed 68E . Subhedrul 
seconda"y al bite at i ncipient l y stylolitized contact between dolo

micrite (left ) and calcite cement (ri ght ) . 
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r esidues of stromatolites (hori zon indi ca t ed ) and l ayered f acies se J 
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Formation of the bulk of the albite before the peak of 

the metamorphism may be indicated by the ~act that the 

albite does not form porphyroblasts (cf. Kennedy, 1969). 

The main problem for the formation of the albite is tr.e 

source of the Na. Given that no analcite is likely to 

have been present, there seem to be two possibilities: 

1) mica, and 2) intergranular fluid. An essentially 

internal origin for the Na seems appropriate as the soda 

content of the rocks which have been analysed (Table 7-2, 

p182A)are not unusually high compared with rocks 

elsewhere (Pettijohn, 1975). Also the albite is quite unlike 

the large post-tectonlc grains which characterize areas 

elsewhere in the Dalradian which have suffered Na meta

somatism (Jones, 1961). 

If the Na originated from mica, then this reaction (after 

Wiiµtler, 1976) seems appropriate: 

(1) K-feldsp~r + Paragonite or phengite with paragonite 

component ➔ Albite + Phengite. 

Reaction (1) would require an inverse abundance of 

K-feldspar and albite in the resulting rocks. Results of 

X-ray diffraction analysis of some HCl-insoluble residues 

are shown in figure 7-29. They show that although the 

relative abundance of microcline and albite is indeed very 

variable,so is the total feldspar content. This applies 

even where there is littl~ albite and so makes an inverse 

relationship impossible to prove. One point tbat·can be 

made,however, is that several samples bear albite, but not 

mica: here reaction (1) does not seem feasible. 

This objection does not apply to the second alternative 

for the source of the Na, that is intergranular fluid. 

Du.ring burial, intergranu.lar fluids become alkaline brines 
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with a high Na content (Engelhardt, 1977). Such a fluid 

is capable of forming albite from K-feldspar by ion

exchange (Orville, 1962) or altering clay minerals to 

albite (Hemley et al., 1961) at temperatures found during 

deep burial. In-situ albitization of K-feldspar seems a 

likely process in the elastic lithologiea, but not where 

albite replaces carbonate. The reaction 

(2) Muscovite+ 6Quartz +3Na+ ➔ 3Albite + 2H+ + K+ 

i0rv111e, 1962) may also occur, although experimental data 

is needed. 

It seems from the data of Coombs et al. (1959) that 

albite in deeply buried zeolitic rocks is rather more abu~

dant than would be expected from the quantities of eoda

bearing minerals in the equivalents of these rocks at 

shallower depths. This suggests that the Na for at least 

some of this albite was derived from intergranular fluid 

(cf. Engelhardt, 1977, p256). If so, then not only grey

wackes, but more mature detrital sequences such as the 

Bonahaven Formation could show the development of albite 

during deep burial, although with the increased temperatures 

of low-grade metamorphism, further albite would probably 

have been produced. 

In conclusion, it is considered that the good twinning 

rules out a diagenetic origin for the albite; much albite 

probably formed during deep burial, and the rest during 

low-grade metamorphism. The source of the Na only seems 

clear where modal phengite is not present: here Na would 

have been derived from intergranular fluid. 

J.4.4: Inclusion-ridden mosaics of quartz and albite 

The mosaics are found as bands parallel to bedding in 
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stromatolites (4.3.4.2, fig. 7-30), forming the margins, 

or part of dolomicrite pebbles (fig. 7-31) or the whole 

of some pebbles (fig. 7-32). 

The mosaics consist of equigranular quartz tor,ether 

with albite, the latter being 1-50% as abundant as the 

quartz. Grain size is generally 30-50ym (fig. 7-33), 

although can be as fine as 10-20ym or as coarse as 100-2C<pm. 

The snallest grains are polygonal; larger grains have curved 

or slightly irregular boundaries,although some albite 

boundaries are rational. Inclusions, overwhelmingly of 

very fine-grained dolomite,and occasionally of mica, occupy 

5-60~ of the mosaics. Larger dolomite inclusions are 

sometimes euhedral. Some mosaics also bear some phlog-

opite and/or calcite. 

Although having some resemblances to the more altered 

siltstones, the mosaics are regarded as the result of 

replacement, generally of dolomite. All transitions are 

seen, from unreplaced to completely replaced pebbles, the 

latter resembling siltstone clasts in the field. The quartz

albite replacement of ooids (7.2.1.3, fig. 7-12) probably 

represents the same phenomenon. The inclusions correspond 

to the composition of nearby unreplaced material,e.g. 

replaced muddy dolostone would have common inclusions of 

mica as well as dolomite. In stromatolites, an origin by 

replacement of dolomite, rather than transformation of 

detritus,is less easy to prove, but the mosaics are commonly 

quite distinct from detrital laminae. As was discussed in 

the last section, albite is present in quartz-albite moe

aicsin many specimens where phengite is practically absent, 

so an origin of the Na from intergranular fluid seems 

appropriate. Certainly the material is pre-tectonic 
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:Figure 7-30: Photomicrogr a ph, pl ane pol arized l i ght , be d 

45/6B, stro~atolite horizon BTI. Stromat olitic la~ination 

running E-W i s paralleled by a band of inclu sion-ri ch quartz 

a n d albite (top) and stylolites (black ; c entre and near 

bottom). In most stromatolites in t h e Bonahaven Formati on 

such discontinuities parallel to bedding have s e r ved as l ines 

of weakness during deformation, be coming t h e cent r al part 

ings of dilational 'quartz seams '. 

500 µm 

Figure 7-31: Photomicr ograph , plane pola rize d light , bed 

38D. Dolomicrite clast is repla ced around its mar g ins by 

quartz and albi te. Many inclusions of dolo·ni te remain 

within the quartz and albite. 

1 r, / 
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Figure 7-32: Phot omicrogr aphs , bed 13D . a) plane polariz6d 
light. Ru.._1-ming E- W i n t he centre of the phot ogr aph is 

part of a QOlomicrit e pebble replaced by quartz and albite 

(with remnant dol omit e inclusions ). Flanking the replaced 
pebble at top and bot tom of the phot ogr aph is a thin press

ure fringe of quartz (white) with some calcite. b) cros sed 
polars . The pre ssure f ringe i s seen to have an unelongate 

texture. 

'20Qµm I 

Figure 7-33 : Phot omicrograph , crossed polars , bed 13D . 
Inte~locking quart z ( i;rey-wh i te ) and albite (twinned ) 

r eplace dolorni cri te . Many i nclusions of dolomite ( tiny 

bright areas ) are pre sent ; s ofil e of these have crystal 

faces (e . g . where arrowed )~ 
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because it has been the site of pressure fringe-type 

growth of quartz (fig. 7-32), and in stromatolites it becomes 

the central partings of quartz seams (fig. 7-53). The 

occasional subhedral or euhedral dolomite inclusions 

crystallized later than the quartz and albite because only 

anhedral dolomite occurs in the dolostone u.nreplaced by 

quartz and albite. The phlogopite and calcite are also 

thought to be later replacements. 

It remains to be seen whether these distinctive mosaics 

are a feature of other deeply buried mixed carbonate

siliciclastic sequences. 

1.4.5: Nodules 

The nodules described here probably relate to diag

enesis, deep burial,and metamorphism, but these various 

aspects are brought together here for convenience (see also 

section 4.3.2.11). This discussion excludes quartz gloill

erulotopes (7.2.3) and nodules developed entirely by 

pressure fringe growth around groups of pyrite crystals 

(7.5.5.2). 

7.4.5.1: Form 

Nodules occur commonly in members 3 and 4 and range in 

diameter from a few hundred microns up to 10-20cm. They 

are usually equant with smooth (fig. 7-34b, c), cauli

flower-like (fig. 7-34a) or irregular (fig. 7-34d) margins; 

or in some cases are smooth-margined and elongate, defining 

a lineation. The margins of the nodules may be diffuse on 

a sub-millimetre scale (fig. 7-35) or perfectly sharp 

(fig. 7-37). Others are extremely diffuse and grade to 

scattered, is.olated crystals. The size, shape and miner

alogy of the nodules is very similar at any one horizon, 
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Figure 7-34: Tracings of thin sections or peels of nodule-bearing 
lithologies; nodules in black. a) bed 33B; some deflection of bedding 

.about the nodule occurs. This is interpreted as being due to diag
enetic/metamorphic compaction. b,o) beds 66E, 39D; no deflection of 
lamination about nodules occurs. d) bed 45/6B, irregular nodule between 
two stromatolite domes. e) bed 26D, nodules associated with sandstone 
dyke (stippled), Nui::bers identify sedimentary laminae. See also 
figure 7-41. 
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Figure 7-35 : Ph otomi crograph, pl ane polarized light , bed 

39D, showing a nodule of quartz (white ) and calcite (grey ). 
Note the variable quart z-calcite gr ain boundar ies which 

a llow no definite conclus ions as t o the relat ive a ge of 
the s e minerals. Radial inclu s ion tra i ns of (dolomicrite ) 
mat rix a re pr e sent near t he margins, especia lly on the 

left hand s ide. 

Figure 7-36: Bed 45/6B. A stromatolite (BVI ), showing 
large quar tz-calcite nodules (quartz is grey and calcite, 

white ). Host stromatolit e i s entirely dolomitic (i. e . 

n o calc i t e occurs ). 
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but differs between loca lities. The l a r gest nodul es occur 

in stromatolites of various localities, but are particularly 

well displayed in stromatolites and layered-facies 

sediments near the top of Section B (fig . 7-36). 

When the nodules occur in dolostone containing a fair 

proportion of mud, the sedimentary lamination r~;ay be 

deflected around them (fig . 7-34a). In pure do lostones , 

no def lection of sedimentary lamination is noticeable. 

Commonl~ nodule s with sharp margins in muddy lithclogi es 

display sweeping and concentration of micas around t hem 

due to tectonic solution of quartz and dolomite next to 

the nodules during the main deformat ional phase. 

7,4.5.2: Ifi ineralogy and texture 

Fifty-seven nodule-bearing samples were thin- sectioned. 

Fifty- s i x of the samples had nodul es contain i nf quartz ; 

4~ calcite ; 2\ albite; 2q pyrite: 11, dolomite as inclusions 

of the host rock , and occasionally as coarser cryst als; 

1 o, phlogopi te; 7, barytes and 3, chlori te. Mineral grains 

are generally equigranular except for some poikilotopic/ 

blastic calcite, and rarely quartz. No morphological or 

optical preferred orientation of grains was det ected 

except for some phlogopite orientated parallel to S1 and 

some pressure frine e-type dimensionally orientated quartz 

(fig. 7-37) and calcite. 

Quartz is 50-1000y.m, sometimes more fine- gr a ined near 

nodule mar gins than i n t he interior, and is usually slightly 

to moderately strained and t herefore probably pre-t ectonic 

in general. Nucleation and growth of new crystals as a 

result of stre s s has occurred; in some elongate nodv.les 

a co!:ipletely annealed texture is present (fig . 7-37). 

Ihc:!'."ocrystalline quartz occurs very r arely (fig . 7-38 ). 

Calcite shows a sirailar range in grain size to quartz. 
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Figure 7-37: Photomi crograph, crossed pol ars , bed 55D. Part 

c f an e longate nodule ( elongat ion E- W). In hand speci~en 

the nodules define a lineation whose orientation i s diff

icult t o interpret . Note the development of elongat e 

quartz next to pyrit e ( pr essure fr inge ), the unstrained 
(annealed ) texture of much of the quartz, and the presence 

of s oIEe phlogopi.te e longated E- W (arrow). 

500 µm 

Figure 7-38: Photomicrograph, crossed pola r s , bed 38D . 
Quart i--oalci te n odular area in sandy flake breccia. Micro

quartz (centre ) is embayed by calcite (cleaved gr a ins) some 

of which is subhedral. 
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Many nodules have a mar£inal zone a r ound their perimeter 

whi ch is free of calcite and have a calcite- bearine core . 

Hany l a r ger crystal s are fairly well twinned: t he se a t 

l east seem to be pre-tectonic. On the other hand , so~e 

calcite is continuous wit h post-tect onic veins. P_s it 

is knOi·ffi that calcite and quartz have simil ar , rather poorly 

developed,tende~cies towards idioblasticity (Vernon, 1968 ; 

Spry, 1969) it is not uneY.pected t hat quartz-calcite 

boundaries are extremely variable and difficult to i nt erpret 

(figs . 7-35, 7-39). The presence of ,poikilotopic/blastic 

calcite (Ramdohr, 1969) and/or thin slivers of calcite 

between quartz gr ains suggests that the calcite post-da tes 

quartz in s ome case s . Certainl y calcite seems to have 

crystallized aft er the microcrystalline quartz of figure 

7-38, but in most nodule s the relationships are ambiguous . 

Pyrite (50-200ym) f orms cubes, sometimes concentrated 

near the nodule mar gins in a calcite- f ree ar ea . Pressure 

f ringe grow1;h off pyrite, although present , does not form 

a major part of the nodules now being described. 

Albite (50-200ym) i s always subordinate to quartz and 

calcite , is always well t winned on the Albite Law, possesses 

some rational boundaries,and may be conspicuous in a marg i na l 

ca lcite-free zone. 

Bar ytes (50~300y.m) forms r are , anhedral gr ains . 

Phlogopite (50-20Gym) never makes up more than 5% of 

nodules and forms l a ths, u su.ally randomly orientated , but 

s ometimes paralleling S1. Yellowish-brown chlorit e (~5 ~ ) . 

occurs in association with pyrite fringes . 

Dolomite ( 50-300_ym) showing crystal size and shape very 

s imilar t o t hat normally shown by calcite occur s i n some 

nodule s where calcite is absent , or nearly s o. Sparse 
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Figure 7-39: Photomicrograph , c rossed pola r s , bed 59E ; part 

of a quartz-calcite nodule. Quartz f orms l arae ~rains wh ich 

are st r a ined ( left ). Calcite ( mottled surface , e . g . top 

centre) has very irregular grain boundaries with quart z . 

1mm 

Figure 7-40: Photomicrograph , plane polarized ligh t, strom

atolite CB. Nodule of quartz (white) and calc ite (dark 

grey irregular clust e rs) in stromatolitic dolo r!licrite . Kote 

inclusion trains of dolomicrite. 

F i gure 7-41: Bed 29B , showing 

sandst one dyke to right of 

compass. 

runs E-W. 

Bedding lamin a t ion 

Small quart z -ca lcit e 

no dules are concentrated near 

the dyke, but spread out along 

t he bedding above t h e connass . 
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5cp.m. rhombs occur in other cases. A third type is dolo

micrite, similar to the host rock of the nodules. Occ

asionally this fine-grai~ed dolomite forms radial inclusion 

trains whose orientation is quite independent of the 

bedding (figs. 7-35 & 7-40). ~he nodules containing these 

trains must have formed by replacement of the dolomite 

matrix. Growth either parallel or at right-angles to the 

inclusion trains seems probable, but the former seems more 

likely because the trains are not equally spaced throughout 

their length, but convergent. Nodules never contain cores 
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of unreplaced matrix, suggesting that the nodules grew 

radially outwards rather than inwards. It is thought that 

this structure of radial inclusion trains passes by transition 

into the radial slivers of matrix which define the cauli-

flower-like protrusions in some nodules. 

The mineralogy and texture of a number of quartz-calcite 

veins in member 3 is very similar to that of the nodules. 

Notably, the presence of highly strained quartz.and heavily 

twinned calcite indicates a pre-tectonic origin. 

7.4.5.3: Discussion of origin 

The nodules show so much variety that they are almost 

certainly polygenetic. Firstly, I would like to discuss 

the common, well-defined equant nodules. Some of these are 

definitely pre-tectonic because the matrix was deformed 

around them during D1 as was ment~sned earlier. The size 

and shape of the nodules is consistent with two types of 

nodules found in sedimentary rocks: anhydrite nodules 

(as has been proposed for those now being discussed by 

A. R. MacGregor, see 4.3.2.11) and chert nodules. 

The anhydrite nodule theory is supported by these points: 

1) The presence of abundant dolomite in member 3 could 
i 
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indicate an evaporitive regime. 

2) The presence of sulphide rims to some of the nodules 

may indicate the former presence of sulphate. 

3) Some evidence of bending of lamination around nodules 

occurs as would be expected from anhydrite nodules. 

4) The common presence of slivers of matrix between 

nodules rese~bles incipient chicken-wire texture. 

The chert nodule theory is favoured by: 

a) The abundant chert in unmetamorphosed Precambrian and 

Lower Palaeozoic dolomitic sequences including ones of this 

age (e.g. Tucker, 1977). 

b) The presence of some microquartz, embayed by calcite. 

Other evidence favouring the chert hypothesis is 

brought out in the following discussion. 

The nodules are associated with dolomitic, rather than 

wholly siliciclastic,lithologies, but the evidence is 

against a link with evaporation. Within the layered facies, 

the nodules are much more abundant in the lenticular-graded 

than the marginal sub-facies (Table 4-1, p47), yet it is 

in the latter that the only evidence for desiccation, and 

hence evaporation,occurs. This contradicts point (1) above. 

Regarding point (2), although the pyrit~c rims to some 

nodules could indicate the former presence of sulphate, they 

could also be regarded as evidence of expulsion of iron from 

the dolomite being replaced by the nodules,as in the chert 

nodules of Swett (1965). Pyrite rims also occur in the 

lineation-defining nodules, which are thought to be syn

tectonic. 
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Point (3) is contradicted by the inclusions of dolomicrite 

within the nodules as this indicates a replacement origin. 

Anhydrite nodules grow by displacement, not by replacement 

II 



(Shearman, 1966). There is some displacement of sedi~ent

ary laminae, but only in muddy rocks where there is likely 

to have been considerable compaction during burial causing 

lamination deflection. The observed tectonic solution of 

quartz and dolomite around the nodules will certainly be 

important in this respect as Eorradaile & Johnson (1973) 

have shown that considerable volume loss occurred in muddy 

lithologies during deformation. 

At NR 4234 7303 quartz-calcite nodules about 1cm in 

diameter (£igs. 7-34e, 7-41) post-date intrusion of sand

stone dykes. At this locality, sandstone dykes strike 

NE and dip steeply NW, are 1-2cm wide, and penetrate 

several metres of layered-facies strata to the edge of the 

outcrop. Similar sandstone dykes in the underlying Port 

Askaig Tillite were considered by Spencer (1971a) to post

date a period of compaction of the sediments. The nodules 

occur preferentially along the dyke, also spreading out 

along the bedding at intervals (fig. 7-41). This clearly 

demonstrates that these nodules,at least, could not have 

been anhydrite nodules. ilso figure 7-34e shows that 

thin slivers of matrix are present between some nodules, 

demonstrating that this structure is not diagnostic of 

anhydrite nodules as was supposed in point (4) above. 

Two final points can be made. Firstly, anhydrite 

nodules are commonly elongate parallel to bedding (Kerr & 

Thompson, 1963; Fuchtbauer, 1974),which is not the case for 

any of the Bonahaven Formation nodules, Secondly, if 

the nodules were originally of anhydrite then one would 

have expected to have seen associated gypsum pseudo~orphs, 

which elsewhere in the Dalradian are the only evidence of 

evaporites preserved (Llewellyn in Spencer, 1969; .Ande·rton, 
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1975). Such eYPSUill pseudomorphs are not reCOf;D.ized in 

the Bonahaven Foroation. Also, no inclusions of anhydrite 

or gypsun have been seen within the nodules, yet they are 

common in replaced sulphate nodules elsewhere (Tucker, 

1976). In contrast, some microquartz is present within 

nodules. 

The above evidence shows that the bulk of the nodules 

are not pseudomorphs of anhydrite nodules, but it is 

clearly ifilpossible to prove that none of them are. The 

nocules are pre-tectonic and formed by replacement; the 

presence of rare microquartz and general geological 

considerations lead to a tentative conclusion that they 

were probably chert nodules. 

As was mentioned earlier, not all nodules are 

like those just discussed. For example, in member 4, 

elongate or equant nodular areas are regarded as meta

morphic,as they form ill-defined areas which appear to be 

the site of first development of a true metamorphic texture. 

In member 3 dolostones, all transitions are seen from 

scattered quartz and albite grains to small nodular agg

regates presumably formed during deep burial or low-grade 

metamorphism. 

The lineation-defining nodules often show some pressure 

fringe-type quartz, elongate phlogopite and annealed quartz. 

As their orientation is distinct, in bed 56D, from that of 

nearby deformed ooids in bed 54D, they are clearly not simply 

passively deformed pre-tectonic nodules, but the annealed 

textures show that they have suffered some strain. They 

are thus thought to be syn-tectonic, but the mechanism of 

their formation is uncertain. 

The present mineralogy ot the pre-tectonic nodules may 
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have developed to a great extent during deep bvrial,as 

albite, pyrite and quartz (recrystallized from chert?) 

are suggested elsewhere to have formed then. 

Calcite may well have formed at each of the following 

times: 

1) during the calcitization episode 

2) during deep burial(? formed as Fe/Mg from dolomite 

enter phengite) 

3) during metamorphism as a result of the phlogopite-prod

ucing reaction (7.7.2) 

and 4) post-tectonically. 

7.5: n1 deformation: mechanisms and textures 

7.5.1: Appropriate mechanisms 

Theoretical and experimental studies of deformation by 

metallurgist and geologists have enabled predictions to 

be made concerning the mechanism by which a given mono

minerallicaggregate of a certain grain size will deform 

at various values of stress, temperature and strain rate. 

These predictions can be expressed as deformation mechanism 

maps (fig. 7-42; White, 1976; Rutter, 1976). The assumption 

is made that the mechanism which yields the fastest strain 

rate under a given set of conditions will be the one that 

dominates. It must be emphasized that the experimental 

studies assume a particu.1ar deformation geometry which may 

not resemble those in nature,and that certain data (e.g. 

diffusion co-efficients) are not well known for geological 

materials. Therefore the maps should by no means be taken 

as definitive. 

Considering the Bonahaven "Formation, a maximum temp~ 

eratu.re of about 400°c·is indicated by the presence of 
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Figure 7-42: Published deror!Wltion mechanism maps for quartz and calcite. 
Geologically 1:::portant strain rate contours are shown by the dashed lines. 
(units are log10s-1). Grain size is 100pm, except for b) which is 10ym. 
a,b) quartz with no pressure solution field (White, 1976). 
c,d) quartz without, and with,a pressure solution fibld (Rutter, 1976). 
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uncertainty of tho data used to construct the maps. 
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phlogopite and the absence of talc in dolomitic rocks 

(Winkler, 1976). Appropriate geological strain rates 

are in the range 10-10 to 10-14 sec-1 (Price, 1975; Heard, 

1976). Under these conditions, the deformation mechanism 

maps indicate that: 

1) Internal diffusion (Nabarro-Herring creep) should not 

be important for quartz or calcite. 

2) Faster strain rates and larger grain sizes favour 

deformation by movement of dislocations, whereas slower 

strain rates favour grain-boundary-diffusion mechanisms 

(Coble creep or pressure solution). 

3) Where pressure solution is an available mechanism, it 

is likely to be dominant. 

Dislocation mechanisms producing the geologically import

ant steady-state flow condition are, firstly, dyna.n:ic re

covery, by which means grains develop undulose extinction, 

deformation lamellae and preferred optical and dimensional 

orientations, and secondly~dynamic recrystallization, when 

strain-free grains form and the texture tends to be ran

domized (White, 1973, 1976). The end product depends on 

the relative importance of these processes, but usually 

will be distinguishable from those produced by grain-boundary 

diffusion mechanisms (see below). 
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Diffusion by migration of lattice defects along grain 

boundaries (Coble creep) will produce a change in grain shape 

by 1.osa of material in areas of high stress and addition in 

areas of low stress. The strain rate is inversely proportion

al to the cube of grain size, so becomes very important in 

very fine-grained mosaics. If an intergranu.lar fluid is 

preserit then diffusion of material along grain boundaries 

in solution (pressure solution) will occur because.this is 



a faster process. This process will be aided in places 

where the grain boundary region is wider, such as between 

two grains with mismatched lattices e.g. quartz and mica 

(Elliott, 1973; Rutter, 1976). Grain boundary diffusion 

processes are recognizable by solution seams in areas of 

high stress, by overgrowths in regions of 10 .. 1 stress, 
\ 

and by a lack of internal deformation of grains. 

As a consequence of grain-boundary-diffusion mechanis~s 

other effects would be expected. Pre-existing grains 

unaffected by diffusion will be rotated as the rock mass 

changes shape. Also, a degree of grain boundary sliding 

will occur so that voids do not open up. When strains are 

large, grain boundary sliding may become more important 

(Ashby & Verrall, 1973). 

7.5.2: Quartz 

Pure quartzites in the area have a characteristic text

(fig. 7-43) of a mosaic of detrital grains which show 

undulose extinction, deformation lamellae and occasionally 

sub-grains. Dimensional preferred orientation of grains 

is weak, or absent, on visual inspection. At the margins 

of these grains are unstrained polygonal grains up to 

50_pm in size. This is the core and mantle texture of 

White (1976), produced by internal deformation by motion of 

dislocations coupled with rotation of strain-free sub

grains,and perhaps the growth of new grains at the bound

aries of the original grains. In this case, the process 

has only proceeded part-way towards obliterating the 

sedimentary components. 

Where micas are present, quartz-mica boundaries are 

planar and small mica beards occur suggesting that some 
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Pigure 7-43: Photomicrogr aph, cros sed polars, quart z it e , 
member 2. Large de t ri t a l grains are surrounde d b y srr,all 
metamorphic polygonal gra ins. Area shown by arrow i s an 
overgrowth on a clast, s eparated by a dust line. Tnis 
could be diagenetic, rather t han tect onic as it occurs a t 
a high angle to the (weak) t e ctonic elongation of t he 
fabric (NE-SW). Some serrated grain boundaries could 
represent diagenetic solution. 

1mm 

Figure 7-44: Photomicrogr a ph , plane polarized light, bed 

54D. Contact between quartzose and oolitic dolostone l am

inae. Quartz in the oolitic layer has suffered solut ion 

transf er and is markedly more elongate than quartz in t h e 

quartzose layers . 
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pressure s ol ution may have t a~eL plac e (Ell i ott, 1973), 

but in the pur er r ocks this i s clearly not t i~ e major :cr ocess . 

Clear demonstration of the a ction of pressure solution 

on quartz grains encased in dolomicrite i s shown (fi g . 

7-12) by t h e truncation of circula r lines of inclusi ons 

(re pl a ced oolitic structure) by the surroundin6 dol orr: icrite . 

Precipitation of quartz has occurred on the l ee side of 

the grai ns overgrowing the pre-existing quartz . T!le two 

effects together (solution transfer, Durney , 1972) have 

produced a marked dimensional orientation of t he foTmer 

ooids . 

In quartzose laminae the shape change is much le ss 

pronounced (fig . 7-44); the common develo pment of s t rong 

undulose extinction and deformation lamellae sugbests that 

internal deformation was i mportant here. Si CTilarly in 

dolomitic sandstones where t he matrix has been pat chily 

silicified quartz clast s set i n microcrystalline quartz 

show r:mch better developed internal strain features than 

do clasts in dolomicrite. The strain shown by the lat t er 

might well have been present when they were first i n corpor

ated in the sedi ment, as quartz clasts in t he Bona.haven 

Formation are of igneous plutonic, or high- grace metamorphic 

origin. 

In micaceous rocks quartz grains show evidence of pressur e 

solution by their lack of int erna l deformation and i n 

places ve ry pronounced elongation (fig . 7-45). In sectioP-s 

para llel to cleavage quart z elongat ion i s still present , 

although much less pron ounc ed (fig . 7-46), and so has a 

linear, as well as a planar, component. 

These observations support a sugge s tion of A. Morris 

(per s . co,:im .) that pre ssure s olution is greatl y i nhibit e~ 
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Fi gure 7-45: Photomicr ograph, cros s ed polars , unit 5, 
member 4, Section D. Se ction per pendicular to cleavage 

i n a s i lty slate sh owing pronounced elonga t ion of quart z 
cla sts due to metamorphic solution transfer. 

SOOµm 

? igure 7-46: Photomicrograph , crossed polars ; same 
specimen as figure 7-45, but in a s ection cut parallel 

to cleavage . Weak elongation of quartz clasts :NE - SW 

is present . Nost mica shows ba sal (near isotropic ) sect 
ions , but the rest has the tra ce of (001) dominantly 

orientated parallel t o t he elongation o f quartz cla sts . 
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at quartz-quartz boundaries, because the effective grain 

boundary width (Elliott, 1973) is too small to allow 

diffusion of material in diffusion, but occurs readily 

at quartz-mica (and, one might add, quartz-dolomite) inter

faces. Different deformation mechanisms may therefore be 

acting on different interfaces, which may be only a few 
' 

microns apart. Such a state of affairs can potentially 

exist whenever a rock is deformed under conditions where 

pressure solution, but not Coble creep, can occur. 

7.5.3: Dolomite and calcite 

No deformation maps are available for dolomite, so 

the following discussion is based on the assumption that 

it behaves similarly to calcite. Extrapolation from the 

1oay.m calcite map (fig. 7-42e) to 1oym calcite by comp

arison with the quartz maps (figs. 7-42a, b) suggests that 

conditions will be near the boundary of Coble creep and 

dislocation mechanisms, although Coble creep will become 

increasingly important as smaller grain sizes still are 

considered. 

Observations on a 10y.m dolomicrite mosaic from member 3 

(figure 6-4) showed that a (weak) preferred dimensional 

orientation is present (p99). The grains do not show 

marked u.ndu1ose extinction, although some apparent sub

grains are present. These observations are insufficient 

to decide on the deformation mechanism: the critical inform

ation required is data on the presence or absence of a 

preferred optical orientation of crystals. 

For calcite, a pronounced preferred shape orientation 

of crystals is present in some mosaics suggesting grain 

boundary diffusion has occurred as there is no evidence of 



internal deformation. Generally calcite grains show 

little evidence of deformation apart from twinning in lar~er 

(100ym) grains, although this is not a constant feature. 

Grain diminution along twin planes is absent, although 

important elsewhere (Bathurst, 1971; Tucker & Kendall, 1973). 

Special conditions may well have existed within the 

oolitic dolomicrite envelope around presolved quartz (fig. 

7-47). The envelopes have plastically deformed so that 

their inner margins conforms with the changing shape of the 

quartz inside. Measurements from bed 54D in sections 

'parallel to the elongation of the ooids shows that the 

average of the axial ratios of the elliptical quartz cores 

(approx. 2.3) is consistently higher than the average 

axial ratio of the outer margin of the envelope (approx. 

1.9). Thus the state of strain within the envelope mi~ht 

be expected to have been at its greatest on its inner 

margin. An illustration of part of a mosaic in this position 

is shown in figure 7-48. Estimates of the proportion of 

the grains which, in a particular position, define the 

pseudo-uniaxial cross of the ooid can be used as an index 

of how much the optical orientation of the dolomite has 

been modified by the deformation. None of the dolomite 

crystals are strained, but many apparent sub-grains are 

present as can be seen on the diagram. However adjacent 

crystals must have differed very little in their optical 

orientation before deformation because of the pseudo

uniaxial cross structure. The apparent sub-grains present 

thus probably .existed as separate crystals before deforz::ation 

and so are not deformational sub-grains. The strong 

visual impression, especially in figure 7-48b, is that 

iiilmediately next to the quartz core there are fewer grains 
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Figure 7-47: Photomicrographs, bed 54D. a ) plane polarized 

light; b) luminescent light. Two ooids are s h own; they 

exhibit a core r eplaced by quart z within which circular 

inclusion trails are vi s ible in a). This core has l a ter 

suffered solution transfer and is now e longat e (see also 

figure 7-12). Around the core is the outer envelope of 

t h e ooid (seen most clearly in b)). This envelope has 

deformed concordantly with the core. 
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Figure 7-48: Dolol?lite mosaics on t~e inner margin of a dolomite envelope 
around the quartz-replaced core of an ooid which has deformed by pressure 
solution. a) ·11ne sketch of o8id. b,c) drawings of mosaic (see Appendix 
B2 for methods). 
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in their pre-tectonic orientation than further from the 

quartz core. This suggests that more rotation of ~ains 

or growth of new grains has occurred next to the core. 

One interesting possibility is that as the quartz core 

rapidly changed shape by pressure solution,the dolomite 

around it was forced to deform quickl~ and did so by 

diffusion-controlled grain boundary sliding which Ashby 

& Verrall (1973) indicate is faster than creep when strains 

are large. This would readily explain the loss of the 

pseudo-uniaxial cross structure next to the core and the 

apparent lack of internal deformation of the crystals. 

7.5.4: Cleavage 

Cleavage is defined in the micaceous rocks by a preferred 

orientation of phengite, and occasionally phlogopite, and 

varies between localities from weak development to the 

extremely well-developed fabric of figure 7-45. Disagree

ment exists in the literature as to whether the degree of 

preferred orientation of micas relates directly to the 

amount of strain the rock has suffered (Tullis & Wood, 1975; 

Siddans, 1976). In the Bonahaven Formation larger sediment

ary micas remain nearly parallel to bedding which implies 

that the cleavage-defining micas grew near to, or within 

their present orientation, as has been concluded else-

where (Holeywell & Tullis, 1975; Etheridge & Lee, 1975). 

A simple relationship between degree of development of 

cleavage and total strain thus seems unlikely here. 

In well cleaved rocks where original detrital grains are 

difficult to recognize a more or less well dev.eloped 

domainal structure is present. This is composed of mica

ceous domains separated by polycrystalline lenses of quartz 
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and al bite. 

Linear structures within the cleavage plane (pressure 

fringes, mica beards, presolved detritus, deformed ooids 

and elongate clusters of pyrite crystals) contribute towards 

the definition of the cleavage in sections at right-an£les 

to it. The mica fabric too has a linear component. This 

is seen in sections parallel to the cleavage where, in 

addition to the abundant basal sections of mica (planar 

component of cleavage), there are common mica laths with 

the trace of (001) dominantly parallel to pressure shaco....-s 

(linear component of cleavage, fig. 7-46) 

In the anomalous area at the western end of section D, 

two stages of deformation have occurred within D1. A 

slaty cleavage similar to that described above is cut 

across by foliae composed of mica concentrated by pressure 

solution (fig. 3-9). Because there is no associated buckling 

this structure might be called a pressure solution cleavage 

rather than a crenulation cleavage (Cosgrove, 1976). 

7.5.5: Mica beards, pressure frin~es and quartz seams 

The structures covered in this section are: 

1) bridges and lenses of quartz and mica occurring between 

and around detrital grains in muddy sandstones and con~lom

erates. These structures have been called pressure shatowe 

by Spry (1969) and Powell (1969),and mica beards by 

Williams (1972a, b) and Means (1975). 

2) fibrous or equant growths of clean quartz next to pyrite 

or other grains. These are the pressure fringes of Spry 

(1969) and Hills (1972), the pressure shadows of many 

authors (e.g. Pabst, 1931; Durney & Ramsay, 1973) and 

the strain shadows of Borradaile ·( 197'3, 1977). 
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As this usage is conflicting, I shall use mica beards 

for (1) and pressure frin~es for (2). 

3) fibrous or equant growths of quartz, and sometimes 

calcite, forming veins that parallel bedding. These are 

here called quartz seams (a convenient field term) and are 

considered to be equivalent to the fibrous veins of 

Durney & Ramsay, which are analogous to pressure fringes. 

7.5.5.1: Hica beards 

Proceeding outward from a quartz clast with a well

developed mica beard (figs.7-49, 7-52d) there is a disti~ct 

line of dust and variably orientated white mica, then an 

area of quartz and mica where much of the quartz is optically 

continuous with the detrital grain, and finally a region of 

intergrown fine-grained quartz and mica. The mica tends to 

have (001) perpendicular to the margin of the detrital 

grain, and this preferred orientation improves away fro~ 

the grain, the structure merging with the matrix distally. 

On the side of the grain lacking the mica beard, the mica 

defining the cleavage is relatively concentrated compared 

with the bulk rock matrix. The beards are lineations 

because they occur in only one orientation in sections 

parallel to the cleavage. In such sections, birefringent 

mica laths with the trace of (001) perpendicular to the 

grains are seen, as well as basal sections, but such laths 

seem to be in no greater abundance compared with the basal 

sections than in the surrounding matrix. The mica fabric 

in the outer part of the beards thus seems to be closely 

similar to that of the matrix. 

Williams (1972b) could not decide whether the mica beards 

hedescribedwere diagenetic structures {developing initially 
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1 Figure 7- 49 : Photomicrog!'aphs , 

unit 1, membe r 1 , Sect i on 3 . 
They show a mica beard 
around a quartz cla st under 
a ) pla::w po l arized l ight, avid 

b) cros se d polars . The 

. se ct i on i s per pendi cular 
to cleavage. The t race of 
the cleavage r uns NE- SW . 
The beards are described in 
t he te :z:t. 

Figure 7-50: Photomicrograph, 

crossed polars of muddy silt
stone, unit 1, member 4, Section 

E. Be dding-parallel mica 

· flake s (lifE - SW ) have quart~ 

~ ... '''"" 
pressure fringes ( ' quartz 

beards'). Cleavage trace r uns 

NW- SE . 

200µm 
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all round the surface of the 5rains, then later becoming 

'wiped off' on the sides parallel to cleavage during deform

ation), or whether they were syn-tectonic and not sub

sequently modified. This uncertainty arose because the 

mica appeared to be equally in abundant in all orientations 

which had (001) perpendicular to the detrital grains, 

suggesting the absence of a significant stress-field 

during formation of the beards. Although he cited various 

occurrences of radially orientated clay cements around 

detritus to support the idea that mica beards could form 

diagenetically, it is the intergrowth of mica with quartz 

that gives the beards their distinctive character. Such a 

fabric has apparently only been described from the Harlech 

Dome (Woodland, 1938), where radial chlorite and sericite 

flakes appear to penetrate detritus, but more work is 

needed on this occurrence. In the Bonahaven Formation, the 

presence of a dusty line at the proximal end of the beard 

is evidence that overgrowth on, rather than corrosion of 

detrital quartz by mica has occurred. This observation leads 

to an interpretation of the beards in terms of tectonic 

solution transfer about the clast: 

1) Solution of the quartz clast and, to judge from the 

concentration of mica next to the claat, solution of quartz 

in the surrounding matrix occurred in regions of high stress. 

2) This material was re-deposited in a region of extension 

in the lee of the quartz clast, partly by overgrowth, and 

partly by growth of new _grains. Hica grains which nucleated 

in this area have a preferred orientation which reflects 

the stress field at any point; this preferred orientation 

improves away from the clast, merging with the ·matrix as 

the sheltering effect of the clast diminishes. 
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This interpretation suggests an analogy of tnese 

structures with pressure fringes (see next section) which 

thus im~lies growth of beards durin~ deformation. 
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7.5.5.2: Pressure fringes (figs. 3-15, 7-32, 7-37, 7-50 to 7-52) 

Pressure fringes form by the same process (solution 

transfer) that leads to the elongation of quartz grains 

in dolomitic rocks. Durney & Ramsay '{1973) have shown that 

where the grain on which growth occurs is of t~e sace 

mineralogy as the fringe, growth is syntaxial; that is, 

material is added in optical continuity to the grain, at 

· the distal end of the fringe. Examples are calcite fringes 

on crinoid stems, or, in the Bonahaven Formation, quartz 

growth on quartz-replaced ooids (fig. 7-12). Conversely, 

antitaxial growth (crystallization next to the rigid object) 

occurs where the mineralogy of host and fringe is different. 

The classic example of this is growth of fringes around 

pyrite or magnetite porphyroblasts, where antita:x:ial growth 

is proved (Pabst, 1931; Fairbairn, 194.9; Elliott, 1972) by 

the correspondence of fringe shape to that of the porphyro

blasts, and by details of the internal texture of the fringe. 

Some dolomitic rocks in the Bonahaven Formation show 

fringes about nearly all detrital grains, e.g. K-feldspar 

and dolostone pebbles(figs. 7-32, 7-52c). Also quartz (occas

ionally dolomite) overgrowths on elongate, bedding parallel 

micas (fig. 7-50) are common; features which Means (1975) 
I I 

called quartz beards. The square-ended shape of many of 

these 'quartz beards' indicates that these are, as expected, 

antitaxial growths. 

}"'ringes about pyrite often show quartz with the pronounced 

dimensional orientation perpendicular ·to pyrite faces 



emphasized in the literature (Elliott, 1972; Durney & Ramsay, 

1973;fig.7-52a)althoughsuch elongation is lacking in some 

cases (fig. 7-51). This lack of elongation is thought to 

be primary, since quartz in fringes never shows signs of 

strain sufficient to initiate subsequent recrystallization. 

Quartz shows no sign of a preferred optical preferred 
\ 

orientation. This situation has been well established for 

fringes in general (e.g. Pabst, 1931; Fairbairn, 1950; 

Durney & Ramsay, 1973). Calcite and phlogopite also occur 

in the fringes: where the calcite is elongate perpendicular 

to the nearest pyrite face, or phlogopite has (001) parallel 

to the face, as is often the case, then they can be taken 

to be original fringe minerals (Fairbairn, 1949; Spry, 1969); 

otherwise a secondary replacement origin cannot be ruled out. 

Mica beards and pressure fringes are considered to be 

genetically related (as suggested previously, but,anly in 

passing, by Means, 1975) • Both are solution-transfer 

phenomena: the difference between them is thought to lie in 

the competence and relative competence of rigid grain and 

matrix. Fringes have been related to the pulling away of 

the matrix from a rigid object with crystallization in an 

incipient void (Spry, 1969; Hills, 1972), whereas no such 

suggestion has been made for mica beards. However, extension 

of the matrix in the region of the beard must have occurred 

during deformation. That this extension did not lead to 

the formation of an incipient void in the case of the beards 

seems to be shown by the abundant mica in the beards: 
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beards represent matrix diluted by quartz provided by pressure 

solution. Why was no incipient void formed? The answer 

may be that neither the matrix, not the clasts had sufficient 

rigidity for this to occur. Clasts in dolomicri te matrix 
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Figur e 7-51 : Ph oto□icrograph , crossed ?Olars , 
shows pressure f ringes of unelongate quartz • 
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have clean fringes rather than an intergrowth of quartz 

and dolomite suggesting that a dolomicrite matrix does have 

sufficient rigidity to pull away from the clasts. Pyrite 

invariably has fringes rather than beards because of its 

high rigidity: it does not suffer solution as the quartz 

clasts do. Structures intermediate between mica beards 

and fringes may be expected in other lithologies. An 

example may be provided by Mosher (1976) who described 

quartzite pebbles on which is grown elongate quartz which 

contains 5% mica with (001) parallel to the elongation of 

the quartz. 

7.5.5.3: Quartz seams (figs. 3-14 to 3-17; 7-52 to 7-55) 

Quartz seams from 90 samples, most of them stromatolites, 

have been studied. In Chapter 3, their field aspects, their 

use in determining the tectonic extension direction, and the 

presence of curved crystals are described. 

7.5.5.3.1: Description 

The seams invariably contain inclusion-free quartz, and 

frequently calcite; crystals are usually elongate (fig. 7-53) 

in a direction which is at a high angle to the seam walls. 

However whole seams, or areas of equant quartz occur (fig. 

7-54). Also where the bedding dips at a high angle, as on 

the flanks of stromatolite domes, elongation may be nearly 

parallel to seam walls (fig. 7-55). Two-dimensional studies 

show no suggestion of a preferred optical orientation of 

quartz: this is the same situation as exists in pressure 

fringes. As in fringes, the quartz in the seams is either 

unstrained, or only very slightly strained. Most seams 

contain a central parting away from which crystal size tends 

to increase. The parting is either a zone of inclusion-rich 

1~ 
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? i gure 7-53 : Photomicrographs , bed 25E ( stromatolite 

horiz on E4 ). a ) plane polarized light ; quartz seam at 

crest of stromatolite d ome . There is a wide central 

parting of inclus ion- rich quartz and albite . This i s 

flanked by quartz ( white ) with some calcite near the 

margins , some visibly elon gate . r-:atrix is d ol omicri te . 

b ) crossed pola~s . Elongation of crystals is more 

pronounced when the seam i s wider . 
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quartz and albite (fig. 7-53), or an incipient (fig. 3-12), · 

or well-developed stylolite. The seam walls, and to a lesser 

extent the central parting, are approximately parallel to 

one another, although they do not match precisely. In cases 

where a central parting is absent the seams are thin and 

most of the crystals extend across the whole width of the 

seam. This is the usual type of seam developed at lith

ological boundaries such as between dolomitic sandstone and 

dolomicrite, or dolomicrite replaced by inclusion-rich quartz 

and albite (fig. 7-32). 

Where calcite is present in a seam it may be restricted 

to a zone next to the walls, or be scattered throughout. 

In one sample, which shows seams developed in a calcitic 

stromatolite (fig. 7-54), calcite forms a continuous zone 

adjacent to the walls and is seeded onto crystals in the 

walls. This differs from the usual case in two respects: 

firstly, the seam walls are generally dolomite, which is so 

fine-grained that seedine or lack of seeding could not be dem

onstrated; and secondly, calcite does not usually form a 

continuous wall zone, but is interleaved with quartz. 

Seams are regarded as distinct from the following struct

ures which have some similar characteristics: 

1) parallel-sided, or irregular veins which occur either 

oblique to, or parallel to bedding. Their mineralogy is 

more variable than the seams as quartz, calcite, albite, 

phlogopite and barytes are CO!Illllon, although the last two 

do occur very rarely in seams. Abundant irregular areas 

of included dolomite are present contrasting with the linear 

central partings of seams. Some of these veins are definite

ly pre-tectonic because they have highly strained quartz 

and/or well-twinned calcite. 
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:C'i gur e 7-54 : .Phot omi crogr aph , pl 2.ne polarized light , bed 

25B ( stromatolite BIII); Quartz seam in ca lc i ti c stro~
atolite . An obv ious central par t i ng of ? s olution residue , 

par all e l t o the stromat olitic laminat i on , i s vi s iole. 

Calcite ( pink ) -.;-ri thin the seam onl y occurs near to t he seam 

wall and i s seeded ont o cal cite of the wall-r ock . This i s 

a compos ite . seam ( Durney & Rams ay , 1973 ). 

50Oµm 

Fi gure 7-5 5 : Photomicrograph , pl ane polarized l i ght, b ed 

25E ( stromat olite E4). Quart z seam on flank s of s trom

atolit e dome showing elonga tion of crystals nearl y par allel 

to t he seam walls . 

Figur e 7-56: Photomicrogra~h , 
pl ane polari zed l i ght, uni t 1 , 

member 1. s
2 

crenul ation 

cleavage bands are visibl e 

(N~s). There i s s ome ch lor

ite preferent ially assoc

i at ed with the cleava ge band . 

S0 and s1 both dip shallowly 

t o t he right in t he photo
gi·a ph . _ 
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2) clusters of elongate calcite grains in some phlogopite

bearing rocks. These do not form distinct or parallel

sided entities. 

7.5.5.3.2: Interpretation (fig. 7-52e,f~g) 

A comparison is now made between the structures described 

and the fibrous veins of Durney & Ramsay (1973), which are 

dilational structures, crystal growth keeping pace with the 

opening of the vein. Durney & Ramsay distinguish 

1) syntaxial veins, where growth took place inwards fror:1 the 

walls (see also Raybould, 1975); 

2) antitaxial veins, where new material is added next to 

the vein walls, and 

3) composite veins, where both antitaxial and syntaxial 

growth has occurred. 

I-lost seams are regarded as antitaxial veins because: 

1) they are approximately parallel-sided, and contain 

elongate crystals which are generally free of inclusions, 

especially at the seam walls. 

2) they contain central partings which are approximately 

parallel to seam walls. These central partings represent 

petrographic entities which exist independently of seams 

(fig. 7-30), and preceded their formation. The central 

partings acted as lines of weakness which determined the 

course, and probably the very existence of the seams. 

3) crystals increase in size away from the central parting 

and are of different mineralogy fr~m the seam walls. 

Regarding seams containing calcite, the seams in the 

calc1tic stromatolite of figure 7-54 are probably comp

osite because there is a central parting present, away 

from which quartz grew; and calcite seeded onto, and there

fore grew away from the seam walls. Other seams where 
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calcite is restricted to the wall region, but is inter

grown with quartz, may be due to either 

1) antitaxial growth where first quartz, then calcite and 

quartz crystallized or 

2) composite erowth with quartz growing outwards and quartz 

and calcite growing inwards. 

In some seams equant calcite is post-tectonic, being 

related to veining. This is shown by either 

1) calcite occurring in a seam only near to the region 

where a post-tectonic calcite vein crosses the seam, or 

2) by a particular zoning common to both seam calcite and 

calcite in post-tectonic veins or vugs. 

'rhe similarities enumerated above between quartz seams 

and the fibrous veins of Durney & Ramsay (1973) strongly 

suggest that they have essentially the same origin. 

The differences between them can·now be examined in this 

light. 

Firstly, consider seams which lack a central parting or 

internal discontinuity of any kind. There are all trans

itions between such seams and pressure fringes, the most 

common intermediate case being quartz growth off dolostone 

-pebbles. A central parting is lacking because growth was 

in one direction only. -

Secondly, the lack of a perfect fit between seam walls 

suggests that either some replacement. or some dissolution 

of the walls has occurred in addition to the dominant dil

ational factor. Perhaps this may be a feature of veins 

developing in deep-seated situations. 

Thirdly, a dimensional orientation of crystals is not 

always present. However, this is also a feature of some 

pyrite fringes. Figures 7-52g and 7-53 sugaest a possible 
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reason for this. Where the seam illustrated is relatively 

narrow, elongation is poor compared with the wider parts 

of the seam. This suggests that the rate of opening of the 

seam may control the elongation of crystals, less nucleation 

of new crystals occurring when the opening is rapid. 

The fact that the orientation of elongate crystals may 

be at any angle to the seam walls at any stage in their 

growth reflects the fact that the orientation of the seam 

was controlled by pre-existing lines of weakness which were 

parallel to bedding. It is only where dilational veins 

develop in an isotropic, or practically isotropic medium 

(e.g. Raybould, 1975 and most of the examples in Durney & 

Ramsay, 1973) that the length of the vein will be parallel 

to the compressive stress at the time of fracturing and, 

that the first increment of crystal growth will show crystal 

elongation at right angle to the seam walls. 

A further comparison may be made with fibrous gypsum veins 

or other veins where a degree of preferred optical orien

tation of crystals occurs (Shearman et al., 1972; Phillips, 

1974). This optical orientation may be due to a rate of 

opening of the veins sufficiently rapid that only favour-

ably orientated crystals can keep pace with the opening 

(Pabst, 1931) and/or if tensile strain crystallization (Phill

ips, 1974) operated. Neither of these conditions were 

fulfilled in the case of the quartz seams, just as for 

pressure fringes. 

A word of caution concerning the interpretation of elong

ate crystal fabrics seems appropriate. Even in parallel

sided veins, the development of crystal elongation does 

not necessarily mean that there was dilation. For example 

Shearman et al. _(1972) described gypsum veins within 
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anhydrite-rock vn1ich have such a texture, but are clearly 

replacive because they contain abundant inclusions of anhy

drite showing unit extinction matching that of the wall-rock. 

Also, ?inlow-Bates (1977) showed how a fibrous texture can 

develop through strain by movement of a front of diss

olution-reprecipitation replacement. The clusters of elong

ate calcite crystals forming irregular masses tnat were 

described earlier may have formed.in an analogous way. 

7.5.5.3.3: Conclusions 

Syn-tectonic veins with a dominant dilational component 

need not have walls which precisely match, nor need they 

have a fibrous texture. This extends the guidelines for the 

recognition of such veins by Durney & Ramsay (1973). 

Where there is a fibrous texture in the veins (seams) 

described here the crystal elongation may be at a:ny angle 

to the vein walls at any stage in the crystal growth. This 

rule will apply to all other dilational veins whose orien

tation is controlled by lines of weakness (in this case 

parallel to bedding) that are unconnected with the tect-

onism. 

A fibrous texture alone does not demonstrate dilation. 

In the Bonahaven Formation replacive veins not only lack 

a central parting of any kind, but contain irregularly 

distributed inclusions similar to the wall rock. They 

also bear albite, which is absent from the quartz seams, 

apart from some of their central partings. 

7.6: n2 deformation 

As was mentioned in Chapter 3, the effects of n
2 

are 

minor. In thin section, crenulation cleavage is developed 

occasionally in samples where the primary deformation has 
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produced a good alignment of phyllosilicates. The essen

tial features are a series of microbuckles (Cosgrove, 1976) 

which usually, but not invariably show metamorphic diff

erentiation. As a result the short limbs of the micro

folds, which are the clearest expression of the crenulation 

cleavage, are often pure mica (fig. 7-56). The buckles 

develop next to nodules or lithological discontinuities. 

The micaceous limbs are sometimes the site of concentrations 

of chlorite. As chlorite would be expected to migrate 

away from these limbs during the development of a cren

u.lation cleavage (Cosgrove, 1976), the chlorite probably 

post-dates s2 • Very occasionally, around pyrite crystals 

and nodules, are pressure fringes which formed during n2 , 

rather than n1 • 

7.7: Metamorphic mineralogy 

Albite and pyrite are described in section 7.4 together 

with a brief discussion of phengite. Other minerals which are 

syn- or post-D1 are described in the present section. 

J.7.1: Chlorite 

Light green chlorite occurs in member 1 as rare laths 

(some elongate parallel to s1) or shapeless grains, or 

aggregates of grains up to 1ooy.m in size. As detrital 

chlorite occurs in the Port Askaig Tillite, a similar origin 

must be considered in this case. Although some is equi

vocal, most chlorite is not thought to be detrital because 

it shows no direct size relationship with elastic quartz 

(criterion of Williams, 1972a) and is absent in unit 3 of 

member 1 where pebbles like those in the Port Askaig Tillite 

are abundant. 

Those crystals growing parallel to s1 could be syn-n1 
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or post-D1 (growing mimetically); the latter age seems 

most likely for the anhedral grains. Some chlorite is 

post-D2 as was demonstrated in the last section. 

Yellowish chlorite occurs very rarely is members 1 and 3 

as stubby laths, principally in nodules. Age relations 

are uncertain except where it occurs along crenulation 

bands as noted in section 7.6. 

7.7.2: Phlogopite 

Phlogopite has fairly comm.on, but sporadic7 occurrence 

especially in dolomitic rocks of member 3. It occurs ex

tensively in some dolomitic rudites (fig. 7-57) where it 

directly replaces dolomite and occurs interstitially and 

within inclusion-rich quartz and albite. Dolomitic sand

stones and siltstones, and stromatolites may also bear 

phlogopite. 

Flost commonly it forms stubby laths or anhedral grains 

with no preferred optical orientation. In contrast, it 

can form sparse trains of elongate grains (alone; which the 

rock may split) in the massive dolostone (unit 3) of member 

4. Also, in pelitic domains, phlogopite does show a 

degree of preferred optical and shape orientation parallel 

to s1 (figure 7-58), although never to the same degree as 

phengite. The phlogopite varies in colour in the max-

imum absorption position from colourless, in iron-poor 

dolostones, through a light yellow-brown in most dolomitic 

rocks, to a greenish-yellow in slightly calcareous pelites. 

Phlogopite in pressure fringes with (001) parallel to the 

nearest pyrite face is syn-D1 • The age of other phlogopite 

is less certain, but both syn- and post-D1 growth may have 

occurred: this would account for the variability in degree 

of preferred orientation of crystals. There is no positive 
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Figure 7-57: Photomicrograph, plane polarized light, 

bed 38D, a breccia of dolomicrite flakes. To t he left, 
a dolomicrite flake has been partly replaced by phlog

opite (yellow); to the right, a clast has been nearly 
totally replaced by phlogopite. The phlogopite s hows no 

preferred optical orientation, and is anhedral. 

r 
SOOµm 

Fi gure 7-58: Photomicrograph, pl ane polarized light, 

unit 2, member 4, Section D. A pelitic lamina (below) 

shows well-developed s1 with s2 crenu.lations. Both phengite 

(Pe, light grey) and phlogopite (P, mid-grey) define s1 , 

although phengite shows this more clearly. At the top of 

t he :photogra-ph is a more dolomitic lamina with subhedral 

or euhedral domomite (D) whose present texture is probably 

metamorphic. 



1 B 2: 

evidence (kinking, annealing) that phlogopite was present 

pre-D 1 • 

The usual phlogopite-producing reaction (Winkler, 1976) is: 

( 3) 3Dolomi te + K-feldsp2,r + H20 --+ Phlogopi te + 3Calci te 
+ 3C02 . 

An alternative (Deer et al., 1962) is: 

(4) 3Dolomite +Muscovite ➔ ?hlogopite + 3Calcite 

+ 3002 + alumina. 

Reaction (4) is not thought to be appropriate as the 

expected product, either corundum or.spinel, is not seen. 

For reaction (3), the higher the partial pressure of 

CO2, the higher will be the temperature necessary to make 

the reaction go to the right. As co
2 

is then produced, the 

reaction'is clearly self-limiting and will stop unless 

temperature rises further. The sporadic occurrence of the 

mineral could be explained by the partial pressure of CO2 

varying from place to place. In some samples, K-feldspar 

and dolooite are in contact and have not reacted. In other 

samples, near the base of member 4, phlogopite is associated 

with calcite, but dolomite is absent. If reaction (3) 

had operated then it must have gone to completion, in which 

case some K-feldspar would be expected. This is not seen 

generally, but could have been albitized subsequently. 

Modal calcite, which might be expected from reaction (3), is 

not always present with phlogopite;: movement of volatiles 

out of the rock must be proposed (see also 7.7.3 and 7.7.5). 

Although there are some problems with reaction (3), they 

are not insurmountable. The very simple mineralogy of 

many phlogopite-bearing rocks seems to leave no alternative 

to this generally-accepted reaction. 

7.7.3: Biotite 

Biotite occurs in member 1 (units 1 and 2). This is 

I 
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TA.BL~ 7-2 ~ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Sample number 290021 548097 986863 051897 060897 467370 
Eember/bed or u.'1i t 1/unit1 1/unit2 4/unit1 3/13D 3/13D 3/39B 
Lithology silty sand and sand and dolol!litic sandy partly 

slate mud.stone ;:udstone sand and flake calcitized 
l!}Uddy breccia stromat-
dolostone olite 

I•:ineralogical code P,Q,X, Q,P,Y.' P,Q,X, P,Q,D,Cc, D,Cc,Q, Cc,D,Q, 
C,Ab,O Ab,C,Cc, Cc,J...b,Py X,K,Py K,Ab,X, K,X,Py 

?K,O Py 

Phlogopite/biotite 
Colour(with basal dark dark yellow- deep yellow colourless 
cleavage E-W) green green green yellow 

wt.% Fe 16.6 11.5 n.d. 6 0.6 0.4 
wt.%'Mg 7.7 10.2 n.d. 1 o.8 16.6 18 

1°:olar ratio Kg/Fe* 1 2 n.d. 4. 60 100 

Whole reel: analvsis (1.;et che:::ical) 
Si02 64 .14 78.22 70.22 55.97 22.42 10.08 

A12o
3 

17,69 11. 50 13.37 9.74 3 .16 2.72 

Ti02 0.64 0,33 0.42 0.21 0.13 0.06 

}'eO( total Fe) 3.58 1.76 2.41 2.14 1.54 0.81 

f.lgO 5 .18 1.75 3 .13 5.30 16,53 6. 35 

CaO 0.32 0.83 1. 11 7.80 26.88 41.65 

Na2o 2 .16 2.63 1.95 0.59 1.12 0,55 

K20 6,67 3,31 5,78 4.58 0,94 1.12 

MnO 0.03 0.04 0,03 0.06 0.13 0.12 

P205 0.28 0.20 0.22 0.23 0, 15 0,15 

CO2 n.d. n.d. n.d. 10.2 31.2 36,0 

Total** 101 ,89 100.57 98,64 96.88 104.20 99,61 

*analysis by microprobe (uncorrected comparlson with dolomite standard) 
scrutiny of totals suggests I~g/Fe ratios in phlogopite/biotite are 
slightly overestimated by this method. 

**error in total lii:ely to be Si02 determination. 
Analyst for whole-rock determinations: I. Beaumont. 
Mineral abbreviations: phengite(?), phlogopite/biotite(X), chlorite(C), 

quartz(Q), albite(Ab), dolomite(D), calcite(Cc), K-feldspar(K), pyrite{Py), 
ore and heavy minerals(O). · 
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anomalous because the area is generally considered to be 

within the chlorite grade of regional metamorphism (John

son, 1963). Indeed, comparison with the phyllites of 

southern Islay show the latter to be higher-grade textur

ally, yet biotite-free, the biotite isograd lying SE of 

southern Islay. Therefore it must be shovm that the 

biotite has been correctly identified, and is not detrital, 

before its occurrence has to be explained. 

The mineral in question shows the normal optical prop

erties of biotite and is pleochroic from light to very 

dark green. The perfect cleavage and mottled extinction 

distinguish it from stilpnomelane. It is not an oxidized 

chlorite (see Chatterjee, 1966; Brown, 1967) because it 

does not occur interleaved with chlorite and does contain 

'potassium (qualitative ,microprobe determination). 

It is not relict detrital biotite because: 

1) it shows no relation in size or abundance to detrital 

quartz and its presence or absence is independent of the 

distribution of detrital heavy minerals; and 

2) unkinked elongate biotite occurs parallel to s1 in some 

sandy slates (fig. 7-59). In siltstones and sandstones it 

forms randomly orientated short laths and anhedral grains, 

for which, like chlorite, it is difficult to rule out a 

detrital origin. However phlogopite shows exactly the same 

range of textures elsewhere in the Bonahaven Formation. 

Biotite can form during very low-grade metamorphism, but 

only if phengite is absent (Winkler, 1976), which is not 

the case here. In low-grade metamorphism biotite can form 

below the classic biotite isograd (if the rock composition 

plots below the phengite-chlorite join on an AKF diagram, 

1-Iather, 1970) by the reaction: 

I 
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Pigure 7-59: Photo~icrograph, plane polarized light, unit 1, 

member 1, Section A . Se8i- pelite (originally sandy slate ) with 
y,•ell-deve loped s1 whic:l). is slightly war-ped by s1 . Elongate bio
ti te l aths (very dark grey =B) are parallel to S1 as defined by 
phengite ( fine-grained , Qin-grey}. 

A 

'-=-----'"--""--''---~~----------___.. _ __,.K 
Microcline 

Figure 7-60 : .AKF diaeram of the analysed sp~cimens of Table 7-2. 
The pre-metamorphic assemblaP,e was dolomite-phengite- microcline , 
!-ietamorphic assemblages are dolomi te-phlogopi te ( 5 , 6); dolooi te

phlogopi te-phengi te-microcline ( 4 ); biotite-phengite-chlorite( 1, 2) 

and biotite-phengi to ( 3). Analysis• 3, and possibly no . 2 ( of 'i';ible 

7-2) contain more normative K-component than is evident fro~ their 
mode . The reason f or this is not understood. 



(5) IS:icrocline + Chlorite + phengitic Muscovite ➔ 

Bioti te + less phengi tic i\:uscovi te + Qu2rtz + H20. 

Figure 7-60 shows that the rocks in question do indeed 

plot in this region. However this reaction only occurs in 

the upper part of the chlorite zone where elastic textures 

are completely subordinate (Mather, 1970). Temperatures 2re 

not thought to have been high enough in this area for reaction 

(5) to have occurred because: 

1) elastic textures are preserved. 

2) talc is not found in dolomitic rocks, and 

3) the area is some tens of kilometres away from the 

steeply dipping biotite isograd. 

An alternative is that biotite is being formed by the 

same reaction that produces phlogopite, that is: 

(6) 3Dolomite (Ankerite) + K-feldspar + H2o ➔ 

Biotite + 3Calcite + 3C02 • 

This reaction was suggested by Thompson & Norton (1968), 

although no experimental work has been done to determine 

the effects of varying Fe/Mg ratio on the course of this 

reaction: it is not a generally accepted m~ans of 

producing biotite. However, reaction (6) is offered as 

the explanation for the occurrence of biotite in these 

rocks because: 

1) biotite forms textures congruent with those formed by 

phlogopite, and 

2) phlogopite and biotite never occur together. Table 7-2 

shows that the composition, and corresponding colour, of 

biotite/phlogopite in six specimens relates to whole rock 

composition, particularly Fe content and Mg/Fe ratio. 

Two objections to this hypothesis are: 

1) modal dolomite is not present in the biotite-bearing 

rocks, and 
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2) calcite is not always present with biotite as would be 

expected from the reaction. 

However both these points apply equally well to the 

phlogopite discussed earlier and the same explanation can 

be produced: dolo~ite is absent because the reaction has 

gone to completion (K-feldspar is also generally absent 

because it is supposed that it was subsequently albitized) 

and calcite may be absent in some cases because Caco3 or CO2 
have migrated out of the bed in question. 

Clearly this problem is amenable to a more thorough 

study, but if the preliminary conclusions as stated above 

are correct, then they have the corollary that biotite 

should be more commonly developed than presently recognized 

in slightly calcareous pelites and greywackes in the chlorite 

zone. 

7.7.4: Dolomite 

unzoned subhedral dolomite found occasionally in quartz 

seams, and subhedral or euhedral dolomite interlocking 

with secondary albite and quartz in some metamorphosed 

siltstones of member 4,is presumably metamorphic. Unzoned 

intergranular dolomite in siltstonea and sandstones with 

detri tal text11res could be diagenetic or meta.r::iorphic. 

A general coarsening of limestones with incipient meta

morphism uas reported by Brown (1972), the first stage of 

marmarization. Whilst the matrix rhombs could have formed 

at this time, and some dolostone mosaics enlarged (espec

ially member 4 dolostone), such features could equally be 

diagenetic. It is only the tectonic elongation of the 

fabric that can be shown to be post-diagenetic. 

7.7.5: Calcite 

Grains of metamorphic calcite, anhedral or subhedral, 
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with many re-entrants against other minerals, are associated 

with phlogopite. This calcite is 20-100y.rn in grain size. 

When especially abundant, the calcite forms polycrystalline 

aggregates within which the crystals may be elongate. ~~is 

is the texture referred to at the top of page 176. 

Calcite occurs quite commonly in quartz seams (7.5.5.3). 

Where seam calcite is elongate, it is syn-tectonic. Cal

cite-bearing quartz seams are very common in stronatolites 

which contain no other calcite; this also applies to calcite 

in nodules. As phlogopite is generally absent from these 

rocks there 1s a strong implication that calcite has been 

introduced from outside the bed~ The obvious source is 

the many phlogopite-bearing horizons where calcite is 

either absent, or else is not present in the quantity 

required by reaction (3). 

7.8: Post-tectonic features 

7.8.1: Dolerite dykes 

Two contact metamorphic effects were noted next to these 

Tertiary (Walker, 1960) intrusions. 

1) Thermal spotting is present in mud laminae at 

NR 4111 7883. 

2) Conversion of member 4 dolostone with quartz bands to 

a calcite-serpentine marble has taken place at NR 4000 7837. 

ilthough the dyke is only 5m wide, the marble is present 

up to 2m away from the dyke. Probe analysis (No. 11) of 

fibrous calcite in the marble shows it to have consistently 

low Fe, Mg and Sr, but Mn values vary from fibre to fibre. 

Another phenomenon, present at NR 4019 7895, is that 

of calcite pseudomorphing phenocrysts in dyke lets and 

fibrous calcite veins occurring in the country rock. 

Perhaps some of the calcite described in section 7.8.3 
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may have resulted from hydrothermal solutions associated 

with dyke intrusion. 

7.8.2: Dolomite 

Rare, thin ferroan dolomite veins, associated with 

minor scattered 5(pm ferroan dolomite in the matrix of the 

rock, visibl~ cross-cut the tectonic fabric. The fact that 

the veins have matching, parallel sides and that the crystals 

within the vein have straight crystal boundaries sug~ests 

that the veins have a largely dilational origin, yet the 

matrix dolomite must be replacive. 

Ferroan dolomite rhombs in stromatolites D2 and E8 and 

sandstone 16D are found in association with leac~ed vu.gs 

(fig. 7-61) and so must be post-tectonic. Leaching prob

ably could not have occurred until the rocks were under the 

influence of groundwater action after a great deal of uplift. 

Probe analysis 19B shows that cryptic chemical zoning is 

present and that different rhombs have different comp

ositions (especially with regard to Mn) suggesting growth 

at different times from a solution of changing chemistry. 

They are more ferroan and less manganoan than nearby dolo

micrite which contrasts with the preserved pre-tectonic 

matrix rhombs (7.2.4) of member 3 which have overall chemistry 

similar to that of associated dolomicrite. 

J.8.3: Calcite 

Post-tectonic calcite occurs as vug-linings associated 

with veins which may cross-cut, fracture or displace quartz 

seams and albite and phlogopite grains. Some calcite crys

tals show a little twinning. In the unit 3 dolostone, me=

ber 4, such calcite is abundant. Although it is unzoned 

optically, it shows superb growth zones under luminescence 

(fig. 7-62). Incipient calcitization in the surrounding 
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500 µm 

Fi g u.re 7- 61: .Photomicrogra9h, plarie polarized light, bed 
66E ( stromat olite horizon ES ). Post-tectonic dolomite 

shows well-f or me d crystals within a cavity . 

I 20Qµm I 

Figure 7-62 : Photomicrograph , luminescent light , unit 3 
dolost one~ member 4 . This is slide 1 of the probe work . 

Top right and bottom l eft is fine-grained dolomite. 
Within the vein is post-tect onic calcite with a c lear 

zonal sequence . Elongate phlogopit e (black ) runs parallel 
to the vein walls ; lines ·of such phlogopite crystals 

acted as lines of weakness guiding the course of post

t ectonic fracturing and t he subsequent calcite cementation. 
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dolomi crite is a ssociated with the calcit e veins . 

In ~ember 3, calc i te veins are less c oL'.lIIlon , but sone 

calcite in nodules can be proved to be post-t e ct onic 

because it has identical zones t o calcite in pos t - tectonic 

veins. Some veins are extremely irregular in out line 

with non-matching sides and t hus seem to be replacive 

( f'i g . 7- 63 ). Incipient calcitization of surrounding matr ix 

conmonly· takes the f orm of isolate, embayed grain s less 

than 2oym in size. Other veins are parallel-sided and 

apparent ly dilationa l, but commonly contain crys t als which 

occupy the wr..ole vein width. This structure could have 

arisen where growth kept pace with the opening of the 

vein, or where the number of nucleation sites wa s low. The 

latter seems most likely as the crystals generally have 

their long axis parallel to the l ength of the vein . 

7.9: Summary of calcite chemistry 

At the start of the work it was hoped that it might be 

possible to demonstrate some clear chemical distinction 

between different petrogra~hic varieties of calcite. In 

general, this has not proved possible : most of the calcite 

seems to f orn one suite . Als o the degree of inhomogeneity 

within s ingle crystals in some case s is nearly as much as 

the total chemical variat ion of the whole suite . 

Four different categories of calcite are distinguished 

below and coloured in the following diagr ams as follows : 

calcite fi lling primar y pores i n dolostones (red ); re placive 

calcite (green); main suite calcite (blue ) and post-tect

onic calcite (orange ). 

7.9.1: Calcite fillinp primary uo~es in dolo stones 

The petrography of t he calcite was descrit,ed in section 

7.1 .1. The analyses (5, 6, 7B and 20B) show no consistent 
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Figure 7-63: Photomicrographs , bed 68E. a ) f"r-a.t\S'm.;tt~ct li9kt; 

b) luminescent light. The conspicuous vein of calcite has 
extremely irre[,,,-ular margins suggesting a re p1acive origin 
for it. It is associate d with minor replacive calcite in 
the matrix ( small bright patches in b)). Evenly luminesci~e 
areas in top left area are detrital microcline. Dolomite 
matrix rhombs (arrowed) are present left of centre and 

exhibit an inclusion-rich ring in a) and zonal sequences 
in b). 
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chemistry (figs. 7-64 and 7-65) or trends of chemical 

variation. It is difficult to separate out any primary 

difference in chemistry between the various occurrences 

from differences due to later modification of the chemistry 

during metamorphism. 

7.9.2: Replacive calcite 

Three analyses (7A, 8 and 15) are available of replacive 

calcite (7.2.1.2 and 7.2.2). They all show high, nlbeit 

variable,Mg content (fig. 7-64) and, as in the main calcite 

suite (7.9.3), Fe and Mg show sympathetic variation. Unlike 

these other calcites, analyses 7A and 8 show high Hg even 

when Fe is low. This suggests that the high Mg content of 

the replacive calcite was determined by the fact that it 

was replacing dolomite (Richter, 1974, cited by }uchtbauer, 

1974). Also the content of Fe and Mn in the calcite seems 

to be related to the Fe and Mn content of the dolomite being 

replaced (fig. 7-66). 

7.9.3: Main suite calcite 

Belonging to the main suite are all intergranular and 

nodular calcite, calcite in g_uartz seams and that of pre

tectonic veins. Fe and Mg contents are positively correlated 

and highly variable (fig. 7-67), generally showing variation 

in the form of sharp peaks a few microns across. These 

peaks have much lower Fe/Mg values than peaks due to inclus

ions of dolomite which are large enough (2-3y.m) to be seen 

optiDally after staining. It is not possible to say whether 

the former peaks simply represent inhomogeneous areas 

within calcite, or whether they represent sub-micron-sized 

dolomite inclusions (?in optical continuity with the 

calcite). The trend of chemical variation within individual 

crystals and samples is the same as that shown by the suite 
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as 2, whole ( except ana l ys is 25 which has two iron modes , 

t he lowe r of whi ch l ies outside the main area ). There i s 

also possibly a positive correlation of Fe with Mn in the 

suite , altbough this i s not clear (fig . 7- 68 ). Sr values 

t end to be i n the range 500-1500ppm (fig . 7-65) and show n o 

t ~end s of variation with other elements. These Sr values 

are comparable with that of many limestones of similar age 

(Veizer, 1977b). ~here seems to be the same relat ionshi p 

be tween the Fe and Vin content of calcite and nearby dol

omite a s was t he case f or re pl a cive calcite ( fi g . 7-66 ). 

To summarize, the main suite shows: 

1) a positive correlation of Fe and Mg within each sample 

(fig . 7-67)~ 

2) a relationship between the Fe and Mn content of calcit e 

and that of nearby dolomite (fig . 7-66 ), 

3 ) cve r~ll similarity in the r ange of composition of the 

suite (fig . 7-67), and 

4) an absence of growth zones (cf . post-tect onic ca lcite). 

Replacive calcite also shows character istics 1, 2 and 4; 

in addit ion Mg in replacive calcite seems to be high in ea ch 

case, irrespective of Fe content. 

These characteristics may be due to partial 'inheritance' 

of the minor element chemistry of nearby dolomite and 

possibly even inclusion of sub-microscopic dolomite crystals , 

f ollowed by (inhomogeneous) diffusion during metamorphism. 

Metamorphic diffusion was apparently inh omogeneous because 

metamorphic calcite (slide 18), recognized by its assoc

iation with phlogopite, shows considerable differences in 

composition between crystals. Nevertheless , it is interesting 

that the fractionation factor of Fe between co-existing 

calcite and dolomite (fig . 7-66 ) has a value of 8 in favour 
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of dolomite. This is almost identical to the theoretical 

value derived by Bickle & Powell (1977) for metamorphic 

calcite and dolomite at 400°c, which is an appropriate 

maximum metamorphic temperature of the Bonahaven Formation. 

This provides some evidence against the general rule that 

it is only a~ rather higher temperatures than those reached 

here that metamorphic processes lead to a predictable minor 

element content (Bickle & Powell, 1977). 

7.9.4: Post-tectonic calcite 

This calcite (figs. 7-65, 7-69) shows growth zones and 

so retains its original chemistry. Some occurrences are 

comparable in composition with pre-metamorphic calcite 

in terms o:f Fe and l'J'.g content (e.g. analyses 21, 22B) which 

might suggest a local source, but others show considerable 

chemical variations (e.g. analyses 1, 3 and 26) indicating 

an external source, at least of Fe and Mn. 

7.10: Summary of post-depositional history 

A rationalization of the diagenetic and metamorphic 

events is shown in figure 7-70. This diagram is bound to 

be an over-simplification, both because some diagenetic 

phenomena must have been missed and because others may have 

occurred more than once, or over a more protracted span 

than indicated on the diagram. Therefore figure 7-70 

simply offers an interpretation with the fewest possible 

events consistent with the observed textures, The processes 

involved in producing these textures will now be discussed. 

Although the Bonahaven Formation contains much carbonate, 

it does not exhibit the diagenetic textures of limestones 

which have been emphasized in the literature (Bathurst, 

1971). This is because of the absence of skeletal debris 
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and because the early and essentially complete dolomit

ization established a stable carbonate mineralogy from the 

outset. No recognized unconformities are present within 

the Bonahaven Formation, or the overlying strata. Thus no 

early phase of widespread leaching and/or cementation 

related to meteoric water could have occurred. Rather, the 

key to the diagenetic sequence should be found by consider

ing a history of continuous, steady burial. 

In general, as burial proceeds and pore water is expelled, 

interstitial solutions become brines, probably because of 

reverse osmosis (Pettijohn et al., 1972). These solutions 

are modified by in-situ chemical reactions, dissolution 

(including pressure solution), and cementation. Lateral 

migration of solutions may be impo~tant, but predictions 

as to the extent of this movement and the chemistry of the 

solutions are difficult to make, However, in general, 
& 

diagenetic solutions are reducing (thus diaf:f-etic carbonates 

are commonly ferroan) and slightly alkaline. 1~hey became 

more alkaline at depth (Fiichtbauer, 1974, p332), possibly 

because of co2 loss (Blatt et al., 1972, p365). The post

depositional history of the Bonahaven Formation will now 

interpreted in the light of these comments. 

Following dolomitization of an initial carbonate precipi

tate (Chapter 6) there was the local development, in 

dolostones, of pore fillings of dolomite with synta-..cial 

calcite. The precipitating solutions would have been 

only slightly modified from the original pore water. All 

other events are thought to have post-dated some compaction 

of the sediments. 

Primary porosity was eliminated in sandstones by comp

a·ction, squeezing of dolo"micri te clasts between sand grains 
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and pressure solution at grain contacts, together with 

some cementation. Dissolution of quartz and dolomite 

provided an internal source for quartz overgrowths and at 

least some intergranular dolomite in sandstones. zoned 

and intergra_nular dolomite in member 1 has an external 

source. The.presence of calcite which was probably orig

inally a cewent in some sandstones indicates a locally 

high Ca/Hg ratio, either because no dolomite was being 

dissolved or perhaps because of interactions of the pore 

solutions with clay minerals. 

Silicification occurs as: 

1) rare glomerulotopes with inclusions delineating re

placed detritus. Tr-ese crystallized before etching of 

clasts by dolomite occurred. 

2) microquartz. This was probably originally chert. 

A silica source in the late Precambrian is more diff

icult to find than in older rocks which may have been 

deposited in silica-saturated water bodies (Eugster & 

Chou, 1973) or in Phanerozoic strata where opaline skeletal 

material is to be fou.nd. In the Bonahaven Formation only 

a small amount is needed, even if many of the quartz-calcite 

nodules were originally chert. This would have been derived 

in part from the material being replaced, from pressure 

solution of quartz, and by silica-releasing clay mineral 

transformations. 

More controversial is the calcitization episode placed 

next in the diagenetic sequence. Evamy (1967) stated that 

for calcite to replace dolomite, near surface temperatures 

(<50°c) and a solution of high Ca/Mg ratio would be needed. 

Thus dedolomitization is generally a feature of sediments 

being uplifted, rather than being buried. On the other hand, 
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Swett (1965) and Kepper (1974) recorded calcitization as 

part of a 'prograde' diagenetic sequence followed later by 

(further) dolomitization, as is the case in the Bonahaven 

Formation. Zenger's (1973) dedolomite is also associated 

with burial rather than emergence. Calcitization is 

restricted to particular beds in member 3 and so may be due 

to lateral movement of a Ca-rich fluid. The offshore 

equivalents of member 3 are not exposed, but an ooid shoal 

is inferred to be present: this could be the source of the 

calcite. 

Rhombic dolomite in member 3 is at least partly later 

than calcitization. Mass balance calculations indicate 

that no material need have been introduced, although the 

complexity of the zoning seems to require an external source 

in some cases. Fretting of quartz clasts by dolomite 

suggests a higher temperature or higher pH, or both, for 

the fretting than for the silicification episode. This 

is consistent with the evidence of calcite replacing micro

quartz. Carbonate replacement following silicification is 

a very common diagenetic phenomenon (Swett, 1965; Gutstadt, 

1968; Fuchtbauer, 1974). 

Changes which might be expected in the zone of deep 

burial are yet poorly known. Here it is thought that 

quartz, albite and pyrite crystallized, forming various 

isolated crystals and nodules and probably replacing 

previously formed structures such as chert nodules, and 

perhaps veins. 

In contrast the effects of the de£ormation are more 

obvious: extensive redistribution of quartz by solution 

transfer being one prominent example~ Low-grade regional 

metamorphism involved formation of ch1orite, Phlogopite-
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biotite, calcite and probably albite, together with the 

upgrading 0£ phengite. 

Within the wide post-tectonic time span, the observed 

post-tectonic phenomena were probably fairly late, perhaps 

within the zone of meteoric water circulation. Calcite 

veining and ~ncipient calcitization may relate to dyke 

intrusion, or be a true surficial dedolomitization like 

that described by Evamy (1967). 
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CHAPTER 8: REGIONAL SETTING 

8.1: Some general palaeogeographic considerations 

A landmass lying to the NW of the area studied can 

reasonably be postulated because of the absence of latest 

Precambrian sediments in NW Scotland. Anderton (1974, 1976) 

considered this to be the source area for the Jura Quartzite. 

Wave-ripple strikes are consistently orientated NE-SW 

in the Port Askaig Tillite and Bonahaven Formation 

suggesting that the shoreline had this approximate trend. 

In the Bonahaven Formation a shoreline always lay close to 

or within the depositional area. A landmass to the l-J'W is 

indicated by three pieces of evidence: 

1. The overall thinning of the sequence, particularly 

members 1 and 3, to the west indicates a positive block in 

this direction. 

2. The inter-tidal and supposed supra-tidal parts of 

member 4 thin to the east,implying a deepening of water in 

this direction. 

3. Asymmetric wave-generated ripples in member 3 indicate 

a dominant wave transport direction to the NW. 

This contrasts with some statements made in the liter

ature (Klein, 1970a; Harris & Pitche½ 1975; Phillips et al. 

1976) and will be discussed later. 

Before a narrative of the sedimentation history is given, 

some problems concerning the time relations of the strata 

at the base of the sequence need to be discussed. 
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8.2: Sedimentation at the top of the Port Askaig Tillit~ 

The sequence of the Port Askaig Tillite in the eastern 

coastal tract of Islay was considered in detaj_l by Spencer 

(1971a), but he did not discuss the poorly exposed ground 

further inland to the west. The lack of continuous eYposure 

in the latter area p::cecludes a detailed stratigraphi.c 

treatment, but the width of outcrop suggests that the 

Tillite, like the overlying Bonahaven ForL1ation,is thinrier 

in this area (Knill in Spencer, 1969). At the top of the 

Tillite west 0£ Loch Giur-bheinn (fig. 2-3) is a sparsely 

pebbly mixtite changing eastward to a pebbly sandstone 

(rarely mixtite). These variations could be explained 

either in terms of an.original variation in the type of 

sediment deposited beneath a grounded ice sheet (Dow & 

Gemuts, 1969, p45) or in terms of a partial reworking o~ 

till and concentrating of pebbles subsequent to deposition. 

In the exposures on the east coast, pebbly horizons 

are only met with some tens of metres below the Bonahaven 

Formation. Which part of this section is equivalent to 

the glacial deposits at the top of the Tillite in the 

western area? The most sedimentologically consistent 

answer would be that the highest (thin) mixtite in the 

coastal succession (fig. 2-2) of the Port Askaig Tillite 

is this equivalent horizon. If any higher horizon were to 

be taken as the equivalent horizon it would be very difficult 

to explain the contemporaneous presenc-e of an j_ce sheet 

depositing till in the western area, whilst a couple of 

kilometres to the east no trace of glacial activity is 

visible. The interpretation is thus that partial reworking of 

the topmost- till took place in the western area (to proauce 

the pebbly sandstones) with no net subsidence there, whilst 



to the east continuous subsidence with deposition of quartzite 

occurred. 

The palaeogeography of the Tillite was discussed by 

Spencer (1971a) and by several authors in Spencer (1969). 

The only evidence for the direction of movement of the ice 

are overfolds indicating that the last movement was to the 

NW (Spencer 1971a). This seems to be consistent with the 

conclusions of section 4.5 that there are two separate sources 

of sediment (apart from intraclasts) in the lower part of the 

Middle Dalradian: essentially microcline-bearing and chess

board albite-bearing. The microcline-bearing source lay to 

the NW (Anderton 1974, 1976), implying that the other lay 

elsewhere, presumably on the other side of the depositional 

basin, to the SE. However, during Bonahaven times the margin 

of the NW landmass lay close to, or within,the NE Islay area, 

whilst the wavelength of wave-generated ripples implies a 

width of sea to the SE of at least 100km. If the Port Askaig 

geography was similar, one would perhaps have expected that 

the ice sheet would have debouched from the nearest landmass, 

as in the grounded ice sheet model of Carey & Ahmed (1961} and 

Reading & Walker (1966), that is from the NW, which apparently 

was not the case. These interpretations may be reconciled if: 

1. The NW landmass was low-lying at this time and hence not 

able to nurture glaciers. (This is the case in Anderton's 

(1974) model). 

2. The width of the sea separating the landmasses was 

relatively narrow. 

The effect would be similar to the Pleistocene.glaciation 

of eastern Great Britain by movement of ice from Scandinavia 

(Charlesworth,1957, p745). 
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8.3: Sedimentation of the member 1 wedge 

The wedging out of a sedimentary unit may develop in a 

number of different ways. The most important factors are 

the possibility of diachroneity and/or the presence of an 

hiatus or unconformity at the top or base of the unit. In 
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the case of member 1, sedimentation seems to have been continuous 

across the member 1/member 2 boundary. When traced westwards 

the lower units within member 1 disappear first, that is 

the boundaries lJetween lithological divisions in member 1 

intersect its lower boundary surface as it is traced westwards. 

These observations limit the hypotheses which can be put 

~orward to explain the geometry of member 1; two possibilities 

are put forward and evaluated below. 

Hypothesis 1 (fig. 8-1a). The main feature of this hypo-

thesis is that the subdivisions of member 1, and member 2 are 

considered facies equivalents of one another so that time lines t 
cut lithological boundaries: Walther's Law applies. Subsidence 

would have been continuous across the area in Bonahaven times, 

although a much thicker sequence accumulated in the east. 

A facies mosaic would have been set up, which migrated east

wards with time. 

Hypothesis 2 (fig. 8-1b). The lithological boundaries would not 

be time-transgressive to any marked degree. The re-working 

of the top of the Port Askaig Tillite in the western area 

postulated in the last section would have continued into 

Bonahaven times, at least until unit 3 was being deposited at 

Caal Ila. This would explain the presence of the chess-board 

albite-bearing pebbles at Caol Ila at the base of unit;. 

Sedimentation of units 4 and 5 would then have overlapped 

onto the reworked till, but unmodified (?sub-aerial) till was 

still the surface sediment further west. A transgression 

early in member 2 times then affected the whole area. 
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Three objections to the first hypothesis are offered below: 

1. The hypothesis requires that back-barrier tidal 

flat deposits (unit 5) would occur offshore of sub-tidal 

high-energy sands (member 2) which does not seem feasible. 

Also it does net seem likely that current-rippled sands 

(unit 2) could occur immediately offshore of barrier/back

barrier deposits (units 3 and 4). 

2. There is no obvious source for the chess-board albite

bearing pebbles at the base of unit 3 at Gaol Ila. 

3. Spherules (Chapter 5) only occur at one horizon in 

each of the Bonahaven and Caol Ila sections, immediately 

below member 2, despite potential host lithologies occurring 

at a number of horizons. The occurrence of spherules is 

therefore taken to be a time-horizon. Spherules occur 

near to Loch Giur-bheinn, again immediately below member 2. 

This suggests that the base of member 2 is a time-line, at 

least as far west as Loch Giur-bheinn. 

In contrast, the second hypothesis fits the ·available 

evidence much better. Although marked diachroniem seems 

inappropriate, there may have been limited diachroneity 

between some of the stratigraphic divisions, but more com~lete 

exposure would be needed to develop this idea further. 

The second hypothesis is assumed correct in the 

sedimentation history narrative which follows. 

8,4: Sedimentation and palaeogeography during Bonahaven ti=es 

in NE Islay 

Sediment was derived by reworking ot glacial deposits 

and from the shelf by wave transport; there may also have 

been a direct fluvial input which was trapped in the coastal 

region of the NW landmass. The rate of subsidence may heve been 

controlled by faulting (Anderton,1974); no syn-sedimentary 
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faults have been recognized in the area, but contemporary 

?fault-related earthquake activity is indicated by liquefaction 

structures in members 1 and 3 and possibly also by the load 

structures there. 

Following the last glacial activity of Port Askaig times 

a high energy shallow sea covered the eastern area, 

considerable subsidence occurring there. In the western area, 

which was probably close to sea level, there was neither 

erosion nor deposition west of Loch Giur-bheinn, whilst 

?beach reworking took place immediately to the east. The 

sudden change to quiescent deposition on the east coast at 

the start of Bonahaven times may be related to the build-up 

of a barrier off-shore or the landward migration of a pre

existing barrier. 

Within member 1 of the Bonahaven Formation, unit 4 

provides the best evidence for a barrier having been present, 

the deposits representing inter-fingering washover and 

back-barrier mud flat and pond sediments (fig. 8-2a). The 

washover sediments imply a microtidal environment (tidal 

range 0-2m, Hayes & Kana 1976), the system being comparable 

to the Laguna Madre (Rusnak 1960), although hyper-saline 

conditions do not seem to have developed at Caol Ila. 

Hurricanes could open temporary tidal inlets in the barrier, 

which could be represented by unit 3, with NNE-SSW palaeo

currents. On the other hand, the unit 5 tidal sand flat 

environment may suggest a somewhat higher tidal range; this 

would also be indicated if unit 3 were a tidal channel, rather 

than temporary tidal inlet deposit. Thus one may have to 

postulate variation in the tidal range, perhaps controlled by 

changes in the configuration of the Dalradian basin. The 

unit 5 sand flat extended as far west as Loch Giur-bheinn. 
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A general subs:idence of the whole area then followed, leading 

to the deposition of member 2 sediments throughout the area 

in a renewed high energy shallow marine environment. It is 

not possible to say whether wave or tidal action was dominant 

in this environment. 

The character of sedimentation changes distinctly at 

the member 2/member 3 boundary. Deposition was now in one of 

two situations: 

1. a permanently submerged water-body with fluctuating 

salinity, very little tidal activity, but affected by storms 

(the layered facies, fig~ 8-2b). 

2. an inter-tidal/very shallow sub-tidal sand flat, 

probably suffering salinity fluctuations. Tidal currents and 

wave activity were important. Ooids found in the area 

were not actively accreting there; they are postulated to have 

been derived from an off-shore bank whose existence led to 

restricted circulation and associated salinity changes (fig. 

8-2c). 

The occurrence of stromatolites appears to be largely 

independent of the environmental conditions, although they 

were more easily established when there was little sediment 

influx. 

The oscillation between the two situations could be 

related to changes in the configuration of the ooid shoal 

which reinforced or dampened the action of the tides.,/ 

Eventually the carbonate-producing system was brought 

to an end and siliciclastic low-energy inter-tidal and shallow 

sub~tidal sedimentation commenced in member 4 times. The 

existence of tidal flats must have been due to some sheltering 

from wave action, but it is not clear how this was achieved 

during the deposition of member 4. A gradual regression later 

in member 4 times allowed carbonate-producing supra-tidal 
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flats (unit 3, member 4) to encroach over the whole of the 

western part of the area of outcrop of the Bonahaven For·mation 

(fig. 8-2d). A transgression then followed and the sh·oreline 

was displaced away from NE Islay. Deposition was now in 

tne tide-and storm-swept sea of the Jura Quartzite (Anderton~ 

1976). 

8.5: Stratigranhic eauivalents of the Bonahaven Formation 

The Dalradian correlation chart in Harris & Pitcher 

( 1 975) has made it a straightforward exercise to assess wl1ich 

rock uni ts should be correlated with the Bonahaven Formation·. 

This is made a more fruitful task because of the widespread 

presence of the Port Askaig Tillite horizon in Scotland and 

Ireland as this can be used as a reliable time marker. 

Distinct sequences have been worked out in nine separate 

areas (fig. 8-3), although little sedimentological work has 

been done, mostly because of the deformation and medium to 

high-grade metamorphism of much of the Dalradian outcrop. 

In poorly exposed ground in Ban£fshire, Spencer & Pitcher 

(1968) recorded that a quartzitic sequence overlay the 

Tillite, although no complete sections were seen. 

In the Central Highlands (Bailey & McCallien, 19·37) the tap 

part of the Tillite consists of a quartzite unit capped by 

conglomerate, similar to the sequence on Islay inland to 

the east of Loch Giu.r-bheinn. These lithologies are overlain 

by a white dolomitic limestone and quartzose flags, then by 

mica schists below a thick quartzite sequence. The lithologies 

are reminiscent of at least member 4 of the Bonahaven Formation 

sequence on Islay. 

In the Loch Creran area (Litherland,1970, cited by· 

Harris & Pitcher, 1975) there are dolomitic beds overlying a 

thin quartzite capping the Tillite in the Ardmucknish Bay 

area, but the~Tillite was not recognized further east in Glen 
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Creran, possibly a deeper water area. 

The mixed carbonate-elastic sequence overlying the Tillite 

on Islay as described in this thesis seems to be the most 

diverse, although not quite the thickest development of its 

kind in the Dalradian outcrop. 

At Fanad, like Islay, the grade of metamorphism is low. 

Here Spencer (1971a) indicated that Member 5 of the Tillite 

consists of quartzites with thin tillite horizons as on the 

east coast of Islay. Then follows (Howarth, 1971) 50-57m of 

dolo~itic strata, mainly dolomitic sandstone which is cross

stratified (sets less than 15cm thick) and ripple-marked, 

but including up to 20m of dolostones. This sounds very 

reminiscent of the sandstone facies within member 3 on Islay. 

Elsewhere on Fan.ad thin pelites may occur instead of the 

dolomitic sequence (Howarth,1971). 

Further south in Donegal (e.g. Glencolumbkille) a 

pelitic, sliehtly calcareous schist (10-30m thick) is the 

dominant lithology immediately above the Tillite (Kilburn 

et al., 1965, Howarth et al., 1966, Howarth,1971) with some 

dolomitic beds locally (Slieve League, Pitcher & Berger 

1972). 

In central southern Donegal a poorly exposed Tillite is 

overlain by quartzite correlated with the Jura Quartzite by 

Harris & Pitcher (1975). 

In SW Mayo occur 360m of dolomitic schist with dolomite 

bands overlying successively pelitic schist, sandy limestone 

and tillite (Kennedy 1969b, Harris & Pitcher 1975). In NW 

Mayo only quartzite occurs above the Tillite (Crow et al., 

1971 ) • 

In Connemara the highest boulder-bearing horizon forms a 

wedge in quartzite and is followed upward by more quartzite 

which locally contains dolomitic limestones (Edmunds & 

Thomas, 1966). 
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The occurrence of dolomitic lithologies,as described 

above, at intervals along the Dalradian outcrop confirms the 

supposition that the depositional shoreline roughly paralleled 

the present outcrop. Further interpretation would require 

more information than is available from the literature at 

present to distinguish, for example, member 3-from member 

4-type dolomite, a distinction which will lead to a different 

environmental interpretation in detail. 

The presence in some areas of schist or quartzite wit:i. 

little calcareous component does not necessarily imply a 

different environmental setting as the nature of the sedi~ents 

deposited in the nearshore region is very dependent on 

details of coastal configuration and off-shore bathymetry. 

One should not in any case expect to see the same litholosical 

sequence as recorded on Islay to be present elsewhere as this 

will depend on local geographic features as well as the 

amount of subsidence. 

8.6: The nature of the depositional basin 

Anderton (1974) presented a synthesis of Middle 

Dalradian sedimentation which postulated a down-faulted 

elongate basin flanked to the NW by a major landmass and 

to the SE by a relatively positive ridge (not a major 

landmass). This concurs with Dewey's (1969) model of 

Dalradian sedimentation on an Atlantic-type margin which 

later changed to a subducting margin in early Palaeozoic 

times. The margin would have been bounded to the SE by 

the proto-Atlantic (Dewey 1969) or Iapetus (Harland & Gayer 

1972) ocean. 

Alternatively Phillips et al. (1976) regarded the 

Dalradian as being sedimented in an ensialic basin rather 
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than on a continental margin. Various lines of evidence were 

brought forward to support this point of view, but not 2.ll are 

valid. In particular Klein's (1970a) suggestion of a souttern 

derivation of sediment for member 1 of the Bonahaven 

Formation was based on a failure to realize the existence of 

the Bonahaven section of this horizon.- Also the northward

directed Jura Quartzite palaeocurrents were viewed as 

indicators of sediment transport from a southern landmass 

rather than as a dispersal of sediment brought in fron a NW 

landmass by northward-flowing tidal currents (Anderton, 1976). 

However the discussion in section 8.2 showed that a nearby 

southern landmass (north of the Iapetus ocean) was needed to 

supply the glacial detritus for the Port Askaig Tillite 

(fig. 8-4). Also there is evidence of sediment derivation 

from the SE in the Upper Dalradian (Phillips et al., 1976; 

Smith, 1976). The tholeiitic igneous activity in the Upper 

Dalradian.is good evidence for a phase of continental rifting 

at that time (Graham,1976), probably behind an island arc 

(i.e. back-arc spreading, Phillips et al., 1976: Wright, 1976). 

The Middle Dalradian sedimentation in a fault-bounded 

basin (Anderton, 1974) would thus represent the first 

stages of extension of this rift. 

This view of the nature of the Dalradian basin is essen

tially the same as the independent synthesis of Harris et 

al. (in press), although these authors did not have any 

evidence :for the existence of a SE landmass before Upper 

Dalradian times. 

Dalradian deformation and metamorphism (the Grampian 

orogeny, Wright, 1976; Lambert & McKerrow, 1·976) would re

late to subduction of Iapetus crust (Phillipe et al., 

1976) or more specifically to the subduction of ·an oceanic-
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rid;;,:e (Lambert & McKerrow, 1976). 

Fu:rther detailed studies of Dalradian sedimentology 

are warra..~ted to develop or revise the interpretation of 

the significance of this celebrated sequence in the geol

ogical history of the Caledonides. 
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:Sl ectron :.:.cicroprobe a::,al'Tfas: 

~et~ods and tabulated results 

A1: Intrcduction 

The microprobe work was carried out on a Cambridge 

!~icroscan mark Vin the Wolfson Institute of Interfacial 

·:rechnology at Hottincham University. The ,rork involved in 

search~ng for suitable standards and a satisfactory anal

ytical technique was carried out in conjunction with 

IT. J.A.D.Dickson. 

Carbor..ates present difficulties when an accurate analysis 

of their mino~ element constituents is required.usinF the 

nicroprobe. This is because a high specimen current is 

needed to obtain adequate count rates for these ele~ents, 

and under these conditions the minerals decompose. This 

decomposition ('burning', Moberly 1968) is induced by the 

high temperature conditions under the electron beam. It 

is deduced to be a decarbonation reaction because after 

the focused beam is allowed to impinge on the specimen the 

apparent concentrations (count rates) of the cations increase 

with tiffie, whereas those of carbon and oxygen decrease. 

If there is significant decomposition, the normal microprobe 

procedure of comparison with inert standards is invalidated. 

A variety of approaches to quantitative carbonate micro

probe analysis have been taken by different workers. As 

there is no generally accepted method, the practice of 

1°:oore ( 1973) and Land et al. ( 1975), who claimed quanti t

ative results, yet gave no explanation of the technique used, 

is to be deplored. I"1acQueen & Ghent ( 1970), Mac Queen 

et al. (1974), Gablina & Tsepin (1975) and Bickle & Powell 

(1977) used non-carbonate standards and ap~lied a full 
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correction procedure. 11:C:is is q_ui te satisfactcry nro-.ric~ed 

the s,)eci:;,en currerit '11as low- enou£h to avoid s_peci::.e[~ 

dam.age, but then the statistical errors for the :;-_inor 

elements are relatively large. The same remarks aoply to 

the method of Benson & ~atthews (1971) and Eenson et al. 

( 1972) of using end-mer.lbe~ carbonate stano.ards ( ~'eco
3 

::·or 

Fe analyses etc.), -out applying no corrections. Hoi;.:ever 

the disparity in composition between their sa~ples and 

stand.arcs is ::iound to h2ve introduced error:;;. : ob(:::'.'~.y 

(1968, 1970) also used end-meE~er carbonate sta~dards. 

Ee used conciitions harsh enough to produce speci:::en 

damace, but had the adv.::.ntage of the resul tine hiE,a. courc.t 

rates. Scee of his analytical totals are rather low, 

which he attributes to di::'.:'ferential burning oi' speci::ien 

and stafidard, and recalculates to 100%. 

A corJL;:.on feature of all the published mct:hods is that 

analysis of spots rather than c01:.tinuous scan~ing wa.s 

employed, al though 3enson & Ifatthews ( 1971) and :::.enson et 

al. (1972) did use a step-scanning procedure. As a result 

it would not have been possible to adequately ci1aracterize 

inhomogeneity on the scale of a few, or a few tens,of 

microns. 

rhe a~proach used in the work presented here has been 

to~ t~1e specimen using rather severe conditions under 

which visible speci::1en c.a~.:::age does occur, but by using 

carbonate standards of si~::ilar cor:iposi tion to the speciEens, 

the effects of b~rning on specimen and standard are equal

ized. The advantage this brin{;s is that of low ·detection 

lin.:.i ts corres9oncing to high count rates so that changes 

in eler...:.ental abundance are readily seen·on scanning. 
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A2: Opcratin~ conditions and ~ethoCs 

T1.1in sections and standard blocks were polis:1ed, 

finishing on ¾y-m abrasive. They were given a transparent 

conducting coat of gold (estimated to be 3501 thick) rather 

than tl:e usual carbon coat. This was because tests on 

carbon2.te standardG showed that the use of gold r:1akes the 

decomposition of the material a much more even and 

predictable process (fi6 • A1). 

The accelere.ting voltage used was 15-16 kV and the 

speci~en current 380nA: these conditions give a high count 

rate wnilst not inducing the very erratic burnin~ behaviour 

characteristic of more severe conditions. The electron 

beam was used focused, with a diameter of 4-4. 5p.1. A 

smalle:c bear:: size gives lower count rates as would a 

defocused bean; the latter would also reduce the possibility 

of recognizing micro-heterogeneity of the samples. The 
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focus was checked whenever the beam was moved from specimen !111 

to standard or vice-versa. 

Scanning, rather than spot analyses was thought nec

essary for this work given the other conditions employed, 

as scans across a fine-grained dolomite mosaic indicated 

that the rate of decomposition was variable across the 

specimen (fig. A2). There is considerable, correlated 

variation in Ca and 1-;g which is negatively correlated with 

that shown b;:,r C and o. Thus, if spot counting were to be 

used, ~any spots would be needed to average out this effect. 

Also, it would be very difficult to build up a series of 

counts on one spot to reduce the statistical error, because 

the counts rise continuously once the s_:)ecimen is exposed 

to the electron beam. 

disadvantages. 

Step-scanning also suffers from these 

I 
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I'he scans 1rnre run at the same speed for both standard 

anf specimen and were calibrated by repeated 10 second 

counts. Dolomites were scanned usually at 10ur.:./minute, 

al though occasionally a-'c 3 or 30p.rn./minute, whilst calcites 

were scanned at 10 or 30p..m/minute. Variations in 

deco1E})Osi tion can be recognized by the variation in major 

element count rates along the scan, and were averaged out. 

Scans provide a great deal of inforuation about sample 

heterogeneity which was especially useful in this work 

where ho~ogeneous samples were the exception, rather than 

the rule. The specimen stage scanning mechanism (specimen 

moves) was used in preference to the electronic scan mode 

(electron beam moves), because the latter involves pro

ducing an oscilloscope image which would involve some 

decomposition of the carbonate before the scan started. 

The specimen stage scan method is simple to use an~ scans 

can be performed in a wiQe variety of directions. 

Various other oper~ting conditions are shown in Table A1. 

Counter supplies were raised for M.g to assist in 'energy 

gating' the IV:g peak. The combinations of elements analysed 

simultaneously on channels 1 and 2 were as follows: 

dolomites: Ca/1°:g, Fe/Tl'.ig, I-in/Mg, also Ca/Sr; 

calcites: Fe/Hg, J.ICn/Sr, occasionall:i,r Fin/Mg, Ca/J\:g. 

A3: Standards ( Table A2) 

One standard for each element was available for each 

of calcite and dolomite. Increased accuracy would have 

resulted from the use of more stancards, but it was found 

that homogeneous carbonates are uncommon. Samples of the 

standards were analysed by A.A. several times, and the 

results averaeed. 

Dolomite: fragments of a larre specinen of ferroan dolomite 
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TABLE A1: Analytical conditions 

Element Channel Counter Line 28 Ener~" p;ates Backt'l"ounda Crystal 
en ([t) 

Iron 1 sealed K 57°29' 240 240 i2° 28 LiF 
Manganese 1 sealed " 62°56' 220 230 :t2° 28 LiF Io 

Calcium 1 flow or K 113°3• 100 220 !20 2e LU' 

sealed 
Hagnesium 2 LAND K 43°33-38' 40 120 ±20 28 KAP 

flow 
Strontium 2 LAND L 29°50• 30 100 :t20' 28 KAP 

flow 

• TA3LE A2: Composition of standards 

(weight ~) Caco3 
Mgco3 MnC03 Feco3 srco3 

Dolomite, 54.6(53.2, 34.0(33.7, ).275(0.258, 11 • 1 ( 1 • 05, 0.017 
Norway (16654) 53.9,55.8) 33.8,34.0) ).278, 0. 297) 1.06,1.10,1.18) 

Calcite, Islay 97.7 1.5 D. 1 25 ( O. 117 , 0.5 0.260(0.226, 
(879828) . p.120,0.124, 0.258,0.309) 

p.132,0.132) 

Calcite, 98.4 0. 205 ( 0. 1 85 0.086 1.31(1.24,1.25 0.031 
Lincolnshire 0.200,0.220 1 • 34 , 1 • 34 , 1 • 35 ) 

Figures used to compute analyses of unknowns are followed by the 
individual Atomic Absorption analyses in brackets. 

TA+JLE A3;Calculated detection limits, from typical data on standards 

Mineral 

Calcite 
Calcite 
Calcite 
Calcite 
Calcite 
Dolomite 
Dolomite 

Element Content in counts/10 seconds 
. standard peak background 

(ppm) 

Mn 600 1560 1236 
Sr 1550 4689 3744 
Fe 6300 6080 1814 
l'1g1 590 2335 1230 
Mg2 590 1196 665 
Mn 1300 1869 1076 
Fe 53500 33190 1519 

1with L.A.N.D. Flow counter 
2with normal Flew counter 

Total counts Detection limit (~DIii 
amassed elemcn,; e.1.emeni. 

carbonate 

19248 14 29 
53361 21 36 
57072 31 65 
26185 8 28 

9836 13 45 
23560 20 42 

228776 22 46 
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from hich grade metaIT.orphic roc~s, Arui, South ![on::13r, 

collected by C.Peter and housed in the Depart~ental 

collection. 

Calcites: 1 • for En and Sr {},e and Mg inhowogeneous), 

calcite from a nodule in the study area, ~orth Islay 

(analysis 30). 

2. for Fe ancl Vig (!,ill an:i Sr hor:-1oceneous, out 

low in concentration), a ferroan calcite from the 

Jurassic of Lincolnshire. 

In most cases the standards were scanned both ce::ore 

and after the specimen and the results averaged. 

A4: Corrections 

Backgrounds: repeated. plus and minus background counts 

were taken at the angles sho\'m in Table A2 and their 

average subtracted from the peak value. 

Decomposition corrections: The fact that the minerals 

analysed decomposed under the electron beam, and tl:at the 

extent of this decomposition varied from point to point 

on the specimens indicates a large source of error in the 

results. This observation, together with the fact that the 

samples and standards are similar in composition,re~oves 

the necessity for applying the ZAF corrections which are 

normally performed on microprobe results. 

Considering calcites, whenever specimens and standards 

were analysed successively for Ca very closely cowparable 

results were obtained indicating they decompose to the s2.:::e 

extent. The sums of the analyses for dolomites ho\·:ever 

tend to total more than 100% (extreme range 95-1251) 

indicating that the specir:iens tend to decompose to a e:rc2_ter 

extent than the standard. All the dolomite results have 

therefore been subject to a correction (indicated in Table A5) 
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so t~at the analyses total 100%. As the necessity 

for ti:~is correction was not realised until late in 

the work, Ca was not determined for all the speci~cns, 

in which case a correction was applied assu~ing a calci'C..:-.: 

content equal to the average o:: all the ot:r,er a.olo,,.i":es 

in t:i.1e sa::ne suite. Samples re-anal~rseo. after luminesce:::,ce 

work had slig~,tly i::1.creased totals presu~ably due to 

heatin{; of the specimens untler the broad electror! 0e2.~:: 

of the cathodol1.IDinescence instruDent. 

A5: Errors 

There is no objective way of estimating the error in 

the final tabulated results, but a figure o:f plus or ::~Lrns 

10% seems likely for average results, :oerhapn lower tha:!'1 

this for major elements and hieher for the lowest recoroed 

values. However the concentration of the minor ele~ents 
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in ::1any samples varies so extremely within a short dis~ance f 
that this error is fairly insignificant. 

De~ection limits have been calculated (Table A3) :f'ollow

ing tne :-:.ethod of Reed ( 1973). The actual concentr~.t.ions 

in the samples are al~ost all well above these theoretical 

fiiures. However in the case of Sr, as the peak position 

is near the lower limit of the spectrometer drive, -the 

background is high, sloping and somewhat unpredicta8le. 

•:rhe effective detection limit is therefore probably c ·:n

sici.erably higher than that calculated; perhaps 2.bm;.t 

100-150ppm srco,. 
A6: Surrunary and evaluation of method 

The r,1ethod involves the use of rather severe concli tior:s 

resulting in visilJle specimen damage. The standc.rds, 

however, are of si~ilar co~position to the specicens and 

show ·::;urning to roughly the same extent. Fluctuations 



in major element co~centration attributable to variable 

burning occurred and the assumption was made that this is 

the major E;ource of er::cor in ti1e results ancJ that totals 

deviating from 100% are due to 6ifferential burning of 

specir:ien and standard. An empirical correctior1 w2.s ~:,ade 

on this basis. If this assurr.ption is acceptable tr.e~'l ti·,is 

method scores over the published ones by virtue of the 

low detection limits and the weal th of ini'orm2:.tion t'.:at 

is provided by using scanning rather than point cou~ts. 

The conditions were similar for all analyses and the sa~e 

small area of each standard crystal used, so the results 

should be pr0cise. The 'burn' lines on the specimens are 

useful as a marker of the course of the scan (invaluable 

for zoned crystals) and also for avoiding using the same 

path twice on the standards. 
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As only one standard was available for each element for j 

each of calcite and dolomite then any inaccuracy in the 

A.A. analysis of the standards would be reflected by a 

proportional error in all the results, but the precision 

is unaffected. '11he uncertain magnitude of, and the 

assumptions ~ade concerning,the decomposition of the 

samples are definitely the greatest drawbacks to the method. 

A description of the analysed samples follows in 

Table A4 followed by the tabulated results in Table A5. 
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Tt,~:~·~-'..:i;i;.rJ..IL',1?n or u,.,!J..ili',;nc nnnlvnod 
:Jllrl,~ r,:-1~-~;;,~c,:·-~ 

LrJct...t.11 ly rr,J',irr-:nr:r: no.I -----· 
r:,,,t:.b•:r Ton1 Li tbolo1:y r:,inHrnl RnRlveie ot': 

•-·-·-
boc.1/:ir:ction Calcite llolomite 

1 'J79U47 4 !J dolootone pont-toctonic voinu .fine-p:rained 
anu vue lininee 

2 4lJ~332-•; 1 b con::lomerate equnnt replnc1ve dol• 
omite in pebble 

3 861B20 4 E dolootone A:poet-tectonic fine-P,rnined 
•,ur, lininr,c and 
voina 
B:later veins 

4 '1 4b5332-i B conglomerate interpranular(anal-
yeis unsatisfactory) 

5 46953755 3 41B etromatolite with orir:inally fine-r:rained, and 
-1 r,ood microetructure void-infill void fringe rhomba 

6 046816 3 68E dolo~tone and oril"inally fine-P,rained, and 
grainetone void-infill void-frinp:e rhombe 

7 467370 3 393 etromatolite, A:replacive fine-grained 
partly calcitised B:orieinally 

void-infill 
8 105885-1 3 69C stromatolite, replacive fine-grained 

p:artly calci tiaed 
9 987870-1 3 62D atromatolite (uartz-calcite vein fine-F,rained 

pre-tectonic) 

10 009889-1 3 39li dolomitic silt and fine-grained 
doloatone 

11 986868 3 62D flake breccia intergranular A:f1ne-ll%"ained 
B:intergranular 
rhomba 

12 060897 3 13D flake breccia intergranular/ A: fine-grained 
nodular B: intergranular 

rhomba 

13 000864-2 3 54D sandy oolitic A:fine-grained 
doloatone :S:matrix rhomb11 

14 545147 3 A dolooitic silty quartz-albite- intergranular 
mudstone calcite vein rhomba 

15 492349 3 27B oolitic, partly cal replacive fine-grained 
citised dolostone 

16 991873 3 54D eandy oolitic fine-grained 
dolostone 

17 002637 4 D serpentine marble fibrous 

18 051897 3 9D dolomitic silt A:quartz-calcite intergrsnular 
and dolostone seam■ rhombs 

B:intergranular 

19 904826-1 ' 66B stromatolite A:fine-grained 
!l: post-tectonic 
rhombs 

20 871824-1 ' 69B stromatolite A:quartz-calcite A:fine-8l'ained 
vein B:matri:a: rhombs 
B:originall7 
void-fill 

21, 869821 ' 68B dolostone and calcite vein A:fine-grained 
grainatone (poet-tectonic) B:matri:a: rhomba 

22 887826-2 ' 69B flake .brecoia A:quartz-oalcite .l:f1ne-graine4 
seams B:intergranular 
B:calcite veins rhomb■ 
(poet-tectonic) 

23 477370 :5 46B stromatolite nodule fine-grained 

24 871825-2 :5 68B atromat'olite A1caloite vein A:fine-grain■d 
B:quartz-ca1cite B:matrilt rhomba 
vein (both pre-
teotonio) 

25 17028 :5 69C flake breooia nodular fine-grained 
26 848827 :5 EII stromatolite post-tectonic fine-gN.ined 

vug-lining 

27 2:,,28, 1 B conglomerate A1patch7 fine and 
medium ~•ined 
B1intergrnnular 
C1equant replsoive 
D111:oned rhombe in mull 
B1aonod inter,r.ranula1 

28 2:,6284-1 1 B conglomerate A1patchy tine and 
mediu-r,rained 
Buoned rhombs in muc 
01aoned inter,r.ranula1 
D1 zoned frinr.e 
( plieud o-vug) 

29 491,-32 1 II dolom!tio 1and1ton1 aonod intor,:ranular 
:,o U79U28 :, 698 atr0111Rtol1te nodulrar ,, 99ou71 :5 flW atro11111tol1te nodular 



TABLE A5: Results 

Explanation to table; 
Colur:m 1: Analysis n=ber (see Table A4) 
Col'!_I!ll'l _ _g_, ±± bright luninescence; ± weak luminescP-nce; 2 no luminescence; 

~ series of luminesecence zones which were not separately analysed. 
Column 3: ~ unzoned; ~ series of zones not separately analysed; for a zoned 

crystal£ indicates comoosition of core, or earliest zone analysed 
and~ indicates composition of rim or latest zone analysed. 

Columns 4-7: chemical composition (in wei~ht % or ppm) e.~. 
2.:.11= very constant composition 
0.31= average composition 
0.31,0.67= two modal compositions 
0.31(0.24-0.36)= average of irregularly fluctuating composition 
0.24-0.48= limits of considerable fluctuation 
0.24.+0.9-2.2= lower level plus sharply defined peaks 
0.24 +3.6maxalower level plus series of peaks up to maximum given 
0.24/0.36= gradual change in composition from first to second figure 

Column 8 (for calcites): in addition to self-explanatory comments, fip;u.rea in 
brackets indicate sections of the thesis which discuss the result in 
question. Where there are compositional peaks, f= frequency(~) of 
the peaks and p= width of the peaks in microns. dol. indicates 
dolooite peaks (followed by f=, p=). 

Column 8 (for dolomites):~ correction applied to analyses. 
Column 9 (for dolomites): as for colwm 8 for calcites. 

CALCITRS 

1 2 3 4 " 5 " 
6 ppm 7 ppm 

PeC0"5 NgC015 MnC015 sreo15 

B 

!Member 3: calcite filling primary porosity in dolo11toAeS (7.1.1.:7.qJ . 
15 ++ ui0.22 .Q.:li,O .110 .1lli 530 fs10,p=-c.5-10 • 
I ++ ui2..al1 Q..:.14,0.127 1340+§§8§' 530 dol.:f=20+,p•2-10. 
I 3800- 5:,0 

1 ~= npp&rcnt relation 
I ++ u 0.183 ~.Q.tl§g between Mg content and 

++ u Q.:g§ .Q.z..ll position in void. 
++ u 0.186 Q.i.1.il 

++ u 2-L.ill Q..l2 

6 ++ u ~ 2.s25 1220 240-3300 

++ u O; 127- ~+ f•50,p.5-15 
0.24 -0.75 

++ u 0.81, 8i¥e·¼fM· Fe low,f•30,pa10-30 
~6 ro Mg low,f•30,pa10-15 

7B ++ u o.42-o.s0 0,87-1 ,47 1960(1510- 0 
2500) . 

++ u 0.59-1,02 1,36-1.49 

++ u 0.52-0,7() 0,78-1.36 

20B ++ u 0.179- 0.20-0,45 1130 1570 f•40. dol.,f•10 
0.31+0.40 
max 

M§mber ·3; rtplacive calcite mosaic§ 17.2.1.2.;7.2.2.;112-l 

7A ++ u 0,085- 0,41-1,16+ 2100 910 fa5o-60,pa5 
o. 161 1.31-2.4 

++ u 0.111 0.58-3.3 1300\1050- 550 
1900 

8 ++ u .Q..J1Q 0.97-1.45, ~ i1.Q Mg high mode,f•75 
1.89-2.2 

15 ++ u 0.:,9-1.29 0.5:,-2.4 1780,1230 llQQ doi.,f•5-10,P=~ 
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----·-·· -- ··------
J r ·r-;;; ;o. I l'/'.CO T-~;c;o-.; :.irr:o~ 

t,g_,~~r_Jj_::a1n~}~i,i1t,,-. _-n,-,; ?i-t- -~--1-----"--1-t.~1 .-1-.-,-.-; -7-.4 ,5.; 7 .5 ,5...J...u 
hl~~.;·.1~11 · ~-------.... 

9 I++ !ulo:26-0.2'.)lo.37-0 .• 46 1210(940- 2000(1300:.. 1'=30-eO,p-:5-10 
i +O.~O: .. nx +~.6rnax 1300 13300 

11 

1

.++ u ,:,.;;.,-0.46 0.~1-0.,, 1020 , 2600 
+0.50:nax +1 .~0-1 .91 I 

12 ,++ u Q...A.1 0.0~1 3100 1 1710 
1 ~5:nax ~max I 

14 ;++ u
1

0.1~0+ o.26+0.65- 2000,1120 100 
1 u,:,4-0,68,1,5 I 
++ u ! 0. 1 08+ ! 0. 114+ , I 

: ! o.Tg":0.95 I 0.21-2.2 I 
18A ++iu o.65-0.80:1,15-1.56 

1

2200 
++;u·0.82 :W§ 2800 

++ lu i 14100 

1 aB :: 1: o.a 11 .o:H .69 j :;: 

1
++ 

1
u 1 .32 0,93 12700 

++ 
1
u ,.02 1.10 l 

++ :u 1.15 1.84 I 

20A ++•u 0.17-0.37 0.25-0.89 ;1610 · 
i +1 .06max +2.3max 

22A :++
1

1
u Q..21 Q..,.§.2 !1880,2100 

++ , U O • 7 9 : .1...1.2, Ll,9 I 

23 ;++ lu Q.J..51 0 166 1480 
I +0.45max +0.37-1.17, 
I : 

,++ 1ul -640 . ' I 
24A :++;U 0.15-0,32,0.119-0.29 850 

i i 
1 
+0.49-2.2· 0.43-1.31 I 

24B ++ iuio.26,Q...;i9 ~.1.,1! 1330 
I 

25 !++ z 0,058, 0.34-0.68 1750 
0.36 +1,21 

++ z 0.001, o.56+0.a9 

30 

31 

0.30 
++ z 0.052- 0.44-0.81+ 

0,084, ,0.94-1,07 
0.32 

? ,u 0.49(0,37• 1,03(0,5- !ill 
I -0,62 1,83 1 

? u10,51 1,30 
? u

1
0.61 1,03 

? ujo.59 1.20 
? ulo,56 1.16 I 

Nen:ber '3: post-tectonic calcite 

940 
1050 
360 
620 
880 
1200 

1600 

1280 

2200 

1820 
0 

1280 
1890 

21 ++ z 0,56 0,94-1,37 1620 2500 
22B ++ z 0,39-0,59 0,33-0,93 1050-1610 710-820 

26 0 C 0,79-1,43 0,143-0,29 1440 
;++ 0,35 
++ 0, 127 
+ 0,70 

0,41-0,86 1220 
0,141 740 
0.22 

+ r 0,29/0,13 0,125 

, , 
Viember 4; post-tectonic calcite 
IA I++ c ? 0.22 790 

? 0,35 790 
o 0,29 0,24 ,,so 
+ o. 14 0,24 670 
++ 0,064 0,24 3500 

1'30 
130 
130 , 
' 
800 
800 

800 
800 
800 

o 0.027 0.2a ,eo 800 

++ 0,089 0,25 7400 800 
o 0,027 0.3,/0.,7 600/3,0 800 
++ 0,260 0,:?9 1900 800 

++ 0,260 0.29 3500 800 

f=/40,p=;-10, dol.,fc20 
procably ori~inally a 
cement. 
f=65;dol.,f•10,p~5-10 

f:65,p-.:5-10 
dol, ,f=15-20,P'""5 

fz50+,pm5; dol.,fa15,p.(5 

f•50+,ps~10.dol,,f-=5, 
P- -10 

Fe:f=30,pac10; Y.g:f•50+, 
p .. ~10 

high iron areas are later, 
possibly post-tectonic 
Mg pea~s:f•50,pa5 

(7.8• 7 Q\ 

zoned on luminescence 
towards the vein centre 
Fe,Jllg & Mn increase 
whereas Sr decrees••• 
zonin~ seen on ata1ninfl 
reoulta are a comb1nat on 
of 6 aoana 

(7,81 7,9) 
averaee of two aoane 

.___,_o....Lr~~-~~27 __ .J._o...;.:,...:.9 __ ..J...,_10_.---__.1-a_oo ___ .J._ _________ ..J 
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'"" -3A o 
1 l i"r:C<r~ I Mij_r:~.~---
c 11.4l. i ().'/! 

i.-,rir;O~ f 
?,'/() 

:;rr;o3 
170 

• I 

0 
1
0.30-o.3J 1 

0 

0 

!0,24 
10, 3, 
I 

++ 10,46 
++' 10,46 

•+ Ir 0.46 
3D o u ~ 

0 U 

17 ++ z ~ 
0 

2 3 4 " 
caco, 

0.16-0.jb 
•0.~7 
(), 19 
0.063 
0,38 
0,45 
0,63 
0.34,0,44 
+1 .21, 1 .46 

370 170 

370 170 
370 170 
2500 170 
2500 170 
2500 170 

700 520 

590 610 

llQQ, .2QQ 
Q 

J;OLQJljJTES 
6 % 7 '." 
Peco3 

11·10 rnvo of ur~vorA.l acnna 

Jl:r,,p= 10. Thie calcite cut 
c~lcite veino of analysis ,A. 
Mn varies from fibre to 
fibre, Calcite is in 
contact metamorphic marble 

8 9 
Note all results are 
weight% 

~E'~ing;e~-~e;r:~as!-iL\n/i"ed~d!d!o~l~o,!ei::,!,,it~e!!e•~m!'::e~mbg:e!1a!r~4c..-__ .i__ ______ __ _(Chapter _6 l 
1 + ru 56.1 43,4 §:~~ +0,58-i0.046 -4 f=-c10,p"'<5-15 

3 + I u 54.8 44.6 ~, (0.47-~ -4 

Fine-grained dolo:::.ite, member 3 (Chapter 6) 

5 ++lu6o.8 31,6 11,40(0,89- 0,164 
!1,89) +2,3 (0.149-

-16 

I j-5,5 0,172 
6 + u 60.1 Y7,5 l.l.,l 0,22 

I~ +1.00- 0.20 

-10 

7 ++ u 58,6 39.9 

8 ++ u n,d, 38,4-44,1 0,57-0,78 
+0,89-1,18, 
2,2 

9 o I u n.d. j3ts,3 I 2,9-3,3 
: +,.6-5,1 

10 o u 57,9 37,0,40,5 
I
I 3,5(2,5-
4,6) 

11A o 

12A o 

13A o 
15 0 

16 o 

u n,d, 35,1-43,5 1,5,-4,5 
u n,d, 35,3-37,0 5,7{2.6-

7,9) 
u n,d, ,6.4-40,6 ,.3 
u n.d. 134,1-36,0 5,0-8.2 
u 54,5 41,7 :,.6 

19A o u 57,8 38,9 :,,1 

20A ++ u 59,2 ,a. 7 !&1 
21A + u 55.8 38,8-43,7 2-9~2-7-

3,6 

22A o u n;d. :,1.0 4,7(4,1 
-5.5) 

23 + u 58.7 '7.6(35.:,-
39.8) 

2,8-4,5 

24A o u n.d. 39. 1 .i& 
25 + u 54,9 41.5 ,.6~1.95-

4,, 
26 0 u 57.3 40.3 2,6(2,2-

2.9) 

- ? u 60.7 :,5.9 3.2 

-14 f:20,p:5, SrC03s350ppm, 

0,115-o,2, -8 f=20-60,ps5 

0,25 (0,21 -1C f=40,p-:5 
-o.:,o 
0.21 -7 arco3 not detectable 

0,22 -25 
0.,2-0.:,6 -6 

0.22 +2 
0.21-0.:,0 -6 
0,25-0.27 -8 
0,23-0.28 _, 

Q.a.27. -1 
0.28 -4 

0.35 -1, 
0.2:,-0.30 -12 

-9 

SrCO •100ppm. 
lumidescent specke have 
higher Mn:0,35,0,48, 

2a.u 
0.11, -11 srco

3
.:,soppm 

0,150 

0.22 

-10 sreo,.15opJ111 

-4 Whole rook anal.yeie 
(A.A.) of doloAtone from 
bed 2,n. Some calcite 
present. 

>,ember ,, matrix rhombe and intergrg.nulor rhpmbn (:L.L.!J 
11B ++ 0 

0 r 
++ 0 
0 r 
++ 0 
0 r 
++ 0 
0 r 

1211 ? 0 
r 

. 0 .. 

· - -- · 0.141 - o.,n 
n,d. 38,4-46,9 :,-:,.6 00215 

-2' olean 

• 

• 

• 

60.0 ,9.4 
,1,5 

60.01~1-: 
.1 

• 
,. 

• 

0.22 
2.5 o.,, ,_,_, 
0.21 
,,C) I 

I 
,,, ;0.28 -12 ooree nre inolu1ion-rioh, 
7,5 10.28 -19 rime oJ.ean. 
!~14 0,28 -12 

--4.,L.1.;"---·· . 9~L _ __.i:-:.i·14°.L---------....J 

-------.. ·---·-···-·-----
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0 
0 

0 
0 

14 o 
0 

18 o 

0 

10 

lo 
lo 
lo 

C 11 

r 
C t1 

r 

~ n,d, 
I 

u 57,4 
C 

r 

u " 

u " 
u " 

20Bi++ c o r:n.d. 

t ~ln.d. 

21B o 
+ 

+ 

0 

0 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

22Bio 
I • 

24Bj++ 

1: 
lo 
+ 
+ 

++ 
0 

0 

c n.d. 

r II 

C II 

.11 

r " 
u " 
C n 

" 

r " 

" 

" 
r II 

36,7 

33,8-35.4 

39.5 

39,5 

4,3/2.7 
4.4 
4,8/3,3 
3,3 
3.4-4 .6 
5,5-5,b 
6,9 
12.2 
6.5 
6.8 
6,8 
7,0 
1 ,43 
3,3 
1,05 
3.6 

36,1-42.2 0,058 

38,8 

36,8 
39.8 

33.2 

" 
" 

1.43-3,6 
1,78 
3,6-4,1 
3,0-3,9 

0,78-4,2 
1.45-2,2 
3,9,4,4 
3.7-4.9 
6,5 

i 4,5-5,5 
0,93-1,6 
3,3-3,7 
2,3-3,7 
8.5 

2,4 
1.0 
1.0 
3,5 
2,7 

19B o 
0 

0 

0 

c n,d, 37,4 7,3 
3,0.4.1 
5,6 
3,s-4.8 r 

0 Z 

0 11 

0 Z 

" " 
" 

I•.nC!U., I 
IJ; 1 ·12:.rJ~;,3 -5·-'.l! 1 m-;--,.,,"c:1·r:;ri:··□T-coi-o ··,,ro 
0,172-0,23 -~ lclcun; rnut (lnnur) ~•rt 

lof c.:oro io t11cluoion-rlch 
for e1tch rhomb 

0,189 
O,H.:9 

0,5 
0,53 
0,53 
0,53 

0,28 
0,28 

? 
0.18-0.25 
0,22/0.14 
0,28 
? 

+4 cores are inclunion-rich, 
+4 rlm<: clean 
O rhombs clean 

+1 cores are inclusion-rich, 
+1 rims clean 

+1 
+1 
-16 clean 
-16 inclusion-rich 
-16 inclusion-rich 
-16 clean 
-16 clean 

0,34-0,51 -1 inclusion-rich 
0,51/0.174 -1 inc'iusion-rich 
0,35 -1 clean 
0.35 
0,35 
0,31 
0.20 
0.25 
? 

? 

0.14 
0.14 
0.26 
0,26 
0.26 

0,091 
0,091 
0.091 
0,091 
0.109 
0,168 
0,23 

-1 clean 
-1 clean 
-2 clean 
-11 inclusion-rich 
-11 clean 
-11 clean 
-7 clean 

-19 inclusion-rich 
-19 inclusion-rich 
-19 inclusio,n-rioh 
-19 clean 
-19 clean 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

(7,8,1.) 
clean, Other rhombs had 
sinilar ran~e of iron 
values, but less well 
developed zonation 

hember 1: patchy fine azyl cedium-grained dolomite (Chapter 6) 
27A z z n,d, 40,0-42,1 0,23+1,30- 0,047-

2.7 0,101+0.24 

28A z z n,d, 40,5 0.32-0.38 
+0,76-2,20, 
3,5 

Nember 1: equant replocive dolomite 
2 z z 54.3 45,1 0,32 

-0.54 
0.06,-, 
0,094 
+0,20-0,42 

0,048-
0,158+ 
~.1.15 

0 

0 

f=BO tor fine-eraine4 
dolomite, f•20 for m,gr, 
dolomite 
a■ ,abcwe. 

(Chaptar 6) 
-13 f•~O,p.5-10, Dolomite i■ 

inclusion-rich, Grain 
boundarie■ contain 
impuri~i•• (Fe,Bi,Ti
rich) 

270 z z 57,9 41.5 0,156+.t...il, 0,043+0.210 
3,6,5.~ 0,35,0,46 

f•30,p,o5-10, Fs,Mn are 
low at grain boundarise 
(•later zones), Dolomite 

lwmbar J I zonod dolowite rhQmb1 in mud 
27D ++ C 58,3 ,9,9 0,7,-1,51 

+ r • • 1,6,/0,99 
++ 0 • 

+ r " 
++ 0 " 
♦+ • 
+ r • 

" 
• 
• • • 

0,54-0,79, 
1,6,1,9 
1,57/0.89 
0,79 
o,q2 
1,l:!3/1.22 

, • 10 
0.96/0,41 

0,79 
1 .,7 
0,94/0,72 

-7 
-7 
-7 

-7 
-7 
-7 
-7 

ia incluoion-rioh. 

Cchn11tor 6) 
1 clean 
2 1nolua1on-rioh/3 clean, 
1 oleu 

2 1nolua1on-r1oh/, olean, 
1A olsllll 
111 olltan 
2 1noluo1on-r1oh/J clean, 
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r Ca';O-.-l~;co
7 

-- Pr~,;~-- -V.nCO, 
.-•---·----· --------

2Elll + !c n.d. 42.J 0.21-0.60 (J.CJ64-0.2f: -24 1 lnclu:.iion-rich 

0 

I 

" " 0,1&9-0.26 0,040 -24 2 clr.an 

++ " " 0,26/0.82 0,67 -24 3 incluoion-rich 

+ " " o.e2-1.43 0,28-0.67 -24,4 clean 

0 Ir 
17 ? dark line 

0 " " 0,82-1.43 ? -24 5 cloan 

J•;cmbe~oned 1nJ;eri;ran1.<1'<r e101oi:,1 te ( ,;napter 6 l 
27.1,; z z n.d. 42.3 l 0,159+1.54, o.oeO+O.J6, -6 :Cs30-6◊-

. 2.0,2,7 0,53,0.70, 
1,04,1 ,73 

28C z C 59.5 39.8 o. 100-0.137 0.0102- -1 8 inclusion-rich 
+0.33-0.81 0,036+ 

0.158-0,27 

++ " • 0.12 0.27 -18 clean 

+lo .. • 0.12 0.05/ .-18 clean 

i 
0.0102 

++ 

Ir 
" " 0.12 0.23 -18 clean 

0 9 dark line 

29 0 Jc 56,2 42,0 0,109 0,020 -6 1 inclusion-rich 

++ . . . 0,348 -6 2 " 
! 

" • • 0.020 -6 3 • 0 

++ " ·• . 0.26 -6 4 • 
0 " . . ? -6 5 " 
++ • • • '? -6 6 • 
0 • • . 0.020 -6 7 • 
++ " • • 0,37 -6 8 . 
0 • • • 0,020 -6 9 • 
++ • . 0,58 0,70 -6 10 • 
+ " • 0.109 I 0,188-0,27 -6 11 clean 

0 . • 0,31-0.69 0.020 -6 12 • 
++ • . 0.109-0.86 0.020-0,75 -6 ,, inclueion-rich 

0 • • 0.21 <0,348 -6 14 • 
++ . . 0,86 1,46 -6 15 . 
+ " • 0.;55-0.86 0.122 -6 16 .. 
+ " " >5,0 0.72 -6 17 clean 

++ Ir 
. " 0,86 1,11 -6 18 . 

... " . 2,0-;1.6 ! 0.41-1 ,37 -6 " late revlacive 
· zone 

Mc:i:l::er 1: zoned dolo::1ite fr~,.e I nseu:! :i-vut!) Ch~,otcr 6) 
28D + C 57,9 39,8 O,Ob9 1; -23 1 inclusion-rich 

++ • " 
. -2, 2 . 

+ • • • 0.0:,3 -23:, " 
0 • " • 0.0:,3 -23 4 clean 

++ • . 0,086 >0,168 -23 5 " 
0 " " >0.069 0,033 -23 6 " 

. 
++ " • . >1,48 >0,57 -23 7 inclusion-rich 

+ • " <0.98 <0.159 -2:, 8 ,. 

++ " • >1,48 >0.93 -23 9 .. 
+ • • 0,91/1,37 0,48/0.68 -23 10/11 clean 

+/o • • 2,4/1,37 1,16/C0.54 -23 1211, eome incluaiou 

o/+ • . 1,37/2,4 <0,54/1,16 -23 13/14 eome incluaion•• 
becoming clean 

+ r " .. 1,37/0,78 0,48/0,25 -23 15 clean 

tlembU ] I ,., .. an int·---···•-- •olnmit:• i(ChRntflJ' 6) 
-

27B ? u n,d, 41,2 1,05 0,57 0 

? u • • ,., 0,66 0 

? u • • 1. 19 0,66 0 

++ a • • 0,90 0,57 0 

+ r • • 2,9-4, 1 o.:,6 0 

++ C 56,0 40,8 ~ 0,50 -5 
+ r • " f.i +4,4, 0,50 -9 

,5,9 

' ll • • ,.o-,.a -10 
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B1:Hand speci~ens 

All specir,1ens were r.1arked in ~ with the hori:o:ontal, 

an azirr:uth, and the way-up. Each specimen was sawn in one 

or more directions such that one face was perpendicular 

to both bedding and cleavage. Specimens were reconstructed 

on t11in section exanination for rneasurer.0 ent of c.lc3.vace, 

qvartz fibre, and other orientations. 

:Polished savm surfaces were etched in 51~ (v /v) HCl and 

stained for 2-4 minutes in the combined Alizarin Red-S/ 

Potassium Ferricyanide solution of Dickson (1965), but with 

a lower strenpth acid ( 0. 5~b v /v HCl). Acetate pee ls were 

often taken, but these were only used for general descriptions 

as the dolomite does not etch clearly enow;h to produce 

hi;c;l,. resolution peels for use in grain fabric studies. 

B2: Thin sections 

Rock chips were mounted in epoxy resin to provide a 

firm base for the production of extra-thin sections (15-25ym) 

as standard procedure. The sections were hand-eround 

beyond the normal thickness with successively finer grades 

of carborundum pov:der, finishing on 1200 erade. They 

were stained by the method of Dickson (1965), but in very 

weak acid (0.251o v/v HCl) as the sections are so thin. 

The combined use of extra-thin sections wj_th the staining 

tec~nique greatly facilitated examination and interpretation 

of fine-grained lithologies and 1Jixed calcite-dolomite rocks. 

Some thin sections were stained for K-feldspar, essen

tially by the methos of Bailey & Stevens (1960). 

Thin sections for probe work were polished on mechanical 

laps, finishing on ¾pm diamond, or alur:,iniur::1 oxide powder. 

After probe work, the conductine eold coat was re~oved and 

,, 



the sections were studied under catbodolu::;-dnescence. 

Three of the slides used on the microprobe were 

subsequently ground using 1200 r:rrade carborur..dum poi:·rder 

to 10-15pm thickness and then polished, using a coft cloth, 

with 1p.m aluminium oxide powder to a final thickness of 

less than 5_pm ( = ultra-thin sections). T!:le thickness can 

be reduced further by etching in 5~ ECl (for dolostones). 

B3: X-ray diffraction 

1'his was carried out on a Phillips Y.-ray n:pectroi:.eter 

using Cu K~ radiation with slits of 1°, 1° and 0.2mm and 

the results monitored on a chart recorder. The samples were 

crushed and run as powder or smear r.:ounts; phene_;i tes gave 

an unoriented pattern whichever method was used. The 

results were made semi-quantitative by running standards 

of mineral mixtures from rocks in the study area and deriving 

empirical correction factors ( table B1 ) • 'l'he peak hei6ht 

of a chosen peak for each mineral was divided by the 

correction factor and the values recalculated to total 100%. 

TABLE B1 

X.R.D. correction factors 

:i-.Iineral peak measured empirical correction subject to inter-
2e ld(.A) factor ferenc0 from: 

Quartz 20.9 4.26 1 microcline 

216 

Albite A 27.9 3 .19 2.67 muscovite(pher..gite) 

Albite B 23.55 3.77 1.23 muscovite(phengite) 

Albite C 24.35 3.66 1.23 microcline 

IHcrocline 27.5 3.24 2 

Calcite 29.5 3.04 5.75 

Dolorr,i te 31.0 2.89 2.58 

Muscovite 8.90 10.0 1.8 
(phengite) 

' 



This ~as carried out on an 5EL 240 atomic ~bsarption 

spectro~eter. When calcite was analysed, 10ml of 50/ 

acetic acid was added to 0.5g of crushed sample; after 

dissolution the volw:::e was made up to 50ml with de-ionised 

water. For dolomite, 10ml of 20% HCl was added to 0.5g of 

sample and after dissolution the sarnple was evaporated to 

dr,yness, 10ml of 50>- acetic acid added and the volume made 

up to 50ml wit~ de-ionised water. 

1he solutions were tiluted as appropriate for analycis 

of Ca, l-'lg, Fe, I•m, Sr and lfa. Before Sr analysis, 1 Ornl of 

NaCl solution were added to 40ml of sample solution to 

prevent ionisation a:r:d for Ca and 11:g anal:ysis lanthanum 

chloride solution was added to prevent Al interference. 

B5: Cathodoluminesce:nce 

Earlier work was performed using uncapped thin sections 

finished on 1200 grade carborundum powder using an app

aratus designed and b.ilt by Dr. A.A.Mills of Leicester 

University. The later work was carried out using polished 

probe slides on an instrument built by I•1.r. W. Wilson at 

Nottingham under the direction of Dr. J.A.D.Dickson. 

Cathodoluminescence gives a striking demonstration of 

mineral distribution and of zonation within crystals, 

particularly in carbonates. 

The orange-red lur:inescence of calcites and dolomites 

is activated by En ano quenched by Fe, Co and Ni (Sippel 

& Glover 1965). Quantification of the relative importance 

of these effects has only been to order of magnitude conc

entrations previously (Long & Agrell, 1965). The results 

of the present study (fig. B1) define the threshold of 

luminescence much more closely. At concentrations of Fe 
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wt. °/4 wt.% 
l-'n°-3 Mn 
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Figure B-1: Luminescence of calcites and dolomite ■ in the Bonahaven Formation 

in terms of th~ir Fa and ~.n concentration■, 
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below O. 5 ;: :·eC03, luminescence seerr:s to depend or.. there 

being sufficient ( 0. 05%) 1-'lnCOy At hic::er concentra~~io;:,s 

of Pe\luminescence is seen if the ~nco
3 

concentration is 

more than about a tenth of the Feco3 concentration. So□e 

analyses lie on the 'wrong' side of the lu~inescence/ no 

lilllineEcence boundary: this could be due to variations in 

the quantity of Co or Ni present, althouph they will only 

be pr-er-;ent in trace a::iounts. .Another factor is that tr:e 

distinction between strong, weak and no lu~inesce~ce is 

subjective. The possibility of extreme heating leadinc 

to mineral lu.i:1inescence ( Sormner, 1972b) cloes not seem 

applicable. 

1'here is usually a wavelength shift in luminescence 

between the typical orange colour of calcite and the rr.ore 

reddish dolomite. This has been explained theoretically 

by SomI;1er { 1 972a). However zoned dolor!:2. te in mer:iber 1 

shows a ranee of colours from yellow to red of u..>1certain 

origin; there is no apparent reletion to the concentration 

of iron and ma..~ganese. 



APcen~ix C: Deter~i=ation of size distributions of sn~erc~ 

from size distributions of their sections 

In this .Appendix, the rJrocec:.ure is outlined by v;Lich, 

in Chapter 5, the size distribution of spherules was con

verted to a three-dimensional distribution. ~he method is 

based on the paper by hennig & Elias (1971) in which pairs 

of size distributions are plotted: one Demter of each pair 

representing a particular size distribution of spheres a~C 

the other representing the distribution of circ~es in a 

section cut through the spheres. They sugpest coiparinp a 

measured distri.ou-tion w'ith these standard curves. IIoweve-r, 

tie number of sphere distributions that they present is 

lirr.i ted and so it was tho-:.1ght necessary to calculate the 

spheres' distribution from the measured t:-.. in section dis

tribution in the way outlined by Hennig & Elias. Essentially 

a set of simult2neous equations is generated and coJ.ved: 

the co-efficients of these eq_uations were not givE:n by 

Hennig & Elias (1971) so had to be derived (see below). 

The data is divided into 12 size classes of equal size, 

the srnallest class to include the origin. For spheres of 

class 12 (the largest), a certain proportion (a12 ) will have 

size within class 12 when Geasured in thin section, a 

proportion (a11 ) will have size within class 11 and so on. 

For spheres of size class 11, b 11 will be in class 11 in thin 

section, b
10 

in class 10 and so on. 

In thin section, as circles of size class 12 can only be 

derived fror:: spheres of class 12, their frequency (N12 ) = 

a 12c12 , wher~ c12 is the frequency of spheres in class 12. 

Circles of size 11 can be derived from class 11 or 12 of the 



1he complete set of equations is of the form: 

N =a C 
12 12 12 

:J11 =a11C12+b11C11 

N10 =a10C12+b10C11 +c10C10 

• . . . . 
N1 =a1c12 +b1C11 + •••..•.•• 11c2 +me, 

The co-ef~icients (a1 , a 2 etc.) can be calculated from 

a graphical construction (Bennie & Elias 1971, fig. 7) and 

with the constraint ~ a =~b = • •• =1, are shown in table C1. 

TJ...BL3 C1 

Co-c~ _·-; cients of the above set of simul tar.eous equatior_s 

12 · 

a 0.404 
b 

C 

d 

e 

:f 

g 

h 

i 

k 

l 
0 

11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 
0.147 0.111 0.083 0.069 0,056 0.042 0.032 0.026 0.017 0.008 
0.409 0.161 0,109 0.025 O,OS7 0.058 0.039 0.033 0.021 0.012 

0.433 0.163 0.110 0.057 0.070 0.050 0.040 0.027 0.013 
0.455 0,167 0.115 0.093 O.OGJ 0.040 0,03} 0,019 

0,482 0.175 0.117 0;088 0.063 0,042 0.025 
.0.514 0.181 0.124 0.061 0.057 0.029 

0.549 0.195 0.117 0.083 0.039 

0.005 
O.G::l6 

0.007 
0.007 
0.008 

0.011; 
0.017 

0.600 0.193 0.120 0.060 0.027 
0.667 0.200 0.100 0.033 

0.756 0.189 0.055 
0,850 0,150 

1 .ooo 

, 
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